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Zusammenfassung
Sie sind die zweithäufigsten Teilchen im Universum, haben einen essentiellen Anteil an
dessen Strukturbildung und tragen Informationen aus dem Inneren astrophysikalischer Objekte, denn sie erreichen die Erde fast unbeeinflusst von Wechselwirkungen. Diese besonderen Eigenschaften machen Neutrinos bedeutsam für viele Bereiche der Elementarteilchenund Astroteilchenphysik, die Kosmologie eingeschlossen. Die Tatsache, dass sie eine von
Null verschiedene Ruhemasse besitzen, konnte in verschiedenen Oszillationsexperimenten
nachgewiesen werden. Dieser Fakt ist gleichbedeutend mit Physik jenseits des Standardmodells, denn in ihm bleiben Neutrinos masselos. Mögliche Erweiterungen schließen
Phänomene wie CP-Verletzung im Leptonsektor, Leptonenzahlverletzung sowie die Existenz rechtshändiger, steriler Neutrinos ein. Im besonderen Fokus steht der Mechanismus,
welcher die auffallend kleinen Neutrinomassen generiert, da er möglicherweise mit einer
neuen Energieskala verknüpft ist.
Die Kenntnis der absoluten Neutrinomassenskala hierbei unabdingbar um genauere Modelle zu ermöglichen. Trotz langjähriger experimenteller Bemühungen blieb die Frage nach
der absoluten Neutrinomasse allerdings bis heute ungeklärt.
Zurzeit werden verschiedenene experimentelle Ansätze verfolgt mit dem Ziel, die absolute
Neutrinomassenskala zu bestimmen. Der vielversprechendste ist dabei die hochauflösende
Spektroskopie des β-Zerfalls des Tritiums, der eine modellunabhängige Bestimmung der
Elektronantineutrinomasse erlaubt. Unter Verwendung dieser Methode strebt das Karlsruher Tritium Neutrino Experiment Katrin als Vorreiter einer neuen Generation von
Neutrinomassenexperimenten an, die Sub-Elektronvolt-Massenskala mit einer Sensitivität
von 200 meV (90% C.L.) zu erreichen. Der Aufbau des Katrin Experimentes befindet sich
im Tritium Labor Karlsruhe (TLK) auf dem Gelände des Campus Nord des Karlsruher
Instituts für Technologie (KIT). Die Verbindung einer Tritiumquelle hoher Luminosität
mit einem Spektrometer auf Basis des MAC-E Filterprinzips, welches eine exzellente Energieauflösung ermöglicht, erlaubt es zu dieser bisher unerreichten Sensitivität zu gelangen.
Die Inbetriebnahme des kompletten Aufbaus beginnt während der Fertigstellung dieser
Dissertation. Die ersten Messungen in denen Tritium in der Quelle zirkuliert wird sind für
2017 geplant.
Zusätzlich zu den experimentellen Herausforderungen, bezüglich des Betriebs eines Systems der Größe von Katrin unter Ultrahochvakuumbedingungen und einer erforderlichen Stabilisierung der Betriebsparameter auf dem Niveau von wenigen Tausendstel und
darunter, müssen alle systematischen Effekte, welche die Form des Elektronspektrums beeinflussen überprüft werden und verstanden sein. Die genaue Kenntnis der Quellcharak-
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0. Zusammenfassung

teristika sowie der physikalischen Prozesse innerhalb der Quelle ist daher von höchster
Bedeutung.
In der Rahmen der vorliegenden Arbeit, wurden umfassende Plasma- und Gasdynamikmodelle erstellt und wichtige Quellparameter dieser Prozesse charakterisiert. Die Resultate
der zugrunde liegenden Simulationen wurden in die Berechnung der Quellspektren mit einbezogen. Auf diese Weise konnte der Einfluss der verschiedenen untersuchten Effekte sowie
deren Modellunsicherheiten auf die Neutrinomassenmessung mit Katrin quantifiziert werden.
Gasdynamische Eigenschaften der Quelle
Eine der Hauptsystematiken des Katrin Experiments entsteht durch die Unsicherheit in
der Beschreibung der Streuung der β-Zerfallselektronen an Gasmolekülen in der Quelle.
Diese Streuprozesse beeinflussen die Form des β-Zerfallsspektrums. Um sie auf verlässliche
Weise beschreiben zu können, muss das Produkt aus Säulendichte und totalem inelastischen Streuquerschnitt auf 0.2% genau bekannt sein.
Um in der Lage zu sein, die Säulendichte genau zu berechnen, muss das bisherige Gasmodel, welches lediglich aus dem 10 m langen WGTS-Quellrohr bestand, um Gasflussberechnungen in den Pumpkammern und Strahlrohrelementen der DPS1 erweitert werden, da ein nichtverschwindender Teil des Gases in diesen Komponenten zu finden ist.
Die oben erwähnten Komponenten wurden, aufgrund der Komplexität der Berechnung
von verdünnten Gasflüssen sowie den großen Unterschieden bezüglich ihrer Geometrie
und Gasflusscharakteristiken, in separaten Modellen simuliert. Um diese Rechnungen zu
einem Gasmodell der kompletten Quellsektion kombinieren zu können, musste das bereits
existierende Strahlrohrgasmodell grundlegend erneuert werden.
Es wurde gezeigt, dass sich etwa 1% der gesamten Säulendichte in den Komponenten der
DPS1, und damit nicht im zentralen 10 m Quellrohr der WGTS, ansammeln. Um die
0.2% Säulendichtegenaugikeit zu erreichen müssen also die Komponenten der DPS1 im
Quellmodell, wenn auch mit geringerer Anforderung an die Genauigkeit, berücksichtigt
werden. Für den Gasflussreduktionsfaktor in der DPS1 ergab sich ein Wert von 400, die
Gasdichte hingegen wird von der Injektion bis zum Beginn der DPS2 um einen Faktor
2000 reduziert.
Es wurde gezeigt, dass die Genauigkeit der Säulendichteberechnung auf Basis des Gasmodells im Wesentlichen von der Unsicherheit der Flussmodellierung innerhalb des zentralen
10 m Quellrohres abhängt. Um zu einer verlässlichen Abschätzung der modellbezogenen
Unsicherheit zu gelangen, wurde, auf einem anderen Lösungsansatz beruhend, eine weitere Gasdynamiksimulation dieser Komponente durchgeführt. Es zeigte sich, dass beide
Simulationen in der Dichteverteilung um bis zu 15% voneinander abweichen, ihre Säulendichten jedoch innerhalb von 1% übereinstimmen. Unter weiterer Berücksichtigung
der Unsicherheit der Transportparameter, sowie der Eingabewerte für Einlass- und Auslassdruck, liegt die Gesamtunsicherheit der Säulendichteberechnung damit weit über der
benötigten Genauigkeit von 0.2%. Das bedeutet, eine experimentelle Bestimmung des
Produktes aus Säulendichte und Streuquerschnitt ist zusätzlich zur theoretischen Modellierung unumgänglich.
Diesbezüglich wurde gezeigt, dass es mit dieser Absolutmessung möglich ist, die geforderte
Genauigkeit von 0.2% zu erreichen. Das Messergebnis kann weiterhin genutzt werden, um
die Anforderungen an die Kenntnis des totalen inelastischen Streuquerschnitts zu lockern
– die bisherige Genauigkeit des Literaturwertes liegt bei nur 2%.
Zwischen den Absolutmessungen mit der Elektronenkanone kann es zu Fluktuationen der
Säulendichte aufgrund von Schwankungen der Quellparameter kommen. Mehrere Aktivitätsmonitore werden während der Katrin Messungen genutzt werden um zu überprüfen,
ob die Fluktuationen innerhalb des 0.2% Niveaus liegen.
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Im Rahmen dieser Doktorarbeit wurde gezeigt, dass das Quellgasmodell genutzt werden
kann, um die angesprochenen Schwankungen in der Berechnung des β-Zerfallsspektrums
der Quelle zu berücksichtigen. Ungeachtet der relativ großen Unsicherheit der Berechnung
des Absolutwertes der Säulendichte kann das Modell benutzt werden, um Säulendichteänderungen aufgrund von Variationen der Betriebsparameter im Prozentbereich präzise zu
bestimmen. Um zu überprüfen, inwiefern das Gasmodell für diesen Zweck einesetzt werden kann, wurden in umfangreichen Fehleranalysen alle Modellierungs- und Eingabeparameter betreffenden Unsicherheiten mit einbezogen. Hierbei ergab sich, die angestrebte
0.1% Stabilität der Quellbetriebsparameter vorausgesetzt, eine Verbesserung der Säulendichtepräzision von den ursprünglich angesetzten 0.2% zu 0.03%. Diese Präzision erlaubt
es, die Anforderungen an die Absolutbestimmung des Produktes aus Säulendichte und
Streuquerschnitt mit der Elektronenkanone von einer relativen Genauigkeit von 0.14% auf
0.19% aufzuweiten.
Neben den Untersuchungen den integrierten Wert (Säulendichte) betreffend, wurde in
dieser Doktorarbeit der Einfluss der Gasdichteverteilung in der Quelle analysiert. Eine
genaue Beschreibung der Gasdichteverteilung in der Quelle ist die Basis um die räumlichen
Verteilungen der verschiedenen Quellvariablen (Temperatur, Magnetfeld, Geschwindigkeit
und elektrisches Potential) in den Berechnungen des Quellspektrums berücksichtigen zu
können. Um die erforderliche Genauigkeit der Dichteverteilung abzuschätzen wurden
mehrere Geschwindigkeits- und Dichtemodelle in Ensemblesimulationen verglichen. Hierbei wurde gezeigt, dass ein großer Einfluss der korrekten Beschreibung der Geschwindkeitsverteilung zuzuordnen ist. Im Vergleich der beiden Strahlrohrdichtemodelle ergab sich
eine nichtverschwindende systematische Neutrinomassenverschiebung
von (−7.5 ± 2.4) · 10−4 eV2 , was die Notwendigkeit der Verwendung von passenden Dichteund Geschwindgkeitsmodellen unterstreicht.
Die Absolutmessung mit der Elektronenkanone erlaubt grundsätzlich lediglich eine Bestimmung des Produkts aus Säulendichte und Streuquerschnitt. Daher wurde überprüft,
ob eine Säulendichte– und Streuquerschnittgenauigkeit von 2% ausreichend ist, solange
dennoch das Produkt mit einer Unsicherheit kleiner 0.2% bekannt ist. Es wurde gezeigt,
dass diese Frage eng mit den oben erwähnten Inhomogenitäten verknüpft ist – im Falle
einer ideal homogenen Quelle können die einzelnen Parameter im Produkt nicht unterschieden werden. Indem ein realistischeres Quellmodell zugrunde gelegt wurde konnte
gezeigt werden, dass die Unsicherheiten der einzelnen Parameter die Neutrinmassenanalyse beeinflussen können, allerdings nur, falls diese Unsicherheiten größer als etwa 5% sind.
Der Einfluss einer Unsicherheit von 2% ergab einen verschwindend geringen Beitrag.
In einer kombinierten Analyse wurden alle erwähnten Unsicherheiten in Bezug auf die
Beschreibung der Quellgasdynamik mit einem Quellmodell verknüpft, welches realistische
Verteilungen von Temperatur, Magnetfeld und elektrischem Potential enthält. Hierbei
ergab sich eine systematische Neutrinomassenverschiebung von (3.06 ± 0.24) · 10−3 eV2 .
Obwohl diese Verschiebung beinahe doppelt so groß ist wie der angestrebte Designwert im
Gesamtbudget der Katrin Systematik, kann die Unsicherheit, welche mit der Beschreibung der Quellgasdynamik verbunden ist, als verstanden angesehen werden – in den
verknüpften Untersuchungen wurden mehrere zusätzliche Unsicherheiten mit einbezogen,
die bei der Abschätzung des oben genannten Fehlerbeitrages nicht berücksichtigt wurden.
Um die Vorhersagen des entwickelten Gasmodells zu testen, wurden verschiedene Testmessungen vorgeschlagen, die im Rahmen der Katrin Inbetriebnahmemessungen durchgeführt werden.
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Plasmaphänomene in der Quelle
Durch die Emission der Elektronen im β-Zerfall des Tritiums und den damit verbundenen Sekundärionisationsprozessen bildet sich in der Quelle ein kaltes Niedrigdruckplasma.
Die elektrischen Felder, die sich innerhalb des Plasmas bilden, bestimmen die Potentialverteilung in der WGTS. Diese Verteilung muss gut bekannt sein, da sie die Startenergie
der Elektronen des β-Zerfalls festlegt.
Im Verlauf dieser Doktorarbeit wurde ein umfassendes Plasmamodell erstellt. Beginnend
bei einem eindimensionalen Elektrondiffusionsansatz, wurde es hin zu einer zweidimensionalen, axialsymmetrischen drei-Teilchen Fluidplasmabeschreibung entwickelt, in der innere
Raumladungsfelder sowie äußere elektrische Felder berücksichtigt werden. Anders als bei
früheren Ansätzen zeigten sich bei diesem Modell keine numerischen Instabilitäten. Es konnte nachgewieden werden, dass die Lösungen auch im Falle der Veränderung verschiedener
Plasmaparameter stabil sind.
Das Quellplasma ist in radialer Richtung durch die Oberfläche der Stahlwand begrenzt.
In longitudinaler Richtung wird es durch die Goldoberfläche der Rear Wall abgeschlossen.
Diese wurde ursprünglich konstruiert, um als elektrisch leitende, senkrecht von den Magnetfeldlinien durchsetzte Oberfläche die von den darin gebundenen Plasmateilchen getroffen wird, das Plasmapotential entlang des Flussschlauches zu bestimmen. Welche Rolle
dabei die Austrittsarbeitsdifferenz von ungefähr 1 eV zwischen Stahl- und Goldoberfläche
spielt war unbekannt.
Aufgrund der Ausdehnung des neugeschaffenen Plasmamodell in radialer Richtung wurde
es im Rahmen der vorliegenden Arbeit möglich, die Auswirkungen jener Oberflächenpotentialdifferenz zu untersuchen. So konnte gezeigt werden, dass ein Unterschied von
1 eV zwischen Stahl- und Goldoberfläche eine große Plasmapotentialinhomogenität von
etwa 250 meV entlang der Strahlrohrachse nach sich zieht. Selbst eine Randpotentialdifferenz von 100 mV führt schon zu einer Potentialinhomogenität von 25 meV. Dieser Wert
ist bereits doppelt so groß, wie das im Katrin Design-Report veranschlagte Limit für
Quellpotentialdifferenzen.
Anders als erwartet, führen große Potentialdifferenzen der das Plasma begrenzenden Oberflächen zur Bildung von negativen Raumladungen im Plasma – abhängig vom Vorzeichen
der Differenz ist entweder der Ausfluss der Elektronen durch ein negatives elektrisches Feld
blockiert (die Ionen können die Quelle weiterhin verlassen). Im anderen Fall saturiert der
Elektronenfluss, während der Ionenfluss aufgrund der größeren Oberfläche des Strahlrohres
noch weiter ansteigen kann (nur die Ionen können die Stahlwände des Strahlrohrs erreichen, da die transversale Bewegung der Elektronen aufgrund ihrer geringeren Masse
stärker durch das Magnetfeld eingeschränkt ist).
Die optimale Konfiguration des Randpotentials, verbunden mit einer maximalen Homogenität des Plasmapotentials, ergibt sich, falls das Rear Wall-Potential leicht negativ ist im
Vergleich zum Strahlrohroberflächenpotential (der Unterschied ist im Bereich der Elektronentemperatur, also bei etwa 3.9 mV für 30 K). Falls alle Ränder sich auf dem gleichen
Potential befinden, ergibt sich ein ähnliches Resultat. Für diesen Fall wurde die maximale
Inhomogenität entlang der Achse des Strahlrohres zu 6-7 meV bestimmt.
Die Annahme homogener Austrittsarbeiten über die gesamte jeweilige Oberfläche ist unrealistisch. Daher wurde der Einfluss von Potentialdifferenzen unterschiedlicher geometrischer
Größe und Stärke entlang der Oberflächen untersucht. Im Bezug auf die Rear Wall sind die
materialspezifischen Abweichungen gering (nicht größer als 10 meV). Allerdings können
hier durch die Adsorption von Tritium Austrittsarbeitsdifferenzen bis zu 30 mV auftreten.
Eine detaillierte Analyse einer Reihe von Rear Wall-Oberflächenpotentialdifferenzen ergab,
dass das Rear Wall-Oberflächenpotential, anders als bisher angenommen, sich nicht durch
die komplette Länge des Flussschlauches durchsetzt. Die Strukturen sind bereits nach
einigen Zentimetern oder sogar schon nach Millimetern ausgewaschen. Das bedeutet, dass
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die Inhomogenität des Plasmas sich nicht durch ein ungleiches Potential entlang der Rear
Wall beeinflussen lässt. Der absolute Wert des Raumladungspotentials im Plasma hingegen kann sogar von kleinen Rear Wall-Potentiainhomogenitäten stark beeinflusst werden.
Die Austrittsarbeit des Strahlrohrmaterials weist deutlich größere Inhomogenitäten auf
(bis zu 1 eV). Zusätzlich zu diesen intrinsischen Effekten muss bei 30 K die hohe Wahrscheinlichkeit berücksichtigt werden, dass Tritium an der Stahlwand adsorbiert. Eine Abschätzung der relevanten Adsorptionsprozesse ergab ein ortsabhängiges Adsorptionsprofil, das verknüpft ist mit dem Dichteprofil des Tritiumgases entlang des Strahlrohrs. In
entsprechenden Plasmasimulationen zeigte sich allerdings, dass die damit verbundene maximale Austrittsarbeitsdifferenz von 26 meV kaum in das Plasmavolumen eindringt. Das
gleiche gilt für kleinskalige Potentialstrukturen entlang der Strahlrohroberfläche – Differenzen mit Magnituden von −0.1 V to 0.5 V wurden untersucht, zeigten jedoch lediglich einen
untergeordneten Effekt auf die Plasmahomogenität.
Es lässt sich schlussfolgern: Differenzen (realistischer Größe), entlang einer Oberfläche
haben kaum einen Effekt auf die Messungen mit Katrin, während Unterschiede zwischen
den begrenzenden Oberflächen einen großen Einfluss haben können.
Indem die Rear Wall auf ein bestimmtes Potential gesetzt wird, lassen sich die Oberflächendifferenzen zwischen den beiden begrenzenden Oberflächen ausgleichen. Es wurde gezeigt,
dass Messungen mit monoenergetischen Elektronen von 83m Kr, welches mit dem Quellgas
zirkuliert wird, Aufschluss über die Oberflächendifferenz geben können, die a priori nicht
genau bekannt ist. Allerdings finden diese Messungen bei einer erhöhten Strahlrohrtemperatur von etwa 110 K statt. Daher wird erwartet, dass sich das Adsorptionsverhalten
von Tritium an den Stahlrohrwänden ändert.
Unterschiedliche Ansätze wurden in dieser Arbeit vorgeschlagen, um die Randpotentiale
bei nominalen Tritiumbedingungen zu untersuchen. Die niedrigste Oberflächenpotentialdifferenz, die überprüfbar ist, sind 60 eV, was wiederum eine Plasmapotentialinhomogenität
von etwa 20 mV bedeutet.
Es wurde gezeigt, dass die Wahrscheinlichkeitsverteilung des Plasmapotentialprofils, welches
sich in der Quelle aufbaut, nicht gaussförmig ist, was im Kontrast zu den bisherigen Erwartungen steht. Daher ist der Neutrinomasseneffekt der simulierten Potentialverteilungen größer als bisher gedacht. Die kleinstmögliche Neutrinomassenverschiebung ergibt
sich, falls sich alle Oberflächen in etwa auf gleichem Potential befinden. In diesem Fall
ist die maximale Potentialinhomogenität entlang der Strahlrohrachse etwa 6 mV und der
Neutrinomasseneffekt liegt bei (−5.8 ± 2.8) · 10−4 eV2 .
Dieser equipotentiale Fall ist wahrscheinlich nicht einstellbar. Eine eher konservative Abschätzung ergibt sich, wenn von einer realistisch erreichbaren Oberflächenpotentialdifferenz
von 110 meV ausgegangen wird. Für diesen Fall wurde eine systematische Neutrinomassenverschiebung von (−1.5 ± 0.25) · 10−3 eV2 berechnet. Diese kann als repräsentativer Wert
für die systematische Neutrinomassenunsicherheit aufgrund von Plasmaprozessen in der
Quelle angesehen werden.
Die Validierung der Vorhersagen der geschaffenen Modelle in Testmessungen während der
momentan beginnenden Inbetriebnahmephase von Katrin bildet den letzten Schritt für
das qualitative und quantitative Verständnis der in dieser Arbeit beschriebenen Plasmaund gasdynamischen Prozesse in der Quelle.
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Introduction and Objective
Being the second most abundant particles in the universe, and even the most abundant
massive ones, neutrinos are of highest interest in the fields of particle physics and astroparticle physics including cosmology. They play a key role in the structure formation in
the universe and are messenger particles from astrophysical objects since, different from
light, they reach the earth almost undisturbed by interactions. In the Standard Model of
particle physics neutrinos stay massless. On the other hand, they were beyond any doubt
shown to be massive in a large number of neutrino oscillation experiments, which implies
that neutrinos open the door to physics beyond the Standard Model. Related extensions
and new concepts can give rise to phenomena like CP-violation in the lepton sector, lepton number violation or postulate the existence of sterile right handed neutrinos. Special
interest lies in the mechanism that generates the strikingly small neutrino masses which
might even be connected to a new energy scale.
To further develop these models, the knowledge of the absolute neutrino mass scale is
indispensable. The determination of this mass scale is still an open issue although already
since many years large efforts have been made in order to address this question experimentally.
A variety of different experimental approaches are being pursued in this quest. The most
promising method, giving model independent access to the mass of the electron antineutrino, is high precision β-decay spectroscopy of tritium. Pursuing this approach, the next
generation neutrino mass experiment Katrin (Karlsruhe Tritium Neutrino experiment),
installed at the Tritium Laboratory Karlsruhe (TLK) at the Campus North side of the
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), aims to enter the sub-electronvolt neutrino mass
scale with a sensitivity of 200 meV (90% C.L.). This unprecedented sensitivity will be
reached by combining a high luminosity tritium source with a spectrometer of MAC-E
filter type featuring an excellent energy resolution. Starting commissioning measurements
of the full system at the time of writing of this thesis, first measurements with tritium
cycled in the source are scheduled for 2017.
In addition to the challenging experimental aspects related to the operation of such a
large system under ultra high vacuum conditions with a required stability of operation
parameters at the per mill level and below, all systematic effects influencing the shape of
the electron spectrum need to be understood and under control. A proper understanding
of the characteristics of the tritium source as well as an identification and quantification
of all source-related processes modifying the measured spectrum of electrons is of utmost
importance. Here large efforts have already been made which have led to a detailed source
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model that allows to accurately calculate the β-decay spectra that will be measured with
Katrin.
Still, some important information to complete the source model description is missing
which is related to the description of properties of the gas flow and to the understanding
of processes in the low-density tritium plasma.
To provide this crucial information, the two main objectives of the thesis at hand are:
1. Completion of the picture of gas flow related processes in the source. This includes
the simulation of gas dynamics in the components of the first stage of the differential pumping section, and the investigation of its applicability in the neutrino mass
analysis with Katrin.
2. Conception of a detailed plasma model of the source, including the transport of
differently charged particles (diffusive and according to the formed electric fields),
creation and annihilation processes as well as interactions with boundary surfaces
and potentials.
One of the key parameters of the whole experiment, the column density of molecular
gaseous tritium, is related to the gas density distribution in the source section. The
experimental determination of its absolute value as well as the modelling of its evolution
in between these measurements need to be analysed in detail and the related uncertainties
have to be be investigated thoroughly.
The cold tritium plasma that forms in the source determines the distribution of the electric
potential in this component which needs to be as homogeneous as possible since it sets the
starting potential energy of the electrons that are created in the plasma. Once the realistic
plasma model is set-up, it needs to be used to investigate the potential distribution that
forms within and how it is influenced by source parameters and boundary conditions.
The predictions and results obtained with both models are used to quantify the systematic
effect of the calculated distributions of source variables and related uncertainties on the
neutrino mass measurement with Katrin.
Outline
This thesis starts with an introduction into the main aspects of neutrino physics in chapter 1, with a particular emphasis on massive neutrinos. The implications of non-zero
neutrino masses are discussed and possible mass generation mechanisms are introduced.
An insight to different approaches to the experimental determination of the absolute neutrino mass scale is given, focussing on the kinematic approach adopted by single β-decay
experiments.
In the subsequent chapter 2 the Katrin experiment is described, presenting its measurement principle and data analysis procedure. Its main components are reviewed, giving a
more detailed description of the tritium source as the main part of this thesis is related to
the characterisation of physical processes in the source.
Chapter 3 summarises the simulation of heat transfer processes in the pump ports of the
source. The resulting temperature distributions provide important information required
for the gas dynamic simulations in these domains that are presented in chapter 4. Here the
modelling of gas flow in the different domains of the source sections is characterised and
the combination of the single components into a comprehensive gas model is described.
Different test measurements are proposed for experimental verification of this model. The
key parameter column density is introduced and a detailed investigation of its absolute
and relative modelling and measurement uncertainties and their particular impact on the
neutrino mass analysis is performed.
Chapter 5 focuses on the description of the formation of the cold tritium plasma in the
source. An extensive three-particle plasma model is built including charged particle creation and annihilation processes, surface interactions as well as the complicated interplay
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between particle transport and interactions with the electric fields present in the plasma.
Measurements with monoenergetic electrons of 83m Kr that can give experimental access to
the potential distribution are described. Emphasis is put on the impact of different combinations of boundary surface potentials on the potential distribution that forms in the
plasma. The importance of achieving a configuration that sets the plasma facing surfaces
on equipotential is underlined. The corresponding systematic effect on the neutrino mass
determination is investigated thoroughly.
The final chapter 6 summarises the results obtained in the course of this thesis work.
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Among the constituents of the Standard Model of experimental particle physics neutrinos
bear a particular and important role the description of cosmological and astro-particle
physics processes. Our knowledge of the properties of the neutrino is still limited and
many question remain unresolved, such as its intrinsic nature – is it a Dirac or a Majorana
particle – or its absolute mass scale.
This chapter gives a very brief overview to the theoretical concepts used in neutrino physics
as well as experimental approaches and results. It starts with a survey of important historic events related to neutrino physics. Afterwards, in section 1.2, it is briefly discussed
how the neutrino is embedded in the Standard Model of particle physics. In section 1.3,
the concept of neutrino oscillation is introduced and current measurement results are highlighted. Section 1.4 presents a rare processes the potential which possesses the potential
to reveal the intrinsic nature of the neutrino – the neutrinoless double beta decay. The
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last section 1.5 is dedicated to the mass of the neutrino. It introduces theoretical concepts
for the mass generation mechanism as well as experimental approaches that give access
to different aspects of neutrino masses. Herein, the physical process the neutrino mass
analysis with Katrin is based on is introduced.

1.1. The neutrino – a brief historical overview
The story of the neutrino is a story full of puzzles and experimental successes in solving
many (but not yet all) of them. It started in 1930, when the new particle, initially named
‘neutron’, was proposed by Wolfgang Pauli as a solution to the puzzle of continuous βdecay spectra. In 1914 Chadwick was able to measure the β-decay spectrum of 219 Bi. This
spectrum was continuous and therefore fundamentally different from the spectra measured
before for α and γ decaying nuclei that produce discrete lines. The continuous β-decay
spectrum could not be explained by a two particle decay (into the daughter nucleus and
the electron) – The recoil energy of the heavy daughter nucleus is tiny, thus almost the full
decay energy should be carried away by the electron. A continuous spectrum could only
be explained if the law of conservation of energy is violated or if an additional particle was
produced in the decay. The latter hypothesis was formulated by Pauli in a famous letter
in 1930 [Pau30]. The additional particle was proposed to be a neutral spin- 12 particle with
almost vanishing mass.
Already in 1933, shortly after Chadwick’s discovery of the neutron [Cha32], Fermi formulated his successful theory of β-decay [Fer34] taking up the idea of the neutrino produced
in addition to the electron. The cross section for a neutrino to interact with a nucleus via
inverse beta decay was estimated to be 1 × 10−44 cm2 by Bethe and Peierls [BP34] – Due
to the smallness of the cross section they considered the neutrino to be undetectable.
Their prediction held for about twenty years. Still, in 1953 the first neutrino signal was
observed by Reines and Cowan. It was confirmed in 1956 [CRH+ 56]. They used nuclear
reactors as a strong neutrino source. The detection mechanism was the inverse β-decay
ν̄e + p −→ e+ + n.

(1.1)

The large background (mainly due to muons) could be suppressed effectively using the
delayed coincidence signal of positron annihilation and neutron capture by 113 Cd nuclei
from cadmium chloride that was dissolved in the water. A characteristic signal is shown
in figure 1.1.
A second type of neutrino, the muon neutrino νµ , was discovered in 1962 [DGG+ 62]
using a neutrino beam produced in the decay of pions and kaons. These neutrinos were
concluded to be different from the already known (electron) neutrino type since they were
shown not to induce the reactions
νµ + n −→ e− + p

and ν̄µ + p −→ e+ + n.

(1.2)

A similar principle was used by the DONuT collaboration to detect the tau neutrino. They
produced tau neutrinos through the weak decay of Ds mesons. In 2000 the first DONuT
results with four detected tau neutrino events were published [KUA+ 01].
The number of light neutrino flavours1 was determined by the decay width of the Z0 boson
at the electron-positron collider LEP [DDL+ 90]. The hadronic and charged leptonic decay
widths were subtracted from the total decay width leaving over the so called invisible
width Γinv (particles that cannot be seen by the detectors)– the decay width into neutrinos.
1

with mass mνα smaller than half the mass of the Z0 boson mZ /2 ≈ 45 GeV
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Figure 1.1.: Exemplary signal from the neutrino experiment of Reines and
Cowan. The three lines A, B and C show the oscilloscope traces related to
the three different detectors. A neutrino event, like the one illustrated, shows
a delayed coincidence signal in the two first scintillation detectors (B,C) due
to positron annihilation and neutron capture, the signal of an inverse beta
decay event. A third, separated detector (A) needs to give an anti-coincidence
signal to exclude cosmic ray induced events. Figure adapted from [RC56].
Assuming all neutrinos to have the same coupling to the Z0 boson, the number of neutrino
flavours can be calculated as Nν = Γinv /Γν , with the decay width of a single neutrino
flavour Γν . Using a multi parameter fit of the measured Z0 resonance for different numbers
of light, active neutrino flavours, a number of
Nν = 2.9840 ± 0.0083

(1.3)

was deduced [EGC+ 06].

1.2. Neutrinos in the Standard Model of particle physics
In the Standard Model of particle physics (SM) the leptonic neutrinos are grouped in three
generations together with their charged leptonic partners (e, µ, τ ). The same holds for the
antineutrinos and their leptonic partners (e, µ, τ ). The leptonic generations are embedded
into the electroweak theory by Glashow, Weinberg and Salam [GGM61, Wei67, SW64]
around the SU (2) × U (1)2 gauge symmetry of weak isospin and weak hyper charge by
a weak isospin doublet. Neutrinos only take part in weak interactions since they do not
carry electric charge or color and hence do not take part in electromagnetic and strong
interactions.
To classify weak interactions, it is usefull to introduce the concept of helicity. The helicity
operator h can be computed from the momentum vector p~ and the spin vector ~σ attributed
to the particle
p~ · ~σ
h=
.
(1.4)
|~
p|
The helicity or more concisely the eigenvalue of the helicity operator, can be positive or
negative. Different from the Lorentz-invariant chirality (intrinsic handedness of a particle), the helicity depends on the frame of the observer3 . For massless particles helicity and
chirality coincide. The charged current of the weak interaction has been shown to violate
parity maximally as it only couples to left-handed particles and right-handed anti particles
2

Together with the SU (3) symmetry of strong interaction the SU (3) × SU (2) × U (1) gauge group of the
SM is formed.
3
For massive particles (not travelling at the speed of light) there is always a boosted frame where the
helicity flips as the frame overtakes the particle.

3
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(the neutral current violates parity, but not maximally). In 1958 Goldhaber demonstrated
in his famous experiment that the helicity of the neutrino is negative [GGS58]. Neutrinos
occur as left-handed particles and right-handed antiparticles only. A possible right-handed
neutrino is sterile, as it does not take part in weak interactions.
In the Standard Model neutrinos are massless. However, since they oscillate between the
different flavour states, see section 1.3, at least two of them need to have mass. Thus, neutrino oscillations belong to physics beyond the Standard Model. Possible mass generation
mechanisms are discussed in section 1.5.1.
Since they are uncharged in electromagnetic and strong interactions, neutrinos have the
unique possibility to be their own antiparticles – Majorana particles. The Majorana neuM and ν M , respectively.
trino field is the sum of its left- and right-handed components, νR
L
Both components are connected by their charge conjugate fields νjc = Cνj C −1 with the
charge conjugation operator C that connects particle and antiparticle [Bil10]
c
M
νR
= νLM .
(1.5)
The nature of the neutrino, i.e., if it is a Dirac or a Majorana particle, is currently unknown.
The neutrinoless double beta decay (discussed in section 1.4) offers the possibility to
discriminate between both types.

1.3. Neutrino oscillations
During propagation neutrinos change their flavour – for instance an electron type neutrino
can turn into a muon or tau type neutrino. This phenomenon is called neutrino flavour
oscillation and is caused by the difference between the mass eigenstates, that rule the
neutrino propagation, and flavour eigenstates, that take part in the weak neutrino interactions. The neutrino oscillation process violates the flavour lepton number but conserves
the total lepton number. Neutrino oscillations imply non-vanishing neutrino masses and
can therefore not be explained by the Standard Model. They caused a long standing puzzle with regard to the measured flux of neutrinos originating from the sun. Today, these
oscillations are experimentally verified, well described by theory and are used to study
neutrino properties.

1.3.1. Solving the solar neutrino problem
In 1970 the pioneering Homestake experiment of R. Davis started to continuously measure
the flux of neutrinos produced in the nuclear reactions in the sun over more than twenty
years. It was a radiochemical experiment that used the reaction
νe +

37

Cl −→ e− +

37

Ar

(1.6)

with an energy threshold of 0.81 MeV to detect (solar) electron neutrinos. Due to the
energy threshold, mainly the neutrinos from the decay of 8 B (compare figure 1.2) were
detected [BDJ76]. After time intervals of about 60 d to 70 d each, the 37 Ar atoms were
extracted. Their amount was measured by observing the 37 Ar decay. The results were
compared to the expectations from the standard solar model (SSM) depicted in figure 1.2
[BSB05].
Throughout its whole running period the Homestake experiment measured a deficit of the
detected solar neutrino flux compared to the predicted one [BDJ76, BCDJR85]. After
twenty years of measurement, a final counting rate result of
2.56 ± 0.16(stat.) ± 0.16(sys.) SNU,

4

(1.7)
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Figure 1.2.: Energy dependent solar neutrino fluxes predicted from the SSM.
The fluxes Φ from different neutrino generation mechanisms as well as their
uncertainty are included. Figure adapted from [BSB05].
with SNU denoting one solar neutrino unit (1 SNU= 10−36 captures per target atom per
second), was published [CDDJ+ 98]. Only one third of the expected flux, calculated with
the SSM, was actually measured. This discrepancy is called the solar neutrino problem.
The difference between predicted and experimental rates could be due to the following
reasons that are either related to experimental uncertainties or to an incomplete theoretical
description:
• The neutrino production rate predicted in the SSM is not correct.
• The calculated production rate of

37

Ar is not correct (wrong cross section).

• The Homestake experimental result is wrong (undetected experimental uncertainties).
• The neutrino propagation from its origin in the sun to its detection on earth is not
understood.
A series of experiments, using different detection methods and a lower energy threshold
were used to further study the solar neutrino flux.
The Kamiokande experiment used a detector filled with ultra pure water to be able to perform real-time neutrino flux analysis which is not possible with radiochemical experiments
like the Homestake experiment. The solar neutrino flux was measured by observing the
Cherenkov light produced by elastically scattered electrons from the neutrino - electron
scattering. The measured 8 B neutrino flux was about two times smaller than expected
from the solar models [HII+ 91]. Still, Kamiokande was not able to verify the oscillation of
solar electron neutrinos due to low statistics.
Kamiokande was also able to detect atmospheric muon neutrinos that were produced in
the atmosphere as decay product of hadronic showers. These neutrinos have much larger
energies (GeV range) than the solar neutrinos. Thus it was possible to detect them through
the charged current reaction (production of a muon in the final state) from neutrino electron scattering and from neutrino nucleon scattering.

5
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The radiochemical experiments GALLEX, SAGE and GNO used
solar electron neutrino flux
71

Ga + νe −→ e− +71 Ge.

71 Ga

to measure the

(1.8)

This reaction has a low energy threshold (0.23 MeV) which made it possible to observe
the large flux of neutrinos from the pp-cycle [Bil10]. The solar neutrino flux measured in
these experiments was again lower than the predictions from the SSM and thus confirmed
the solar neutrino deficit [HHH+ 99, AVV+ 02, ABB+ 05].
A theoretical explanation for the missing neutrinos was proposed by Pontecorvo in 1958
[Pon58b, Pon58a] even before the experimental evidence was collected. His approach
was further elaborated by Maki, Nakagawa and Sakata [MNS62]. Pontecorvo suggested
0
oscillations similar to the K0  K̄ oscillations in the neutral kaon system. He proposed
the sun to be the ideal object to study these neutrino oscillations [Pon12].
The oscillation explanation to the solar neutrino problem was favoured for a long time
[BP77]. However, model independent experimental evidence of solar neutrino oscillations
was first produced by the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) experiment in 2001. SNO
detected the Cherenkov light produced by neutrino reactions in a large tank of heavy water.
Electron scattering (ES) as well as neutral and charged current (NC and CC) neutrino
reactions were measured:
νe,µ,τ + e− −→ νe,µ,τ + e−

(ES)

(1.9)

νe + D −→ νe + p + p (CC)

(1.10)

νe,µ,τ + D −→ νe,µ,τ + p + n (NC).

(1.11)

While all neutrino flavours take part in the NC reactions (breakup of the deuterium nucleus
and elastic electron scattering) only electron neutrinos take part in the CC reactions4 .
While the NC reactions are insensitive to the neutrino flavour, the CC reaction is flavour
sensitive. Thus, SNO was sensitive to the total neutrino flux (all flavours) as well as to the
electron neutrino flux only and could verify the oscillation of solar electron type neutrinos
to other flavours – The measured total neutrino flux (all flavours) was in agreement with the
predictions from the SSM while the ratio of electron to total neutrino flux was about 1/3
and confirmed the solar electron neutrino deficit measured by prior experiments [AAA+ 01,
AAA+ 02].
The importance of the SNO results was recognised through the 2015 Nobel Prize, which
was awarded jointly to A. McDonald from the SNO experiment and T. Kajita from the
Super-Kamiokande collaboration. While SNO confirmed the oscillation of solar neutrinos
and thus solved the solar neutrino problem, Super-Kamiolande was the first experiment
that found conclusive evidence for neutrino oscillations using neutrinos produced in the
atmosphere by comparing fluxes for different zenith angles (different path lengths, see
section 1.3.3).

1.3.2. Theoretical description of neutrino oscillations
The neutrino mass eigenstates |νi i (i=1,2,3) and its weak flavour eigenstates |να i (α =
e, µ, τ ) are different. While the weak eigenstates take part in the weak interaction, the mass
eigenstates define the propagation and are thus eigenstates of the free Hamiltonian. An
analogous concept can be found in the quark sector, where the quark flavours (eigenstates
of the strong interaction) mix to form the eigenstates of the weak interaction. The quark
mixing, or the transition between eigenstates of strong and weak interaction, is mediated by
4

In principle νµ and ντ can also take part in the CC reactions producing a corresponding charged lepton
(µ, τ ) instead of an electron. However, the energy of solar neutrinos is too low to produce a µ or τ .
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the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix. In the neutrino sector a unitary mixing
matrix, called Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) matrix U , can be defined that
is similar to the CKM matrix in the quark sector. It connects the neutrino mass eigenstates
and the eigenstates of the weak interaction:
X
X
∗
Uαi
|νi i ,
|νi i =
Uiα |να i .
(1.12)
|να i =
α

i

Assuming three neutrino flavours, and using its unitarity, in the case of Dirac neutrinos
the PMNS matrix can be parametrised by four parameters. If the neutrino is of Majorana
nature, two complex majorana phases have to be added. In an often used parametrisation
there are:
• three angles θ12 , θ13 and θ23 ,
• one Dirac phase δD . If it is different from zero, it causes CP violation.
• Two complex Majorana phases δM1 and δM2 . They have non-vanishing values if
neutrinos are Majorana particles.
With this parametrisation, the PMNS matrix reads

 


Ue1 Ue2 Ue3
1
0
0
c13
0 s13 e−iδD

0
1
0
U = Uµ1 Uµ2 Uµ3  = 0 c23 s23  
−iδ
D
Uτ 1 Uτ 2 Uτ 3
0 −s23 c23
−s13 e
0
c13

  iδ

c12 s12 0
e M1
0
0
eiδM2 0 .
· −s12 c12 0  0
0
0 1
0
0
1

(1.13)

Here sij and cij is shorthand for sin θij and cos θij , respectively. In case of more than three
contributing neutrino flavours (sterile neutrinos) one CP phase and one mixing angle need
to be added for each extra neutrino [Zub12].
Evolution of flavour eigenstates
From the general solution of the Schrödinger equation it follows that the neutrino state at
time t, |νi (x, t)i, is related to the initial neutrino state |νi (x, t = 0)i in the following way
[Bil10]:
|νi (x, t)i = e−iHt |νi (x, 0)i

H|νi i=Ei |νi i

=

e−iEit |νi (x, 0)i .

(1.14)

For a relativistic approximation p ≈ pi  mi the neutrino energy Ei can be calculated
with
q
m2
m2
Ei = p2i + m2i ≈ pi + i ≈ E + i .
(1.15)
2pi
2E
Considering the spatial evolution |νi (x, 0)i = eipi x |νi i, the initial neutrino flavour state at
position (0, 0) evolves to the state at position (x, t) via
X
∗ ipx −iEi t
|ν(x, t)i =
Uαi Uβi
e e
|νβ i .
(1.16)
iβ

Therefore, the probability to detect a neutrino with flavour β initially produced at (t =
0, x = 0) as flavour α becomes [Zub12]
P (α −→ β)(t) = |hνβ |ν(x, t)i |2
=

X
i

∗ 2
|Uαi Uβi
| + 2Re

(1.17)
X
j<i

7

∗ ∗
Uαi Uαj
Uβi Uβj exp −

∆m2ij
2

L
E

!
.

(1.18)
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Figure 1.3.: Neutrino mass squared differences. The large atmospheric mass difference, ∆m2atm ≈ ∆m232 as well as the small solar mass difference ∆m2atm ≈
∆m221 are given. As only the mass squared splittings are measured by oscillation experiments, the ordering of the mass eigenstates (normal or inverted)
as well as the absolute scale of the masses is unknown. Figure adapted from
[QV15].
Since the first term in equation (1.18) is constant, the oscillation is described by the second
L
term, which depends on the ratio E
of path length and neutrino energy as well as on the
difference of squared masses of the different mass eigenstates ∆m2ij = m2i −m2j . If neutrinos
were massless ∆m2ij would vanish and no oscillations would occur. Thus, the detection of
neutrino oscillations gives evidence for massive neutrinos.
Assuming CP invariance (U = U ∗ ), equation (1.18) can be simplified to
P (α −→ β)(t) = δαβ − 4

X

2

Uαi Uαj Uβi Uβj sin

j<i

∆m2ij L
−
4 E

!
.

(1.19)

Thus, the probability to detect flavour state α, when the neutrino was initially produced
in state α (disappearance channel) becomes
X
P (α −→ α) = 1 −
P (α −→ β).
(1.20)
α6=β

with appearance channels P (α −→ β)(α 6= β).

Two flavour oscillation
A much simpler description than by equation (1.18) can be given if only oscillations between two neutrino flavours are considered. This is valid since the dominant oscillation
pattern is driven by only two flavours while the third flavour only contributes at second
(or higher) order corrections as to be seen in figure 1.3. Thus, the mixing is parametrised
by one mixing angle θ and one mass square difference ∆m2 by a 2 × 2 mixing matrix:
  
 
να
ν1
cos θ sin θ
=
(1.21)
−
sin
θ
cos
θ
νβ
ν2
This means, the transition probability from equation (1.19) simplifies to


2
2
2 ∆m L
P (να −→ νβ ) = sin (2θ) · sin
= P (νβ −→ να ),
4 E

8

(1.22)
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Figure 1.4.: Survival probability P (νe −→ νe ) of an electron neutrino in a three
flavour mixing scenario. The oscillation pattern is given for a three flavour
oscillation case, where atmospheric and solar oscillation are superimposed.
For small values of L/E the fast atmospheric oscillations with small amplitude
(∆m232 , θ23 ) dominate while for larger values of L/E the slow solar oscillations
(∆m221 , θ12 ) with large amplitude determine the survival probability. Figure
adapted from [Par08].
which implies an oscillation length L0 of
L0 = 4π~c

E
E/MeV
m.
≈ 2.48
2
∆m
∆m2 /eV2

(1.23)

The mass square difference of the two involved neutrino mass eigenstates gives the oscillation frequency while the mixing angle θ determines the amplitude. This statement
can be adopted to the three flavour case, where two oscillation patterns interfere which is
exemplary shown in figure 1.4. Here the survival probability of electron neutrinos is given
depending on the value of L/E. The small oscillations with high frequency are determined
by the atmospheric oscillation which is ruled by θ23 and ∆m223 . The long range behaviour
is determined by the solar oscillation with parameters θ12 and ∆m221 .

1.3.3. Current experimental oscillation parameter values
To be able to determine the mixing angles θ12 , θ23 and θ13 as well as the mass square
splittings ∆m221 , ∆m232 (∆m231 ) and a possible CP violating phase, neutrinos from a variety of sources need to be analysed. To investigate the individual oscillation parameters,
current experiments rely on different neutrino sources, neutrino energies and base lines
between source and detector. Independent of the source, two measurement concepts can
be distinguished:
• Appearance experiments – detect neutrino flavours that were initially absent in the
source. They typically have a relatively low background and a large sensitivity to
small mixing angles.
• Disappearance experiments – the survival probability of a particular neutrino flavour
is measured. Here the initial flux needs to be known precisely.
The most sensitive position (distance to the source) to observe the oscillation is determined
by the mass square splitting and by the energy, or, using equation (1.23), by the oscillation

9
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length L0 . The oscillation pattern can be observed most sensitively at L = L0 /2. For
L  L0 the oscillations have no time to develop. For L  L0 only an average transition
probability can be measured, as the neutrino has already been running through several
oscillation cycles. Often, L/E can in this case not be measured precisely enough.
The flavour sensitive detection mechanism for neutrinos is the charged-current reaction
with nucleus N and its final hadronic state X
νe,µ,τ + N −→ e, µ, τ + X,

(1.24)

In the following important findings of of current oscillation experiments using various
neutrino sources are presented. Here two general source types can be distinguished:
• natural sources, such as the sun, the atmosphere, and supernova explosions (neutrinos from the core of the earth, so-called geo-neutrinos, are not considered here);
• artificial sources, such as reactors and particle accelerators.
Solar neutrinos
Neutrinos produced through fusion reactions in the interior of the sun, at a distance of
about 1.5 × 108 km, are of pure electron type. They are generated mainly in the pp-cycle
and, to a small amount (1.6%), in the CNO cycle. The energy spectrum of neutrinos
produced in different reaction cycles shows monoenergetic lines as well as continuous distributions. The maximal energy of neutrinos originating from the sun is about 15 MeV.
The energy distribution and flux of neutrinos produced in the different processes can be
calculated with the SSM [BSB05]. The calculated spectrum is depicted in figure 1.2.
Solar neutrino experiments can be grouped in two categories: radiochemical experiments
and real-time experiments, depending on the techniques used to measure neutrino fluxes.
Radiochemical experiments
These were the first experiments used to detect solar neutrinos which revealed the problem
of the missing solar neutrino flux (see section 1.3.1).
The detection principle of these experiments like Homestake, GALLEX, and SAGE is the
neutrino capture by nuclei. The produced unstable daughter nuclei are extracted in certain time intervals and their decay is measured. The existence of these daughter nuclei
gives evidence that the neutrino capture reactions had occurred. The abundance of these
nuclei provides information on the neutrino flux. The capture reaction sets the energy
threshold for the neutrino detection. Compared to the real time experiments, radiochemical methods have significantly lower thresholds of the order of several hundred keV. They
have the drawback not to be able to measure time-or energy-resolved. The only temporal
information is of the order of the extraction periods.
Real-time experiments
This type of experiments measures time-resolved neutrino fluxes and does provide spectral information too. They use the charged and neutral current reactions for the neutrino
scattering off electrons, protons, deuterons or nuclei (see section 1.3.1). The detection
principle is based on light that is produced by the scattered particles either by Cherenkov
radiation or by scintillation.
Water Cherenkov experiments like SNO, Kamiokande or Super-Kamiokande measure the
Cherenkov light produced by fast charged leptons created in the neutrino reactions. Using
the Cherenkov cone, these experiments are able to perform particle tracking. Unfortunately, water Cherenkov experiments have a large energy threshold (about 3.5 MeV) and
are thus not able to look at the low energy fluxes from pp or 7 Be neutrinos.
Scintillator based experiments use large amounts of organic liquid scintillator. They cannot measure the particle direction but provide good energy resolution and a rather low
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energy threshold below 1 MeV [MPS15, Bel16] which makes it possible to detect pep and
even pp neutrinos.
As solar neutrinos have relatively low energies, only electron neutrinos can take part in
charged current reactions from equation (1.24) – The neutrino energy is too low to produce
other leptons than electrons in the final state. Thus, solar neutrino experiments focus on
the electron neutrino disappearance channel P (νe −→ νe ). They are sensitive to low mass
splittings (∆m212 and θ12 ) due to the long baseline from the production in the sun to the
detection on earth.
Atmospheric neutrinos
In the atmosphere cosmic rays of high energies (mainly protons and α-particles) interact
with atmospheric nuclei. In the decay chain of the produced mesons (mainly pions), muonand electron-type neutrinos are produced:
π − −→ µ− + ν µ

π + −→ µ+ + νµ
+

−

+

µ −→ e + νe + ν µ

−

µ −→ e + ν e + νµ .

(1.25)
(1.26)

Assuming that all muons decay before reaching the earth, the ratio of muon to electron
type neutrinos in the atmospheric neutrino flux is about 2. Depending on the neutrino
energy this ratio varies considerably as for increasing energy not all muons decay during
their path from the atmosphere to the earth due to Lorentz time dilation. The energy of
the atmospheric neutrinos is in the GeV range and their baselines vary from 10 km up to
the diameter of the earth which makes their oscillation sensitive to mass square differences
lager than 10−4 eV2 [Zub12].
The Kamiokande and the IMB experiment detected a discrepancy in the muon to electron neutrino ratio compared to the expectations. Later the upgraded Super-Kamiokande
experiment measured a difference between up and down going muon neutrino flux and,
more general, a dependence of the number of muon neutrinos on the zenith angle. Using
muon neutrino disappearance and electron neutrino appearance they interpreted the missing muon neutrino flux as oscillation to tau neutrinos [FHI+ 98]. Thus, Super-Kamiokande
was the first experiment that observed the oscillation of neutrinos beyond a doubt using
atmospheric neutrinos.
Today atmospheric neutrinos provide the best value for ∆m23x (x=1,2) and θ23 [Cho16]
included in the compilation in table 1.1.

Accelerator neutrinos
Intense neutrino beams can be generated in artificial reactions by shooting an accelerated
proton beam at a massive target. This produces pions and kaons that predominately decay into muons and muon neutrinos. Neutrinos stemming from the decay of positively
charged mesons and antineutrinos stemming from the decay of negatively charged mesons
can be separated by magnetic focussing devices called horns that are sign-selective for the
charged mesons. They focus the beam of either positively or negatively charged particles
while defocussing the differently charged beam. The charged particles are stopped in a
muon shield and only neutrinos are left.
Different from natural sources, the neutrino energy can be tuned. Typical accelerator neutrino energies are in the range from 0.5 GeV to 10 GeV [FHK13]. The produced neutrino
flavour is mainly muon-like (ν µ , νµ ). Electron-type neutrinos (νe , ν e ) also contribute a
relatively large amount to the neutrino beam. They are created by decaying kaons and
in muon decays (µ− −→ e− + ν e + νµ ). The electron content can be tuned by changing
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either the proton beam energy or the decay length until the charged particles get stopped
[DM08].
Due to the high neutrino energy, large mass squared splittings can be probed (∆m232 ,
sin2 (2θ23 )). A typical long baseline experiment (LBL) investigates mass squared differences of about 2.5 × 10−3 eV2 , similar to atmospheric ones, and has a source-detector
distance of several 100 km. Present experiments are even able to reach large neutrino energies of 500 GeV [DM08].
In the 1990s the first accelerator based neutrino experiments were built (KARMEN, LSND,
CHORUS and others) to investigate the atmospheric neutrino anomaly (muon neutrino
deficit) observed by Kamiokande [HKK+ 88] by confirming the related muon to tau neutrino oscillation νµ −→ ντ . They were followed by experiments like K2K, MINOS, OPERA
and others. Depending on the energy of the neutrino beam, they searched for νµ disappearance or for ντ appearance [FHK13].
Looking for νe appearance at the atmospheric oscillation length, the accelerator neutrino
experiments are capable of investigating the mixing angle θ13 . Modern long baseline accelerator experiments like T2K and NOνA also try to set constraints on the CP-phase δD ,
comparing neutrino and antineutrino result. Recent ν µ disappearance data for ∆m232 and
θ23 from T2K [AAA+ 16] are in agreement with former T2K data from νµ disappearance
[AAA+ 15] and show no indication for CP-violation or new physics.
A further goal of accelerator based experiments is to answer the question of the neutrino mass hierarchy (see figure 1.3) [AAA+ 15, Pat12], which is to determine the sign of
∆m232 with the help of the modified oscillation behaviour in matter (MSW effect, see section 1.3.4). This matter oscillation already allowed to determine the sign of ∆m221 using
solar neutrino data.
Reactor neutrinos
Reactors are an intensive terrestrial source of electron antineutrinos. The neutrinos are
generated in the reactor core through β decays of the neutron rich nuclear fission products
with an average neutrino yield of about 6 per reaction chain and an energy of a few MeV.
The produced neutrino flux is proportional to the thermal power of the reactor and drops
with the squared distance from the source (reactor core). Because of the relatively low
neutrino energy, the charged current reaction (1.24) is only sensitive to electron neutrinos.
Thus, reactor neutrino experiments observe the disappearance channel P (ν e −→ ν e ). In
general the inverse beta decay from equation (1.1) with an energy threshold of 1.806 MeV
is used as detection reaction. The neutrino energy is derived from the detected positron
energy.
The disappearance channel requires a well-known incident neutrino flux. Since the knowledge of the fission processes and the relative contribution of fission products is limited, the
calculation of the initial flux has large uncertainties. These can be reduced using a two
(or more) detector technology with a near detector, determining the initial neutrino flux,
and a far detector measuring the oscillation pattern. This technology is used by the most
recent reactor neutrino experiments Daya Bay, RENO, and DoubleChooz.
In the last years large efforts were made to build sensitive, high statistics reactor experiments to measure the mixing angle θ13 . A non-vanishing θ13 is of special interest
since it proofs three flavour mixing. Moreover, in the PMNS matrix it is connected to
the CP violating phase δD (see equation (1.13)). Up to the measurements of Daya Bay
[ABB+ 12, AAB+ 13] and RENO [ACC+ 12], only an upper limit of 0.17 was known for
sin2 (2θ13 ) [ABB+ 03]. The latest publication of Daya Bay [ABB+ 15] states a best-fit value
of
sin2 (2θ13 ) = 0.084 ± 0.005,
(1.27)
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Figure 1.5.: Electron antineutrino survival probability over effective distance
divided by energy from DayaBay measurements. The data points
from the different detectors (EH1, EH2, EH3) are given relative to the nooscillation scenario. The best-fit value for the oscillation parameters including
non-vanishing θ13 is given by the solid line. Figure adapted from [ABB+ 15].
which is confirmed by the latest DoubleChooz results [Kan16]. The corresponding survival
probability data are shown in figure 1.5 together with the expected survival probability using best fit values. DayaBay also made the most precise measurement on ∆m232 depending
on the mass hierarchy [Y.16]
∆m232 (N H) = (2.45 ± 0.08) · 10−3 eV2
∆m232 (IH)

−3

= (−2.55 ± 0.08) · 10

(1.28)
2

eV ,

(1.29)
(1.30)

with NH for normal hierarchy and IH for inverted hierarchy. The results of a recent global
analysis combining solar, reactor, accelerator and atmospheric neutrino data for a three
neutrino mixing scenario from [GGMS16] are given in table 1.1.
Table 1.1.: Recent neutrino oscillation parameters from global three flavour
analysis. Depending on the sign of ∆m223 , the mass hierarchy is called normal
(NH) or inverted (IH) (see figure 1.3). Both scenarios give slightly different
results. Data taken from [GGMS16].
NH
(best-fit value ±1σ)

IH
(best-fit value ±1σ)

sin2 θ12
θ12 /◦

0.304+0.013
−0.012
33.48+0.78
−0.75

0.304+0.013
−0.012
33.48+0.78
−0.75

sin2 θ23
θ23 /◦

0.452+0.052
−0.028
42.3+3.0
−1.6

0.579+0.025
−0.037
49.5+1.5
−2.2

sin2 θ13
θ13 /◦

0.0218+0.001
−0.001
8.50+0.2
−0.21

0.0219+0.0011
−0.001
8.51+0.2
−0.21

∆m221 / 10−5 eV2

7.50+0.19
−0.17

7.50+0.19
−0.17

∆m23x / 10−3 eV2

+2.457+0.047
−0.047

−2.449+0.048
−0.047

1.3.4. Matter effects
As neutrinos pass through matter, their oscillation probability is modified compared to
the vacuum case. This effect was first theoretically explored for neutrino oscillations in
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the interior of the sun by Mikheev, Smirnov, and Wolfenstein [MS86, Wol78]. That is why
the corresponding effects are often called MSW effects.
In the presence of matter, all neutrino flavours can interact with the nuclei through the
neutral current (for energies of solar neutrinos mainly via elastic forward scattering on
electrons or nucleons [Wol78]) . Only electron neutrinos (with solar neutrino energies
smaller than 15 MeV) can interact through the charged current. This results in an effective
potential V that applies only to electron neutrinos. This potential is proportional to the
electron density of the matter ne
p
V = ne G F ,
(1.31)
with GF denoting the Fermi constant. Because of the additional potential the vacuum
Hamiltonian H0 needs to be modified to


V 0
H = H0 + V = H0 +
,
(1.32)
0 0
here written in flavour base. This leads to new mass eigenvalues mm1 and mm2 with mass
eigenstates νm1 and νm2 . The flavour eigenstates can be written introducing a new mixing
parameter in matter θm [Smi03]:
νµ = cos θm νm2 − sin θm νm1

νe = cos θm νm1 + sin θm νm2

(1.33)

Here only two-neutrino mixing between electron and muon neutrino is considered. The
mixing angle in matter can be calculated with the help of the vacuum oscillation parameters
(vacuum oscillation length L0 , mixing angle θ) [Wol78] as
sin 2θ

 2 ,
L0
1 ∓ 2 LR cos 2θ + LLR0

sin 2θm = r

(1.34)



√

2π
with LR = 2π
V = GF ne . The oscillation length in matter, Lm , can be calculated analogously
to the vacuum oscillation length [Wol78, Smi03]

L0

 2 .
L0
1 ∓ 2 LR cos 2θ + LLR0

Lm = r

(1.35)



The ratio LLR0 is proportional to the neutrino energy and the matter electron density. The
oscillation amplitude of the transition probability P (νe −→ νµ ) in matter depends (in
analogy to the vacuum case in equation (1.22)) on sin2 (2θm ). This term has a resonant
character as can be seen from equation (1.34), which means that the oscillation in matter
can be significantly enhanced depending on LLR0 – even for small mixing in vacuum large
oscillations may occur in matter. The vacuum mixing angle determines the width of the
resonance as depicted in figure 1.6. Below a critical energy of about 1.9 MeV the oscillation
of solar neutrinos is vacuum dominated (Pee ≈ 0.57); for significantly larger energies, the
oscillation is matter dominated (Pee ≈ 0.31) [Pal15]. So far, 8 B neutrino data from SNO
[AAA+ 13b] and KamLAND [AFG+ 11], as well as pp, 7 Be and 8 B solar neutrino data from
Borexino [Bel16] confirm predictions from the MSW effect as depicted in figure 1.7. The
MSW effect not only occurs in the sun, it also manifests as neutrinos pass through the
earth. Using solar neutrinos results in a day / night effect. Earth matter effects can also
be observed by long baseline accelerator or reactor experiments.
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Figure 1.6.: Resonance of oscillation amplitude in matter. The matter oscillation
amplitude depends on the ratio of vacuum oscillation length and matter refraction length LLR0 . The ratio is proportional to the matter density and neutrino
energy. For LR = 2 cos(θ)L0 the dependence shows a resonance and the amplitude becomes maximal. The width of the resonance decreases with decreasing
vacuum mixing angle θ. Figure adapted from [MS86].

Figure 1.7.: Solar electron neutrino survival probability over neutrino energy –
MSW prediction and experimental data. The violet band is the MSW
prediction including 1σ uncertainty. For low energies the vacuum oscillations
dominate, for energies above ≈ 1.9 MeV the matter effects are most important.
Borexino, SNO and Super-Kamiokande data are consistent with theoretical
predictions. Figure adapted from [Bel16].
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1.4. Neutrinoless double beta decay
The neutrinoless double beta (0νββ) decay is a process that is able to reveal the intrinsic
nature of the neutrino and is thus of highest interest in neutrino physics. Its existence is up
to now unclear as even the more probable two neutrino double beta decay is an extremely
rare process.

1.4.1. Two neutrino double beta decay
The two neutrino double beta (2νββ) decay can be seen as two β-decays occurring simultaneously in one nucleus:
(Z, A) −→ (Z + 2, A) + 2e− + 2ν̄e
+

(Z, A) −→ (Z − 2, A) + 2e + 2νe

(2νβ − decay)
(2νβ

+

decay).

(1.36)
(1.37)
(1.38)

It is a second-order weak process that is allowed in the Standard Model. Still, it is the
rarest known nuclear decay [VR15] and was not observed in the laboratory until 1987
[EHM87]5 .
Double beta decay can only occur if the mass of the daughter nucleus is smaller than the
mass of the mother nucleus (atomic mass A, nuclear charge Z). For β− β− -decay this
means:
m(Z, A) > m(Z + 2, A).
(1.39)
On the other hand, in order to be able to observe the process the single β-decay needs to
be either energetically forbidden
m(Z, A) < m(Z + 1, A),

(1.40)

or strongly suppressed by selection rules for the nuclear transition between the two states
[Zub12]. The mass of a nucleus can be calculated to a good approximation using the BetheWeizsäcker formula [Wei35]. It contains a pairing term that considers the spin pairing of
protons and neutrons each to spin zero. Nuclei with paired nucleons (even neutron number
N and even proton number Z) are more strongly bound and thus have lower masses than
the corresponding isobars. This results in two mass parabolas for a given even mass number
A, as depicted in figure 1.8. Since the single β-decay is energetically always allowed for
the higher mass parabola, ββ-decay can only be observed for the lower parabola, the eveneven nuclei, where the single β transitions can be energetically forbidden. Today double
beta-decay has been measured for 11 nuclei with large half lives in the range of 1019 to
1021 years [Rod11].

1.4.2. Neutrinoless double beta decay
Besides the SM allowed double beta decay accompanied by two neutrinos, there is also the
SM violating possibility for neutrinoless double beta (0νββ)-decay (here given for β− β−
decay)
(Z, A) −→ (Z + 2, A) + 2e− .
(1.41)
This decay violates lepton number by 2 and has not been observed so far6 . The most
direct way to introduce neutrinoless double beta decay is via exchange of a light Majorana
neutrino, as depicted in figure 1.9a. A neutrino is emitted by one nucleon and absorbed as
5
6

Here some earlier hints from geochemical neutrino experiments are not considered.
There was a positive 0νββ claim by the Heidelberg-Moscow collaboration for the experiment using 76 Ge
[KKDHK01]. However recently this claim has been strongly disfavoured by the GERDA experiment
[AAA+ 13a, AAB+ 16].
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Figure 1.8.: Mass parabolas for a fixed even mass number. The binding energy E is
given in terms of the proton number Z. Since the binding energy is negative,
a larger binding energy means a lower binding and thus a higher nuclear mass.
Nuclei with odd neutron and odd proton number (o,o) are bound less strongly
than the even even (e,e) nuclei and are thus on the upper mass parabola.
Therefore, single β-decays (∆Z = 1) of an (o,o) to the corresponding (e,e)
nucleus is always possible (solid arrows) while single β-decays from o,o nuclei
can be energetically forbidden (dashed arrows). In this case, the e,e nuclei can
decay via double beta decay (∆Z = 2), which can be energetically allowed.
Figure adapted from [DES].
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(b) Black box diagramm

(a) Exchange of a (light) Majorana neutrino

Figure 1.9.: Feynman diagrams illustrating 0νββ-decay. In (a) the diagram for the
exchange of a light Majorana neutrino is shown. A left handed electron neutrino is emitted by one decaying nucleon. It is instantaneously absorbed as
a right handed antineutrino by a second nucleon what causes the second βdecay. (b) shows the more general representation of 0νββ-decay independent
on the particular physical process causing the decay. This model independence is visualised via a black box and known as the Schechter-Valle theorem.
Independent on the process triggering the 0νββ decay, a Majorana mass term
is induced [SV82]. Figure adapted from [VR15].
an antineutrino by another nucleon. The transition from particle to antiparticle requires
the neutrino to be of Majorana nature. Furthermore, since the charged current reaction
only couples to the left handed neutrinos and the right handed antineutrinos the neutrino
helicity needs to change. Since the contribution from right (left) handed (anti-) neutrino
2
fields to the total neutrino field goes with mEν this is related to a non-zero neutrino mass
[Zub12].
There are many other theoretical possibilities for 0νββ-decay implying the exchange of
hypothetical particles. Still, independent on its actually underlying process, neutrinoless
double beta decay proves the neutrino to have a finite Majorana mass. This statement is
known as the Schechter-Valle theorem [SV82] and is typically visualised by a black box
in the Feynman diagram of 0νββ-decay, as shown in figure 1.9b. Via loop processes the
interactions can be arranged such that a neutrino-antineutrino coupling as known from
the Majorana mass term (see equation 1.46) occurs.
As it provides the unique possibility to test if the neutrino is its own antiparticle (Majorana
particle), neutrinoless double beta decay is of large theoretical and experimental interest.
The experimental signature of 0νββ-decay is a peak in the sum energy spectrum of both
emitted electrons at the Q-value of 2νββ-decay as depicted exemplarily in figure 1.10. To
reach a high 0νββ-decay sensitivity one needs a large number of ββ-nuclei, a low 0νββ
0ν as well as an ultra low background and high energy resolution in the signal
half life T1/2
region (Q-value of 2νββ-decay). The half life can be computed using [Rod11]:


0ν
T1/2

−1

= G0ν (Q, Z)|M0ν |2
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Figure 1.10.: Cartoon spectrum of 0νββ-decay. The sum spectrum of the two electrons
with sum energy Ee1 + Ee2 for 2νββ-decay is shown (black curve) together
with the spectrum of 0νββ-decay (red curve). The 0νββ-decay produces a
peak at the Q-value of 2νββ-decay. Amplitudes of the spectra are not to
scale. Figure adapted from [WS12].
Here G0ν (Q, Z) denotes the phase space factor, hmββ i the effective (Majorana) neutrino
mass (see equation (1.46)) and M0ν the nuclear matrix element of 0νββ-decay. The computation of the matrix element is associated with the particular mechanism underlying the
decay and is thus strongly model dependent [Bil10, Zub12]. Since only the product of the
effective Majorana neutrino mass and the matrix element can be measured, the masses
(mass limits) derived from 0νββ-experiments are model dependent, too.
A variety of 0νββ-candidates is investigated by an even larger number of experiments for
example 76 Ge (GERDA, Majorana), 100 Mo (MOON), 136 Xe (KamLAND-Zen, EXO/nEXO,
NEXT), 130 Te (CUORE, SNO+). Current 0νββ-decay half life limits of these isotopes are
in the range of 1 × 1024 years to 1 × 1026 years. Current mass limits (see section 1.5.2.2)
are on the sub-eV scale [Hen16].

1.5. Neutrino masses – generation and experimental determination
The nature of neutrinos is connected to the process of neutrino mass generation. Both are
still an open question as the neutrino stays massless in the Standard Model description. In
section 1.5.1 possible mass generation mechanisms for Dirac and Majorana type neutrinos
are introduced. There are other possibilities like a Higgs triplet [SV82] or supersymmetry
[CEIN00] which are not discussed here. A more detailed discussion on neutrino mass
generation can be found in [MAB+ 07].

1.5.1. Neutrino mass generation
In the Standard Model of particle physics, all particles remain massless as a mass term
in the Lagrangian L would break gauge symmetry. A way out is found using the concept
of spontaneous symmetry breaking. It is used in the Higgs mechanism [Hig64, Kib67]
to allow particles to generate mass. Fermion masses are generated by adding a gauge
invariant Yukawa term with coupling constant ce to the Lagrangian which couples the
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fermion
fields to the Higgs field. In case of a lepton field with left-handed isopin doublet

νe
and
right-handed singlet eR the Yukawa Lagrangian gets
e L


 
† νeL
(1.43)
+ (ν̄eL , ēL ) φeR .
LYuk = −ce ēR φ
eL

For the Higgs field φ, one uses the vacuum field φ0 = v0 with vacuum expectation value
v. Thus, an electron mass term −ce √v2 ēe is generated with the electron field e = eL + eR
[DM08]. The neutrino stays massless, since to construct a neutrino mass by this mechanism, a right-handed neutrino singlet would be required.
As shown by several neutrino oscillation experiments, discussed in section 1.3, neutrinos
(at least two of them) cannot be massless. But the large difference between charged lepton
and neutrino masses of more than five orders of magnitude suggests that the mass generation mechanism may be different.
There are two ways to introduce a non-zero neutrino mass term that are related to the
nature of the neutrino (Dirac or a Majorana particle). For the mass generation of Dirac
neutrinos three right-handed chiral projections of the neutrino fields ναR , with α = (e, µ, τ ),
need to be added. These right-handed neutrinos are sterile, which means, they do not couple to the weak interaction and take only part in the generation of masses. Introducing
the Dirac mass matrix M D the mass term has the general form [Bil10]:
X
LD = −cν
(1.44)
ν̄α0 L MαD0 α ναR .
α,α0

The Yukawa coupling cν needs to account for the smallness of the neutrino masses. Compared to the electron Yukawa coupling, it has to be more than 2.5 × 105 times smaller
(assuming the absolute neutrino mass scale to be below 2 eV).
Due to its electric and strong charge neutrality the neutrino may be its own antiparticle
ν = ν̄ or, in other words, it is its own charge conjugate ν c with charge conjugation operator C. The right-handed and left-handed components of the majorana neutrino field are
connected via νR = (νL )c and the field can be written
ν = νL + (νL )c .

(1.45)

Now a majorana mass term [Maj37] can be constructed that contains only active, lefthanded neutrinos [DM08]:
mL c
LM =
ν̄ νL .
(1.46)
2 L
The same mass term can be constructed for a right-handed neutrino with mass component mR . The most general mass term that can be constructed includes all possible two
field combinations of ν, ν̄, ν c , ν̄ c that produce a Lorentz scalar [Zub12]. Since right-handed
neutrinos and left-handed antineutrinos do not take part in charged current weak interactions, they are denoted differently: νR = NR and νLc = NLc . These represent the sterile
type neutrinos


 c 

 mL mD
1
νR
D+M
c
L
=
ν̄L , N̄L
+ h.c. .
(1.47)
mD mR
2
NR
The mass matrix can be diagonalised to obtain the physical values m1 and m2 by introducing two Majorana fields, φ1 and φ2 , such that
L=


1
m1 φ̄1 + m2 φ2 .
2

The mass eigenvalues m1,2 are [Zub12]:


q
1
2
2
1,2 · m1,2 =
(mL + mR ) ± (mL − mR ) + 4mD ,
2
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1,2 is set to +1 or −1 to generate only positive masses. The Majorana fields can be
D
:
calculated by introducing the mixing angle θ given by tan 2θ = m2m
R −mL
c
φ1 = cos θ(νL + 1 νR
) − sin θ(NLc + 1 NR )

φ2 = sin θ(νL +

c
2 νR
)

+

cos θ(NLc

+ 2 NR ).

(1.50)
(1.51)

Depending on the masses in the mass matrix from equation (1.47) three general cases can
be distinguished:
1. Dirac type neutrino : mL = mR = 0
The fields φ1 and φ2 can be used to construct a Dirac type field which produces a
Dirac type mass term in the Lagrangian (mD (φ̄1 + φ̄2 )(φ1 + φ2 )).
2. Majorana type neutrino: mD = 0.
The masses m1,2 get the Majorana masses mL,R and the fields φ1,2 get the initial
c and ν + ν c
Majorana fields νL + νR
R
L
3. Seesaw case: mL = 0, mR  mD
m2
m1 ≈ mDR and m2 ≈ mR , the fields φ1 and φ2 get representative for a light active
c with small mass m and a heavy sterile neutrino φ ≈ N c +N
neutrino φ1 ≈ νL −νR
1
2
R
L
with higher mass m2 = mR . This mechanism could explain why the active neutrino
masses are so light compared to the charged leptons.

1.5.2. Experimental neutrino mass determination
The oscillation measurements described above are only sensitive to the mass squared splittings of the different neutrino mass eigenstates, not to the absolute scale of the masses,
which remains unknown to date. There are different experimental approaches to determine the neutrino mass(es) that can be divided into two general categories: direct methods
such as single β-decay and time of flight experiments and indirect methods such as mass
determination from cosmology data or from neutrinoless double beta decay. Direct methods purely rely on kinematics (energy and momentum conservation). The derived results
are thus so-called model independent. Indirect methods strongly depend on the model
assumptions, i.e. on the cosmological model or the neutrino Majorana nature and the
matrix element of 0νββ decay. This leads to model dependent uncertainties in the derived
neutrino mass results.
Depending on the used method, the observable will be different sums by weight of mass
eigenstates.
1.5.2.1. Neutrino mass from cosmology
Neutrinos are, after the photon, the most abundant particles in the universe. Their density
is dominated by the relic neutrinos stemming from the neutrino decoupling period7 in
the early universe at a temperature of about 1 MeV [LP14]. Due to the expansion of
the universe, the neutrinos got red-shifted to a current temperature of 1.95 K (thermal
energy 0.168 meV). Their density is about 112 cm−3 for each species [ACC+ 11]. Neutrino
temperature and density have not been measured so far due to the low neutrino energy
and corresponding extremely low cross sections. The values have been calculated from
temperature and density of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) which is closely
related to the cosmic neutrino background [LP14].
Due to their large number, neutrinos contribute to the total energy density of the universe
even despite their very small mass. Their energy density can be calculated depending on
7

Decoupling occurred when the neutrino interaction rate with the electromagnetic plasma dropped below
the expansion rate of the universe.
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the sum of the neutrino masses (for non-relativistic neutrinos)
parameter h [Han10]:
P
mν
2
Ων h = i i .
93.8 eV

P

i mνi

and on the Hubble
(1.52)

Assuming the universe to be totally dominated by neutrinos8 , Ων = Ω ≤ 1, a most general
neutrino mass limit of
X
(1.53)
mνi ≤ 46 eV
i

can be derived.
Massive neutrinos are important in the formation of structures in the universe. When they
became non-relativistic, their free-streaming length (neutrino horizon) shrank. On scales
smaller than this free-streaming length structure formation was washed out [BES80] and
the matter power spectrum9 is suppressed [LP14]. The free-streaming length as well as
the kinetic neutrino energy density strongly depend on the neutrino mass.
Current neutrino mass limits from cosmology are based on several observation channels like
small and large scale CMB temperature and polarisation fluctuations and observation of
cosmic structures. Neutrino mass limits from cosmology are susceptible to the cosmological
model used. Furthermore, they often need to combine different cosmological data sets
which causes the limits to be less robust due to tensions between the different data sets
[HHW14]. Recent studies using temperature and polarisation data of Planck [AAA+ 14]
derived a neutrino mass limit of [DVGG+ 16]
X
mνi ≤ 0.497 eV (95% C.L.)
(1.54)
i

Extending the data set by further CMB observations and various observations of large
scale structures, an even more stringent upper bound of
X
mνi ≤ 0.12 eV − 0.13 eV (95% C.L.)
(1.55)
i

can be set [DVGG+ 16].
1.5.2.2. Neutrino mass from neutrinoless double beta decay
The process of neutrinoless double beta decay can be used derive the neutrino mass. The
effective mass related to this currently unobserved decay is the coherent sum of the different
mass eigenstates
2
3
X
2
2
mββ =
Uei mi .
(1.56)
i=1

Due to the Majorana phases entering in equation (1.56) through Uei2 , the effective mass
derived from 0νββ-decay can be smaller than the contributing eigenvalues of the mass
eigenstates (mi ). The current best limit on the effective neutrino mass from 0νββ decay
are set by GERDA [AAB+ 16], EXO [c+ 14] and KamLAND-Zen [GGH+ 13] and are of the
order of
mββ < 0.2 − 0.4 eV.
(1.57)
The mass (limit) derived from double beta decay experiments is strongly model dependent
due to the actual process that generates the decay and the contributing nuclear matrix
elements that have large uncertainties.
8
9

In order not to over-close the universe the total energy density Ω should not be larger than one.
amplitude of density fluctuations in the universe as a function of the angular scale (wave number k)
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1.5.2.3. Time-of-flight measurements using supernova neutrinos
The time of flight method (TOF) is a kinematic approach and uses the energy-momentum
relation E 2 = p2 + m2 . Thus, one is sensitive to the neutrino mass squared like with single
β-decay experiments (compare section 1.5.2.4). To be able to detect the effect of tiny neutrino masses in a TOF experiment, the baseline needs to be of the order of 10 kpc10 . Thus,
a galactic supernova, which is a high luminosity neutrino source, is suitable to investigate
the neutrino mass with the TOF method.
In a core-collapse supernova a massive star (M > 8M ) collapses under its own gravitational pressure when it is no longer able to balance this pressure by an outward thermal
pressure created by nuclear fusion. During the collapse of the outer shells, almost the
complete gravitational binding energy is released. About 99% of this energy is carried
away by neutrinos (and antineutrinos) of different flavours within a time period of roughly
10 s [Zub12]. The neutrinos have average energies of about 10 MeV with energy hierarchy
hEνe i < hEν e i < hEνµ,τ i [Sch12].
The duration of flight tTOF depends on the neutrino mass and energy. The TOF difference
of two neutrinos with different energies (E1 , E2 ) and difference in emission times ∆t0 can
be calculated


mν 2
1
1
∆tTOF = L α
−
+ ∆t0 ,
(1.58)
2c
E12 E22
with source-detector distance L. The neutrino burst has a considerably long duration of
the order several seconds and introduces a relatively large systematic uncertainty since
∆t0 cannot be measured. Thus, the derived mass limit strongly depends on the supernova
emission model [Zub12]. The neutrino mass term that occurs in equation (1.58) can be
calculated using
3
X
2
m2i .
(1.59)
Uαi
m2να =
i=1

In this kinetic mass term enters the incoherent sum of the different mass eigenstates.
The famous SN1987A, which was the brightest and closest to earth supernova since 1604,
was seen by the neutrino detectors running at that time (Kamiokande, IBM, Baksan).
They were able to detect 24 neutrinos originating from this event. A new analysis of the
detected results by [LL02] gives a mass limit of
mν e < 5.7 eV.

(1.60)

1.5.2.4. Single beta decay experiments
Processes that change the atomic number, Z, by one are called β-decays. There are three
different modes of nuclear β-decay:
• β− -decay → Z changes by +1, emission of an electron and an electron antineutrino;
• β+ -decay → Z changes by −1, emission of a positron and an electron neutrino;
• Electron capture (EC) → Z changes by −1, capture of an electron, emission of an
electron neutrino.
Nuclear β− -decay currently provides the most sensitive direct limit on the mass of the
electron antineutrino mν̄e (as defined by equation (1.59)) and, since CP T is conserved,
also on the mass of the electron neutrino mνe [OW08]. The underlying mechanism of
10

For a supernova in a distance of 10 kpc the arrival time difference on earth will be of the order of seconds
for mass difference of about 10 eV [Kra92].
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β− -decay is the transformation of a neutron into a proton under emission of an electron
and an electron antineutrino:
n −→ p + e + ν̄e ,
(1.61)
On quark level, this means the transition of a down quark into an up quark under emission of a W − boson that decays into an electron and an electron antineutrino. The energy
released in this process is equal to the mass difference of mother and daughter atom. This
energy is denoted by the Q-value. Since the mass of the daughter nucleus is large compared
to the electron and neutrino masses, the nuclear recoil energy is small. Thus, almost the
full amount of released energy is split between the electron and the neutrino.
Kinematics of β-decay
The kinematics of β-decays are described by Fermi’s golden rule:
d2 N
2π
=
| hf | Hif |ii |2 ρ(E).
dtdE
~

(1.62)

Here hf | Hif |ii denotes the matrix element for the transition of the initial state |ii to the
final state |f i and ρ(E) the density of final states. The matrix element can be divided into
a leptonic and a nuclear part [OW08]. Considering only allowed transitions, no angular
momentum is carried away by the leptons and the leptonic part |Mlep |2 can be calculated
using
1
(1.63)
|Mlep |2 = F (Z + 1, E) 2 .
V
Here the so-called Fermi function, F (Z + 1, E), needs to be introduced, that accounts for
the interaction of the charged lepton (electron) with the Coulomb field of the daughter
nucleus. The parameter V is the normalisation volume of the leptonic wave functions.
With the help of (1.63) the transition matrix element can be written as [Zub12]
| hf | Hif |f i |2 '

g2
F (E, Z + 1)|Mif |2 ,
V2

(1.64)

where |Mif | denotes the nuclear part of the decay matrix element | hf | Hif |ii | and g the
coupling constant of the interaction.
The phase space density can be calculated by multiplying the electron and neutrino density
of states, since the nuclear recoil can be neglected. Thus the phase space density gets
ρ(E) =

V 2 pe Epν Eν
,
4π 4 ~6

(1.65)

with total electron and neutrino energies, E and Eν , and with electron and neutrino
momenta, pe and pν . The electron spectrum of β-decay for allowed transitions gets
X
d2 N
= C · F (E, Z + 1)pe E
Pj (E0 − Ej )
dtdE

q

(E0 − Ei )2 − m2ν̄e c4 · Θ E0 − E − mν̄e c2 ,

j

(1.66)
G2F cos2 θC
|Mif |2 ,
2π 3

with the constant C =
where GF denotes the Fermi coupling constant and
θC the Cabibbo angle [Zub12]. The decay rate can be seen as a superposition of β-spectra
over all electronic excitations of the final states with probability Pj and excitation energy
Ej . The Heaviside function Θ ensures the conservation of energy. The endpoint energy
E0 is the decay energy to be split between the two leptons – it equals the Q-value of the
decay minus the electronic excitation energy of the particular final state, the recoil energy,
and the atomic and molecular binding energies.
Looking at equation (1.66) it is clear that the parameter which can be accessed by single
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β-decay experiments is the (anti)neutrino mass squared m2νe which is the incoherent sum
of the three neutrino mass eigenstates mνi as introduced in equation (1.59). No Majorana
phases αi occur in equation (1.59), which marks a difference to the coherent sum measured
by double β-decay experiments (compare equation (1.56)).
The effects of neutrino mixing are present in the spectrum of β decay, since equation
(1.66) is a superposition of β-decay spectra for the different neutrino mass eigenstates mνi
with endpoint energies Eei = E0 − mνi [AAB+ 05]. Still, the mass differences are too small
to be observable with current experimental energy resolution and the β-decay rate from
equation (1.66) can be described by one effective neutrino mass [FS03].
Tritium experiments
Tritium β-decay experiments to determine the neutrino mass have a long history: Already
in 1948 the first measurement of the shape of the tritium spectrum was performed [CAC48].
Therefrom, an upper neutrino mass limit of 1 keV was derived [CAC49].
To date, tritium is, except for 187 Re, the only isotope used in direct β− decay neutrino
mass measurements [DHMW13]. The β-decay of tritium
3
1H

+

−→ 32 He + e− + ν̄e

(1.67)

is still used in modern direct neutrino mass experiments like Katrin [AAB+ 05] and
Project 8 [MF09]. It is an ideal candidate to be used in direct neutrino mass measurements
due to its several advantages:
• Low endpoint energy – Tritium β-decay has an endpoint energy of about 18.6 keV
[NFB+ 06] which is after 187 Re the second lowest Q-value of β− -decay. The region
close to the endpoint has the highest sensitivity for the neutrino mass analysis since
the neutrino is non-relativistic in this region (as Eν ≈ mν ). Thus, a low endpoint
energy is preferable in order to have a large neutrino mass impact on the spectrum.
A low endpoint energy is also easier to handle experimentally (note that the required
retarding potential for the electron spectroscopy is equal to the endpoint energy).
• Low half life – A half life of only 12.3 years [LU00] results in a relatively high
specific activity.
• Super-allowed decay – The nuclear decay of tritium is a super-allowed transition.
In such decays, the nuclear matrix element, Mif , does not depend on energy and no
corrections need to be considered.
• Low nuclear charge – The mother and daughter isotopes have low nuclear charges,
Z = 1 and Z = 2, thus the interaction of the emitted electron with the daughter
nucleus is low and the corresponding Fermi function, F (Z = 2, E), can be computed
precisely [AAB+ 05]. Furthermore, inelastic scattering of electrons with the source
material is weak.
• Simple electronic shell configuration – Due to the simple configuration of the
atomic shell structure of the daughter ion 3 He+ the final state spectrum, (Pj , Ej )
from (1.66), can be calculated reliably.
In general molecular tritium, T2 , is used in the neutrino mass experiments. Therefore, the
spectrum of rotational and vibrational states of mother and daughter molecules, T2 and
3 HeT+ , in the ground state and even electronic excitations need to be known and included
in the calculation. This constitutes a large systematic effect.
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Current neutrino mass limits from β-decay
The current best limits on the effective electron (anti)neutrino mass are provided by the
experiments in Mainz [KBB+ 05] and Troitsk [ABB+ 11]. Both experiments used a high
resolution electrostatic spectrometer based on the principle of Magnetic Adiabatic Collimation combined with an Electrostatic (MAC-E) filter to measure the β-decay spectrum
of molecular tritium.
In the Mainz experiment a solid source of T2 frozen onto a substrate was used. The final
result, that is based on data taking in phase II from 1997-2001, sets an effective electron
antineutrino mass limit of [KBB+ 05]
mν̄e < 2.3 eV(95%C.L.).

(1.68)

The Troitsk experiment, that is still running11 , uses a gaseous molecular tritium source.
The most recent result, published in 2011 [ABB+ 11] sets an upper neutrino mass limit of
mν̄e < 2.05 eV(95%C.L.).

(1.69)

A combined analysis of both results by the Particle Data Group gives the current best
model independent limit on the effective mass of the electron antineutrino which is [G+ 14b]
mν̄e < 2.0 eV.

(1.70)

To reach the sub-eV neutrino mass sensitivity, a new generation of β-decay experiments
needs to be built. The Katrin experiment aims to reach a sensitivity of mν̄e < 200 meV
(90% C.L.) [AAB+ 05] using the (MAC-E) filter principle combined with a gaseous tritium
source. To reach this high sensitivity, improvements over the previous experiments in
Mainz and Troitsk are required in multiple aspects:
• Higher signal rate – It will be achieved by a large source luminosity.
• Improved energy resolution of about 1 eV.
• Enhanced understanding of source related systematic effects.
At the same time, the background rate needs to be of the order of 10−2 counts/s. An
overview of Katrin is given in the following chapter.
An other approach is followed by the Project 8 collaboration [MP15] planning to measure
the spectrum of tritium β-decay by detecting the synchrotron radiation of β electrons
that are stored in a strong magnetic field (Cyclotron Resonance Emission Spectroscopy –
CRES). The electron energy is inferred from the single particle frequency measured by an
antenna array. Currently the collaboration has achieved a proof of principle of the CRES
technique using a 83m Kr source [ABdV+ 15] and is developing the technique further for use
with gaseous tritium.
Rhenium and Holmium experiments
Different from the spectrometer method there is a second approach to measure accurate
β-decay spectra with source and detector being identical. Such experiments are based on
cryogenic bolometers. The detector is cooled down to cryogenic temperatures of the order
of mK. The energy released in the β decay is converted into phonons in the absorber
material which causes a small temperature rise ∆T . The temperature rise, measured by a
sensitive thermometer, can be related to the energy released in the decay, ∆E:
∆T =
11

∆E
,
C

(1.71)

It is now focussing on the search of sterile keV neutrinos but won’t improve its neutrino mass result
further.
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with heat capacity C. To get a preferably large temperature rise, the detector scale needs
to be small – typical masses are of O(mg) [WZ13] – and cold, as C typically scales with
T 3.
With calorimeters the total amount of released energy can be measured which is different from the above described spectrometer approach. This means, these experiments do
not suffer from the systematic uncertainties in the description of final states and energy
loss processes. They measure the entire differential β-beta spectrum and subsequent deexcitations. However, they are affected by pile-up events, which is an other reason, why
the detector mass is limited. Thus, large arrays of small detectors need to be built in order
to obtain high statistics, since only a small fraction of β-decay events release energies in
the region around 1 eV next to the endpoint [DHMW13].
The calorimetric approach is used in experiments measuring the β-decay of Rhenium
187

Re −→ 187 Os + e− + ν̄e ,

(1.72)

and the electron capture of Holmium
∗

e− + 183 Ho −→163 Dy + νe
163

∗

Dy −→

(1.73)
163

These isotopes have very low Q values of 2.492 keV for
for 163 Ho [EBB+ 15].

Dy + Q.
187 Re

(1.74)

[NEB+ 14] and of 2.833 keV

The MIBETA experiment measured an upper limit of the electron antineutrino mass of
mν̄e < 15.6 eV (90% C.L.) using Rhenium [SAB+ 04].
The electron capture of 163 Ho is measured by the ECHo experiment, which aims to reach
a sub-eV electron neutrino mass sensitivity in a full-scale experiment12 [GBD+ 14], by the
HOLMES collaboration, that plans to reach a sensitivity of 1 eV [FAB+ 16] and by the
NuMECS collaboration [col].

12

Currently ECHo is working on a mid-scale experiment with a source activity of about 1 kBq. The future
full scale experiment will house a 163 Ho sources with an activity of about 1 MBq [HBG+ 16].
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The Karlsruhe Tritium Neutrino experiment (Katrin) is a next-generation tritium βdecay experiment constructed to measure the mass of the effective electron antineutrino,
mν̄e , model independently with an unrivalled sensitivity of 200 meV at 90% C.L. (350 meV
at 5σ). Katrin joins a tritium source of high luminosity and stability with a high-precision
energy analysing spectrometer. Along with a low background level and well controlled
systematic uncertainties this combination allows to surpass the sensitivity of prior tritium
β-decay experiments by one order of magnitude.
The present chapter starts with an introduction to the Katrin measurement principle.
Thereafter, in section 2.2, the statistical and systematic uncertainties and the resulting
neutrino mass sensitivity are introduced. In section 2.3 the main components of
Katrin are reviewed with focus on the tritium source that plays an important role in
the work at hand. In the last section 2.4 the software utilised to analyse and simulate
Katrin data is introduced. Emphasis is placed on the calculation of source spectra and
on the analysis procedure that is used for the investigation of systematic uncertainties and
that will finally be used to determine the neutrino mass.

2.1. Measurement principle
Katrin will use the β decay of molecular tritium to determine the effective electron antineutrino mass in a model independent way (see section 1.5.2.4). The analysis procedure
giving access to the neutrino mass is based on a comparison of precisely measured and
accurately simulated β-decay electron spectra. The measurement of the electron energy
spectrum that carries the information on the neutrino mass will be performed with a
MAC-E (Magnetic Adiabatic Collimination combined with an Electrostatic) filter. This
principle allows to measure the energy-integrated differential spectrum of electrons stemming from β-decay that is different from the initial differential electron spectrum as given
in (1.66). The shape difference of both spectra near the tritium endpoint is illustrated in
figure 2.1.
A non-vanishing neutrino mass has an influence on the shape of the differential as well as
on the integrated spectrum, especially in the endpoint region of the β-decay, as shown in
figure 2.2. The energy region that is most sensitive to the neutrino mass is obtained, by
identifying the most pronounced relative difference of (simulated) integrated spectra for
a vanishing and a non-zero neutrino mass. The spectra and their relative difference are
depicted in figure 2.2. For the calculation of the given spectra a nominal background of
0.01 cps is included since the background rate is crucial for the position of the neutrino
mass sensitive energy region. This region is close to the endpoint of the β-decay spectrum
(tritium β-decay endpoint about 18.57 keV). Hence, a large amount of measurement time
needs to be spent in the endpoint region (standard measurement time distribution shown
in figure 2.17).
The modelled spectrum that will be used for neutrino mass analysis needs to account
for all processes modifying the energy of the β-decay electrons. Thus, working principle
and systematic uncertainties of the tritium source as well as of the spectrometer need to
be understood precisely since both components influence the electron spectrum that is
measured with Katrin. In the following section the filtering concept of a MAC-E filter
and how its transmission properties affect the spectral distribution of electrons that can
pass it are discussed. This information is essential for the spectral modelling of electrons
reaching the detector which is further discussed in section 2.4.2.

2.1.1. MAC-E filter principle
A tritium β-decay experiment to determine the neutrino mass needs a high luminosity
source, since the information on the neutrino mass is contained mostly in the region around
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Figure 2.1.: Differential β-decay spectrum and energy integrated β-decay spectrum measurable with KATRIN. The integrated spectrum, dN
dt , is depicted by the black solid line, the red dashed line marks the differential specd2 N
. The differential spectrum represents the initial spectrum after
trum dtdE
β-decay and does not contain information on the transmission properties of
the experimental set-up. Note the different axis scales and units (left axis –
integrated spectrum, right axis – differential spectrum).
the endpoint, where the rate has decayed by about 13 orders of magnitude (see figure 2.1).
At the same time, the energy resolution needs to be very good in order to resolve the small
distortions from a finite neutrino mass (compared to a vanishing neutrino mass) as shown
in figure 2.2. A MAC-E filter, first proposed in [BPT80], combines electrostatic filtering
and magnetic adiabatic collimation. It is thus an excellent tool for accurate spectroscopy of
electrons emitted by a high luminosity, isotropic source. The method had been optimised
to be used in the former neutrino mass tritium β-decay experiments in Mainz and Troitsk
[PBB+ 92, Lob85]. In the following, the general principle and characteristic parameters of
a MAC-E filter are explained. A visualisation of its working principle is given in figure 2.3.
The kinetic energy of the electrons Ekin can be divided in a part that is connected to
the cyclotron motion transversal to the magnetic field lines E⊥ and a part that belongs to
the motion directed along the field lines Ek . With θ denoting the angle between electron
momentum and magnetic field the kinetic energy reads
Ekin = E⊥ + Ek , with:

(2.1)

2

2

E⊥ = sin θEkin and Ek

= cos θEkin .

(2.2)

The magnetic field is assumed to be axisymmetric along the spectrometer axis (z-axis).
With an electrostatic filter of such a construction only the longitudinal component Ek
can be analysed. To reach a high luminosity signal with good energy resolution, the
transversal motion needs to be converted into longitudinal motion. Such a transformation
can be achieved via the principle of magnetic adiabatic collimation. For the adiabatic
motion of an electron along a magnetic field line, the magnetic moment µ is an adiabatic
invariant of the motion1 [BPT80]. It can be calculated from the magnetic field B and from
the electron velocity transversal to the magnetic field v⊥ : µ =
1

2
mv⊥
2B .

In a non-relativistic

This can be assumed, if the change in magnetic field during one cyclotron cycle is sufficiently small.
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Figure 2.2.: Integrated β spectra for vanishing and non-zero neutrino mass. The
integrated spectrum for a vanishing neutrino mass is given by the black solid
line. The blue dashed line represents a neutrino mass of 0.5 eV. These spectra
exhibit a marked difference in the endpoint region, which is thus most sensitive
to the neutrino mass measurements (see relative difference plotted in the lower
graph). For the calculation of both spectra a constant background rate of
0.01 cps was assumed.
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Figure 2.3.: Principle of a MAC-E filter. Electrons are produced in the source at a
magnetic field Bs and at electric potential Us (for general considerations assume Us = 0, a non-zero constant source potential can be balanced by a shifted
main spectrometer potential U0 .) The electrons are guided magnetically from
the source to the spectrometer and are forced to gyrate (red line) around
the magnetic field lines (green lines). Their momentum in transversal direction (and thus their transversal energy) gets transformed into momentum in
longitudinal direction while the magnetic field in the spectrometer decreases.
When the magnetic field reaches its minimal value, Ba , in the analysing plane,
the cyclotron angle θ reaches its minimal value. The electrostatic retarding
potential U0 in the analysing plane reflects electrons with Ek < qU0 . The
momentum of electrons that had enough energy to pass the barrier gets transformed again into transversal momentum by an increasing magnetic field with
maximal field strength Bmax > Bs next to the detector. Electrons that had
been emitted in the source with angles larger than a critical angle get reflected
by the magnetic mirror effect. The other electrons reach the detector and get
counted. Figure adapted from [Wan13], initially from [AAB+ 05].
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approach2 kinetic energy and momentum p are related through Ekin ≈
µ≈

E⊥
= const
B

−→

E⊥2
E⊥1
=
.
B1
B2

p2
2m

(2.3)

From the invariance of the magnetic moment it follows that the ratio of transversal energy
and magnetic field strength is conserved, too. If the magnetic field strength is reduced
by several orders of magnitude, the transversal energy drops accordingly. Due to energy
conservation (equation (2.1)), the transversal energy is transformed into energy of longitudinal motion.
To analyse the electron energy with an electrostatic spectrometer, the transversal energy
needs to be minimised which can be realised by low magnetic field Ba in the spectrometer3 ,
many orders of magnitude smaller than the magnetic field at the origin of the electron in
the source.
The conservation of the magnetic moment leads to another conserved quantity – the magnetic flux ΦB . The radius rB of the circular orbit of a particle with electric charge q
gyrating around the field lines can be expressed using its velocity component v⊥ perpendicular to the magnetic field
v⊥ m
rB =
.
(2.4)
qB
Using the flux tube cross section A encircled by the cyclotron motion of the electron, the
magnetic flux can be calculated
Z
2 (2.4) E⊥
.
(2.5)
ΦB = const. = BdA ≈ BπrB
∝
B
As E⊥ /B is an adiabatic invariant of the motion and the same holds for the magnetic flux.
The principle of magnetic collimation works similarly if the magnetic field strength rises
again – The energy of longitudinal motion is now transformed into transversal energy according to the increase in magnetic field strength. This gives rise to the so-called magnetic
mirror effect. If all kinetic energy is transformed into transversal energy, the electron cannot move further along the field line and gets reflected. For a maximal magnetic field Bmax
larger than the magnetic field at the point of electron emission, Bs , the magnetic mirror
effect makes it possible to repel electrons with large emission angles θs (angle between line
of motion and magnetic field line) independent of their total kinetic energy.
The Lorentz force acting on the electron constrains the electron on a gyration path around
the magnetic field lines. The path length of the electron trough the source4 gets extended
according to:
l0
leff =
,
(2.6)
1 + cos θs
with adapted path length leff and straight path length l0 (for θs = 0). The larger leff ,
the larger the average energy losses mainly due to scattering (cp. section 4.1). As the
description of these energy loss processes has relatively large uncertainties, it is beneficial
to reduce the path length, or, in other words to limit the starting angle θs in the source. For
electron emission at the limiting source transmission angle θmax the longitudinal energy
gets zero at the position of Bmax and thus E⊥ (Bmax ) = Ekin . For non-relativitstic electron
motion the transversal energy can be calculated
E⊥ = sin2 θEkin .
2

(2.7)

For electrons with an energy of 18.6 keV the Lorentz factor γ is about 1.04 which allows to treat the
motion non-relativistically in first-order approximation.
3
The region of minimal magnetic field, Ba in the spectrometer is called the analysing plane.
4
with a homogeneous magnetic field
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Together with equation (2.3) the maximal source transmission angle gets
r
Bs
θmax = arcsin
.
Bmax

(2.8)

The energy resolution or, more precisely, filter width ∆E of a MAC-E filter is given by
the energy that cannot be analysed, i.e., by the maximal remaining transversal energy in
the analysing plane
∆(E) = E⊥ (θmax , Ba ).
(2.9)
The remaining energy is maximal for emission under θmax . Using equation (2.8) and (2.3),
the energy resolution for electrons with energy Ekin can be calculated
∆E =

sin2 θmax Ekin
Ba
Ba = Ekin
.
Bs
Bmax

(2.10)

To achieve a possibly high energy resolution the magnetic field in the analysing plane
should be as low5 as possible while the maximal magnetic field should be preferably high.
Still, the higher the maximal magnetic field with respect to the source magnetic field,
the more electrons get reflected magnetically. Although this is beneficial in terms of the
increased energy loss due to the enhanced path length for larger emission angles, it strongly
decreases statistics.

2.1.2. Transmission and response function
The transmission properties of a MAC-E filter for voltage U applied at the spectrometer
(retarding energy qU with q denoting the charge of the analysed particle) are summarised
by the transmission function T (E, qU ). This function only accounts for the properties of
the MAC-E filter itself (including the source magnetic field). Source related energy losses
(mainly scattering) that change the transmission probability of an electron emitted at
initial energy E are included in the so-called response function R(E, qU ) (its dependence
on the axial position z and emission angle θ is neglected here and further discussed in
section 4.1).
For zero energy losses in the source, the transmission function defines the integrated rate
dN
dt measured at the detector for a given retarding voltage U :
dN
=
dt

Z

E0

qU

d2 N
(E0 , m2ν ) · T (E, qU )dE,
dtdE

(2.11)

2

d N
with differential β-decay spectrum dtdE
(E0 , m2ν ). To first order the transmission function
can be calculated purely analytically. For electrons with surplus energies E − qU less
than the energy resolution of the spectrometer the transmission probability depends on
the emission angle. Assuming an isotropically emitting source this can be averaged for
angles up to θmax

E − qU < 0

0 q

 1− 1− E−qU Bs
E
Ba
q
T (E, qU ) =
0 ≤ E − qU ≤ ∆E
(2.12)
Bs

1−
1−

B
max


1
E − qU > ∆E.

This analytical formula describes an optimal MAC-E filter without inhomogeneities. It
does not account for realistic spectrometer properties like the actual form of the analysing
5

The minimal magnitude of the magnetic field strength is limited by the size of the flux tube that increases
with decreasing magnetic field strength.
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plane6 or its retarding voltage distribution. The formula does also not include inhomogeneities in the source magnetic field or energy losses due to synchrotron radiation. These
effects had been accurately investigated in [Gro15]. An exemplary analytical transmission
function for the MAC-E filter characteristics used in Katrin is shown in figure 2.4a.
Since electrons lose energy in the source through scattering7 , their energy distribution
gets modified which is not accounted for in equation (2.11). Spectrometer transmission
properties as well as source scattering probabilities and energy losses are combined by the
response function R(E, qU ), which turns equation (2.11) into
dN
∝
dt

Z

E0

qU

d2 N
(E0 , m2ν ) · R(E, qU )dE.
dtdE

(2.13)

The probability that the electron loses a given amount of energy  when it is scattered
inelastically is described by the energy loss function f () which is defined as:
f () ∝

1 dσ
,
σ d

(2.14)

with total inelastic scattering cross section σ and differential inelastic scattering cross section dσ
d . The response function is obtained by convolving the transmission function with
the energy loss function and taking into account multiple scattering with scattering probabilities Pi (P0 for zero scattering, P1 for single scattering, ..., see discussion in section 4.1):
Z

E

T (E − , qU ) (P0 δ() + P1 f () + P2 f ⊗ f () + ...) d.

R(E, qU ) =

(2.15)

0

A response function exemplary for the set-up and standard operation parameters (see
table 2.1) of Katrin is shown in figure 2.4b. The steps and kinks in the curve are due
to the contributions from electrons that have scattered multiple times. Their position
(difference to the previous kink) is characteristic for the minimal energy loss in inelastic
scattering. Further information about the response function of Katrin and its modelling
can be found in [Gro15] and [Zie13].
The response function is essential for a theoretical calculation of the β-decay spectrum
and thus indispensable for the neutrino mass analysis.

2.2. Neutrino mass sensitivity
The current most sensitive limit on the effective mass of the electron antineutrino is 2 eV
[G+ 14b]. With a discovery potential of 350 meV at 5σ after five years of operation, Katrin is capable of pushing this limit down by one order of magnitude. In the remaining
part of this thesis, talking about the Katrin neutrino mass measurement, the term ‘effective electron antineutrino mass’, mν̄e , will be substituted by ‘neutrino mass’, mν . Katrin’s
ability to measure the effect of a non-vanishing neutrino mass is reflected by the sensitivity,
Smν , with a design value of 200 meV at 90% C.L. for 3 years of data taking (5 calender
years) [AAB+ 05]. This leads to a discovery potential of 350 meV at 5σ. The sensitivity is
determined by statistical and systematic uncertainties, σsys and σstat . They are related to
the neutrino mass squared, which is the parameter that can be accessed with Katrin, see
section 1.5.2.4. Aiming for a 90% confidence level the sensitivity becomes:
r
q
Smν =

6
7

1.645 ·

2 + σ2 .
σsys
stat

(2.16)

It is not necessarily a flat plane.
Only about 40% of the β-decay electrons with initial decay energies close to the β-decay end point energy
E0 reach the spectrometer without having scattered.
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Figure 2.4.: Transmission and response functions for the KATRIN set-up. The
transmission probabilities that represent in the two graphs the transmission
function and the response function are given in terms of the electron surplus
energy E − qU . The analytical step-like shape of the transmission function
is smeared out because of the angular distribution of electron emission in the
source and the finite energy resolution of the spectrometer. The width of the
transition region (energies with transmission probabilities between 0 and 1)
is determined by the energy resolution ∆E. Considering scattering energy
losses in the source, the transmission function gets replaced by the response
function where the initial transmission function is still visible due to the contribution from unscattered electrons (lowest surplus energies). The kinks in
the spectrum are due to the contribution from electrons having scattered multiple times. The minimal energy loss per inelastic scattering is about 12 eV
[AAB+ 05]. Thus, the contribution for i-fold (i=0, 1, 2, ...) scattered electrons
starts at surplus energies of about i times 12 eV.
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Systematic uncertainty
The Katrin systematic uncertainty budget can be calculated assuming equal contributions from systematic and statistic uncertainties. This means, to reach a sensitivity of
0.2 eV (90% C.L.) the total systematic uncertainty is limited by a value of [AAB+ 05]:
σsys ≤ 0.017 eV2 .

(2.17)

[AAB+ 05]

In
five major systematics are stated which implies that no individual systematic
effect is allowed to cause a neutrino mass squared shift larger than 0.0075 eV2 . A list of
systematic effects can be found in [AAB+ 05] and an updated version in [Gro15]. As part
of this thesis some of the source related systematic uncertainties are investigated in more
detail. In chapter 4 and 5 influences from the gas dynamical source model and its related
monitoring parameters as well as from a inhomogeneous source potential distribution will
be investigated. Within these analyses the method of ensemble testing, as introduced
in section 2.4.3, will be used to calculate the particular systematic uncertainties on the
squared neutrino mass, m2ν .
Statistical uncertainty and background contribution
The sensitivity of Katrin strongly depends on the background level that is reached, since
the statistical uncertainty increases with the background rate as discussed in [Kle14].
The Katrin design sensitivity of 200 meV (90% C.L.) [AAB+ 05] was calculated for a
background level of 0.01 cps and three effective years of data taking. However, the last
commissioning phase of the spectrometer and detector section in 2015 showed a background
level that is elevated by a factor of about 50 [Har15, Frä16, Har15, Val16]. In [Har15]
detailed information on the contributing background processes can be found. With regard
to the actual Katrin neutrino mass measurement phase, the collaboration is aiming to
further reduce the background rate. If this should not be effective, the sensitivity needs
to be updated – Using standard Katrin parameters from [AAB+ 05] for the magnetic
field strength in the analysing plane (Ba = 3 × 10−4 T), measurement interval ([E0 −
30 eV, E0 +5 eV]) and measurement time distribution, the neutrino mass sensitivity declines
to 340 meV (90% C.L.) [Val16]. However, the design values for the magnetic field in
the analysing plane, measurement time distribution and scanning analysis interval were
optimised for a background rate of 0.01 cps. Thus, updating these parameters for a higher
background level offers the potential to improve the neutrino mass sensitivity:
• Modifying the measurement time distribution manly implies to optimise the signal
to background ratio for the actual background rate. For a background rate of 0.5 cps
this leads to a sensitivity of about 290 meV (90% C.L.) [Kle14].
• Enlarging the analysis interval from 30 eV to 45 eV or 60 eV reduces the statistical
uncertainty. It slightly increases the systematic uncertainty related to the description of electron energy loss processes, e.g. inelastic scattering on gas molecules and
electronic final states. This needs to be investigated further. Still, the enlarged analysis interval further improves the sensitivity (actual value depends on magnetic field
configuration).
• The detected background was shown to be volume dependent [Har15]. This means,
decreasing the active volume of the spectrometer by increasing the magnetic field in
the analysing plane of the main spectrometer (decrease of flux tube volume) reduces
the background level. This option is limited by the energy resolution.
Given the unexpected case the background level cannot be pushed below 0.5 cps [Val16]
the Katrin sensitivity will be:
Smν = 240 meV,
(2.18)
if the mentioned mitigation strategies are applied.
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Figure 2.5.: KATRIN beam line with main components. The main parts of the rear
section are the rear wall and the rear section electron gun. The source and
transport section holds the tritium source, WGTS, as well as the differential
and cryogenic pumping sections, DPS and CPS. The energy analysis and detection is performed in the spectrometer and detector section which consists
of the pre-spectrometer, the main spectrometer and the focal plane detector.

2.3. Main components
The Katrin beam line can be divided into two general sections:
• Tritium-bearing components – The source and transport section (STS) contains the
windowless gaseous tritium source (WGTS), and the differential section and cryogenic pumping section (DPS and CPS) as well as the inner tritium cycle (inner loop).
The rear section closes the beam line at the rear side. This part of the Katrin beam
line is in direct contact with tritium and therefore contaminated. Thus, it is housed
in the radiation monitored Tritium Laboratory Karlsruhe (TLK).
• Tritium-free components – The spectrometer and detector section (SDS) houses the
tandem spectrometer (pre- and main spectrometer) as well as the monitor spectrometer and the detector section. Since it is essentially tritium free, this section is located
outside of the monitored TLK area.
An overview drawing of the Katrin beam line is depicted in figure 2.5. Function and
working principle of the main components are summarised in the following subsections.

2.3.1. Source and transport section
The source and transport section needs to produce a large flux of β-decay electrons which
is related to a large throughput of gaseous tritium. The decay electrons need to be
guided undisturbed to the spectrometer section. This requires a windowless source at
large magnetic field. At the same time tritium needs to be prevented from entering into
the spectrometer section. The background rate from remaining tritium has to be less
than 1 × 10−3 counts/s which is related to a flow rate suppression factor of about 1 × 1014
[AAB+ 05]. Consequently, the tritium gas needs to be pumped out efficiently before it can
reach the pre-spectrometer. For this purpose, a combination of differential and cryogenic
pumps is placed between the source and the spectrometer section.
In the following, the components of the source and transport section will be presented.
The WGTS will be discussed in some more detail and its most important characteristics
will be introduced.
2.3.1.1. Windowless gaseous tritium source (WGTS)
The WGTS provides the large tritium β-decay activity of about 1.7 × 1011 Bq required
for the neutrino mass analysis with Katrin. It consists of a central 10 m long beam tube
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with a diameter of 90 mm made of stainless steel. It is followed by a differential pumping
section of 3 m length in front and rear direction each (DPS1-F and DPS1-R).
The central beam tube is cooled to a cryogenic temperature at a set-point between 27 K
and 33 K. Due to the large correlation between beam tube temperature and gas density
[AAB+ 05, Sha03] the beam tube temperature needs to be stabilised and monitored on the
per mill level (∆T < 30 mK) [AAB+ 05, Höt12].
To reach the required β-decay activity, a large column density (density integrated over the
length of the gas column) of 5 × 1021 m−2 needs to be adjusted in the source. This value
is connected to a gas throughput of 1.8 mbar l s−1 [AAB+ 05, Sha03].
Tritium is fed into the WGTS from a temperature stabilised transfer line connected to
the inner loop system (see section 2.3.1.4). The stability of the injection WGTS pressure (∆pin /pin < 2 × 10−3 ) is achieved using a temperature stabilised, pressure controlled
buffer vessel in the gas processing cycle [PSB15]. The actual injection takes place in the
middle of the beam tube. It is realised trough 415 small holes arranged in 5 rings encircling
the beam tube. This configuration minimises the disturbance of gas flow in the injection
region [Sha04a, Shr10].
The tritium purity, T , and the chemical composition of the tritiated gas8 injected into the
WGTS are monitored continuously by a Laser Raman System (LARA) which is briefly
described in section 2.3.4. To reach a preferably high activity at given column density, the
tritium purity should be as high as possible. During standard tritium operation T will be
larger than 95% [AAB+ 05].
The beam tube is surrounded by seven superconducting magnets that produce a strong
and homogeneous source magnetic field9 of 3.6 T (5.6 T in the beam tube of the DPS1-F)
which guarantees equal starting conditions for β-decay electrons originating from different
WGTS positions. The magnetic field guides the electrons adiabatically on a cyclotron
path to the transport section. For a magnetic flux of Φ = 191 T cm2 , which is realised in
the Katrin beam line, the flux tube cross sectional area inside the central WGTS beam
tube is, according to equation (2.5), 53 cm2 .
Strong demands are put on the stability of the WGTS operation parameters (temperature,
magnetic field, column density, tritium purity, electrostatic potential) to avoid unrecognised changes and thus modifications of the β-spectrum – usually a stability on the per-mill
level is required for these parameters [AAB+ 05, BBB+ 12]. Unrecognised drifts belong
to the source related systematic uncertainties of the neutrino mass analysis. A WGTS
overview is depicted in figure 2.6. The construction of the complex WGTS cryostat took
several years. In the end it arrived at its final location in the TLK in September 2015.
Photographs of the cryostat and its arrival at the TLK are shown in figure 2.7. Since
then the mechanical works have been finished and the cryogenic infrastructure has been
installed. The testing of 800 sensors and valves has been finished. Currently, the WGTS
is cooled down to operation temperature for the first time.

8

The presence of small admixtures from the other hydrogen isotopologues than T2 namely DT, HT, DH,
D2 , H2 is unavoidable.
9
This only holds for the central 10 m beam tube where the density is highest and where about 98% of the
β-decay electrons are produced. In the pump ports the magnetic field drops significantly.
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Figure 2.6.: WGTS cryostat with outermost, intermediate and innermost layer. The WGTS beam tube consist of a central 10 m long
tube between the first pump ports, a tube connecting first and second pump port in the DPS1 and a last part connecting the adjacent
components in front and rear direction each. It forms the innermost layer of the WGTS cryostat. Two cooling tubes filled with two-phase
neon (T ≈ 30 K) are lining the beam tube that conducts the tritium gas. Separated by an inner radiation shield, cooled by gaseous
helium to about 30 K, the beam tube is surrounded by seven superconducting solenoid modules (cooled by liquid helium to T ≈ 4.5 K).
They provide a homogeneous magnetic field of 3.6 T to 5.6 T inside the beam tubes. An outer radiation shield and an insulation vacuum
protect the inner parts from thermal radiation from the room temperature outside. Tritium is injected in the middle of the WGTS beam
tube. Four-fold and two-fold pump ports in front and rear direction, equipped with four and two turbomolecular pumps respectively,
reduce the tritium flow to the adjacent DPS and rear section.
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Figure 2.7.: Arrival of the WGTS cryostat at the tritium laboratory at KIT.
WGTS temperature
The central 10 m beam tube of the WGTS will be held at a cryogenic temperature of
30 K10 (technically temperatures between 27 K and 37.5 K are possible). This operation
temperature was chosen for the following reasons [AAB+ 05]:
1. Due to the cryogenic temperature the thermal movement of tritium molecules is low.
As a consequence, the broadening of the electron spectrum caused by the thermal
Doppler effect is reduced.
2. The required large column density inside the WGTS can be reached with a reasonable amount of tritium throughput, since the particle current density decreases with
increasing temperature (for given throughput) [WAWJ04].
3. The kinetic energy of low energy electrons that form together with the positive ions
the plasma inside the source scales with the gas temperature. The higher this energy,
the higher the electrostatic potential inside the source due to the production of space
charges (see sections 5.1 and 5.3.2.2 for further reading). To achieve a homogeneous
potential in the source, the scale of the absolute value of this potential should be
close to zero which means the temperature should be preferably low.
4. In [AAB+ 05] it was stated that the clustering of tritium molecules, which should be
avoided in terms of the description of molecular final state spectra and gas flow, may
increase at temperatures below 30 K which gives an lower limit for the operation
temperature11 .
Even more important than the actual value of the beam tube operation temperature is its
temperature stability and homogeneity as discussed above. Therefore, a special cooling
system was designed for the WGTS cryostat. It consists of:
• Two tubes of 16 mm diameter filled with two phase (gaseous and liquid) neon are
brazed to the beam tube. The particular temperature of coolant and beam tube is
10

This temperature will be used for the standard tritium measurements. The WGTS will be operated in
a second mode with 83m Kr gas inside for investigation of the potential distribution inside the WGTS.
This requires an increased temperature around 100 K and thus an exchange of the coolant – In the
krypton mode argon will be used to cool the beam tube.
11
Currently the actual temperature dependence of clustering of tritium molecules is in question. Further
investigations are ongoing
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Figure 2.8.: WGTS beam tube cooling system. The WGTS beam tube is cooled by
two tubes filled with two-phase neon. The temperature in the cooling tube
is determined by the saturation pressure of the gaseous neon phase. Gaseous
neon gets liquefied again in a condenser, cooled by liquid helium, at the end
of the beam tube. Figure adapted from [Höt12].
determined by the saturation pressure of the neon gas. The pressure can be regulated
between 1 bar and 10 bar which corresponds to a beam tube temperature stabilised
between 27 K and 37.5 K.
• At the end of the 10 m beam tube the gaseous neon flows to a condenser (cooled by
liquid helium) and is liquefied again.
• An inner radiation shield insulates the beam tube from the adjacent solenoids as these
superconducting magnets are cooled to temperatures of 4.5 K with liquid helium.
• The outer radiation shield and an insulating vacuum below the cryostat vessel protect
the innermost part from being heated from the room temperature outside.
An overview of the cooling principle for the WGTS beam tube is depicted in figure 2.8.
Detailed information about the cooling concept of the WGTS can be found in [GBB+ 08,
Gro09, Höt12, Bod11].
The beam tube temperature stability requirement of 0.1% can be translated to a temperature measurement precision requirement of better than 30 mK12 . The temperature along
the beam tube is measured by 24 metallic PT500 sensors. Since the temperature measurement with these sensors is influenced by the strong magnetic fields of the superconducting
magnets, they are calibrated in-situ by 24 vapour pressure sensors [GBSS11, Bod11]. The
effective working of the WGTS cooling system and the temperature sensor set-up was
shown in a test measurement phase from 2010 to 2011 [GBH+ 13, Höt12].
The cooling concept of the DPS1-F and DPS1-R and their pump ports is subject to an
order of magnitude less stringent requirements in terms of temperature stability and homogeneity [GBB+ 08]. The working principle of the pump port cooling is overviewed in
section 3.2. The temperature distribution along the pump ports of the WGTS and the
influence of the large amount of thermal radiation coming from the rotor blades of the
turbomolecular pumps [GKRW12] is unknown so far. Still, this distribution is required as
essential input for the simulation of gas flow in the WGTS pump ports (see section 4.2.6)
that are need to be considered in the calculations to determine their contribution to the
12

The requirement on the trueness is less stringent (∆Tabs < 0.5 K) [BBB+ 12].
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total column density. Therefore, the temperature distributions at the walls of the WGTS
pumping sections DPS1-F and DPS1-R were investigated as a part of this thesis. More
details and results can be found in the subsequent chapter 3.
WGTS density
The distribution of the gas density in the WGTS cannot be measured directly. Information
on its form and amplitude as well as density and flow reduction factors of the WGTS are
based on an accurate gas model of the source which was developed in [Höt12]. It will be
introduced, refined and expanded in chapter 4 of this thesis.
The column density ρd is a key parameter for the operation of the WGTS and for the
modelling of Katrin spectra. The design value of the column density of 5 × 1021 m−2 is
a compromise between high signal rate, low electron energy loss due to scattering, and a
reasonably low quantity of tritium. This aspect is discussed in more detail in section 4.1.
To get the required column density at an operation temperature of about 30 K, the tritium
throughput needs to be about 1.8 mbar l s−1 which leads to a WGTS injection pressure of
about 3.4 × 10−3 mbar (see section 4.2.3 for related calculations of the density distribution). Since column density and source activity (signal amplitude) are strongly correlated,
the column density needs to be stable at the per mill level [AAB+ 05, Höt12]. However,
if the change in column density exceeds this level, but can be modelled with sufficient
accuracy, the stability requirement can be relaxed. Thus, it is important to test the ability of the WGTS gas model to simulate column density changes. This is investigated in
section 4.5.2.
Since the column density determines the probability for electrons to scatter on gas molecules,
it has direct impact on the form of the detected electron spectrum. Thus, the absolute
value of the column density realised in the WGTS needs to be known with an accuracy of
0.2%13 .
The role of the spatial distribution of density inside the WGTS as well as the contributions
from the adjacent DPS1-F and DPS1-R sections are still unresolved. This question will
be examined in sections 4.2.6 and 4.7.
Electric potential in the WGTS
The electric potential in the WGTS determines the starting potential energy of the electrons produced in the β-decay of tritium in the source. Thus, it has a direct influence
on the electron spectrum measured with Katrin. Inhomogeneities in the potential distribution in the source smear out the β-decay spectrum since electrons originating from
different WGTS positions have different starting (potential) energies. An unrecognised
drifting of the electric source potential during one measurement run has a similar effect.
Thus, high demands are placed on the stability and homogeneity of the WGTS potential.
In [AAB+ 05] spatial inhomogeneities were estimated to be below 10 meV. This statement
is based on a simplified model of the WGTS plasma [NM04] and some general considerations of space charge production in the source [WGT04]. However, the charged particle
transport processes, the space charge production, and the electromagnetic fields in the
WGTS are coupled and far too complicated to be reliably described by the mentioned
model. Furthermore, the influence of a spatial plasma distribution on the electron spectrum needs to be investigated carefully. Previous assumptions of a Gaussian smearing of
the electron spectrum are not realistic for the actual WGTS plasma distribution. The
whole topic of the WGTS plasma is covered by chapter 5 including the construction of a
realistic WGTS plasma model based on simulations, possible measurements to determine
particular parameters of the plasma potential distribution, and an investigation of the
13

To be more precise, the product of column density and total inelastic scattering cross section needs to
be known to that accuracy level (see section 4.1).
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influence of the electric potential distribution on the neutrino mass analysis.
The three important source characteristics temperature, gas density, and electric potential
as outlined above play a key role within the thesis at hand. Investigating their spatial
distributions in the WGTS significantly improves the understanding of physical processes
determining the shape of the electron spectrum. This allows for a better estimation of
source related uncertainties and is the main objective of this thesis.
2.3.1.2. Differential pumping section (DPS)
The DPS is the first component of the pumping section which needs to achieve a total
gas flow reduction by a factor of 1011 . Thus, together with the WGTS pump ports, a
total gas flow reduction of about 1014 can be achieved. The DPS alone is designed to
reach a flow reduction factor of about 105 [AAB+ 05]. This value has been confirmed by
vacuum simulations [Jan15] and the system is, up to the moment of writing this thesis,
being prepared for an experimental verification. The DPS consists of five beam tube
elements with a diameter of about 100 mm and with four turbomolecular pumps installed
at pump ports that are placed in between the beam tube elements14 . An additional pump
port (pump port 0) equipped with two turbomolecular pumps forms the connection to the
WGTS.
The DPS has an overall length of 6.5 m. The beam tube elements are arranged in a chicane
with an angular bent of 20◦ in between. This prevents a direct line of sight for the neutral
gas particles. Thus they hit the walls and can get pumped away by the turbomolecular
pumps. For tritium gas the installed pumps have a pumping speed of about 2400 l s−1
[Jan15]. The beam tube is situated in the warm bore of the DPS magnets. These five
superconducting magnets produce a strong magnetic field of 5.5 T inside the DPS beam
tube elements. It guides the electrons through the chicane without collisions.
Besides the flow reduction and the transport of electrons, the DPS needs to eliminate
positive tritium ions. Ions are, like the electrons, guided by the magnetic flux tube and
cannot get pumped out like the neutral particles. To prevent tritium ions from entering the
spectrometer section, ring electrodes operating at +100 V are installed. These electrode
reflect the positive ions. Still, the thermalised ions (ions have gas temperature and thus low
energy) cannot get through the WGTS since their motion is blocked by the large opposite
streaming gas flow [Glü05, Glü10]. To transport the ions out of the beam tube, three dipole
pairs are installed in the DPS beam tube sections. One half cone of each dipole electrode
will be operated at negative potential (about −100 V [Win11]). The electric field overlying
the magnetic field causes an E × B drift and shifts the ions further outwards each time
they pass the dipole. After several passages, the ions reach the walls, get neutralised and
can be pumped out. For a qualitative and quantitative analysis of the ion species present
in the DPS, a FT-ICR (Fourier Transform - Ion Cyclotron Resonance)15 unit is placed
at the beginning of the DPS. Further information about ion species and fluxes entering
the DPS can be found in chapter 5. Details about WGTS ion production mechanisms are
given in [Glü05, Glü10]. The working principle of the ion retention in Katrin is further
discussed in [Win11, Rei09, Kle16].
In the following, the technical status of the DPS is summarised. All DPS components
have arrived at KIT. Beam tubes and magnets have been leak tested. The magnets have
been cooled down and ramped up to nominal magnetic fields (in stand-alone mode and
combined) already in 2015. The DPS at its final position in TLK is depicted in figure 2.9b.

14
15

Actually the horizontal position of the pumps is below the beam tubes, see figure 2.9a.
It was characterised in [UD11].
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Figure 2.9.: Model of DPS assembly and DPS installed at TLK.
2.3.1.3. Cryogenic pumping section (CPS)
The CPS forms the last tritium retention unit before the beam line reaches the prespectrometer which needs to be essentially tritium free. Thus, the CPS needs to achieve a
gas flow reduction factor of more than 107 [AAB+ 05]. The CPS beam tube has a length
of about 7 m and a diameter of about 75 mm. The particular beam tube elements are,
like in the DPS, arranged in a chicane with an angle of 15◦ in between the elements. In
the centre of the CPS, between the two CPS pump ports (see figure 2.10a) cold argon
snow will be frozen on the beam tube surface at a temperature of 3 K. Any neutral gas
that hits the argon surface will be adsorbed at the cold layer due to cryosorption with a
sticking probability of about 0.7 [Jan15]. The principle of the tritium flow reduction by
cryosorption of argon atoms was shown to work in the test experiment TRAP [EBB+ 08]
and yielded a flow reduction factor of 3 × 107 .
Due to background contribution from adsorbed tritium molecules to the measured β-decay
spectrum, the argon layer needs to be regenerated before it has accumulated a tritium
activity of 1 Ci which will be reached after about two months [AAB+ 05].
Aside from the gas flow retention, the CPS holds calibration and monitoring instruments
like the quench-Condensed Krypton Source (CKrS) and the Forward Beam Monitor
(FBM). The CKrS will be used to check for retardation potential drifts of the spectrometers
using conversion electrons from 83m Kr. The FBM, introduced in section 2.3.4, will be used
to monitor the tritium flux and thus the tritium column density. Furthermore, it allows
for imaging of the flux tube. With the Faraday cup installed at the detector board, ion
fluxes can be measured and the ion suppression system can be tested.
The CPS has arrived at KIT in summer 2015. Meanwhile it is installed in the TLK, a
photograph of the CPS at its final position (without installed cryo-infrastructure) in the
TLK is depicted in figure 2.10b. Beam tube and magnets have been successively cooled
down to working temperature. The magnets have been tested ramping the magnetic field
up to 90% of its operational value. First operation with prepared argon frost layer will be
in 2017.
2.3.1.4. Inner loop
To guarantee a stabilised tritium gas injection with maximal inlet pressure variations of
10−3 , a special gas processing circuit was designed – the inner loop system. It collects
the gas that is pumped out in the pump ports of the source and passes the gas trough a
palladium membrane filter. This separates the non-hydrogen impurities from the hydrogen isotopologues. To achieve tritium purities above 95% continuously, about 1% of the
circulated gas is diverted into a tritium recovery and purification system. It is replaced
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Figure 2.10.: Model and photograph of CPS assembly installed at TLK. The argon
frost layer will be prepared between the two CPS pump ports. The cold gate
valve allow to decouple the CPS from the spectrometer section. The beam
tube elements are bend through 15◦ to prevent direct line of sight. The
beam tube is surrounded by superconducting solenoids producing a central
magnetic field of 5.7 T. CAD drawing adapted from [Jan15].
by almost pure tritium gas (T >98%) [AAB+ 05]. The per mill stability of gas injection is
realised through a temperature and pressure controlled buffer vessel. The pressure in the
buffer vessel will be held on a stable value by a software controlled regulating valve. The
temperature in the pressure controlled buffer vessel is about 318 K and stabilised to 0.5 K
[PSB15]. This allows to achieve a buffer vessel pressure stability of 0.1 % [Stu10].
The pressure controlled buffer vessel is connected to a temperature stabilised transfer line
width a length of 10 m and a large diameter of (25 mm) causing a large conductivity. The
gas injection in the WGTS is realised by a capillary with a diameter of 2.1 mm that is
over its whole length of 5 m thermally coupled to the WGTS beam tube. This means, it
is stabilised at beam tube temperature [PSB15].
A laser Raman (LARA) system is implemented to continuously (within about 100 s) monitor the tritium purity T 16 (see section 2.3.4 for an overview of the LARA system) in-line
before the gas is injected in the pressure controlled buffer vessel. All parts of the inner-loop
system are implemented in a glove box which acts as a second containment. A more detailed description about the Loop systems in Katrin can be found in [Stu10]. A simplified
flow scheme of the gas processing in the inner loop system is depicted in figure 2.11.
In the commissioning measurements described in [PSB15] the injection pressure stability
of the loop system (without WGTS and DPS connection and without LARA system) was
tested for various pressures in the injection vessel. The stability requirement of 0.1% was
matched for all pressure set points. It even succeeded the requirements by one order of
magnitude.

2.3.2. Rear section
The rear section closes the Katrin beam line at the rear side. It includes a group of
calibration and monitoring systems: two X-ray detectors that monitor the source activity
using beta-induced X-ray spectroscopy (BIXS, see section 2.3.4) and an angular selective
electron gun (e-gun). Moreover it contains a gold-plated surface with an almost uniform
16

The precision of T needs to be better than 0.1% since it is directly coupled to the source activity and
to the amplitude of the β-decay rate.
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Figure 2.11.: Flow scheme of inner loop system. The tritium gas is processed in
a closed cycle. After it is pumped out at the WGTS pump ports, it is
passed through a permeator filtering out non-hydrogen impurities. A small
gas fraction is diverted and replaced by fresh gas with high tritium purity
(T > 98%). The isotope composition is analysed in-line by a laser Raman
system before the gas is fed into a pressure controlled buffer vessel (with
pressure pB and temperature TB ) that allows for a per mill stability of the
WGTS injection pressure. Figure adapted from [BBB+ 12].
work function – the rear wall. Scheme and experimental set-up of the rear section are
depicted in figure 2.12.
Rear wall
The WGTS contains a low density plasma of secondary electrons and tritium ions (see
chapter 5 for a detailed description of the WGTS plasma). The charged plasma particles
are confined in the magnetic flux tube of the source and transport section. The rear wall is
the single surface in the Katrin set-up to be hit by this flux tube. Following the arguments
given in [AAB+ 05], placing a conducting surface into the flux tube in the rear section, the
surface potential of this element should determine the electrostatic potential inside the
flux tube through the whole length of the source. Aiming for a homogeneous potential
with differences not larger than 10 mV sets analogue requirements on the homogeneity and
stability of the surface work function. In [Sch16] several candidates of materials and layers
have been investigated.
The actual influence of the rear wall work function and its surface potential inhomogeneities
on the plasma inside the WGTS is investigated as a main part of this thesis.
The rear wall surface is struck by the β-decay electrons that are transported by the magnetic flux tube. This fact provides a second main function of the rear wall – β-decay
electrons that impinge on the rear wall produce X-rays that can be measured by special
detectors and be used for source activity monitoring.
If the rear wall surface is irradiated by UV-light, electrons can be emitted through the
photo-electric effect. These electrons can be used to reduce the space charge accumulated
in the WGTS and thus decrease the absolute value of the potential inside the plasma (see
section 5.3.5).
In pre-measurements with inactive gas, these electrons can be used to ionise some of the
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Figure 2.12.: Rear section scheme and experimental set-up. The e-gun emits electrons from a cathode irradiated by UV light. The beam angle can be adjusted, tilting the cathode. The produced electron beam gets accelerated to
adjustable energies in the range of the β-decay spectrum by post acceleration
electrodes. The connected electromagnetic transport system guides them until they reach a small hole in the rear wall. The beam can be shifted using
electric dipoles in the transport system. The rear wall hole is closed in operation mode without e-gun. Two X-ray detectors, which monitor the source
activity, view the rear wall. Scheme adapted from [Bab14]. The photograph
below shows the experimental rear section set-up in the TLK.
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gas molecules. This allows to test the ion measurement and ion blocking mechanisms.
On the other hand, for an empty WGTS, the electrons emitted from the rear wall can be
used to investigate the transmission along the entire Katrin beam line over the whole
cross section of the flux tube.
Rear section e-gun
The rear section electron gun (e-gun) is a source that produces electrons with variable energies through the photo-electric effect. Since its parameters are well known and adjustable,
it can be used for precise calibration measurements of the source and transport section as
well as of the spectrometer section. The e-gun itself is responsible for the production and
acceleration of electrons while the connected electromagnetic transport system guides and
shapes the electron beam. The angle of the beam with respect to the magnetic field can
be changed by tilting the electron emitting cathode. The beam can also be shifted using
a set of dipole electrodes.
The energy spread σE depends on the electron rate that needs to be produced by the e-gun
[Bab14]. According to [rswg12], it should be smaller than 0.2 eV and the angular beam
spread σθ should be smaller than 4◦ for medium intensity and high precision mode.
The electron-gun offers the unique possibility to determine the product of gas column
density and scattering cross section which is a key parameter for the modelling of source
β-decay spectra (see section 4.1). For this measurement, the e-gun beam is injected into
the gas filled and into the emptied WGTS. Comparing the corresponding rates at the
detector for both sets, the scattering probability and thus the product of column density
and scattering cross section can be determined. In section 4.5.1 the measurement procedure
is explained in more detail. A similar procedure will be used to determine the energy loss
function.
Detailed information about the rear section design and its requirements can be found in
[rswg12] and [Bab14] as well as in [Sch16].

2.3.3. Spectrometer and detector section
In the spectrometer and detector section the energy of the β-decay electrons that come
from the source and transport section is analysed. Therefore, a tandem spectrometer setup consisting of a pre-analysing spectrometer and a high precision main spectrometer is
used. A third spectrometer is implemented in a second beam line in order to analyse the
small fluctuations of the main spectrometer high voltage precisely. All three components
are based on the MAC-E filter principle described in section 2.1.1. At the end of the
beam line a segmented detector with high counting efficiency and good energy resolution
measures the rate of electrons that have passed the electric potential barriers of the tandem
spectrometer.
2.3.3.1. Pre-spectrometer
The pre-spectrometer is built to act as a pre-filtering unit that reduces the β-decay electron flux into the main spectrometer – A low electron rate decreases the probability of
rest-gas ionisation and production of secondary electrons. It has a length of about 3.4 m
and a diameter of about 1.7 m. Its working principle is based on the MAC-E filter mechanism. A large magnetic field of 4.5 T is created by superconducting solenoids at both
ends of the spectrometer. The minimal magnetic field in the centre of the spectrometer
vessel is about 15.6 mT. Using equation (2.10) this magnetic field configuration results
in an energy resolution ∆Epre of about 70 eV. It is planned to be operated 300 eV below the endpoint of tritium decay, (at a retarding potential Upre of about 18.3 kV). At
this voltage set only a fraction of about 1 × 10−7 of all β-decay electrons reaching the
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pre-spectrometer would be able to pass [Pra11]. Still, electrons in the analysis interval
E & E0 − 30 eV have enough energy to overcome the barrier, independent from their emission angle (E0 − 30 eV > qUpre + ∆Epre ) and the pre-spectrometer can be used without a
loss of signal.
The pre-spectrometer is placed in between the main spectrometer and the CPS. Thus,
the tritium flow that enters the spectrometer is already reduced by 14 orders of magnitude compared to flow injected in the WGTS. Like the main spectrometer, it needs
to be operated at ultra-high vacuum conditions with a remaining pressure of the order
of 1 × 10−11 mbar [AAB+ 05]. To reach the vacuum conditions and further reduce the
tritium flow in main spectrometer direction, the pre-spectometer is equipped with nonevaporable-getter (NEG) strips and two TMPs. This reduces the tritium flow to the main
spectrometer by two-orders of magnitude [ABB+ 16].
The pre-spectrometer was used as a test set-up to investigate the main spectrometer vacuum conditions and to study electron transport characteristics and background processes
[Mer12, Wan13, Frä10].
2.3.3.2. Main spectrometer
The main spectrometer is a large vessel with ultra high vacuum conditions inside allowing
to analyse the electrons stemming from tritium β-decay precisely. For this purpose, a good
energy resolution is required which is given by the maximal magnetic field in the beam
line and the minimal magnetic field in the analysing plane, since it works as a MAC-E
filter. With Bmax = 6 T, which is reached at the pinch magnet at the detector side of
the spectrometer, and Ba = 0.3 mT in the analysing plane, the energy resolution in the
relevant electron energy region around 18.6 keV gets
∆E = 0.93 eV

(2.19)

(using equation (2.10)) [AAB+ 05]. At a source magnetic field of 3.6 T the maximal angle
θmax at which electrons produced in the source are not reflected magnetically is, according
to equation (2.8),
θmax ≈ 51◦ .
(2.20)
To compensate the earth magnetic field and fine shape the magnetic field in the spectrometer, a large volume air coil system surrounds the main spectrometer vessel [GDL+ 13].
The whole spectrometer vessel is held on ultra high voltage to apply the retarding potential
in the analysing plane. A fine-shaping of the electric potential with an axial symmetric
electric field is achieved by a system of double layered wire modules positioned at the
inner surface of the spectrometer [Val10]. Since they are held on voltages about 100 V
below the vessel voltage, electrons emitted from the vessel wall (produced for example by
muons hitting the wall or in radioactive decays) get rejected and cannot reach the flux
tube volume.
To be able to transport the magnetic flux tube through the region of lowest magnetic
field, the main spectrometer needs to have a large cross section (see equation 2.5) which
is reflected by its large central diameter of 10 m. It has a length of about 23 m and a total
volume of 1240 m3 .
Notwithstanding the large tank volume, the background rate needs to be as low as about
0.01 cps in the signal region close to the tritium endpoint energy in order to reach the
aimed sensitivity of 0.2 eV [AAB+ 05]. This sets high requirements on the vacuum conditions inside the spectrometer tank, since electron collisions with residual gas particles need
to be limited. Due to electron energy losses, these collisions modify the detected electron
spectrum. Moreover, they create charged particles contributing to the background rate.
Thus, the residual gas pressure needs to be lower than about 10−11 mbar. The rate of
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outgassing of this large inner stainless steel surface area17 of 690 m2 is the main challenge
in reaching these ultra-high vacuum conditions [ABB+ 16]. A large pumping speed is thus
provided by six TMPs and 3 km of NEG strips [LBDW07, Wol09].
The Katrin main spectrometer was operated combined with the detector system in different commissioning phases from 2013-2015 to test its transmission properties and vacuum conditions, to analyse background processes and to investigate background reduction
methods [Lei14, G1̈4a, Gro15, Har15, ABB+ 16].
2.3.3.3. Monitor spectrometer
A third spectrometer is installed in a second beam line, which runs parallel to the main
Katrin beam line. This third device was previously used in the Mainz neutrino mass
experiment. In the Katrin set-up it is implemented to monitor the main spectrometer
retarding voltage stability on-line. Therefore, both spectrometers are fed by the same high
voltage. Observing position and width of the 83m Kr (K-32) line at 17.8 keV stemming
from a 83 Rb ion implanted substrate [EBB+ 14], which is positioned at the spectrometer
entrance, main spectrometer voltage drifts on the ppm-level can be detected. The monitor
spectrometer was installed and commissioned at KIT between 2010 and 2012. See [Erh16]
for detailed information on the monitor spectrometer.
2.3.3.4. Focal plane detector
After the electrons have passed the electrostatic barriers of the spectrometers, they need
to be counted. Therefore a PIN (positive intrinsic negative) diode detector is installed
downstream the main spectrometer at the front end of the Katrin beam line. The detector wafer has a diameter of 90 mm and a thickness of 500 µm. It is divided into 12 rings
with 12 segments each and four central segments (148 pixel) which are equal in surface
area. This allows for spatial resolution of the electron flux and thus to investigate spacial
inhomogeneities in the source or spectrometer section.
The pinch magnet, creating the maximal magnetic field, Bmax , of 6 T, is part of the detector section. The detector waver is placed in the bore of a second superconducting magnet
with a magnetic field of 3.6 T.
To achieve a low background to noise level despite low signal rates of about 10−2 signal electrons /s,
the detector needs to be almost free from intrinsic background (RBG,detector ≤ 1 mHz)[AAB+ 05].
At the same time it needs to have a large detection efficiency (>90%) for electrons in the
signal region.
The detector is surrounded by a passive shielding made of lead and copper. An active veto
against cosmic rays is formed by scintillation panels.
The energy resolution needs to be sufficiently high to allow for discrimination between
signal and background electrons. For electron energies around 18.6 keV it is about 2 eV
[Sch14].
The detector was commissioned at KIT from 2011 to 2013 [Har12] and operated in combination with the main spectrometer in the commissioning phases between 2013 and 2015
[Sch14, Har16].

2.3.4. Monitoring devices for the source and transport section
Since instabilities of important source operation parameters have a large systematic effect
on the Katrinmeasurement a set of monitoring devices will be used. Activity monitors are
placed at the rear and front end of the source and transport section. The gas composition
is analysed as part of the inner loop. The major monitoring systems are listed below.
17

The surface of 592 m2 from the wire electrodes needs to be considered additionally.
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Laser-Raman system
Two different column densities can be assigned to the tritium source: the gas column
density ρdgas , and the activity monitored tritium column density, ρdT2 , which determines
the amplitude of the β-decay rate. Both quantities are linked via the tritium purity T .
While the gas column density (times inelastic scattering cross section) needs to be known
with an uncertainty below 0.2% [AAB+ 05, Höt12], the requirement on the active column
density can be relaxed by more than one order of magnitude18 [Höt12, SRS+ 13], since the
absolute signal amplitude, which is sensitive to the absolute value of T , is used as free
parameter in the neutrino mass analysis (see section 2.4.3). Still, the precision of the active
column density needs to be 2 × 10−3 [Höt12] which can be translated to a 0.1% precision
requirement on T [SRS+ 13, F+ 11]. This means, a precise non-invasive in-line and near
real-time (every 250 s [AAB+ 05]) determination of the gas composition and tritium purity
needs to be performed within the closed gas circle in the inner loop. Such a measurement
can be done using spectroscopy of monochromatic laser light inelastically scattered on
molecules (Raman spectroscopy). The wavelength shifts of the scattered light are caused
by rotational and vibrational excitations of the molecules. They are characteristic for each
molecule species. Thus, it can be used to qualitatively and quantitatively determine the
isotopic composition of the analysed sample [Sch13a].
The LAser RAman (LARA) system used in Katrin consists of a measurement cell filled
with the tritium gas sample to be analysed. It is placed in the inner loop in front of
the pressure controlled buffer vessel. Laser light from a high intensity 5 W SSDP laser
[BBB+ 12] with a wavelength of 532 nm is scattered in the cell. The scattered light is
collected under an angle of 90◦ . The recorded spectrum is analysed both qualitatively and
quantitatively to give the isotopic composition and tritium purity.
The test measurement LOOPINO, performed in 2011, proved that the LARA system is
able to match the stability and precision requirements on T [F+ 11].
Detailed information about the Katrin LARA set-up can be found in [Sch13a, Rup10,
Fis14].
Beta induced X-ray spectroscopy (BIXS) system
A BIXS system is used to monitor the source activity from its position in the rear section.
Since almost all β-decay electrons moving towards the focal plane detector get reflected
at the retarding potential(s) of the tandem spectrometers, nearly the whole electron flux
produced in the source reaches the rear wall. There, the electrons get absorbed and produce
X-rays through interactions with matter. These X-rays are measured by two silicon drift
detectors that are placed in the rear wall vessel volume and view the rear wall surface from
two sides, see figure 2.13. The detectors are separated from the active tritium containing
volume by beryllium windows to prevent them from being contaminated with tritium. For
pressures below 10 mbar, the measured X-ray count rate depends almost linearly on the
β-electron activity [BBB+ 12]. The BIXS system provides a high sensitivity within a low
measurement time and a low minimal detectable activity [Röl15]. To reach a sensitivity
to activity fluctuations of 1 × 10−3 , about 1 × 106 X-rays need to be counted. According
to simulations in [Röl15] this requires a measurement duration of 70 s.
The Tritium Rear wall eXperiment (TriReX) was built as a proof of principle of the BIXS
activity monitoring of gaseous tritium under conditions similar to the WGTS. It proved
the feasibility of BIXS to measure 10−3 fluctuations in the source activity [Pri13].

18

The T trueness requirement is set by the description of the molecular final states that are different for
the six hydrogen isotopologues.
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Figure 2.13.: Components of the BIXS system. Electrons absorbed at the rear wall
produce X-rays that are detected by two silicon drift detectors viewing the
rear wall vessel volume through by a beryllium window. Figure adapted from
[Röl15].

Figure 2.14.: The forward beam monitor. The PIN diodes measuring the source activity in the outer rim of the flux tube are mounted on a detector board which
can be moved through the cross section of the beam by a manipulator arm.
Figure adapted from [Ell16].
Forward beam monitor (FBM)
The FBM will be primarily used to on-line monitor the source activity at the outer rim
of the flux tube, thus, without shadowing the β-decay electron signal. This activity monitoring, combined with the tritium purity monitoring, provides important information on
column density changes in the source (see section 4.5.2). Besides the activity monitoring mode, which allows to measure the intensity with 0.1% precision in less than 60 s
[Ell15, Ell16], it can be used in the so-called scanning mode. Here the FBM is moved
through the cross section of the flux tube to measure radial inhomogeneities of the electron flux (mainly related to radial column density inhomogeneities caused by temperature
differences, see section 4.2.3). Therefore, PIN-diodes mounted on a detector board will
be used [EHH+ 15]. This board is placed on a movable manipulator arm which will be
positioned at the end of the CPS, a sketch of the set-up is depicted in figure 2.14. Special
requirements need to be fulfilled by the FBM detector: it needs to have a high stability
(e.g. small drifts of the amplification factor because of temperature drifts [Ell16]) and a
very low dead layer (much smaller than 1000 nm [EHH+ 15]) because of signal electron loss
due to backscattering in the dead layer.
Besides the PIN-diodes, a Faraday cup will be placed on the detector board which allows
to measure ion fluxes (see [Kle16] for further information).
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Monitoring with the rear section e-gun
The electron gun implemented in the rear section will be used to determine the column
density in an absolute measurement. In principle, this instrument can also be used for
monitoring of column density fluctuations. Different from the other (active) column density
monitoring measurements, it is sensitive to changes of the gas column density (active +
inactive) with a precision of 0.1%. Therefore, the e-gun beam needs to be shot through
the WGTS. The beam electrons need to be measured with two spectrometer retarding
voltages. The ratio of the rates detected at the different retarding potentials can be
used to observe column density changes [Bab14]. Compared to the two active monitoring
methods, the e-gun needs a quite long measurement time of about 5 min and cannot be
combined with regular neutrino-mass data taking. The e-gun monitoring measurement is
further discussed in section 4.5.2.

2.4. Simulation and analysis software
The software framework Kasper comprises a rich set of Katrin analysis and simulation
packages which are primarily written in C++. They can be linked against each other in
order to connect their functionalities. The user interface is based on XML configuration
files. An overview of the embedded modules and functionalities can be found in [B+ 11]
and [Gro15]. In the following an insight into the particle tracking and simulation software
Kassiopeia and the statistical analysis tool for sensitivity studies KaFit is given, and
the Source Spectrum Calculation software (SSC) for the calculation of β-decay spectra
under Katrin operation conditions is described.

2.4.1. The particle tracking software Kassiopeia
The software used to investigate the propagation of signal and background particles through
the whole 70 m long Katrin set-up has to satisfy several requirements. It needs to
provide accurate field solving and particle tracking algorithms. At the same time it
should be extensible, flexible, user friendly and executable in a reasonable amount of
computing time. To match all these requirements, a new software called Kassiopeia
was developed that is tailored to Katrin purposes. Development began in 2010, afterwards it was improved in the course of several PhD and master theses, among others
[Mer12, Käf12, Gro15, Fur15, Cor14].
Within Kassiopeia, particles can be tracked through electric and magnetic fields while
paying special attention to electron energy loss processes. A tool for the accurate calculation of the electromagnetic fields is given by the KEMField package, see [Cor14] for
detailed information. Complicated geometric shapes present in a large number and variety
in the set-up are implemented by the KGeoBag package.
Particle tracks are calculated by solving the equations of motion with the Lorentz equation
included. To account for energy losses due to the electron cyclotron motion, a corresponding loss term is implemented. Apart from the tracking through electromagnetic fields,
interactions with surfaces and residual gas particles can be considered. Details about
Kassiopeia are presented in [Gro15] and [Fur15].

2.4.2. Source and Spectrum Calculation software SSC
Since the spectrometer acts as a high pass-filter, the electron spectrum that is recorded
by scanning over different retarding voltages is an energy integrated spectrum. Its shape
differs from the β-decay electron spectrum at the time of electron emission in the source.
Both kinds of spectra can be modelled with SSC. For the computation of integrated βdecay source spectra SSC calculates energy loss or gain processes, like scattering of β-decay
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electrons on gas particles and Doppler effects that are related to source variables such as gas
particle density, temperature and magnetic fields. With the help of representative models
for transmission and response functions (introduced in section 2.1.2), the initial differential
spectrum of β-decay is translated into an integrated spectrum, for comparison with the
measured one. In connection with the analysis software KaFit, SSC is intended to be
used for the neutrino mass analysis with Katrin. Meanwhile, it is utilised to investigate
source related systematic effects [Höt12, Käf12, Gro15].
The SSC package is based on initial contributions from W. Käfer [Käf12] and M. Hötzel
[Höt12] and was further improved by M. Kleesiek [Kle14]. Important additions with regard
to the description of gas flow and plasma related source properties have been made within
the scope of this thesis.
Since SSC is extensively used in this work to investigate systematic effects related to the
description of gas dynamical source properties (in chapter 4) and to model the electrostatic
source potential (in chapter 5), the workings of this software package will be described in
some more detail below.
2.4.2.1. Defining source properties
SSC is based on the concept of voxelisation, which stands for the subdivision of the source
into a user defined number, Nvoxel , of small volumes. The source can be segmented in
three dimensions:
• longitudinal direction (z-axis), the elements are called slices;
• radial direction (r-axis), the elements are called rings;
• azimuthal direction (angle φ), the elements are called segments.
Each segmentation contains an user defined number of elements. The three-dimensional
representation of a segment is called voxel. The principle is visualised in figure 2.15. Radial
and azimuthal segmentation can either be done in equidistant steps or with varying radial
and angular width for the different rings and segments in order to retain a similar surface
area for each segment19 . The segmentation into concentric rings is generally based on the
magnetic field such that the magnetic flux through each ring is constant (see equation
(2.5)). The voxelisation represents the transition from a continuous volume to a finite
number of elements. The same happens with the continuous fields of the source variables.
They become a discrete set:
• Temperature T (z, r, φ) → Ti ,
~ r, φ) → B
~ i,
• Magnetic field B(z,
• Tritium purity  (it is assumed to be constant in the source, see chapter 4),
• Gas density n(z, r, φ) → ni ,
• Gas velocity u(z, r, φ) → ui ,
• Potential U (z, r, φ) → Ui .
For fine enough segmentation, meaning a discretisation in z- direction that produces about
500 slices20 , it is adequate to define the values of the source variable according to the centre
of mass coordinates of each voxel.
The voxels are not only used to set the distribution of source variables: the concept is
19

Thus, with a ring number of twelve (excluding the central bull’s eye), and a segment number of twelve,
the detector pixels can be mapped to the source.
Rz
20
This number is related to a column density mismatch between the integrated ( 0 n(z)dz) and summed
PN
variable ( i=0 ni ) below 5 × 10−4 . In general, the required segmentation width depends on the scale
of inhomogeneities of the source variables and on the investigated effect. For more general purposes,
the number of slices can be lower.
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Figure 2.15.: Geometric principle of voxelisation in SSC. The given source volume
is segmented in longitudinal, radial and azimuthal direction. The smallest
entity in three dimensions is called a voxel.
implemented up to the calculation of the differential spectrum of the electrons produced
in β-decay and even for the integrated spectrum. For each voxel a distinct response function is calculated. Thus, the computed integrated spectrum consists in a superposition of
spectra from the individual voxels.
In the SSC code the source variables, listed above, are modelled through different C++
classes. Density distribution, temperature distribution and velocity distribution are summarised in gas dynamics classes. Here the actual density distribution is calculated using
given input values for inlet and outlet pressure and for the temperature distribution. All
calculations of density distributions in the different gas dynamics classes21 are based on
pre-calculated data from the simulation of gas dynamics in the corresponding component.
These calculations are discussed in sections 4.2.3, 4.2.6 and 4.2.5. At this point it should
be emphasised that the description of gas dynamics in the source and especially the accurate modelling of the column density (actually column density times scattering cross
section) is essential for the adequate calculation of the scattering processes. Since scattering is the main energy loss mechanism of β-decay electrons in the source, the accurate
modelling of the source spectrum is based on a precise description of gas dynamics.
In table 2.1 a standard set of KATRIN operational parameters can be found. Many of the
spectra produced in this thesis refer to this standard set.
2.4.2.2. Calculation of KATRIN β-electron spectra
Two different kinds of spectra need to be disentangled. The first one is the differential
spectrum, which represents the kinetic energy of emitted electrons at the point of β-decay.
The second one is the integrated spectrum, which is the propagated and energy integrated
differential spectrum, according to the set of main spectrometer retarding voltages, that
can be measured at the detector.
Differential spectrum
The differential spectrum can be calculated using Fermi’s theory of β-decay as discussed
in section 1.5.2.4. However, in a realistic experimental environment the pure β-decay
21

There are different gas dynamic classes for different components (WGTS, first pump port DPS1, ...),
compare section 4.2.8.
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Table 2.1.: Reference parameters for the calculation of analytical spectra and
toy measurements. Values are taken from [AAB+ 05].
parameter

setting

column density
inelastic scattering cross section
Scattering probabilities

magnetic flux
magnetic fields

tritium purity
background rate
spectral endpoint of tritium β-decay
detection efficiency

5 × 1021 m−2
3.45 × 10−22 m2
41.33%
29.27%
16.73%
7.91%
3.18%
191 T cm2
3.6 T
3 × 10−4 T
6T
0.95
0.01 cps
18 575 eV
0.9

ρd
σin
P0
P1
P2
P3
P4
Φ
Bs
Ba
Bmax
T
Rbg
E0
det

[E0 − 30 eV, E0 + 5 eV]
standard measurement time distribution (3 years)

analysis interval
measurement time distribution

spectrum from equation (1.66) has to be corrected for the bulk gas and thermal molecular
motion as well as for vibrational and rotational excitations of the mother and daughter
molecules. The main effects modifying the β-decay spectrum and their particular spectral
influence are listed below.
1. Nuclear recoil
Since the daughter nucleus needs to carry away the momentum of the emitted βelectron, the corresponding molecule receives some recoil energy. Close to the spectral endpoint E0 , this energy, Erec , can be approximated [AAB+ 05] as
Erec =

me
≈ 1.7 eV,
M3 HeT+

(2.21)

with the electron mass me , and M3 HeT+ designating mass of the daughter molecule
from β-decay of a T2 -molecule. For the nuclear recoil correction of other decaying
isotopologues present in the WGTS, e.g. DT and HT, the different mass of the
daughter molecule needs to be taken into account.
2. Final State distribution
The leptonic phase space from β-decay of the tritiated hydrogen isotopologues is
decreased by the rotational, vibrational and electronic excitations of the daughter
molecule. These excitations are described by the so called final state distribution
(FSD) – it assigns a probability Pf to an excitation energy Ef . Thus, the initial
β-decay endpoint E0 gets shifted to an effective endpoint E0eff :
E0eff = E0 − Ef

with probability Pf ,

(2.22)

and the β-decay spectrum becomes a superposition of the single final state corrected
spectra with endpoint energy E0eff . The different tritiated molecules (T2 , DT, HT)
have different FSDs and thus correspond to different endpoint energies. To include
decays of these molecules in the β-decay spectrum, information from Laser Raman
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measurements need to be used to weight the contributions from the different isotopologues correctly. The FSDs that are used in SSC are based on calculations published
in [DTSJ06, DT08] and [SJF00].
Apart from excitations of the daughter molecule, also the excitations of the mother
molecule have to be considered. The decaying molecule can have different angular
momentum J = 0, 1, 2, 3, .... The population of the individual J states is Boltzmann
distributed according to the temperature T [DTSJ06], therefore the probability for
a molecule to be in state J before β-decay, Pj (T ), becomes
Pj (T ) =

j
gs gj − ∆E
e kB T ,
A

(2.23)

with energy difference to the ground state ∆Ej normalisation constant A, and gj and
gs accounting for the number of degenerate rotational states J (with gj = 2J +1) and
nuclear spin degeneracy, respectively. Here homonuclear molecules, like T2 and H2 ,
need to be treated separately from heteronuclear molecules like HT. Homonuclear
molecules have two different states with regard to the two embedded atoms – the
ortho-state with parallel nuclear spins and a para-state with anti-parallel nuclear
spins. Ortho-states have a spin degeneracy of three, while para-states have a spin
degeneracy of one. The ratio of occurrence of both states, which is called ortho-para
ratio, depends on the molecular temperature. More information about the orthopara ratio and the relation to the final state distribution in Katrin can be found in
[Kle14] and [KY14]. In the work presented therein, an ortho-para ratio of 0.75 was
found to be appropriate for Katrin.
3. Doppler effect
The decaying molecule in general is not at rest: there are two different kinds of
motion. The first one is translational statistical molecular motion at source temperature (isotropic) and the second one is the bulk motion due to the gas flow (in
d2 N
direction flow). Both cause a broadening of the energy spectrum, dtdE
, of the emitted β-electrons through the Doppler effect. This can be expressed by a convolution
d2 N
(g ⊗ dtdE
)(Ef ) of the initial spectrum with the broadening function g(∆E) corresponding to the Doppler energy shift ∆E:
2 1
1
∆E = Ef − Ei = me ~ve + ~vT2 − me~ve2 .
2
2
∆E ≈ me~ve~vT2 .

2
:
with ~ve2  ~vT
2

(2.24)
(2.25)

Here ~ve denotes the electron velocity vector and ~vT2 the gas velocity, which consist
q
of the thermal molecule velocity with most probable velocity vth = 2kB T /mT2
[WAWJ04], and the bulk gas velocity u. Since the gas flow is almost one-dimensional,
see section 4.2.3, the bulk velocity can be approximated by its z component uz . Both
motions are included in the broadening function, which is a Gaussian distribution:
g(∆E) = √

− 12

1
e
4πEf kB T me /mT2



∆E−uz

√

√

2me Ef

2Ef kB T me /mT
2

2

(2.26)

For a temperature of 30 K the average energy shift ∆E is about 130 meV [Höt12].
It is of the order of the Katrin neutrino mass sensitivity which underlines the
importance of considering the Doppler effect in the calculation of source spectra.
4. Radiative corrections
This term includes interactions of the β-decay electrons with real and virtual photons
in the Coulomb field of the nucleus. The related energy losses are included in SSC
by a energy dependent factor frad (E) from [RW83].
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Integrated spectrum
With the current measurement principle, Katrin is not able to directly observe the
d2 N
differential β-decay spectrum dtdE
described above. It can only measure the integral rate
P dN (qUi )
for a set of main spectrometer retarding energies qUi . In the following, referring
i
dt
to the integrated spectrum for a given set of retarding voltages the term dN
dt (qU ) will be
used. The calculation scheme and functionalities of the two classes of spectra are depicted
in figure 2.16. Besides the actual energy integration, which needs to take into account the
transmission function of the spectrometer, the energy losses during the propagation of a
β-decay electron need to be considered. Thus, the integrated signal rate for a given value
of qU can be calculated as:
dN
Ω
(qU ) = NT det
dt
4π

Z

E0

qU

d2 N
R(E, qU )dE.
dtdE

(2.27)

Here det denotes the detection efficiency and NT the number of tritium atoms in the source.
The response function R(E, qU ) was already introduced in section 2.1.2. It includes both,
the spectrometer transmission function and the energy loss due to scattering. The solid
angle ratio
Ω
1
= (1 − cos θmax )
(2.28)
4π
2
includes the effect from the reflection of electrons with polar emission angle larger than
θmax from equation (2.8) due to the magnetic mirror effect.
Scattering processes
If an electron scatters inelastically off a tritium molecule it loses at least 10 eV of its kinetic
energy [AAB+ 05]. The probability distribution for electron energy losses due to scattering,
, is described by the energy loss function f () as given in equation (2.14). The values of the
in
total inelastic scattering cross section σin and differential inelastic cross section dσ
d that
+
enter f () were obtained in previous measurements described in [ABB 00]. The measured
value of the total inelastic cross section, (3.40 ± 0.07) · 10−18 cm2 , and the determined
parametrisation of f () (see [Höt12] and [Zie13] for details) are implemented in SSC.
However, both quantities are not known to the 10−3 level as required for Katrin. Thus,
they will be determined by dedicated measurements using the rear section electron gun.
The energy loss function can be determined measuring the response function for different
gas column densities in the source. The data need to be analysed with a deconvolution
procedure, as described in [HVWW16]. The measurement of the inelastic scattering cross
section is directly related to the column density through the probability for i-fold scattering
Pi . The measurement procedure is further described in section 4.5.1. If and how both
quantities can be disentangled is discussed in section 4.1.
To reach the Katrin sensitivity goal of 200 meV (90% C.L.), a proper description of the
electron scattering processes in the source is essential. This goes along with an adequate
description of gas dynamics (density, column density and velocity distribution) in the
whole source section. Even small column density changes on the per-mill level need to
be included correctly. Thus, one of the key aspects of this thesis is the extension and
improvement of the SSC gas dynamics model.

2.4.3. Spectrum fitting software KaFit
The KaFit module is the tool for statistical parameter inference in the Katrin software
package KASPER. To gain access to the absolute neutrino mass scale, Katrin relies on
a multi-parameter fit – the neutrino mass is extracted from a spectral shape analysis of
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Figure 2.16.: Schema of the calculation of integrated and differential spectra
with SSC. To model the spectrum dN
dt (qU ) measured with Katrin, the
differential electron spectrum, corrected for the above described effects, needs
to be integrated over energy for a given spectrometer retarding energy qU .
Before integration, it needs to be multiplied by the response function, which
includes the energy losses due to scattering and the transmission function of
the spectrometer.
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the measured electron spectrum. The tools for such an analysis are provided by KaFit.
Based on the work of M. Käfer [Käf12], M. Hötzel [Höt12] and M. Kleesiek [Kle14], it implements a variety of statistical methods to fit free parameters of the analysed model and
construct confidence intervals. Moreover, it offers the possibility to investigate systematic
effects influencing the electron spectrum measured with Katrin and thus the neutrino
mass sensitivity.
In the following a brief overview of the functionalities of KaFit and the analysis of Katrin spectra is given. Detailed information on the probabilistic and parameter estimation
methods can be found in [Höt12] and [Kle14].
The neutrino mass analysis and also investigation of systematics of Katrin data is based
on the comparison between measured and modelled electron β-decay spectra. In the calculation of the analytical spectrum, some undetermined parameters are treated in the
analysis as free nuisance parameters that are estimated along with m2ν fitting the analytical to the measured spectrum. In general four standard fit parameters are used [AAB+ 05]:
the neutrino mass squared, m2ν , the tritium endpoint energy, E0 , the signal amplitude, AS ,
and the background rate, Rbg .
For the analysis of systematic effects an analogous procedure as in the actual neutrino
mass analysis can be used, only that the experimentally measured data are replaced by
simulated toy data generated with the SSC model. In the generation of these toy data, the
fit parameters m2ν , E0 and Rbg need to be replaced by user defined values. The amplitude
is related to the number density of tritium molecules in the source. The analytical model
and the model that generates the toy data differ by the systematic effect that should be
investigated.
Generation of KATRIN spectra
The spectral distribution of the measured rates for given retarding voltages are covered
by the source simulation software SSC. Thus, specifying a measurement time distribution
that fixes a set of retarding voltages and times measured at this points,{qU, tqU }, and a
background rate Rbg , an integral count rate spectrum Nth0 (qUi ) can be calculated:


dN
Nth0 (qUi ) =
+ Rbg · tqU .
(2.29)
dt
To account for the statistical nature of a measurement, the spectrum Nth0 (qUi ) needs to be
treated
pas the expectation value from a Poisson distribution with statistical uncertainty
σ =
Nth0 (qUi ) for each measurement point. Thus, the toy measurement spectrum
N (qUi )th reads:
Nth (qUi ) = Poisson (Nth0 (qUi )) .
(2.30)
Exemplary toy measurement spectra with and without non-zero neutrino mass for standard
Katrin operation parameters, listed in table 2.1, are shown in figure 2.17. The theoretical
spectrum (without statistical randomness) is given for comparison. The generation of
Katrin spectra with KaFit and SSC is purely analytical. Still, Monte Carlo data from
the calculation of the energy loss function can be incorporated in the calculation (see
[Gro15] for further information).
Ensemble testing and sensitivity
The parameter estimation for the (at least) four fit parameters m2ν , E0 , AS and Rbg is
performed by a minimisation of the difference between the analytic and the measured
spectrum. This can be represented by a maximisation of the likelihood function L(Θ|X).
It equals the probability, p(X|Θ), that a measurement X will be observed if a set of
parameters Θ is realised. For the neutrino mass analysis with Katrin the measurement
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Figure 2.17.: Toy measurement and analytical spectra for two neutrino masses.
The toy measurements include the statistical Poisson uncertainty as given in
equation (2.30). All spectra are generated for a standard measurement time
distribution from [AAB+ 05] which is shown below the spectra. A background
rate of 0.01 Hz and a total measurement live time of three years is assumed.
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X stands for the measured rate, Nexp (qU ), at spectrometer retarding energy qU and the
parameter set Θ is given by the free fit parameters which are by default m2ν , E0 , AS and
Rbg . For a given set of measurement points qUi the likelihood function is:
L(m2ν , E0 , AS , Rbg |Nexp ) =

Y


p Nexp (qUi )|Nth (qUi , m2ν , E0 , AS , Rbg ) .

(2.31)

i

Instead of maximising the likelihood L(Θ|X), in practice often the negative log-likelihood,
− log L(Θ|X), is minimised. The method of least squares is an equivalent approach under
the assumption of Gaussian distributed errors of Nexp [Kle14]. It is represented by the
minimisation of the χ2 function
!
npix
nret X
X
Nexp,j (qUi ) − Nth,j (qUi , m2ν , E0 , AS , Rbg )
2
2
p
χ (mν , E0 , AS , Rbg |Nexp ) =
. (2.32)
N
(qU
)
i
th,j
j
i
and will be used in the Katrin analysis The summation over the index j represents the
contributions from the 148 detector pixels, if the segmentation is activated in the spectrum
simulation.
The actual χ2 minimisation can be performed using different algorithms like Minuit from
the root library [ABB+ 09].
The neutrino mass sensitivity study, including the analysis of several systematic effects,
can be performed using the method of ensemble testing. Therefore, a large number of
Katrin toy measurements is generated. For each data set the parameter estimation for
the at least four fit parameters, which means the minimisation of the χ2 function from
equation (2.32), has to be done. The parameter estimates obtained for the neutrino mass
are filled in a histogram. For a large number of entries, this histogram can be fitted by a
Gaussian with mean values µ( m2ν ) and variance σ(m2ν ). By comparison of the mean value
µ(m2ν ) and the true value, m2ν0 , that was used for generating the toy measurement, the
systematic neutrino mass squared shift, ∆m2ν , is obtained as
∆m2ν = µ(m2ν ) − m2ν0 .

(2.33)

The outcome of en exemplary ensemble test with 10 000 full Katrin measurements, and
corresponding 10 000 best fit values for the neutrino mass, is depicted in figure 2.18. The
standard deviation of the Gaussian fit is representative for the statistical measurement
uncertainty σstat (m2ν ) [Höt12].
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Figure 2.18.: Systematic neutrino mass shift ∆m2ν and statistic uncertainty σstat
from an exemplary ensemble test with 10 000 full Katrin measurements. The ensemble test is performed implementing a systematic effect
from a column density error of 0.2%. Standard parameter and standard
measurement time distribution given in table 2.1 and figure 2.17 are used
for the calculation of spectra. A background rate of 0.01 mcps is assumed.
The resulting systematic neutrino mass shift is equal to the mean µm2ν of the
Gaussian fitted to the ensemble of estimates, since a vanishing neutrino mass
was assumed for the calculation of the analytical spectrum. Here, the result
is ∆m2ν = (−2.42 ± 0.17) · 10−3 eV2 . The Gaussian width, which is representative for the statistical uncertainty, is σstat = (16.5 ± 0.12) · 10−3 eV2 .
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3. Temperature distribution in the first Differential Pumping Section DPS1

The absolute temperature as well as temperature gradients are fundamental operational
parameters of the WGTS. The temperature distribution determines the gas dynamical
properties pressure and velocity that are essential ingredients for the calculation of the βelectron energy spectrum at the detector. To build an adequate gas model for the source,
it is important to know the temperature within the WGTS central beam tube as well as in
the adjacent pump ports and beam tubes of the DPS1-F and DPS1-R. A homogeneous and
stable WGTS beam tube temperature is crucial to sustain the required per-mill stability
in gas density level [Höt12]. The most critical part with regard to temperature stability
is the central 10 m beam tube of the WGTS, as about 98% of the total gas density are
contained in this part (see section 4.2). The temperature at this part of the beam tube
needs to be stable at the per-mill level [AAB+ 05]. The cooling system consists of two
tubes that are half filled with liquid neon under saturation vapour pressure running along
the WGTS tube as depicted in figure2.8. This allows a stabilised temperature in the range
of 27 K to 30 K. An overview of the cooling principle of the WGTS cryostat is given in section 2.3.1.1, an more detailed description can be found in [GBB+ 08]. The novel beam tube
temperature stabilisation concept was proven to function and to even surpass specifications
shown in the demonstrator measurements [GBH+ 13]. No experimental data are available
on the temperature distribution at the pump ports and beam tubes of the first differential
pumping system adjacent to the central WGTS beam tube in front and rear direction,
DPS1-F and DPS1-R, yet. Since a large heat load is coming from the turbo-molecular
pumps (TMPs), this distribution may deviate significantly from the central WGTS beam
tube temperature.
The pump port and beam tube temperature is needed as crucial input for the calculation
of gas dynamical properties in these domains and their contribution to the total column
density. This way also the gas flow reduction factor of the DPS1-F can be computed. Aside
from the calculation of the density and velocity distributions, the pump port temperature
is needed to determine the pumping speed of the turbo-molecular pumps (Leybold MAG
W2800). It is strongly influenced by the temperature of the gas molecules at the rotor
blades [SK05]. This temperature can only be determined knowing the wall temperature
of the set-up.
The heat load on WGTS beam tube and pump ports is mainly caused by thermal radiation of the TMPs that operate at temperatures of about 333 K to 393 K. It needs to be
tested, if and for which TMP working temperature the WGTS beam tube temperature
is influenced significantly. Moreover, the impact of the adjacent domains which operate
at room temperature s (DPS2, and Rear Section) needs to be simulated. With regard to
the planned UV-irradiation of the rear wall [rswg12], it has to be tested if the reflected
radiation can heat up parts of the WGTS central beam tube.
The data available from previous test measurements with the demonstrator [GBH+ 13,
Höt12, Bod11] cover only the central WGTS beam tube and the first pump ports of
DPS1-F and DPS1-R1 . Furthermore, the conditions of this test experiment were different
from the actual Katrin conditions, as will be discussed in section 3.3.3. Therefore heat
transfer simulation of the corresponding domains are required to get information about
their absolute temperature and temperature distribution.
The present chapter summarises the heat transfer calculations for the two pump ports
and beam tubes of the DPS1-F and DPS1-R done in the scope of this work. Section 3.1
starts with a brief introduction to the essential mechanisms of heat transfer used within
the simulations in section. The cooling concept of the pumping chambers is outlined in
section 3.2. The calculation of the temperature distribution for the DPS1-F and DPS1-R
is presented in section 3.3 and the results are compared with data from demonstrator test
measurements.
1

The actual temperature distribution at the pump port was not measured
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3.1. The modes of heat transfer
In a realistic model of the pump port temperature three different mechanisms of heat
transfer need to be considered: conduction, convection, and thermal radiation. Their
main characteristics are summarised in the following.
Conduction
Heat energy is transferred between two bodies contacting without the transport of mass.
The conductive heat flux qcond between two reservoirs with temperature difference ∆T and
conductivity k can be expressed with the differential form of Fourier’s law [Fou22]:
qconduc = −k∇T.

(3.1)

Integrating (3.1) over the surface area A the heat current, IQcond , is obtained for a transport
over length d:
∆T kA
IQcond =
.
(3.2)
d
Therefore, the conductive heat load for a given material can be reduced by increasing the
length of the system and decreasing its area. For that purpose bellows can be used. In
solids, conduction is driven by the lattice vibrations and movement of free electrons (in
metals) [Suk05]. In fluids it is caused by collisions of the more mobile molecules.
Convection
Convective heat transport is driven by mass transfer and motion of fluids and gases. The
flow type, laminar or turbulent, is of great importance for convection [Sto04, Suk05]. In the
following only laminar flow is considered, since for the application in the Katrin tritium
source the flow in the cooling pipes can be supposed laminar. The convective heat flux
caused by a temperature difference ∆T over surface A can be expressed with the help of
the convective heat transfer coefficient hc that depends on the fluid itself and on the fluid
flow [RK11]:
qcv = hc ∆T

(3.3)

or, in terms of the transferred heat current:

IQcv = ∆T ṁcp .

(3.4)

Here ṁ denotes the mass flow rate, and cp the heat capacity at constant pressure. Computing convective heat transfer is rather complicated, as non-isothermal flow and velocity
distribution of the fluid need to be included.
Radiation
In radiation heat transport energy is transferred by photons in electromagnetic waves. the
heat flux qr emitted by a black body obeys the Stefan-Boltzmann law [Ste79]. Including
the emissivity , with  ≤ 1, of the emitting surface the heat flux per unit of surface for a
grey body can be written as
qr = σT 4 .
(3.5)
Here σ denotes the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. The emissivity in general strongly depends
on surface parameters like composition, roughness, and temperature [BL95]. For simulating radiative heat transfer in more complicated geometries the so-called view factors need
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to be included. They specify the percentage of surface area in line of sight with another
radiating surface.
For solids the most important heat transfer mechanism is conduction [RK11]. Convection
can be neglected since molecules cannot move freely trough the material. Radiation heat
transfer through solids needs to be considered only in case of opaque surfaces or if an opaque
material (gas, vacuum) is located in between two surfaces. For fluids all three mechanisms
need to be respected. In case of gases, unless at very high pressures, conduction can be
neglected [RK11]. For vacuum applications the radiation that is transferred through the
vacuum needs to be considered.
For the temperature simulation of the pump ports in the DPS1, conductive heat transfer
in solids, in the tube walls, as well as conduction and convection in fluids, in the different
coolants, and radiative heat transfer processes within the beam tube and pump port need
to be modelled.

3.2. Cooling concept of the DPS1 pump ports
The four-fold and two-fold pump ports of the DPS1-F and DPS1-R are connected to four
and two TMPs, respectively. The pumps operate at a significantly higher temperature
than the WGTS beam tube , as their rotor blades get heated up by eddy currents caused
by the surrounding magnetic field from the superconducting magnets [GKRW12]. The
temperature of the rotor blades strongly depends on the magnetic field and the magnetic
shielding. A temperature below 363 K is recommended by the constructor for long-term
operation. The critical short-term operation temperature is about 393 K. Conductive heat
transfer is hindered by bellows and cooling tubes at the radiation shield and at the entrance
to the pump port. To prevent pump port and beam tube to be heated up by the large
radiation heat load coming from the rotor blades of the TMPs, concentric radiation shields
are installed. They are blackened by plasma spray coating with a Al2 O3 /TiO2 mixture.
Due to the large emissivity of the radiation shields,  ≥ 0.92 [Bay03], and their connection
to the nitrogen cooling a large amount of radiative heat gets absorbed and transported out
of the system. The influence of rotor blade temperature on the temperature of the pump
port is tested in section 3.3.2. The cooling concept for the beam tube connecting first and
second pump port is equivalent to the WGTS beam tube cooling, with the addition of a
separate Ne/Ar condenser. The beam tube connecting first and second pump port of the
DPS1 is cooled down to 30 K. At the second beam tube of the DPS1 the cooling liquid
is changed to saturated nitrogen with a temperature of 80 K. Additional heat load comes
from the flange at the beginning of DPS that has room temperature. Its influence on the
beam tube temperature will be tested in section 3.3.4.
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Figure 3.1.: Cooling system of the DPS1. The WGTS beam tube itself is stabilised at 30 K with the two phase neon tube lining the beam tube,
compare figure 2.8. Radiation enters at the pump port from the TMPs as well as from the DPS2 which operates at room temperature.
Blackened copper radiation shields cooled by LN2 at the connection to the TMPs reduce the radiative heat load from the TMPs. The
pump port itself is cooled by gaseous helium at 30 K at the entrances of the different tubes. The beam tube connecting the second pump
port with the DPS2 is cooled to 80 K with LN2 .
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3.3. Simulation of heat transfer processes in the DPS1
A simulation of the temperature distribution in the DPS1-F and DPS1-R needs to contain
all three components of heat transport explained in section 3.1:
• conduction – heat is transferred through the wall material and in the boundary layer
between the wall of the cooling tube and coolant as well as in the coolant itself;
• convection – cooling liquids carry away the heat load from the walls through their
flow;
• radiation – dominant for domains in line of sight with the warm parts of the model
(TMPs, flange to DPS, rear wall), can even reach distant parts by reflection.
Therefore a combination of heat transport in fluids and solids including radiation heat
transport is used. All simulations are carried out within the software package COMSOL
Multiphysics [COM14c] based on the finite elements method. The main input properties
for the materials used in the model are summarized in table 3.1. All other material
specific parameters from the equations (3.1),(3.3) and (3.5) are taken from the material
library implemented in COMSOL [Mul14b]. Due to the high complexity of the set-up,
some simplifications with regard to the heat transport model of the cooling tube including
the corresponding cooling liquid are worked out in section 3.3.1. Separating fluid flow
and non-isothermal heat transfer from the actual pump port temperature calculation, the
simulation of the pump port temperature can then be reduced to a model containing
heat transport in solids (conductive heat transfer) and heat transport through radiation.
The first and second pump port with parts of the connected beam tubes are calculated
separately (sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.4).

3.3.1. Heat transport in the neon and helium cooling tubes
In order to avoid a complicated non-isothermal model coupling, the heat transfer between
tube and surrounding cooling tube is calculated separately. This way it is tested, whether
the temperature of the cooling liquid changes significantly due to the heat load uptaken. If
this is not the case, the temperature at the cooling tube surface can be used as fixed input
for the complete set-up. The model contains a test tube of stainless steel (radius = 145 mm,
length = 40 cm, width = 2 mm) and the enclosing cooling tube (width = 2 mm) filled with
the coolant (liquid nitrogen or gaseous helium). To simulate the heat load coming from the
TMP the model contains an additional test surface radiating at high temperature. Due
to the geometry of the pump port, this test surface looks different for the nitrogen and
helium simulation as can be seen in figure 3.2 a) and b). The temperature of the warm
test surface is about 200 K to 320 K for the nitrogen cooling simulation and 80 K to 280 K
for the helium simulation.
The velocity and pressure field of the coolant to be simulated needs to be known in order to
compute the convective heat transfer correctly (compare equation (3.4)). This calculation,
documented in appendix A, is used as an input for the fluid heat transfer calculation2 .
The temperature at the inlet boundary of the cooling tube is fixed at 77 K and 30 K for
the nitrogen and helium model, respectively. The heat flux in reverse normal direction −~n
of the flow outlet boundary is set to zero:
−~n · (−k∇T ) = 0,

(3.6)

i.e., there is no heat flux entering through this boundary. Using equations (3.1) and (3.3)
and the law of conservation of energy, the heat fluxes in the coolant are governed through
ρcp~v · ∇T = ∇ · (k∇T ) + Q,
2

(3.7)

The first isothermal flow approach is iteratively improved using the temperature distribution obtained
from the heat transfer simulation.
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Table 3.1.: Input parameters for temperature simulation in DPS1. Given are all
parameters for the different materials that need to be implemented in the model
with ratio of specific heats γ and emissivity . All other coefficients not given
here are taken from the COMSOL material library [Mul14b]. The calculation of
the adjusted bellow conductivity, k0 from [Mul14b], can be found in appendix
B.
domain

material

parameter

Tubes

steel, polished

value



0.2 ([GN06])

Bellow WGTS beam tube


k

0.2
k0 · 0.247

Bellow 1st beam
DPS1-F/ DPS1-R



0.2

k

k0 · 0.439

1st bellow tube to TMP


k

0.2
k0 · 0.384

2nd bellow tube to TMP


k

0.2
k0 · 0.4

Bellow 2nd beam tube
DPS1-F



0.2

k

k0 · 0.439



0.2

k

k0 · 0.2

Bellow entrance DPS


k

0.2
k0 · 0.162

Bellow in font of rear wall


k

0.2
k0 · 0.23

tube

Bellow 2nd beam tube
DPS1-F

TMP rotor

aluminium alloy



0.3 [WM02]

Radiation shield

coated copper



0.92 [Bay03]

Coolant

nitrogen (liquid)

cp (T )
µ(T )
Qv
Tb (p)
γ

Coolant
Coolant

nitrogen (gas)
helium (gas)
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γ
γ

2.05 kJ kg−1
to
2.06 kJ kg−1 [Bar99]
0.141 mPa s to 0.158 mPa s
[Bar99]
199 kg J−1 [Eki06]
79.5 K to 81.8 K ([Hae81])
1.1 ([Bar99])
1.4 [Bar99]
1.66 [Bar99]
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with Q denoting additional heat sources.
Nitrogen cooling
The simulation of the liquid nitrogen cooling contains phase transitions if the nitrogen temperature is above the boiling temperature Tb (p). After the phase transition, which depends
on the position along the tube, liquid and gaseous nitrogen are simulated independently.
Nitrogen is injected with a temperature of 77 K at a pressure of 1.5 bar. Pressure and
velocity distribution of the nitrogen are taken from calculations in appendix A. The resulting temperature distribution of the simulated geometry can be seen in figure 3.2 a).
The maximal temperature value of nitrogen when flowing through the cooling tube for
the different irradiation temperatures are summarized in table 3.2. The influence of phase
change turns out to be negligible, as it only occurs in the last centimetres of the outlet
region to a fraction below 10%. The nitrogen cooling works efficiently, as the temperature
of the tube surface at the end of the simulated tube is significantly reduced compared to
the temperature of the warm test surface. It is close to the nitrogen temperature, as can
be seen in table 3.2. Since the nitrogen temperature hardly changes over the length of the
cooling tube, using a fixed temperature of 80 K, which is the highest nitrogen temperature
obtained in the simulation, seems a valid simplification.
Table 3.2.: Temperatures from nitrogen coolant simulation. Given are maximal
nitrogen coolant temperature when flowing through the cooling tube Tmax,N2
and the maximal temperature of the tube surface at its end Te for different
temperatures Ts of the irradiating test surface.
Ts
in K

Tmax,N2
in K

Te
in K

200
250
300
320

78.3
78.9
79.5
79.8

78.1
79.7
82.6
84.2

Helium cooling
The helium cooling stage of the pump port uses gaseous helium with an initial temperature
of 30 K and an inlet pressure of 5 bar. To test, if the temperature of the helium increase
significantly when flowing through the cooling tube, the model used to test the nitrogen
cooling is slightly modified – The test surface clsoing the model geometry at one sight is
replaced by an extension of the initial tube as can be seen in figure 3.2 b). This tube
extension has a fixed temperature between 80 K to 280 K. Pressure and velocity distribution of the helium are taken from calculations in appendix A. The simulated temperature
distribution for the modelled geometry for a test surface temperature of 120 K is depicted
in figure 3.2. The maximal temperature values of the helium flowing through the cooling
tubes are summarized in table 3.3 for different irradiation temperatures of the test surface.
For irradiation temperatures below 140 K the helium temperature hardly changes from its
inlet value of 30 K. To use a constant, fixed temperature of 30 K along the cooling tube
for the actual pump port calculations is again a valid simplification, at least for temperatures below about 140 K. For the demonstrator model described in section 3.3.3, elevated
temperatures of the tube adjacent to the helium cooling tube need to be considered since
there is no pre-cooling through nitrogen at the radiation shields reducing the heat flux
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(b) Helium

(a) Nitrogen

Figure 3.2.: Temperature distribution from N2 and He coolant simulation The
temperature of the irradiating surface is 320 K for N2 and 80 K for He. Note
the different temperature scales for the two simulations.
from the pumps.3 In a pre-simulation the temperature of the tube adjacent to the copper
shield turns out to be about 250 K to 280 K. Using such elevated test surface temperatures
leads to the helium heating up considerably at some parts. However, the average temperature along the cooling tube remains below 31.5 K as shown in table 3.3. This averaged
He-coolant temperature is used for the corresponding demonstrator simulations described
in section 3.3.3. The nitrogen and helium coolant simulations reveal that the simulation
Table 3.3.: Temperatures from helium coolant simulation. Given are maximal temperatures for the helium coolant Tmax,He and the wall at the tube end Te as well
as the average temperature T̄ along the coolant tube for different temperatures
Ts of the irradiating surface.
Ts
in K

Tmax,He2
in K

Te / K
in K

T̄

80
100
120
140
250
280

30.3
30.42
30.55
31
31.9
32

30.3
30.5
30.6
30.8
31.7
36.8

30.1
30.15
30.2
30.22
30.95
31.1

of the actual heat transport processes in the fluid is not necessary within the pump port
model. It can be replaced by a fixed and constant surface temperature of the cooling tube.
Therefore, in the following just conductive heat transport in the solid pump port material
as well as radiative heat transport from all inner surfaces need to be considered.

3

This is caused by a malfunction of the former design of the liquid nitrogen supply line [GBSS11]. The
radiation shields reached only temperatures of 230 K which means, they are hardly cooled by the
nitrogen.
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Figure 3.3.: Set-up of the first pump port model. Boundaries with fixed temperatures
as well as the positions of the different bellows are labelled.

3.3.2. Calculation of heat transport in the first pump port
The pump port model, depicted in figure 3.3, is generated corresponding to the engineering drawings to be found in (appendix...???). It has the same geometry and boundary
conditions for front and rear direction (DPS1-F and DPS1-R). The TMP rotor blades
that introduce a large heat load into the pump port are represented by flat surfaces with
fixed temperature. The position of the TMP is 240 mm withdrawn from the pump connection4 . The rotor blades are located several centimetres behind the flange to the TMP.
While small additional length is not modelled, it should be expected to further reduce
the induced heat load due to the lower view factors. The bellows are replaced by simple
cylinders with adapted length in order to reduce the number of mesh elements needed
to resolve the bellow geometry properly and thereby reduce the required computing resources. The heat transfer coefficients of the bellows are adapted accordingly as calculated
in appendix B. The temperature at the surface of the cooling tubes is fixed at 30 K for
the gaseous helium and 80 K for liquid nitrogen cooling, as described in section 3.3.1. The
end of the WGTS beam tube as well as the onset of the DPS1-F (or DPS1-R respectively)
beam tube including the two phase neon cooling tubes at 30 K are included in the model.
The temperature of the rotor blades of the TMP, TTMP , determines the main heat load
on the pump port. Within the simulations TTMP is varied from 333 K to 393 K. Thus, the
effect of rotor temperature on pump port and beam tube end temperature is obtained. A
induced temperature difference at these components would influence the gas dynamics of
the source significantly and needs to be avoided.
Results for TTMP = 333 K
The integrated heat load coming from the rotor blades of the TMP is about 30 W. Due
to the kink in direct line of sight of the TMP a large part of the radiation gets reflected
4

Michael Sturm, personal communication, December 10, 2013
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back and forth before it can reach further parts of the pump port. Thus, just one third
of the initial radiation load reaches the copper shields. Integrating the adsorbed radiation
heat, almost 90% of the initial irradiation is calculated to be absorbed there. This significantly reduces the heat load on the pump port. The conductive heat flux gets reduced
by a factor of about three by each of the two bellows (bellowpump1 and bellowpump2 in
figure 3.3). Moreover, the conduction is intercepted by the nitrogen and helium cooling.
The temperature on the (rectangular) pump port wall itself does not exceed 31 K and the
temperature distribution across the pump port is quite homogeneous, with a maximum
deviation smaller than 1 K. Thus, the pump port cooling works efficiently. The temperature distribution at the pump port can be seen in figure 3.4. However, the WGTS beam
tube end, about 20 cm before the pump port, gets warmed up to about 33 K, as depicted
in figure 3.4a and 3.5 a). This is due to the remaining radiation heat load from the pump
port. The WGTS bellow is excluded here. It even gets warmed to a maximal temperature
of about 46 K. This effect is further discussed below.
Along the beam tube the temperature depends not only on the longitudinal position, but
also on the azimuthal angle φ. The maximal temperature difference occurs between 0◦
(180◦ ), which corresponds to the position of the cooling tubes and 90◦ (270◦ ). Here, 90◦
(270◦ ) denotes the maximal azimuthal distance to one of the two cooling tubes. The azimuthal temperature dependence at the main part of the beam tube can be approximated
with
T (z, φ) = T (z, 0) + ∆Tφ sin2 (φ) ,
(3.8)
as shown in figure 3.5 b). This approximation is used in section 4.2.3 in order to calculate
the gas flow caused by azimuthal temperature differences. The difference ∆Tφ is about
0.4 K at the end of the simulated geometry (35 cm before the pump port). It increases to
1.3 K at the end of the beam tube cooling 20 cm before the pump port. However, as the
temperature at the beam tube end strongly depends on the bellow geometry and temperature, the actual temperatures is expected to be be somewhat lower than the simulation
results. As shown in [Höt12], with regard to the Doppler broadening even a unrecognised
temperature difference of 2 K along the whole length of the WGTS beam tube would cause
a still acceptable systematic neutrino mass shift of 1.6 × 10−3 eV2 .

Results for TTMP = 363 K
The calculated temperature distribution for a TMP rotor temperature of 363 K is depicted
in figure 3.4b. Still 90% of the incoming heat load get absorbed by the radiation shields.
Temperatures of the main part of the pump port are comparable to the simulation with
lower TMP temperature (TTMP = 333 K) described above. The temperature on the pump
port wall still does not exceed 31 K. The warming of the beam tube is slightly enhanced,
a maximal temperature, excluding the bellow, of about 34 K is reached. The maximal
azimuthal difference at the end of the simulated geometry, 35 cm before the pump port,
is 0.45 K, and thus comparable to the TTMP = 333 K simulation described above. This is
shown in figure 3.6.
Results for TTMP = 393 K
A rotor blade temperature of 393 K is the limiting temperature for (short time) operation
of the TMP. The pump port cooling is still able to absorb the bulk part of the TMP
heat load, with the maximal temperature of he pump port reaching 32 K. At the same
time, the maximal WGTS central beam tube end temperature is elevated to about 34.5 K,
while the WGTS bellow heats up to about 52 K. This effect is further discussed below.
The azimuthal difference at the end of the simulated geometry is increased to 0.5 K, as
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(a) TTMP = 333 K

(b) TTMP = 363 K

(c) TTMP = 393 K

Figure 3.4.: Temperature distribution across the first pump port of DPS1-F and
adjacent WGTS beam tube end for different TMP rotor blade temperatures. At the first pump port of DPS1-R the temperature is distributed
similarly.
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(b) Azimuthal profile

(a) Longitudinal profile

Figure 3.5.: One-dimensional central WGTS beam tube end temperatures for
TTMP = 333 K. In a) the longitudinal temperature dependence is plotted up
to the end of the WGTS bellow for different azimuthal positions. b) shows the
azimuthal temperature dependence at z = LWGTS − 35 cm, which corresponds
to the end of the simulated geometry, including the interpolation formula (3.8).

(a) Longitudinal

(b) Azimuthal

Figure 3.6.: One-dimensional WGTS central beam tube end temperatures for
TTMP = 363 K. In a) the longitudinal temperature dependence is plotted up
to the end of the WGTS bellow for different azimuthal positions. b) shows
the azimuthal temperature dependence at z = LWGTS − 35 cm.
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(a) Longitudinal profile

(b) Azimuthal profile

Figure 3.7.: One-dimensional WGTS central beam tube end temperatures for
TTMP = 393 K. In a) the longitudinal temperature dependence is plotted up
to the end of the WGTS bellow for different azimuthal positions. b) shows
the azimuthal temperature dependence at z = LWGTS − 35 cm.
depicted in figure 3.7. The temperature distribution across the whole simulated geometry
is depicted in figure 3.4c.

The temperature of the WGTS bellow
The warming of the bellow up to a maximal temperature of 46 K for TTMP = 333 K (48 K
for TTMP = 363 K and 52 K for TTMP = 393 K) is caused by the radiational head load
that reaches the bellow from the TMPs. This is visualised exemplary in figure 3.8b for
a rotor blade temperature of 333 K. Four angular regions of maximal irradiation can
be identified. This regions of elevated irradiation do form due to the radiation head load
from the four molecular pumps. Since the bellows are simplified in the simulation, the heat
conductivity is adapted, see table 3.1, to transport the same amount of conductive heat
as the component with unsimplified geometry. Therefore, the WGTS bellow conductivity
k is reduced by a factor of about four (compare table 2.1). Besides the conductive heat,
there is the radiative heat load that is released over the bellow (see figure 3.8b). It cannot
be transported out of the bellow that effectively as in the realistic set-up with higher
conductivity. The magnitude of this effect is tested simulating the pump port model
without adapted WGTS bellow conductivity (k = k0 ). The temperature of the TMP rotor
blades is set to 333 K, 363 K and 393 K as before. The temperature increase of the bellow
is significantly reduced, as shown in figure 3.8a for the different rotor blade temperatures5 .
Thus, the temperature uptake of a realistic WGTS bellow is clearly overestimated in
the pump port simulation. Since the simulation can provide only an upper limit for the
bellow temperature, it needs to be investigated, if an increased bellow temperature has a
systematic effect on the neutrino mass measurement.
The temperature of the beam tube and pump port walls influence the temperature of the
gas flowing through. This has two effects on the electron spectrum measured with Katrin.
On the one hand it influences the density distribution6 . On the other hand, an increased
5
6

The temperature of the pump port itself hardly changes comparing both WGTS bellow conductivities.
This does hardly cause a systematic effect on the neutrino mass measurement, as the value of the integrated density will be measured. It is thus not based on the gas dynamic simulation that is temperature
sensitive, see section 4.5.1.
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(b) Irradiation power

(a) Temperature profile

Figure 3.8.: Temperature and irradiated heat power Pirr along the WGTS bellow. Simulations are based one a TMP temperature of 333 K. In a) the
one-dimensional temperature distribution along the WGTS bellow is shown
with adapted (black, 0.25k0 ) and initial heat conductivity (k0 , red)
gas temperature causes a larger Doppler broadening (the effect is described in 2.4.2.2) of
the spectrum of electrons released in this region.
To test the influence of an unrecognised temperature increase along the WGTS bellow on
the neutrino mass measurement, Kafit is used to carry out ensemble simulations (the
principle is described in section 2.4.3). The simulated source is segmented into 1000 slices
of 1 cm length each. Standard source parameter from table 2.1 are used except for the
temperature distribution in the toy measurement – the corresponding source model has
an increased WGTS bellow temperature with a maximum of 38 K7 and a distribution
according to 3.5.
Simulating 4500 Katrin runs the systematic neutrino mass shift is
∆m2ν = (2.6 ± 2.4)10−4 eV2

(3.9)

which is small compared to other temperature related uncertainties (column density uncertainty from temperature stability, see section 4.7). Thus, limiting the rotor blade temperature below 363 K the increase of WGTS bellow and WGTS beam tube end temperature
does not have to be considered further.
In summary, the calculations for the different rotor temperatures show that the pump
port temperature does not exceed 32 K. According to the (multiphysics) model, the cooling concept of the pump port is thus validated, even at increased rotor blade temperatures
up to the critical operation point of the TMPs. The pump port temperature distribution obtained in the calculations is further used within the gas dynamics calculation for
the first pump port in section 4.2.6. The azimuthal temperature difference at the beam
tube, induced by the heat load from the pump port and the beam tube cooling, can be
approximated with the expression in equation (3.8). At the end of the beam tube cooling,
about 20 cm before the pump port, the WGTS beam tube gets warmed slightly by the
heat load that is not absorbed by the pump port helium cooling system. Maximal temperatures from 32.5 K to 34 K are reached, depending on the actual rotor blade temperature.
7

This corresponds to the simulation with TTMP = 363 K (see figure 3.8a) which is the limiting temperature
for long-term stable TMP operation.
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As long as the central WGTS parameter column density, that is closely connected to the
temperature, is determined by measurements, the actual temperature distribution affects
the neutrino mass analysis only by a changed thermal velocity and gas velocity profile.
These velocities influence the β-electron energy through the Doppler effect. In [Höt12]
the effect from increased thermal velocity, for a constant temperature shift of 3 K along
the WGTS, was tested. The influence on the neutrino mass was found to be small. The
temperature shift at the WGTS bellow from the simulation is larger than the just mentioned 3 K. It was calculated to be about 6 K to 12 K depending on the TMP rotor blade
temperature. Though, the impact on the neutrino mass measurement through the larger
Doppler broadening was shown to be small for rotor blade temperatures not exceeding
363 K.

3.3.3. Modelling of demonstrator measurement
In order to test the accuracy of the pump port temperature simulation results against
actual data, a similar model is built in order to reproduce the conditions of the to previous
measurements with the demonstrator. A more detailed description of the demonstrator
measurements can be found in [GBH+ 13, Höt12, Bod11]. The demonstrator set-up with
included WGTS beam tube and first pump port had an overall length of 12 m. It was
designed to test the cooling system and the WGTS temperature stability and homogeneity as well as the cool-down procedure prior to magnet manufacturing and full assembly.
For this test the pumps had been replaced by blackened blind flanges. The measurements
were done with a flange temperature of 300 K. To further emulate the heat load coming
from the TMPs, the blind flanges were heated up to 373 K. In the model, the blind flange
emissivity is set to 0.8. Due to large impedances on the liquid nitrogen supply tube, the
radiation shield was operated at about 230 K instead of the design value of 80 K [GBH+ 13].
This is considered in the model presented here by leaving out the nitrogen cooling. By
consequence, the heat load on the helium cooling circuit is significantly increased compared
to the previous simulations since there is no pre-cooling through nitrogen. To estimate the
temperature of the helium coolant within the cooling tube, a representative temperature
for coolant flowing through the test tube in section 3.3.1 has to be defined. In a test
simulation with fixed helium tube temperature at 30 K an average value of 220 K is found
for the tube surrounding the radiation shield8 for a blind flange temperature of 300 K. An
elevated blind flange temperature of 373 K results in an average temperature next to the
radiation shield of about 280 K. Thus, using the values from table 3.3, the helium temperature of 30 K when entering the cooling tube needs to be increased in the simulation by
about 0.95 K to 1.1 K in order to consider the heat load uptaken by the helium coolant.
Compared to the simulations in section 3.3.2, the the helium coolant tube temperature is
increased in the demonstrator model to a value of 31.1 K.
The measured temperatures at the front side of the demonstrator showed a larger deviation from the main beam tube temperature than the rear data. This was probably caused
by insufficient heat sinking of the temperature sensor lead [Bod11, GBH+ 13]. On the rear
end the additional heat load from the sensors is considerably reduced. Therefore, only
data from the demonstrator rear end, that are not biased by a heat load not accounted
for in the simulation, are used for comparison.
The resulting temperature distributions at the first pump port for blind flange temperatures Tflange of 300 K and 373 K are depicted in figure 3.9. The temperature along the
pump port and WGTS beam tube is slightly elevated due to the non-functional liquid
nitrogen cooling. The temperature of the radiation shields is increased significantly to
about 220 K compared to 80 K with nitrogen cooling. The measured value for the temperature of the radiation shield is about 230 K which is in good agreement with the simulated
8

This tube corresponds to the test tube in the helium coolant simulation in section 3.3.1.
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(a) Tflange = 300 K
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(b) Tflange = 373 K

Figure 3.9.: Temperature distribution at the first pump port of DPS1-R for
demonstrator model.
value. However, the heat load from the pumps can still be reduced significantly through
the gaseous helium cooling. The longitudinal profile at the end of the WGTS beam tube
is depicted in figure 3.10 for two azimuthal positions, along and with maximal angular
distance to the beam tube cooling. As already seen in the previous simulation results described in section 3.3.2, the WGTS bellow heats up significantly compared to the adjacent
tube parts. Table 3.4 compares the simulated temperature at the end of the WGTS beam
tube with corresponding measurement data from [GBH+ 13, Höt12]. Since the model ends
35 cm behind the pump port, at z = −4.6975 m, only data from the last demonstrator
sensors, about 25 cm behind the pump port, at z = 4.76 m, are used for comparison. The
simulated values exceed the measured ones significantly for both blind flange temperatures. Looking at the simulated longitudinal temperature profile at the end of the beam
tube, the temperature increase at the bellow is again clearly visible. This introduces a
further heat load to the connected WGTS tube end and can explain the difference between
measured and simulated data. The simulated (232 K) and measured temperature (230 K)
of the radiation shield for a blind flange temperature of 300 K agree very well. For the
actual pump port temperature, a value of 34 K was measured with elevated flange temperature [GBH+ 13]. The corresponding simulated temperature of about 32.5 K matches
again quite well the measured value. The discrepancy of about 5% is mainly caused by the
approximated helium flow and helium temperature. Already an increase of 1 K in helium
temperature causes the pump port temperature to go up to about 33.4 K. Thus, one can
conclude that regarding the uncertainties resulting from the demonstrator measurement
set up and especially from the approximations made in the configuration of the simulation,
measurement and calculation are in good agreement. Testing just one beam tube position
certainly odes not allow comprehensive verification of the correctness of the whole simulation. Nevertheless, it indicates that the heat transfer equations in the model are handled
correctly and that the simplified geometry parts and the adjusted boundary conditions
do not affect the model solution significantly. Hence, the simulated distributions can be
used further on as conservative approach within the the gas dynamics model described in
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Figure 3.10.: Temperature distribution at the end of the WGTS beam tube for
the demonstrator model. Results for a flange temperature of 300 K are
plotted as solid line, dashed lines correspond to the elevated flange temperature of 373 K. The distribution at an azimuthal angle φ = 0◦ , where one
og the two cooling tube lines the WGTS beam tube, is plotted in black.
The temperature distributions for φ = 90◦ , that corresponds to a maximal
distance to the cooling tubes, are plotted in black.

Table 3.4.: Temperatures from demonstrator measurement compared to simulation. For various azimuthal φ positions of the temperature sensors and TMP
flange temperatures Tflange , the temperature differences to the mean beam tube
temperature of 30 K are given both for the measured data and as obtained from
the simulation. The cooling tubes are lining the beam tube at 0◦ and 180◦ .

data

simulation

Tflange
in K

φ
in K

∆T (−4.76 m)

300
300
373
373
300
373

90◦
270◦
90◦
270◦
90
90◦

0.2
0.1
0.5
0.4
1
2
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section 4.2.

3.3.4. Calculation of heat transport in the second pump port
The temperature of the second pump port of the DPS1 in front and rear direction is
needed, on the one hand, as input for the calculation of gas flow through this domain. On
the other hand, the calculation of the temperature distribution can be connected to the
flow calculation in order to obtain the temperature of the gas at the position of the TMP.
Knowing the gas temperature, the pumping speed can be deduced as further described
in section section 4.2.6. This procedure is not possible for the first pump port of the
DPS1 since the gas is not rarefied down to a truly collisionless molecular flow which would
enable a full three dimensional gas flow calculation needed for that purpose. Front and
rear direction are simulated separately since the geometry and boundary conditions of the
adjacent domains (DPS for DPS1-F and rear wall and UV-lamp for DPS1-R, respectively)
differ. Notwithstanding, the geometry of the pump port and adjacent beam tubes included
in the model are only slightly modified.
Front direction
The model of heat transfer processes in the second pump port in DPS1-F includes the
upstream (WGTS direction) and the downstream beam tube that is connected to the DPS.
Thus, the effect from radiation coming from the DPS, operating at room temperature, can
be included. Since the DPS flange is in direct line of sight, its heat radiation can reach
the beam tube further upstream. The effect on the beam tube temperature is tested in
the simulation. The beam tube to the DPS is cooled by liquid nitrogen at a temperature
of about 80 K. The geometry of the two-fold pump port is similar to the first pump port
described above, except that the connections to two pumps are blinded. The TMP rotor
blade temperature is fixed at 333 K.
The simulated temperature distribution along pump port and beam tubes is depicted in
figure 3.11. The pump port gets warmed to a maximal temperature of 34 K at the blinded
outlets. However, due to the reduced heat load with only two TMPs operating instead of
four, the warming of the beam tube connected to the pump port is significantly smaller9
(Tbeamtube < 31 K) than for the corresponding simulation of the first pump port. Even
the maximal temperature of the bellow is below 33 K. Due to the asymmetric irradiation
configuration, the form of the azimuthal temperature profile for 0◦ (beam tube cooling axis)
and 90◦ , shown in figure 3.11, is modified compared to the four-fold pump port model.
The warm DPS flange in line of sight with the beam tubes causes a slight temperature
increase of about 15 mK at a position 0.5 m behind the pump port (in WGTS direction).
At the end of the corresponding beam tube, the temperature rise is limited to about 1 mK.
Hence, the heat load from the DPS on the main WGTS beam tube, located at even greater
lateral distance, can be neglected.
Rear direction
The model of heat transfer processes in the second pump port of the DPS2-R includes the
downstream (WGTS direction) and the upstream beam tube up to the rear wall. Thus, the
effect from radiation coming from the warmer rear wall, operated at room temperature,
can be included. Compared to the DPS, introducing a heat load on the adjacent DPS1-F,
the rear wall has a higher emissivity of about 0.410 . In the model the influence from UV
irradiation of the rear wall is included, since part of the UV light gets reflected at the rear
wall and introduces an additional heat load on the system. This way it is tested if the
9
10

not considering the bellow temperature
Kerstin Schönung, personal communication, November 16th, 2015
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Figure 3.11.: Simulated temperature distribution of the second pump port of
DPS1-F.
UV irradiation needs to be limited in power, since the rear wall is in direct line of sight
with the WGTS beam tube. Like in the corresponding DPS1-F model, the beam tube
connecting second pump port and the subsequent domain, in this case, the rear section, is
cooled by liquid nitrogen at a temperature of about 80 K. The geometry of the two-fold
pump port itself is similar two the second pump port in the DPS1-F described above. The
model is calculated for a TMP rotor blade temperature of 333 K.
The UV lamp produces photons with a wavelength λ around 200 nm [rswg12] with a rate
of 1 × 1016 photons/s striking the rear wall11 . This corresponds to a radiant power Pλ of
Pλ = 1 × 1016 s−1 h

c
≈ 10 mW
λ

(3.10)

arriving at the rear wall. Assuming the UV light impinges on the rear wall with an average
angle of 45◦ , polar and azimuthal angles within the cone are approximated to range from
−22.5◦ to 22.5◦ . Thus, the solid angle is about 0.46π which corresponds to roughly 20%
of the radiated UV power. To have a radiant power of 10 mW at the rear wall surface, the
1
radiation power of the UV surface is set to 0.2
· 10 mW. The implemented scheme of rear
wall and UV irradiation is depicted in figure 3.12.
The simulated temperature along pump port and beam tube is depicted in figure 3.13.
It is comparable to the profile of the second pump port in front direction (DPS1-F). The
maximal temperature difference between those front and rear results is about 300 mK in
the region of the bellow. As in the DPS1-F simulation, the beam tube in WGTS direction
does not get warmed by the heat load coming from the rear wall. Already at a distance of
50 cm from the pump port in WGTS direction, the temperature difference to the nominal
30 K beam tube temperature is reduced to 30 mK. Thus, one can conclude that neither the
rear wall at room temperature nor the additional heat load from the UV irradiation have
a significant influence on the temperature distribution at the WGTS beam tube that is
11

Manuel Klein, personal communication, March 14th, 2016
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Figure 3.12.: Schema of rear wall and UV-lamp model. It is part of the DPS1-R
second pump port model.

Figure 3.13.: Temperature distribution second pump port DPS1-R.
situated in even larger distance than the ports which were investigated by the simulation
presented here. The negligible influence of the UV irradiation can be explained by the
quite low corresponding heat load. The heat load from the rear wall alone, with reflection
effects included, is about 7.7 W. Thus, even an increased irradiation power of 50 mW
reaching the rear wall would alter the radiation heat load from the rear wall by less than
1%. Thus, the heat load from the rear section on the main WGTS beam tube does not
need to be considered in the WGTS gas model.

3.4. Conclusion
In this chapter, a model of the temperature distribution in the differential pumping sections DPS1-F and DPS1-R adjacent to the tritium source beam tube was presented. The
influence of elevated temperatures of the rotor blades of the TMPs, due to the operation in
magnetic fields, on pump port and beam tube temperature was investigated. The impact
on the pump port temperature itself was shown to be small. The maximum temperature
increase was calculated to be about 2 K for the maximum possible rotor blade temperature
of 393 K. However, a temperature increase in parts of the WGTS beam tube bellows was
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recognised. This is likely to be related to be partially caused by simplifications of parts of
the geometry. Referring to the results obtained in section 3.3.2, from a source modelling
point of view, the rotor blade temperature should be limited to 363 K in order to reduce
the warming of the bellow and WGTS beam tube end region. Since this matches the limiting temperature for long term stable operation given by the manufacturer, in practise, no
further restrictions to the rotor blade temperature and shielding of magnetic fields needs
to be imposed.
Within the model of the second pump port, the impact of the elevated temperature of the
adjacent domains, DPS and rear wall, on the pump port and beam tube temperature was
investigated. The effect was found to be negligible with regard to the temperature of the
central WGTS beam tube.
The obtained temperature distributions of first and second pump port and adjacent beam
tubes are important input values to model the gas dynamics in these domains. This process is described in the following chapter.
To validate the simulation, a model corresponding to the demonstrator set-up was built.
Simulated and available measurement data agree quite well with maximal differences of
about 5%. This corresponds to a temperature uncertainty of 1.5 K, which does not harm
the gas dynamics simulation of the pump port.
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Inside the source and transport section a large amount of molecular tritium needs to be
circulated to provide a high β-decay activity of about 1.7 × 1011 s−1 . This requires a large
tritium throughput of 1.8 mbar l s−1 and a WGTS injection pressure of about 0.334 Pa.
On the other hand, the entering of any tritium into the spectrometer section needs to be
prevented. This implies a suppression of tritium flow from the WGTS injection chamber to
the pre-spectrometer by 14 orders of magnitude [AAB+ 05]. The gas flow and density profile
in between needs to be modelled since it can not be determined by measurement. The
model allows to calculate the gas reduction factors of the individual components and the
amount of tritium entering the CPS. Furthermore, the detailed and accurate description
of gas flow and density inside the WGTS is essential to reliably take into account source
related effects in the calculation of the electron spectrum for electrons leaving the source.
One of these effects is the electron energy loss due to inelastic scattering on gas molecules.
The parameter determining this process is the product of two quantities, namely the
column density of the gas and the total cross section for electron scattering on molecular
tritium. It needs to be known with a trueness of 2 × 10−3 [AAB+ 05, Höt12, Ant15]. Thus,
a correct modelling of the scattering process requires a precise knowledge of the column
density which makes the simulation of the gas flow inside the WGTS indispensable.
The broad range of gas flow regimes, from continuum flow in the injection region in the
middle of the WGTS beam tube to molecular flow in the transport section, can only
be handled by a comprehensive gas model that simulates the components (beam tubes,
pump ports) separately and uses correct boundary conditions to connect the individual
calculations. This motivated the extension of the former source gas model, that used the
WGTS beam tube calculation only, to a comprehensive, extendible WGTS-DPS gas model
within the scope of this thesis.
Emphasis is also placed on the accurate calculation of column density changes. While
model and input parameter related uncertainties influencing this calculation are considered
thoroughly, it will be shown in this chapter that the gas model can actually be used to
update the column density between the monitoring measurements on a sub per-mill level,
according to the particular operation conditions, and to decrease the uncertainty estimated
in [AAB+ 05].
The error budget of the neutrino mass analysis related to the gas dynamical properties of
the source is reviewed. Uncertainties from measurements of the absolute column density
and from column density variations are considered separately. Furthermore, the actual
density and velocity distribution are included in the analysis.
This chapter starts by introducing the key parameter column density and how it is related
to the spectrum of β-decay electrons measured at the detector in section 4.1. Next, in
section 4.2, the modelling of gas flow from the pressure controlled buffer vessel up to the
beginning of the DPS2 as well as the assembly to a full source gas model is described.
The uncertainties of the gas model and its components are described in section 4.3. Once
the column density is determined, the modelling of column density changes is a crucial
point which is further illustrated in section 4.4. How the column density can be accessed
experimentally is discussed in section 4.5. Possible test measurements to verify the gas
model during the STS commissioning phase are illustrated in section 4.6. In the last part of
this chapter, in section 4.7, the impact of uncertainties in the description of gas dynamics
and related parameters on the neutrino mass measurement is discussed.

4.1. Column density as a key parameter
The column density is calculated by integrating the gas particle density along the beam
tube axis (z-axis). Two different column densities need to be disentangled – the overall
gas column density, ρdgas , and the active tritium column density, ρdT2 . The active column density determines the rate of β-decay, while the gas column density determines the
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probability for electrons to scatter on gas molecules. The two quantities are related by the
tritium purity T :
(4.1)
ρdT2 = T · ρdgas .
In the following, the gas column density will be abbreviated with ρd. Neither the gas
column density nor the active column density can be determined directly and continuously
by an absolute measurement – the column density is always correlated with the total
inelastic scattering cross section for electron scattering on tritium molecules as will be
discussed below. However, once a reference value is obtained for the column density times
scattering cross section, there are different methods to monitor changes in the column
densities precisely: beta induced X-ray spectroscopy (BIXS) in the rear section, the forward
beam monitor (FBM) in the CPS and the rear section electron gun. They are described
briefly in sections 2.3.4 and 4.5.
Increasing the gas column density for constant T increases the β-decay rate and decreases
the probability P0 for electrons to leave the source unscattered since the probability Pi (z)
of electrons produced at position axial z for i-fold scattering follows a Poisson distribution
[ABB+ 00]
(ρd(z) · σ)i −ρd(z)·σ
Pi (z) =
e
,
(4.2)
i!
with total inelastic scattering cross section σ. In equation (4.2) the electron momentum
is assumed to be in z-direction. The case of different polar angles is discussed below (see
equation (4.6)). The dependence of the scattering process on the gas column density will be
exploited to measure the column density, or, better to say, the product of column density
and scattering cross section ρd·σ. Therefore, monoenergetic electrons will be shot through
the source and transport section using an electron gun installed at the rear section. This
procedure is described further in section 4.5.1.
The column density does not only influence the spectral shape of the β-decay electrons
through the energy loss by scattering, but it also impacts the amplitude of the spectrum
through the actual decay rate. To put a limit on fluctuations of the measured rate that
cannot be modelled correctly, a stability requirement of 0.2% on the active column density
was derived in [AAB+ 05] and [Höt12]. Since the (stable) amplitude of the measured βdecay spectrum is used as a fit parameter in the neutrino mass analysis, as described in
section 2.4.3, its absolute value does not need to be modelled.
The requirement on the knowledge of the accuracy of the gas column density as well of
the product from gas column density and scattering cross section cannot be determined
that straight forward and is discussed in the following.
The needed accuracy of ρd · σ is related to the requirement of a precise modelling of energy
loss processes due to scattering. The distribution of scattering energy losses  is described
dN
by the energy loss function f () = σ1in dσ
d . The integrated spectrum dt , measured at
the detector for a given main spectrometer retarding voltage qU , can be calculated by
integrating the product of tritium density nT2 (z) and response function R(E, qU z, θ) over
the length L of the gas column1 :
Z L
Z E0 2
dN
d N
∝
nT2 (z)
· R(E, qU, z, θ)dEdz.
(4.3)
dt
dtdE
0
0
With average response function (for an isotropic source)
Z θmax Z L
1
R̄(E, qU ) =
n(z)R(E, qU, z, θ) sin θdθdz
ρd · T2 (1 − cos θmax ) 0
0
1

(4.4)

Strictly, the integration would have to be performed over the full length of the transport section. However,
since the contributing fraction of the column density after the second pump port of the WGTS is below
5 × 10−4 , only the WGTS length of 16 m needs to be considered.
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one obtains
dN
∝ ρdT2
dt

Z

E0

0

d2 N
R̄(E, qU )dE.
dtdE

(4.5)

The averaged response function R̄(E, qU ) does no longer represent electrons produced at
a distinct (axial) source position but is an average over all electrons that are produced in
the source. Thus, any z dependence in the source parameters (density, temperature,...)
gets averaged out. The polar emission angle with respect to the magnetic field lines, θ,
enhances the path length due to the electron cyclotron motion around the magnetic field
lines (see equation (2.6)) which is considered in the response function. It transforms the
column density to an effective quantity:
1
ρd.
cos(θ)

ρdeff (θ) =

(4.6)

For a normalised, isotropic angular distribution
w(θ) =

1
sin θ,
(1 − cos θmax )

(4.7)

the column density can be averaged:
ρdeff

1
=
ρdgas
1 − cos(θmax )

Z
0

θmax

sin(θ)
dθ ≈ 1.24ρdgas .
cos(θ)

(4.8)

θmax denotes the maximal transmitted source emission angle, which is about 51◦ for electrons starting in a source magnetic field of 3.6 T. The response function, as introduced in
section 2.1.2, accounts for the transmission behaviour of the spectrometer, with transmission function T (E, qU ), as well as for the energy loss in the source due to scattering. In the
following, the finite spectrometer resolution is neglected and the transmission function is
simplified by a step like function T (E, qU ) ≈ Θ(qU − E). No further dependencies on the
polar angle are considered (isotropic source and spectrometer properties). The averaged
response function for unscattered electrons can be computed integrating over all possible
(scattering) energy losses .
Z

E

Θ((E − ) − qU ) · P̄0 · δ()d.

R̄(E, qU ) =

(4.9)

0

Using the averaged zero scattering probability
Z θmax Z L
1
P̄0 =
n(z)P (z) sin θdθdz
ρd(1 − cos θmax ) 0
0
Z θmax Z ρd
1
=
P (ρdeff ) sin θdθdρd
ρd(1 − cos θmax ) 0
0
Z θmax h
iρd
1
0
=
e−ρdeff ·σ
sin θdθ,
ρd(1 − cos θmax ) 0
0

(4.10)
(4.11)
(4.12)

(it is about 0.41 for a standard column density of 5 × 1021 m−2 ) the averaged response
function for unscattered electrons becomes
Z θmax 

1
R̄(E, qU ) = Θ(E − qU ) ·
1 − e−ρdeff ·σ sin θdθ.
(4.13)
ρd · σ(1 − cos θmax ) 0
This means, the detected rate is dominated by the product of gas column density and
total inelastic scattering cross section. The value of the total column density alone as
well as the position dependent local column density ρd(z) is, to first order, not needed in
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Figure 4.1.: Rate of unscattered β-decay electrons dN0 /dt in terms of the saturation rate dN0max /dt as a function of gas column density. The rate
is calculated using the angular average of the effective column density. . Here
a scattering cross section of 3.4 × 10−22 m2 from [ABB+ 00] is used.
the analysis of β- decay with Katrin as the value of the rate amplitude (proportional
to the column density) is determined by the fitting procedure. This means, the effect
from the density distribution itself only becomes important if local inhomogeneities are
present in the source. Such position dependent effects that influence the electron energy
are: velocity distribution, temperature distribution, magnetic field inhomogeneities, and
electric potential inhomogeneities. To include these second-order effects relevant for a
precise description of the β-decay spectrum of the source, the value of the column density
alone as well as the density distribution needs to be known. An accuracy requirement was
determined for neither of them so far. Previous studies in [AAB+ 05, Höt12, Ant15, Zie13]
only consider modifications on either σ or ρd while assuming the other parameter to
be known precisely, which is to first order the same as modifying σ · ρd. The derived
requirement on the accuracy of either column density or total scattering cross section
while the other parameter is known precisely is 0.2%. A refined analysis of the influence
on the uncertainty of the single parameters while their product is known to the required
precision can be found in section 4.7.
The absolute value of the column density can either be obtained from the simulation of
gas dynamics or from the measured value of ρd · σ combined with the literature value σ.
The gas dynamics simulation as well as the literature value of the total scattering cross
section, σ = 3.4 × 10−22 m2 [ABB+ 00], have relatively large uncertainties compared to the
requirement on the product ρd · σ as further specified in section 4.3. How this influences
the neutrino mass uncertainty is further investigated in section 4.7 where the dependence
on the uncertainty of the density distribution n(z) (or column density distribution ρd(z))
is analysed too.
The rate of unscattered β-decay electrons increases with increasing column density (for
constant T2 ). Due to the increasing probability for scattering it saturates for ρdT2 → ∞
as to be seen in figure 4.1. This saturation rate of electrons was used to define the column
density working point of 5 × 1021 m−2 for the Katrin neutrino mass measurements. This
value corresponds to about 90% of the maximal rate, which is a compromise between high
signal rate and reasonable low tritium throughput.
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Figure 4.2.: Scheme of simulated WGTS and DPS sections and the corresponding dimensionality of gas dynamic simulation.

4.2. Simulation of gas dynamics in the Source and Transport
Section
For an accurate modelling of the spectrum of β-decay electrons leaving the source towards
the detector, one of the most important parameters is the product of gas column density
and total scattering cross section that determines the probabilities for scattering, as discussed in the previous section. Secondary effects like the velocity distribution and source
inhomogeneities of the source magnetic field, plasma potential or temperature can only
be included, if the density distribution of the gas is known2 . Furthermore, changes in column density due to varying operation parameters of the source and transport section, like
pressure in the buffer vessel or beam tube temperature, have to be calculated accurately
by the gas model. To simulate the gas flow in the whole Katrin source and transport
section that covers the viscous as well as the transitional and the free molecular pressure
regime (see figure 4.3), a closed calculation through the whole set-up is not possible. The
different pressure regimes as well as the complex geometry of the pump ports require an
intricate modelling and numerical approaches to solve the transport equation which is
quite demanding in terms of computational resources. Therefore, the calculation is split
and some parts are broken down to two- or even one-dimensional sections. The individual
parts and their geometric representation are summarised in figure 4.2.
At the outset of this thesis project, the gas model comprised of only one component
– the central WGTS beam tube, as summarised in section 4.2.3. To respect all relevant
tritium-containing parts, at least those components containing more than 0.05% of the
total column density need to be included in the gas model. This means that the density
distributions in the DPS1-F and DPS1-R and adjacent beam tubes need to be added.
The former structure of the gas model is adapted to be able to include the gas flow through
further components and to consider refined calculations of fractions of single components.

4.2.1. Theoretical framework
This section gives a brief introduction into theoretical concepts and central parameters of
gas dynamics calculations.
The transport of a gas can be described statistically by the kinetic Boltzmann equation
using the distribution function f (~r, ~v , t) giving the probability to find a particle with
velocity ~v at position ~r at time t
f (~r, ~v , t) =
2

d6 N
.
d3~rd3~v

(4.14)

The tritium density is obtained weighting the overall gas density with the tritium purity. Separation
effects due to different isotope masses can be neglected for the different hydrogen isotopologues and the
tritium purity can be assumed to be constant along the length of the WGTS [SK05].
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This one particle distribution function is used to describe a large number of gas particles
in a macroscopic volume. In the absence of external forces and only considering binary
collisions the Boltzmann equation reads [SS98]:
δf
δf
+ ~v ·
= Q(f, f ∗ ).
δt
δ~r

(4.15)

The collisions between two gas particles with distribution functions f and f ∗ is described
by the collision integral Q(f, f ∗ ). It is a complex function of the molecular properties of the
colliding particles and their intermolecular potential. Therefore, equation (4.15) can only
be solved numerically for some simple cases [SS98]. To solve equation (4.15) analytically,
the collision integral needs to be simplified. The methods used in the gas flow calculations
presented in this chapter are briefly introduced below.
Depending on the level of rarefaction of a vacuum system, the collision integral may not
have to be taken into account at all. The rarefaction is described by the Knudsen number
Kn, which is the molecular mean free path l of a gas particle in a volume with characteristic
dimension d:
l
Kn = .
(4.16)
d
Since it is not appropriate to describe non-equilibrium phenomena in gases with the microscopic quantity l, an equivalent free path λ should be used [Sha16], which is a macroscopic
variable:
ηvm
λ=
,
(4.17)
p
with gas viscosity η, pressure p and most probable molecular speed vm . Using this parameter, the gas rarefaction can be characterised by the rarefaction parameter δ:
δ=

d
dp
=
.
λ
ηvm

(4.18)

The Knudsen number can in general be assumed as the inverse of the rarefaction parameter.
Partitioning the gas flow regimes in terms of the rarefaction parameter typically results in
three regimes:
• δ  1: hydrodynamic or continuum regime; gas flow can be described by continuum
mechanics.
• δ  1: free molecular regime; intermolecular collisions can be neglected
• δ ≈ 1: transitional regime; cannot be described by continuum mechanics, intermolecular collisions are not negligible, Boltzmann equation needs to be solved.
The source and transport section of Katrin covers all three regimes, starting from the
gas injection in the hydrodynamic regime over the transition regime around the first pump
port in the DPS1 to the free molecular regime at the second pump port of the DPS1, as
visualised in figure 4.3.
Which approach is suitable to calculate the gas flow in a certain domain depends on the
rarefaction parameter. In the following the methods used in the different gas dynamics
calculations that are implemented in the Katrin gas model are described.
Test Particle Monte Carlo Method (TPMC)
The test particle method can be used to calculate gas flow reduction factors in the free
molecular regime. It was introduced by Davis in 1960 [Dav60]. TPMC can be used to
calculate molecular flow in a rather complicated geometry with a large number of surface
interactions [Bir78]. The interaction between particles can be neglected and single particle
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Figure 4.3.: Range of rarefaction parameter δ and Knudsen number Kn in the
source and transport section. Associated rarefaction regimes, corresponding pressure p and mean free path λ for standard Katrin measurement conditions are plotted additionally.
tracks can be calculated independently from each other. A particle is tracked until it
reaches either an outlet surface or until it is pumped away. Only the wall interaction needs
to be considered by a proper interaction term that depends on the adsorption properties
(sticking coefficient) of the particular surface material. Particles that have adsorbed at a
surface are desorbed again with a pre-defined angular distribution. The incoming particles
are generated randomly with a given mean velocity and temperature at the so-called control
surface at one side of the geometry. Using a large enough number of test particles and
comparing the number of initial particles to particles that pass through the geometry, the
reduction factor of the simulated component can be calculated. This method was applied
in [Jan15] using the MOLFLOW+ code [AK14] to calculate the reduction factor of the
DPS2-F. Results from this computation are used in this work in the modelling of the
second pump port of the DPS1-F.
Angular coefficient method
Like the TPMC method, the angular coefficient only considers particle interactions with
the walls. Therefore, it can be used to calculate gas flow in the free molecular regime.
The model geometry is divided in small subsurfaces. Then the N different subsurfaces are
related to each other calculating the angle under which the surfaces see each other. This
is shown for two subsurfaces F1 and F2 in figure 4.4. For small enough subsurfaces the
molecular particle flux, Φi reaching surface i from the N different surfaces j in distance rij
can be calculated with [KP09]:
Φi =

N
X
θi θ j
Ai Φ j ,
πrij2
j=1
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Figure 4.4.: Scheme of angular coefficient method. The probability that a particle
coming from surface F1 reaches F2 is related to the angle between both surface
normals in the centre of the surfaces. .
with Ai denoting the surface area of surface i and θi (θj ) the angle between surface normal
~ni (~nj ) and the connection line between both surface centres. The different angles and
view factor can be summarised in an angular coefficient matrix Cij and the incident flux
gets
N
X
Φi =
Cij Φj ,
(4.20)
j=1

where Φj denotes the flux emitted from the surface j. Equation (4.19) is only valid for
total particle accommodation at the surfaces (sticking coefficient s = 1) – all particles get
adsorbed and desorb again diffusely (no absorption, no reflection). In general, equation
(4.19) can be modified to account for sticking coefficients different from one.
In the calculation of the gas flow in second pump ports of the DPS1-F and DPS1-R as
well as in the adjacent beam tubes in the direction of flow this method is applied, see
section 4.2.6. In these simulations only total accommodation can be assumed (s = 1).
The angular coefficient method can be used to calculate stationary gas flows in relatively
complicated geometries with stationary boundaries. The computing time, ∆tsolution , depends on the number of surface elements: ∆tsolution ∝ N 2 [KP09]. It is generally much
faster than using the TPMC method [Oss97].
Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC)
If the mean free path for a particle in a dilute gas comes in the region of the geometry
diameter, the particle-particle interactions need to be considered additionally to the wall
interactions. This corresponds to gas flow in the transition regime. To simulate flow in this
regime the DSMC method can be used. Here the model geometry is divided into a network
of cells of relatively small size (the gas flow properties should hardly change through a
single cell). A large number of particles is distributed over the model region. Each model
particle stands for a certain number of real particles. Then each model particle is moved
along a straight line in a time step ∆t. The path length is determined according to its
initial velocity and flow direction. If its trajectory hits a wall, a surface interaction (like
in TPMC) is generated. After the particles have been moved, a representative number
of collisions is generated. In DSMC the particle collisions are generated stochastically
according to a given distribution function [AG97]. This distribution function f M (v) is
usually a global Maxwellian, with molecular velocity v, which means, ...“No macroscopic
motion of one portion of the gas relatively to another” [Sha16]:

3/2
2
m
− mv
M
f (v) = n
e 2kB T .
(4.21)
2πkB T
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After the post scattering velocities have been computed, the macroscopic quantities like
density, bulk velocity or mass flux can be calculated as they are moments from the distribution function[Son07]. This procedure is repeated up to stationary state. For the
calculation of averages of the macroscopic quantities, the simulation needs to be continued
[Sha16].
To reduce the statistical scatter of the results, a large number of particles should be
generated, as the noise scales inversely with the number of generated particles squared.
However, the uncertainty from statistical scatter depends not only on the number of generated particles, but also on physical parameters (pressure drop, temperature...). Therefore,
it needs to be evaluated again for each simulated model [Sha16]. For high Mach numbers3 , a relatively low number of model particles needs to be generated to reach a low
noise level [Sha16, RK09]. The thermal velocity fluctuations that influence the statistical
scatter scale with the sound velocity [RK09]. The DSMC method gets inaccurate, as soon
as these fluctuations approach range of the bulk velocity, which is the case for low Mach
numbers.
The DSMC method is used to calculate the flow in the first pump port of the DPS1-F and
DPS1-R, as the gas is in the transition regime in these domains. The modelling is further
discussed in section 4.2.6.
Model equations
The so-called model equations simplify the scattering term in the Boltzmann equation
(4.15) and make it possible to obtain an approximate solution. First model equations
that satisfy the main properties of the Boltzmann equation were proposed in [BGK54]
and [Wel54] in 1954. Up to now many different models have been developed. The models
used most often [LXSC16] are the BGK model, proposed by Bhatnagar, Gross and Krook
[BGK54] and independently by Welander [Wel54], and the S-model, proposed by Sharkov
[Sha68].
BGK equation
If the gas molecules that collide with each other are distributed according to a local
M )4 , the collision integral Q(f, f ∗ ) from (4.15) can be simplified to [Son07,
Maxwellian (floc
Sha16]:
(~
v (~
r )−~
u(~
r ))2
n(~r)
−
2
M
M
vm
Q = ν(floc
− f ) with: floc
(t, ~r, ~v ) = √
,
(4.22)
e
3
( πvm )
with the gas-particle collision frequency ν, most probable molecular speed vm and bulk
velocity u. The BGK model has the shortcoming of not being capable of providing the
correct transport coefficients, viscosity η and heat conductivity κ at the same time, see
[Sha16, SS98]. Therefore, the BGK model is inappropriate for the description of heat
transfer, which needs to be included in the calculation of non-isothermal flow. Depending on the temperature and pressure gradients driving the flow, the results obtained with
the BGK model can be off by as much as 30% for the calculation of non-isothermal flow
[KBA06]. However, it can be used to model isothermal flow reliably [Sha07].
The BGK equation is used for the calculation of the comparative WGTS beam tube model,
presented in section 4.2.5 as well as for parts of the gas flow calculations in the DPS1F/DPS1-R in section 4.2.6.

3
4

The Mach number is the ratio of bulk gas velocity and speed of sound in the gas.
This does not mean the distribution function of the gas itself, f , is Maxwellian like in equation (4.21)
which would mean a global Maxwellian.
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S-Model
The S-model forms a variation of the BGK model that gives the correct viscosity and the
correct heat conductivity at the same time. The collision integral is given in the following
form [SS98]:
"
!#
!
2
p
2m
m
(~
v
−
~
u
)
5
M
Q(f, f ∗ ) =
floc
~q (~v − ~u)
− f (~r, ~v , t) .
(4.23)
−
η
2kB T
2
15n (kB T )2
Here ~q denotes the heat flux through the gas. The S-model has the disadvantage that the
so called H-theorem, an inequality, derived from the entropy balance equation, can neither
be proved nor disproved. This can lead to unphysical results [Sha16]. It can however be
applied to calculate non-isothermal flows [Sha07].
In the Katrin gas model this method is used to calculate the non-isothermal flow through
the central WGTS beam tube, described in section 4.2.3.
Discrete Velocity method
The discrete velocity method represents the most widely used method to solve the Boltzmann equation and the above presented model equations [Sha16]. The idea is to replace
the continuous velocity values by a finite set of nodes. Thus, the velocity distribution
function becomes:
f (~r, ~vi , t) = fi (~r, t)
(4.24)
and the integro-differential kinetic equation is replaced by a set of differential equations
for the distribution functions fi (~r, t). After choosing some discretisation for the molecular
velocity ~v , the moments become quadratures with weights wi of velocity nodes i. This
means, the moments of a function Ψ(~v ) with respect to the molecular velocity ~v , e for
example the number density or the bulk velocity [Son07], can be approximated with the
help of the quadrature
Z
X
Ψ(~v )f (~r, ~v )d~v ≈
Ψ(vi )fi (~r)wi .
(4.25)
i

The number of discrete velocities required to model the gas flow correctly strongly depends
on the degree of rarefaction – the more dilute the gas, the higher the required number of
velocity nodes [GG15]. For two-dimensional flow, results from different quadratures are
compared to the exact solution of the linearised BGK equation in [SBYS11]. Up to a
Knudsen number of 1 a quadrature with 36 velocities (D2Q36) gives an error below about
2%. Increasing the Knudsen number to 2, the error increases to about 7 to 8%. The error
for a larger quadrature (D2Q64) at this Knudsen number is only about 4 to 5%.
The discrete velocity method is used to solve the kinetic equations obtained with the Smodel for the calculation of gas flow in the central WGTS beam tube in section 4.2.3, as
well as for the calculation using the BGK equation in the comparative gas flow model of
the WGTS beam tube in section 4.2.5.
Linearisation of the Boltzmann equation
If the velocity distribution function is near the equilibrium distribution, small deviations
can be expressed in terms of a dimensionless perturbation parameter. Then, the Boltzmann equations, or the model equation, can be linearised with respect to this perturbation
parameter.
There are different kinds of linearisations: the linearisation of the global or the local distribution function, or the linearisation of boundary conditions. When the global distribution
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function is linearised, it is expressed in terms of a small perturbation ψ with perturbation
function h(~r, ~v , t) and equilibrium distribution function f0M [Sha16]:
f (~r, ~v , t) = f0M (1 + ψh((~r, ~v , t)).

(4.26)

This linearisation can significantly simplify the problem.
It is applied in the solution of the model equations for the calculation of the gas flow in
the WGTS beam tube in section 4.2.3 and section 4.2.5.
Gas surface interaction
A relatively simple, but widely used assumption describing the gas-surface interaction
[FY04] is the so-called cosine-law derived by Knudsen [Knu09a]. The probability dP for a
molecule to leave the wall with a solid angle dω at an angle θ to the boundary normal is
dP =

dω
cos θ.
π

(4.27)

The velocities of the leaving molecules are distributed according to a Maxwellian distribution with the temperature of the wall. This means, the scattered molecule has lost
all information on its initial state. The diffuse scattering model was refined by Maxwell
[Max90]. He assumed that a fraction α of the impinging molecules leaves the wall according to the cosine law from equation (4.27) and (1 − α) of the molecules are reflected
specularly. If the particle is reflected, the absolute value of its velocity is not changed. α
is the so-called accommodation coefficient and depends on the surface conditions, the gas
species and the gas and surface temperature.
In the case of a thermomolecular pressure difference, where a gas flow is generated by
a temperature gradient, the experimental results do not agree with the Maxwell model
[SS98, SGM13]. A more complex description of the gas surface interaction was derived by
Cercignani and Lampis in [CL71]. In their model the tangential and normal motion with
respect to the wall are distinguished and two accommodation coefficients are used: the
normal accommodation coefficient αn and the tangential accommodation coefficient αt .
The Cercignani-Lampis model is used to describe the gas surface interactions in the WGTS
central beam tube and in the first pump port of the DPS1. Total accommodation is assumed for the comparative WGTS beam tube calculation as well as for the flow modelling
in the second pump port and adjacent beam tubes in the DPS1.

4.2.2. Input parameters for intermolecular and gas surface interaction
To convert the rarefaction parameter that is used in the dimensionless calculation of gas
flow to actual densities or pressures, the inter particle behaviour needs to be included
properly. For this purpose, the viscosity can be used. For molecular tritium the viscosity
ηT2 has not been measured, but it can be inferred from hydrogen or deuterium viscosity
using their mass ratio. Below the relation is exemplarily given for deuterium and hydrogen,
but can be exchanged with other hydrogen isotopes [AMW87]:
ηD2
ηH2



mH2
mD2

1/2
≈ 1.

(4.28)

This scaling is only valid for temperatures above 300 K [AMW87]; for low temperatures the
effect of different spins needs to be considered. For 30 K the discrepancy between measured
and calculated D2 viscosity (using equation (4.28))at 30 K is about 7% as determined in
[AMW86] and [AMW87]. From the measurement of the molecular deuterium viscosity, the
tritium viscosity can be inferred using the T2 -D2 mass ratio in equation (4.28). This value
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still needs to be corrected for the overestimation not considering the spin-effects with a
factor of 0.95 to ηT2 = 2.425 × 10−6 Pa s. The resulting uncertainty on ηT2 is discussed in
section 4.3.2.
To include the gas surface interaction discussed in the previous section, the accommodation
coefficient α needs to be known. It can be calculated from the viscous slip coefficient
σp = σp (α) [Sha04b] and the thermal slip coefficient σT . It depends on the molecular mass
of the gas particles, on the surface roughness of the material (α increases with increasing
roughness) [PSBA74, TL74], on surface contamination (a clean surface has a lower α
[SS74, Shi75]), as well as on temperature. The temperature dependence is not clear and
most experimental studies are done close to room temperature. However, simulations in
[CCG05] showed an exponential decay of α with increasing temperature. Measured data
of α for most gases are in the range from 0.86 to 0.97 [AP08]. In a recent measurement of
α for helium on stainless steel, which constitutes the WGTS and DPS beam tube material,
a value of 0.91 was found [HNPM+ 12]. Because of the low temperature and the amount
of adsorbed tritium at the cold WGTS beam tube surface, it seems appropriate to assume
full accommodation, that is, α = 1. The uncertainty on column density caused by not well
known accommodation coefficient is further discussed in section 4.3.2.

4.2.3. The gas model framework of the KATRIN source
The gas model of the source and transport section defines the density distribution as
well as the temperature and bulk velocity distribution in the tritium containing parts of
Katrin. It is implemented in the framework of the source spectrum calculation software
SSC, introduced in section 2.4.2.
The gas model preceding the present dissertation project consisted of calculations of gas
flow in one WGTS component only – the central 10 m beam tube. The model included
computations for longitudinal and azimuthal temperature inhomogeneities of this element
as well. Inlet and outlet density distributions for the injection region and the last 20 cm
before the first pump ports in rear and front direction were calculated [PVS11] separately,
but not implemented in the Katrin gas model.
The 10 m beam tube gas model is based on three WGTS operation parameter values:
1. The injection pressure. Actually the pressure averaged over the beam tube cross
section with radius R at z = 0 m is used:
Z R Z 2π
1
pin =
p(z = 0, r, φ)rdrdφ.
(4.29)
2πR2 0 0
Instead of the inlet pressure, the column density measured with the rear section
e-gun can be used as input parameter.
2. The beam tube exit pressure. It is similar to the pressure in the first pump port of
the DPS1.
3. The temperature distribution on the WGTS beam tube walls.
Below, the procedure used in the model to calculate density and velocity distributions is
explained. The principle was worked out by F. Sharipov [Sha03, Sha04a, Sha09, Shr10]
and implemented in SSC by W. Käfer [Käf12] and M. Hötzel [Höt12].
One-dimensional WGTS beam tube modelling
The bulk of the total column density (more than 98%) is situated in the central 10 m
WGTS beam tube. Therefore, the calculation of the gas flow through this domain needs
to be as accurate as possible. Temperature non-uniformity and inlet and outlet effects
are considered here more carefully than in the simulation of the other parts of the source
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system. Because of the large length-to-radius ratio of about 100 for front and rear part
each, an one-dimensional fully developed flow5 approach is suitable for the main part of
the tube (region A2 in figure 4.2) to reduce complexity. Inlet and outlet regions need to
be modelled separately in two and three dimensions (regions A1 and B1 in figure 4.2) as
their flow profiles deviate from the fully developed case. For the one-dimensional main
beam tube calculation the method described in [Sha97] and [SS98] is used. Dimensionless
gradients are defined
r dp
,
p dz
r dT
and temperature: ξT =
.
T dz
for pressure: ξp =

(4.30)
(4.31)

The mass flow rate Ṁ , with
Qπr2 p
,
(4.32)
vm
can be represented in terms of the reduced flow rate Q which, for small gradients, can be
written as:
Q = GP (δ)ξp + GT (δ)ξT .
(4.33)
Ṁ =

Using the dimensionless Poiseuille and thermal creep flow rates GP (δ) and GT (δ) the mass
flow reads:


πR3
dp
p(z) dT
Ṁ =
−GP (δ)
+ GT (δ)
.
(4.34)
vm
dz
T (z) dz
Inserting the global Poiseuille coefficient G =
πR3
Ṁ =
vm

1
δin −δout

R δout
δin

Gp (δ)dδ it becomes:



δin − δout
p(z) dT
−G
+ GT (δ)
.
L
T (z) dz

(4.35)

The values for GP (δ) and GT (δ) are taken from literature [SS98, SS94]. They were calculated solving the linearised Boltzmann equation using the simplified S-model scattering
kernel, see section 4.2.1. The calculation of the density distribution can be simplified with
the help of an interpolation formula



8
ln(δ)
δ
δ
0.7
Gp = √ · 1 + 0.04δ
·
+
+ σp ·
(4.36)
1 + 0.78δ 0.8
4
1+δ
3 π


1
4
GT =
+ 2.8δ + 2σT δ 2 ·
.
(4.37)
3π
1 + 6δ + 6δ 2 + 2δ 3

·
It includes the gas-surface interaction through the viscous slip coefficient σp = 2−α
α
(1.018 − 0.1211 · (1 − α)) [Loy68, SS98], and the temperature slip coefficient σT = 1.175
[Sha04b]. To get the pressure distribution p(z) or equally the density distribution n(z),
both are connected trough p(z) = n(z)kB T (z) [Sha03], boundary conditions for inlet
pressure, outlet pressure and temperature have to be defined. Then, the pressure distribution can be calculated from (4.35) applying a finite difference scheme as used in
[Sha96, Sha97, SS98]. If the column density instead of the inlet pressure is given as input
value, the described procedure is executed iteratively adapting the inlet pressure until the
calculated column density converges to the given one. The density distribution calculated
with this gas model for standard Katrin operation parameters (pin = 0.337 Pa, T = 30 K,
pout = 0.02pin ) is shown along with the end effect calculations in figure 4.8.
5

Fully developed flow is characterised by a parabolic velocity profile in the cross section of a pipe and
zero velocity gradient in the direction of flow.
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Three-dimensional modelling
The above given one-dimensional profile is only valid in case of a constant temperature in
the tube cross sections. Azimuthal temperature gradients cause radial and azimuthal flows
and thus change the density profile. The beam tube cooling is achieved via two adjacent
cooling pipes (see figure 2.8). Thus, the wall parts that are not touched by the cooling
tubes can get heated to a small extent. The largest temperature differences arise at angular
positions that are 90◦ shifted with respect to the cooling tubes. Connecting azimuthal
and longitudinal temperature profiles, the WGTS wall temperature profile T (φ, z) can be
approximated with:
T (φ, z) = T (z) + ∆T (z) sin2 (φ),
(4.38)
see section 3.3. Assuming small pressure and temperature gradients, longitudinal (described above) and azimuthal flow can be calculated separately.
The cross sectional flow computation by F. Sharipov was performed on the basis of the
linearised Boltzmann equation using the S-model, according to the method described in
[Sha09]. With increasing rarefaction parameter the relative density deviation scaled with
the relative temperature deviation increases as shown in figure 4.5b. But then, to get
the relative density deviation for the WGTS, the calculations from [Sha09] need to be
multiplied by the relative temperature deviation. In the calculations shown in figure 4.5a
and 4.5b the temperature distribution determined during the demonstrator measurements
[GBH+ 13] is used. It shows a maximal temperature difference of 1 K over the last 0.5 m of
the WGTS beam tube. The temperature deviation is minimal in the middle of the WGTS,
therefore the slope of the relative density deviation changes as to be seen in figure 4.5b.
Calculating the deviations in the total WGTS column density from the one-dimensional
model one gets an average of approximately 0.15% for not considering the temperature
dependent radial and azimuthal density changes. This would almost deplete the error
budget of 0.2%. With regard to the analysis procedure, temperature gradients necessitate
a pixel-wise analysis to be able to resolve and model the cross sectional density differences.
From a modelling point of view it is possible to correct for any given temperature profile (with reasonable low temperature gradients) using the described precalculated cross
sectional distributions for different δ = δ(z).
Velocity distribution
The bulk velocity uz (~r) of the gas can be calculated as a moment from the distribution
function f [Son07]:
Z∞ Z∞ Z∞
1
uz (~r) =
f (~r, ~v )vz d~v ,
(4.39)
n(~r)
−∞ −∞ −∞

with molecular velocity ~v and particle density n. As the gas is flowing in z-direction, the
azimuthal and radial bulk velocity components are small with the exception of the inlet
and outlet regions and are not considered here6 . The velocity distribution function of
the 10 m WGTS beam tube was calculated on the basis of the S-model linearised kinetic
equation in [Sha09].
In the Katrin gas model the parabolic shape of the bulk velocity profile in a cross section,
which forms the basis for the fully developed flow assumption, is used to describe its radial
distribution. Its dependence on the longitudinal position z can be parametrised in terms
of two coefficients, a(δ), and c(δ), since δ(z) is known from the one-dimensional density

6

The cross sectional velocity in the main part of the beam tube due to azimuthal temperature gradients
was calculated in [Sha09] to be smaller than 0.33 m s−1 even for a large azimuthal temperature difference
of 3 K.
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Figure 4.5.: Density distributions in case of an azimuthal flow and longitudinal
and azimuthal temperature gradients. In the gas flow simulation the
temperature distribution from equation (3.8) with ∆T = 1 K is used. a) shows
the relative density of one quadrant of a WGTS beam tube cross section at
z = 3.6 m compared to density from the one-dimensional calculation. In b)
the maximal relative density difference (1D and 3D calculation) for different
positions along the z axis are depicted. Red circles without scaling and in
black squares with scaling with the relative temperature deviation. Note the
different axes for both cases. Data are calculated using the gas model as
implemented in SSC.
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Figure 4.6.: Injection chamber surrounding the WGTS beam tube in the centre
with feed capillary and injection orifices. The two-dimensional sketch
in the right part illustrates the domain for the gas flow simulation.
calculation.

R dp(z)
uz (z, r, φ) = −vm
p(z) dz


 r 2 
a(δ) − c(δ)
,
R

(4.40)

Here vm denotes the most probable molecular speed, which is about 288 m s−1 for a gas
temperature of 30 K. The interpolation formulas for a(δ) and c(δ) are obtained from the
calculated velocity distribution function and can be found in [Höt12] and [Sha09].
At the beginning of this thesis project, the SSC gas model, as described above, consisted
of the WGTS central beam tube calculations only. Neither effects from the gas injection
into the WGTS and the gas exit to the first pump port nor the density distribution in
the adjacent WGTS components were included. Accommodation and viscosity coefficients
were fixed in the calculation.
To account for the above mentioned facts the gas model is extended as part of the present
work. Results from the simulations that are either required for the model extension or are
used to verify its results are presented in the following sections 4.2.4–4.2.7. An overview
of the extended SSC gas model is given subsequently in 4.2.8.

4.2.4. Modelling of end effects in the WGTS beam tube
Deviations from the one-dimensional fully developed flow occur in the inlet and outlet
regions of the WGTS central beam tube, where the gas flow develops two- and threedimensional characteristics. Since the influence of these deviations is only local, they can
be corrected for still using an one-dimensional model. End corrections for the WGTS
central beam tube flow are calculated in [PVS11] using a two dimensional model of 40 cm
length for the inlet region (A1 in figure 4.2), and of 20 cm length for the outlet region.
The geometry of the injection chamber, shown in the left part of figure 4.6, is far too
complicated for a full three-dimensional gas flow modelling. Therefore, the simplified
two-dimensional geometry in the right part of figure 4.6 is used in the simulation. The
resulting pressure distribution in the inlet region is shown in figure 4.7a. Distributions
from the modelling of the outlet region can be found in [PVS11] and [Höt12].
In- and outlet simulations were performed for fixed WGTS input parameters injection
pressure pin , and temperature T . For the results to be used in the SSC gas model, the
input parameters need to be adjustable. Therefore, an end effect correction has to be
implemented in the one-dimensional beam tube model. It is based on a correction ∆L
of the tube length L that is replaced by an effective length Leff with Leff = L + ∆L.
This concept works for inlet as well as for outlet effects. Mass flow rate Ṁ and Poiseuille
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Figure 4.7.: Two dimensional pressure profile and one-dimensional pressure gradient for the WGTS inlet region. The disturbances in the two dimensional
pressure distribution in a) are caused by the injection. They are smeared out
in radial direction approximately 25 mm after the injection. Here the bulk flow
pressure value p(z) is reached. This is verified by the radial pressure gradient
at z = 0 depicted in b). The derivative approaches zero in a radial distance
to the injection of 20 mm.
coefficient G are corrected accordingly:
L
G=
L + ∆Lin + ∆Lout · (δin − δout )

Z

δout

Gp (δ)dδ.

(4.41)

δin

The method is described in more detail in [SS98, PVS13, PVS14]. The inlet and outlet
length corrections for the WGTS are calculated from the two-dimensional flow results in
[PVS11]: ∆Lout ≈ 4.4 cm for the outlet and ∆Lin ≈ 8 cm for the inlet. The method to
derive the corrections is given in [PVS13]. The WGTS end corrections reveal an uncertainty of the uncorrected one-dimensional throughput and mass flow value of about 5%.
At just about 1%, the corresponding deviation of the one-dimensional column density is
somewhat smaller, since inlet and outlet end effect cancel each other in parts, as can be
seen in figure 4.8. The WGTS end corrections are implemented in the one-dimensional
SSC gas model calculations. By applying these corrections, the column density modelling
uncertainty (due to outlet effects) further decreases to 0.4%.
The pressure in the injection chamber surrounding the WGTS beam tube in the injection
region was calculated in a separate simulation of the flow through an injection orifice in
[Shr10] to be 1.8 times the average beam tube inlet pressure pin .

4.2.5. Gas dynamics in the WGTS beam tube – a comparative calculation
The one-dimensional gas flow calculation in the central WGTS beam tube is crucial to
model its gas density distribution, the column density and column density changes correctly. To get a reliable estimate on the model-dependent uncertainty of the calculations
described above, a comparative two-dimensional beam tube gas model was set up.
The model is built using the Rarefied flow module [COM14a] of the COMSOL Multiphysics
software suite [COM14c]. In the following, the newly developed, comparative beam tube
model is denoted as the ”COMSOL gas model” while the prior beam tube gas model, discussed in section 4.2.3, is called the ”Sharipov model”.
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Figure 4.8.: Pressure distribution on the WGTS beam tube axis with and without considering end effects. The 1D calculation without considering inlet
or outlet effects is plotted in black. The end effect corrected distribution is
plotted in red. The cross sectional averaged pressure from the two-dimensional
inlet and outlet calculation is shown in blue.
The COMSOL model geometry is depicted in figure 4.97 The length of the simulated model
is 10.082 m8 and includes the small difference in the length of the front and rear part of
the beam tube present in the WGTS geometry. Gas inlets are defined by three injection
boundaries in the middle of the beam tube with a width of 3.6 mm each and arranged in
a distance of 3.6 mm to each other. An outlet is defined at the rear side at z = −5.0745 m
and at the front side at z = 5.0075 m. .
In the COMSOL model, like in the Sharipov model, the Boltzmann equation is solved
with the help of a kinetic equation. This time the BGK equation is used instead of the
more complicated S-model. Since the BGK equation is suitable for correct handling of
thermomolecular pressure gradients, which means non-isothermal flow, the beam tube
temperature is assumed to be constant at T (z) = 30 K. The velocity distribution function
is calculated using the discrete velocity method. It is discretised in terms of Hermite polynomials by a Gauss-Hermite quadrature. The formalism is based on the method derived
in [SYC06]. A two-dimensional quadrature with 36 discrete velocity distribution functions
(D2Q36 quadrature) is used. The model geometry is meshed by small triangles with a
maximal element size of 8 mm in the main part of the geometry. In the injection region,
at −10 cm < z < 10 cm, and in the outlet region, 10 cm before the outlet at front and rear
side, smaller mesh elements with a maximal size of 2 mm are used. This results in a total
number of 180 000 mesh elements.
In a first simulation, the outlet pressure boundary condition is defined as a total vacuum
condition, i.e., the flux emitted from this boundary is zero. This assumption is in general
only valid for highly rarefied gas (Kn > 10, see [COM14a]). Since the gas at the end of the
central beam tube still has a Knudsen number of about 1 to 2 [Sha03], the total vacuum
7

In the experimental set-up, gas is injected through small orifices that are arranged in five rings (see
figure 4.6). In [PVS11] WGTS gas densities were calculated for inlet geometries with one and with
three injection boundaries, respectively. The difference in the bulk density distribution as well as in the
column density between both inlet configurations was found to be negligible.
8
This length was taken from the technical drawings of the WGTS beam tube.
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Figure 4.9.: Schema of the two-dimensional COMSOL beam tube model. Gas is
injected to the inlet boundaries in the centre and leaves the model through
the outlet boundaries.
boundary condition is actually not suitable. Thus, the outlet pressure obtained from the
initial simulation is used as a pressure outlet boundary condition in a second simulation.
The same method was also applied in the Sharipov model [Sha03, SK05, Shr10]. The simulation time for both outlet configurations is about 6 h to 7 h each. The two-dimensional
density distribution is depicted in figure 4.10.
The ratio of outlet to inlet pressure obtained from the presented total vacuum simulation
is about 0.07 and thus a factor of 1-2 larger than the value obtained in the beam tube
simulations by F. Sharipov. To compare both simulations, the same boundary conditions
need to be used. Here the difference between the pressure at the injection boundary,
used in the presented COMSOL simulation, and the average inlet pressure from equation
(4.29), used in the one-dimensional calculations by F. Sharipov, needs to be considered.
For a pressure of 0.38 Pa at the inlet boundary an average inlet pressure pin of 0.334 Pa is
calculated from the two-dimensional COMSOL model results. To compare the one- and
two-dimensional distributions, an average density distribution, n(z), is calculated from the
two-dimensional result n(r, z):
1
n(z) =
0.045 m

ZR
n(r, z)dr.

(4.42)

0

Differences in the number density for different radii exceed 0.1% only for the inlet and outlet regions. This verifies the approximation of fully-developed flow adopted in the Sharipov
model.
The one-dimensional density distributions along the beam tube axis for both models are
depicted in figure 4.11. Excluding the last metre in front of the outlets, the distributions from both models agree within 5%. Since the discrepancy increases with increasing
rarefaction it is probably caused by the finite velocity quadrature that shows a similar
uncertainty behaviour for increased rarefaction. In spite of the relatively large deviations
in the density distributions, the difference in column density is below 1%, since the density difference changes sign along the beam tube. This agrees with the model-dependent
column density uncertainty of about 1% stated in [Sha03], which will be further discussed
in section 4.3.1.
The influence of the different density distributions on the simulated electron spectrum
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(a) 2D density distribution

109

(b) 2D absolute bulk velocity

Figure 4.10.: Two-dimensional density and absolute bulk velocity distributions
for the COMSOL WGTS beam tube model.
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Figure 4.11.: Longitudinal density distributions from the two WGTS beam tube
models and their relative differences. The general form of both density
distributions, shown in the left figure, is similar. The relative difference between both models is shown in the right figure (grey dashed line – without
end corrections in the Sparipov model, green solid line – with end corrections
in the Sharipov model). Large differences occur mainly in the outlet region
of the WGTS beam tube, where the rarefaction is already large (δ ≈ 1.5).
In this region, the uncertainty from the discrete velocity method (quadrature D2Q36) used in the COMSOL calculation is already about 8%, see
section 4.2.1. The influence from end corrections for the Sharipov model is
small (about 1% in the outlet region).
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Figure 4.12.: Radial distribution of longitudinal velocity and values for the velocity parametrisation for the two WGTS beam tube models. The
parametrisation is given in terms of the rarefaction parameter δ. The longitudinal velocity next to the outlet at z = 5 m is given relative to the radial
coordinate (with beam tube radius R = 0.045 m).
and neutrino mass uncertainty are investigated in section 4.7.
The WGTS beam tube velocity distribution calculated with the COMSOL model differs
from the Sharipov model solution – this holds especially near the beam tube outlet, where
the gas flows quite rapidly. Outlet velocities of the order of 200 m s−1 are calculated. The
radial distribution of bulk velocities next to the outlet boundary at z = 5 m is shown in
figure 4.12a for both models. The large discrepancy is mainly caused by the finite velocity
method, which is not suitable for high bulk velocities of the order of the thermal molecular
velocity. Like the Sharipov model, the longitudinal velocity uz (z, r) obtained with the
COMSOL model can be parametrised with the help of (4.40) quite well. The resulting
distribution for the two parameters a(δ) and c(δ) is shown in figure 4.12b for both models.
The influence of the velocity model on the resulting modelled β-decay electron spectrum
is tested in combination with the corresponding density model in section 4.7. A combination of both models (e.g. COMSOL density model, Sharipov velocity model) should not
be used, since in this case the mass flow would not be conserved.

4.2.6. Modelling of gas flow in the DPS1
The column density inside the DPS1 contributes below 2% to the total column density of
the source and transport section. However, in order to consider the spatial distribution
of the magnetic field and the gas velocity that are both notably inhomogeneous in this
domain, the density distribution inside the DPS1 has to be included in the gas model of
the source. A gas dynamic simulation of this domain also gives also access to a more
accurate value for the adjacent outlet pressure of the 10 m.
Simulating the gas flow in the DPS1 is quite challenging – the gas flow is in the transition
regime at the position of the first pump port and develops into the free molecular regime
at the second pump port (compare figure 4.3). Furthermore, the relatively complex, nonradial symmetric geometry of the two pump ports requires a three-dimensional modelling
and prohibits a reasonably accurate analytical solution. In previous simulations of this
component discussed in [MDLS09] a TPMC approach (see section 4.2.1) was used. This
method is not suitable due to the regime of rarefaction in the first parts of the DPS1. Regarding the second pump port and the adjacent beam tube connecting DPS1-F and DPS2
in front direction and accordingly DPS1-R and rear section in the opposite direction, the
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Figure 4.13.: Pumping probability for gas particles reaching the TMP in the first
and second pump port of the DPS1 vs gas temperature. Data points
are taken from [SK05]. In principle, the pumping probabilities differ for first
and second pump port since the gas flow and temperature distribution are
slightly different. However, this effect is small compared to the uncertainty
of the pumping probability which is about 10%.
prior model boundary conditions do not match the current constraints: The temperature
distribution at the confining walls was taken to be constant on assumption of the former
(now obsolete) DPS2 design. The same holds for the outlet boundary condition at the end
of the DPS1-F which used a transition probability different from the current value calculated in [Jan15]. Thus, the simulations of the DPS1 components needed to be updated.
The modelling is divided into a three-dimensional simulation of the simplified first pump
port geometry, a two-dimensional simulation of the beam tube connecting first and second
pump port and a three-dimensional simulation including the second pump port, and the
tube to the DPS2. The particular simulation geometries can be seen in figure 4.2.
4.2.6.1. Determination of TMP pumping probability
Knowledge of the probability for gas molecules reaching the rotor blades of the turbomolecular pumps to be pumped out is essential to determine the boundary conditions
for the pumping surfaces. This problem was investigated in [SK05]. There the dependence of transmission probability and pumping speed on the tritium gas temperature was
investigated between 27 K and 200 K. The resulting data are given in figure 4.13. Gas
temperature and pumping probability are strongly correlated. Thus, the gas temperature
entering the TMP needs to be calculated to determine the actual pumping probability.
It can be calculated using the temperature distribution at the pump port walls (calculated in the previous chapter) in a non-isothermal gas flow simulation. To avoid such a
complicated and time consuming flow simulation, a trick can be used: Upon reaching the
TMP, the gas streams in a free molecular flow. For an accommodation coefficient of 1 the
molecule temperature is equal to the temperature of the surface were the last wall interaction took place. Combining the view factors of these surfaces with respect to the first
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Figure 4.14.: Gas temperature and relative density distribution at the position
of the first stage of TMP rotor blades. The rotor blades of the TMP
are replaced by a disc with radius of 125 mm that gets heated by irradiation
of the pump port walls.
stage of TMP rotor blades with the temperature of these surfaces, the gas temperature at
the corresponding position can be approximated (neglecting the influence from density of
flow emitted from the desorbing surfaces).
The wall temperature distribution is fixed to the one obtained in section 3.3.2 and section 3.3.4. The modelled TMP surface at fixed temperature of 333 K is replaced by a total
absorbing disc ( = 1, no reflection, no thermal conductance) with undefined temperature
– The disc temperature is determined purely by radiation from surfaces in direct line of
sight.
The simulated temperature distribution at the disc surface is shown in figure 4.14a. To get
the mean temperature of gas entering the TMP rotor blades, the disc surface temperature
is averaged over the gas density distribution9 . which is depicted in figure 4.14b.
The resulting average gas temperature at the rotor blade position is about 275 K. Interpolating the data from [SK05], this gas temperature corresponds to a transmission probability
of about 0.275 , as depicted in figure 4.13. The transmission probability Wpump of a TMP
is related to the pumping speed S by [SK05]:
√

π
T
2
2
S=
Rex
− Rin
vm Wpump .
(4.43)
2 273.15 K
Using internal and external rotor blade radii of Rin = 0.06 m and Rex = 0.12 m, the
pumping speed of the TMP for molecular tritium for the above calculated gas temperature conditions is about 2300 l s−1 . Considering the uncertainty of the approximated gas
temperature and from the interpolation of the pre-calculated transmission probabilities an
uncertainty of about 10 % can be assigned to the calculated pumping speed.
4.2.6.2. First pump port
According to the pressure reduction factor inside the central beam tube of the WGTS
the gas flow is in the transition region (δ ≈ 1 − 2) when entering the first pump port of
the DPS1. Together with the complicated three dimensional geometry the simulation of
gas flow in the first DPS1 pump port requires a distinct Monte Carlo approach (DSMC)
[Sha15]. The four tubes connecting the four TMPs wit the pumping chamber can be
9

Here a gas dynamic calculation using an approximated pumping speed of 2000 l s−1 is used as described
in section 4.2.6.3.
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Figure 4.15.: Model geometry of the first DPS1 pump port and adjacent WGTS
central beam tube end. All lengths are given in millimetres. Pump port
model and WGTS beam tube model overlap over the length zw to match the
flow field for both simulations. The tubes connecting the pumping chamber
with the TMPs, as well as the tube in the direction of the second pump port
are replaced by partially reflecting surfaces with transmission probabilities
Wp and Wt .
replaced by surfaces with transmission probability Wp and the pump port geometry can
be simplified. In order to obtain a realistic profile for the incoming flow, the pump port
model extends by 41 cm into the central WGTS beam tube. This allows to include the
change of radius at the end of the 10 m WGTS beam tube, as well as to connect the
flow field from the adjacent WGTS beam tube simulation smoothly to the pump port
calculation. The simplified pump port model is depicted in figure 4.15.
The temperature along the pump port is essential to build an accurate flow model. As
shown in the previous chapter in section 3.3.2 the temperature on the walls of the pumping
chamber is almost homogeneous (∆T < 2 K) and does not exceed 31 K. Thus, the influence
of thermomolecular flow is small compared to the uncertainty from statistical scatter of
the simulation which is about 1% [Sha15]. Thus, an isothermal approach is considered
suitable.
The transmission probability of the tubes leaving the pump port, Wp and Wt , can be
approximated depending on their length-to-radius ratio ρ as discussed in [Ber65, LB66]:

2
 2
1/2
2
3 − 16
8
−
ρ
ρ
+
4
+
ρ
2

ρ
ρ 2
1/2

 . (4.44)
Wp,t = 1 +
−
ρ +4
−
1/2
1/2
4
4
2
2
72ρ (ρ + 4) − 288 ln ρ/2 + (ρ /4 + 1)
The beam tube connecting pumping chamber and TMP has an average length to radius
ratio of about 4 implying a transmission probability of Wp ≈ 0.36 from equation (4.44).
However, parts of the tube are bent and its radius is not constant which causes the actual
transmission probability to be lower than approximated above. Thus, gas flow calculations
are carried out for transmission probabilities of 0.4 and 0.2. The tube connecting first
and second pump port has a length-to-radius ratio of 21. This results in a transmission
probability of Wt = 0.1. Particles that are not transmitted through the tube get reflected
with probability (1 − Wt,p ). The inlet pressure for the pump port simulation at position
zinDPS = LWGTS − zw is taken from the calculation of gas flow through the WGTS beam
tube. A WGTS injection pressure pin of 0.332 Pa results in a pressure of 0.0367 Pa at the
inlet boundary of the first pump port at z = zinDPS . The DSMC calculation was carried
out by F. Sharipov. Details on the method of solution can be found in [Sha15].
The resulting two-dimensional density inside the pump port for a transmission probability
Wp of 0.2 is depicted in figure 4.16a. The density distribution in the centre (at r = 0) along
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the pump port and the outlet part of the the beam of the WGTS is depicted in figure 4.16b.
Here the smooth transition between both calculations can be seen. Depending on the
transmission probability Wp , the ratio of pump port outlet to WGTS injection pressure
ranges from 0.01 to 0.02. The column density inside the pump port is about 1 × 10−3
times the total column density. Even if the pump port density has an error of 50%, the
effect on the total column density is about 1 × 10−3 % (considering pump port ar front and
rear side) and, compared to the other contributing errors, insignificant. The flow reduction
factor of the first pump port, using Wp = 0.2, is about 33. This is, despite the different
approach of solution, in agreement with the value of 30 calculated in the above mentioned
the TPMC in [MDLS09]. The small difference can be explained by the molecular beaming
effect in the TMPC calculation that is artificially enhanced by the neglected intermolecular
interactions.
4.2.6.3. Second pump port and adjacent beam tubes
As the gas exits the first pump port of the DPS1, its density is already 40 times smaller than
in the centre of the WGTS. This corresponds, depending on the transmission probability
of the first pump port, to a rarefaction parameter between 0.2 and 0.4 – the gas flow is
still in the transition regime. Therefore, the gas dynamics in the beam tube connecting
first and second pump port is simulated on the basis of the BGK equation, similar to the
approach used in section 4.2.5. The model represents the beam tube cross section along
the beam line and includes a two-dimensional representation of both adjacent pump ports
to get a smooth transitions between the calculations and reduce the molecular beaming
effect. Since the BGK equation is only valid for isothermal flow, temperature gradients
can not be handled correctly.
To evaluate the validity of such an isothermal flow assumption, the fraction of temperaturedriven flow can be approximated with the help of equation (4.33). Assuming a maximal
temperature difference of 6 K along the beam tube10 and using representative data for the
dimensionless flow rates Gp (δ) and GT (δ) from (4.36) as well as intermediate values for
T and p, the order of the dimensionless temperature and pressure gradients, ξT and ξp ,
along the tube axis can be approximated
ξT =

r δT
0.045 m 2 K
· GT (δ) ≈
·
· 0.62 ≈ 1.7 × 10−3 .
T δz
30 K
1.1 m

(4.45)

The tube length Lt is about 1.1 m. To approximate ξp , the flow is assumed to be in the
molecular regime11 . In this case, the already calculated transmission probability Wt ≈ 0.1
can be used to calculate the pressure difference along the tube ∆p = Wt v4q
2 . The average
m πr
pressure along the tube p̄ can be approximated with half the sum of the pressures at tube
entrance and outlet.
r δp
r ∆p
ξp = −
· Gp (δ) ≈ ·
· Gp (δ).
(4.46)
p δz
p̄ Lt
Using the above calculated factors for flow rate reduction in the first pump port and
pressure reduction of central beam tube and pump port, the average pressure (for standard
WGTS operation parameters) can be calculated. Thus ξp gets:
ξp ≈

0.045 m
6.5 mbar
·
· 1.41 ≈ 0.068.
−5
1.1 m
5.5 × 10 mbar

(4.47)

Plugging both gradients into equation (4.33), an dimensionless flow rate uncertainty of
about 10% is obtained which induces a column density uncertainty of similar size. This
10

The temperature difference along the corresponding tube is, according to the calculations in section 3.3.4,
even below 3 K.
11
Since here only the order of ξp needs to be approximated, this is a valid assumption.
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(a) Two-dimensional density distribution

End WGTS
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(b) One-dimensional density distribution

Figure 4.16.: Density distributions in the first pump port of the DPS1. In a) the
density distribution is plotted in the pump port cross section at y = 0 m. In
b) the density distribution for first pump port and WGTS beam tube end is
projected on the z-axis. Data are plotted for two limiting values assumed for
the transmission probability Wp .
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Figure 4.17.: Three-dimensional density distribution of the second pump port of
the DPS1 and adjacent beam tubes.
uncertainty does not harm the source model and its scattering probabilities since the
domain’s column density is about 0.27% of the total column density. Therefore, the corresponding total column density uncertainty is smaller than 5.5 × 10−4 (considering contributions from front and rear side). The calculated density distribution for this domain
is shown as part of the complete WGTS density distribution in figure 4.18 (dotted blue
line).
At the entrance of the second pump port the gas flow is in the free molecular regime, as
its rarefaction parameter is between 0.025 and 0.0125. This allows for gas flow simulations through more complex geometries and the second pump port can be simulated in a
three-dimensional approach without simplifications of the geometry. To account for the
molecular beaming effect, the model contains the just mentioned tube entering the second
pump port. The temperature changes significantly from about 30 K at the beginning of
the domain to room temperature at the flange to DPS2, as discussed in section 3.3.4.In
contrast to the adjacent tube model, temperature gradients need to be included here, since
the thermomolecular flow reaches the order of the Poiseuille flow. The molecular flow interface within the COMSOL microfluidics module [COM14a] is used for the calculations.
It applies the angular coefficient method discussed in section 4.2.1. The model contains
the pumping ducts and the TMPs are replaced by a partially absorbing surface. The gas
temperature dependent transmission probability for the TMP Wpump0 and corresponding
pumping speed S = 2300 l s−1 have been calculated above. The temperature distribution
on the pump port walls is taken from the heat transfer simulations in section 3.3.4. The
particle flux emitted from the pumping surface Qemis relative to the incoming particle flux
Qin is considered using

0
Qemit = 1 − Wpump
Qin .
(4.48)
The adjacent DPS2 is represented by a partially absorbing surface with transmission probability 0.2. This value is obtained connecting the particular transmission probabilities of
the following DPS2 components (calculated in [Jan15]) according to the principle used in
[LDH+ 06] and [MDLS09]12 .
The calculated three-dimensional density profile is shown in figure 4.17. The density reduction factor of the second pump port and adjacent beam tube obtained in the simulation
12

The pump 0 at the beginning of the DPS2 was not considered in the calculations in [Jan15].
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Figure 4.18.: Density distribution of the WGTS composite gas model up to
DPS2. Relative density distribution for WGTS and DPS1 at the beam
tube axis in front direction including beam tubes and pump ports.
is about 4.7, the contribution to the column density amounts to 0.03%. In the TPMC
calculations in [MDLS09] an outlet transmission probability of 0.1 was used, according to
calculations for the former DPS2 design in [LDH+ 06]. Nevertheless, the calculated flow reduction factor of about 10 is still comparable with the one obtained in this work. Though,
the density distributions from both simulations differ, the density reduction factor calculated in [MDLS09] is about a factor two lower. However, since the domain’s column density
accounts less than 0.04% to the total value, this does not harm the Katrin sensitivity.
For the composite gas model of the source all separately modelled components need to
be connected. As parts of the preceding domains are always included in the subsequent
model, a smooth density transition between the neighbouring components is established.
This can be seen in figure 4.18. Density and flow reduction factors for all components up
to the DPS2 and rear section are summarised in table 4.1. The geometry of the different
front and rear sided components is taken to be mirrored. Still, the small asymmetry in
the WGTS beam tube geometry leads to slightly different reduction factors in front and
rear direction. The total density reduction factor from the injection in the WGTS up to
the beginning of the DPS2 is about 2000 and an overall DPS1 flow reduction of about 400
is obtained. Using the results from [Jan15], where a reduction factor of about 4.5 × 105
was obtained for the DPS2, a combined gas flow reduction factor of 1.8 × 108 is obtained
for the two differential pumping section DPS1-F and DPS2.

4.2.7. Modelling of pump failure in the DPS1
Different from the calculations and models presented above, the simulation described in
this section will not be used in the Katrin gas model to calculate the source β-decay
spectrum. Instead, these calculations will be employed in commissioning measurements,
discussed in section 4.6, to verify the gas model predictions.
The model geometry is similar to the three-dimensional model of the first pump port in
the DPS1 as described in section 4.2.6, the only difference being the beam tube leaving the
pump port in direction of flow is extended by 26 cm. The pumping probability at the beam
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Table 4.1.: Reduction factors and column densities for the modelled WGTS components. Density and flow reduction factors, xn and xq , are given for each
simulated domain. Small differences in front and rear distributions are due to
a small WGTS beam tube asymmetry.
Domain

nout /nin,WGTS

ρd/ρd0

xn

xq

WGTS beam tube front
WGTS beam tube rear
DPS1-F 1st pp
DPS1-R 1st pp
DPS1-F 1st bt
DPS1-R 1st bt
DPS1-F 2nd pp+bt
DPS1-R 2nd pp+bt

0.034
0.033
0.026
0.025
2.34 × 10−3
2.23 × 10−3
5 × 10−4
5.2 × 10−4

0.492
0.499
1.1 × 10−3
1.1 × 10−3
2.7 × 10−3
2.6 × 10−3
3.1 × 10−4
3 × 10−4

29.2
30.4
1.3
1.3
11.1
11.1
4.7
4.7

33
33
11.7
11.7
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5.2 × 10−4

0.492

1980
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tube outlet surface is set to 0.1. The transmission probabilities Wp for the surfaces that
represent the connection to the TMPs is set to 0.2 in the initial calculation. In the two
successive simulations, the failure of first one and then two TMPs is simulated by setting
the corresponding transmission probability to zero. The pressure at the inlet boundary is
set to 0.037 Pa. The wall temperature is assumed to be 30 K for the whole model.
The gas flow is calculated by applying the model equations (BGK-model) in the frame
of the transitional flow module in COMSOL, as used in section 4.2.6.3. Since the model
needs to be three dimensional and the geometry is quite complicated, the discretisation of
the geometry is quite coarse to reduce the degrees of freedom in the calculation. 1 × 104
elements are used to mesh the geometry, in the DSMC simulation of the first pump port
(section 4.2.6) the number of individual cells was 20 times as large. Still, the solution is
memory consuming since the number of degrees of freedom is about 1 × 106 . Due to the
coarse mesh, the model has large uncertainties. Their magnitude can be approximated
by a comparison with the prior DSMC results of the first pump port – here differences
of about 50% in the components column density and its density reduction factor are obtained. However, since the pump port column density does only account by about 0.1%
to the total column density, the overall effect is washed out. Only the ratio of column
density with all pumps working and with one or two pumps down needs to be compared.
One does not need to be sensitive to the absolute column density.
The density distribution along the pump port is significantly affected by the number of
working TMPs, as depicted in figure 4.19. The pump port outlet density increases by
about 15% if one TMP does not work and by 50% if two TMPs do not work. The pump
port column density increases by about 16.8% and 36.2%, respectively. The total column
density increase for one and two pumps being switched off can be measured and compared
to the predictions from the gas model, as will be discussed further in section 4.6.

4.2.8. The gas model of KATRIN in SSC – current status
The gas flow simulations described in the previous sections need to be implemented in the
SSC gas model to be used in the Katrin analysis. The structure of the SSC gas model
did not allow to complete the modelling of the beam tube gas density by including further
components. Within the scope of this thesis (together with M. Kleesiek) a composite SSC
gas model structure was introduced. It allows to connect the calculations of density and
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Figure 4.19.: Density distribution in the first pump port of DPS1 for assumed
shut-down of one and two TMPs, respectively. The density is plotted
along the beam tube axis (r = 0 m). The ripples at the beginning and at the
end of the pump port density distribution are caused by the relatively coarse
discretisation of the model geometry.
velocity distribution in different components as well as refined calculations of particular
parts of components. The structure is based on the SSC class SSCGasDynamicsComposite
that connects different supplementary gas models, if specified. The density distribution
from a reference gas dynamics model is used to scale the supplementary density models
positions where the models overlap. Since most of the implemented supplementary gas
models are based on pre-calculated density distributions, the inlet density scaling is only
valid in a certain range – the gas flow does not change linearly with the inlet pressure.
This problem is further discussed in section 4.3.1. The velocities are smoothly connected
between neighbouring models by averaging between both models in a transition region.
Different kinds of supplementary gas models are implemented in SSC:
• SSCGasDynamicsDPS1 – Gas model of the first pump port of DPS1 (front and
rear direction). Pre-calculated demsity and velocity set from the data obtained in
section 4.2.6.2. (three-dimensional model).
• SSCGasDynamicsInlet – Model of the inlet region from z =−45 mm to 45 mm. The
modelling is based on the calculations described in section 4.2.4 (two dimensional
model depending on r and z coordinates.)
• SSCGasDynamicsTransport – Two-dimensional model of beam tube connecting first
and second pump port (front and rear direction) depending on r and z coordinates.
Based on data obtained in section 4.2.6.3.
– Three-dimensional model of the second pump port of the DPS1 and the adjacent
tube to the DPS2. Based on density and velocity distributions obtained in 4.2.6.3.
After scaling13 of the density distributions of the different components, the column density
of the full gas model is adjusted to the user-defined input value.
13

A scaling factor is calculated for each domain (the 10 m WGTS beam tube that has a scaling factor of
one). Therefore, the densities in where the domain overlaps with its precursor (in inverse direction of
flow) is used. The obtained ratio is used to scale the density of the whole domain in order to get a
smooth density transition between both domains.
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The gas model for the 10 m beam tube is refined. End effects are implemented in the calculations using the method of an effective length, as introduced in section 4.2.4. Furthermore,
it is slightly adapted to work with user-defined values for the macroscopic parameters accommodation coefficient and viscosity.
The comparative WGTS beam tube calculation with COMSOL is implemented in two
new density classes SSCDensityCOMSOL1D and SSCDensityCOMSOL2D for one- and
two-dimensional modelling, respectively. These data be will be predominantly used to
test the influence of the density distribution uncertainty on the neutrino mass squared in
section 4.3.1. Since the COMSOL classes are based on pre-calculated data, sheets are calculated for input pressures from 0.315 Pa to 0.348 Pa in steps of 1 × 10−3 Pa to 5 × 10−3 Pa.
Thus, for a variable inlet pressure from 0.315 Pa to 0.348 Pa the density can be calculated
accurately by interpolating between the pre-calculated data sets. To account for a possible
reduction of column density in the WGTS data sheets for 5%, 10%, 20% and 50% of the
nominal column density are prepared.

4.3. Uncertainties of the gas model
In this section, the uncertainties of the gas flow calculations that form the gas model
of the source and transport section are discussed. Model dependent uncertainties like
numerical errors or such, that are induced by simplifying either the domains geometry
or the governing flow equations and input parameter-induced uncertainties are considered
separately.

4.3.1. Model dependent uncertainties
The bulk of the gas density, about 98-99%, is situated in the 10 m beam tube in the
centre of the WGTS. Therefore, the uncertainties related to the gas model for this specific
component are investigated separately from those of the remaining (DPS1) components. In
the following, only uncertainties that are related to the model description are considered.
The contribution of the single components to the uncertainty of the total column density
is visualised in figure 4.20.
WGTS beam tube gas model
The model dependent column density uncertainty in the 10 m WGTS beam tube calculations is determined by the uncertainty of relative flow rate coefficients Gp (δ) and GT (δ)
that are used to calculate the density distribution inside the WGTS (see equation (4.35)).
Calculations in [GPS11] and [SK09] showed a maximal flow rate model discrepancy of less
than 2.5% in the transition regime (δ ≈ 1) comparing results from the BGK equation, the
S-Model and the DSMC method. As parts of the WGTS beam tube are in the hydrodynamic regime that can be calculated more reliably, the throughput and column density
uncertainty for the one-dimensional WGTS 10 m beam tube calculation will clearly be
below 2%.
Effects from two-dimensional flow in the region of inlet and outlet cause a deviation of 4%
for the gas throughput while the influence on column density is below 1%. The latter can
be further reduced to 0.4% if the flow rates are corrected with the help of the method of
the effective length.
Azimuthal temperature gradients cause non-axial flow contributions, as well. However, if
the longitudinal temperature profile is known, the azimuthal flow can be included in the
gas model reliably.
A comparative isothermal 10 m beam tube simulation (see section 4.2.5), based on a different model approach, showed local density differences up to 14% in the outlet region.
Still, both models agree within 2% in a central region 3 m around the inlet, where about
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80% of the total density can be found. Therefore, the column density difference for both
models is only about 1% and confirms the value given above.
The remaining uncertainties of the WGTS beam tube density calculation are related to
the gas model input parameters and are summarised in section 4.3.2.
DPS1 gas model components
First pump port
The major uncertainty of the DPS1 gas model is related to the transmission probability
for the tubes connecting pump port and TMPs. It has a rather large influence on the
density distribution in the pump port. Testing transmission probabilities of 0.2 and 0.4, a
pump port column density difference of 40% was reported in [Sha15]. The pressure at the
end of the pump port is increased by a factor of two for the lower transmission probability.
In the SSC composite gas model, the relative density distribution in the pump port14 is
scaled with the density at the connection between beam tube and pump port model at z =
LWGTS − 41 cm. Since the gas flow depends non-linearly on the injection pressure (if interactions between gas particles cannot be neglected), the density scaling can only be used for
scaling factors similar to 1. This requirement can be relaxed if the rarefaction gets larger.
In [Sha15] the gas throughput was varied by 10 % (q(293 K) = 1.925 mbar l s−1 ± 10%) to
test how accurate the density scaling in the first pump port works. This corresponds to a
pressure variation of about 5% at the beginning of the first pump port. The pump port
column densities from the model calculation with updated throughput, and from the one
obtained from scaling with the pump port inlet pressure ratio, agree within 5%. This discrepancy is small compared to the contributions from other uncertainties discussed above.
The statistic scattering of the solution, as introduced in section 4.2.1, contributes about
1% to the total density uncertainty and is thus insignificant.
In total this yields an uncertainty of about 46% for the calculated pump port column
density as well as for the 10 m WGTS beam tube exit pressure. This exit pressure uncertainty is important, since it translates to an inlet pressure uncertainty of equal size in the
subsequent domain (see figure 4.20).
The pump port density contributes by about 0.1% to the total column density, see table 4.1. Since both pump ports (rear and front side) need to be considered, the related
uncertainty of the overall column density ρdgas is about 0.1%.
Beam tube connecting first and second pump port
One of the main contributions to the uncertainty of this gas model was already discussed
in section 4.2.6 – the model was solved assuming isothermal flow. Thus, temperature
gradients on the beam tube due to radiation heat load from the pump port can not be
considered. The related column density uncertainty for a reasonable size of temperature
gradients was approximated to be below 5%.
The solution of this model is based on the discrete velocity method with a D2Q36 quadrature. For Knudsen numbers of about 1, which is the order of rarefaction of this component,
this quadrature is related to an uncertainty of the order of 10% in the density distribution
as discussed in section 4.2.1.
Like in the adjacent pump port component, the density in this domain is scaled according
to the density at the transition to the connecting upstream component when used in the
SSC composite gas model. For inlet pressure variations of 10% this implies a discrepancy
of roughly 5% for the scaled column density and the outlet pressure of this component.
Still, the uncertainty from the outlet pressure of the first pump port model, which is the
inlet pressure for this component, needs to be considered. It can be estimated to cause
another 50% uncertainty for the column density of this component. Since the compo14

Calculated for a WGTS injection density nin = 8.28 × 1020 m−3 and a throughput of q = 1.926 mbar l s−1 .
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Figure 4.20.: Contributions of single domains to uncertainty of total column density. Uncertainties marked by a bar of same colour belong to the same component. The 10 m WGTS beam tube model hast the largest uncertainty –
it is scaled by a factor of 0.1. The second largest contribution comes from
the uncertainty of the transmission probability ∆Wp of the tube connecting the TMP with the first pump port. This domains outlet density has
an uncertainty of equal size. This outlet uncertainty propagates through all
subsequent domains as an uncertainty in the inlet density of the particular domain. Contributions from components at rear and and front side of
the WGTS have been considered. The overall column density calculation
uncertainty is far above the required 0.2%.
nent contributes about 0.1% to the total column density, another 2.5 × 10−3 total column
density uncertainty is induced, . for front and rear side combined.
Second pump port and beam tube to DPS2
The pumping speed, or transmission probability at the pumping surface, influences the density distribution. Varying the pumping probability by about 10% causes density changes
between 5 and 8%. The transmission probability for the model outlet surface (connection
to the DPS2) does influence the density and gas flow reduction factor of this component,
too. It mainly determines the density in the beam tube part of the model. Changing the
transmission probability from 0.2 to 0.1 alters the pump port density by less than 5%.
However, the density at the outlet is changed by about 30%. The flow rate reduction
factor decreases by 32%. The error induced by scaling of the obtained distribution to the
actual outlet pressure of the previous component can be neglected, since the gas flow is
in the free molecular regime. The contribution to the total column density uncertainty is
insignificant, since the modelled domain contributes only a fraction of about 5 × 10−4 to
the overall column density.

4.3.2. Uncertainty related to input parameters
As shown in section 4.2.2, the parameters viscosity and accommodation coefficient, ηT2
and α, have not been measured for tritium and are thus approximated using H2 and D2
data. The tritium viscosity is obtained using the ηD2 value at 30 K scaled with the T2 -D2
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Figure 4.21.: Influence from uncertainties of viscosity and accommodation coefficient on column density. The viscosity-related uncertainties are represented by black triangles. Red dots indicate accommodation coefficientrelated uncertainties. (Note the different axes for both parameter uncertainties.
mass ratio and a correction factor of 0.95 that is inferred from measured ηH2 and ηD2
values at 30 K. The discrepancy between calculated and measured D2 viscosity can be
used to infer the T2 viscosity uncertainty – it is smaller than 7%.
Another uncertainty of 2.5% has to be added if the viscosity is not corrected for other hydrogen isotopologues being present in the WGTS gas mixture to about 5%. Though, even
for a conservative estimate of ∆ηT2 /ηT2 = 10% the column density is merely influenced
by about 0.7%, as depicted in figure 4.21.
An accommodation coefficient of about 0.91 is inferred from measurements with helium
on stainless steel, since no data are available for tritium on steel, see sec. 4.2.2. For the
T2 gas in the WGTS, the accommodation coefficient is assumed to be 1 because of the
low WGTS beam tube temperature of 30 K and the adsorbed tritium layers at the tube
walls. Nevertheless, the uncertainty of the Katrin accommodation coefficient is assumed
to be 10%. This corresponds to a column density uncertainty of about 0.75% as depicted
in figure 4.21.
Besides the above discussed model-related and transport parameter-induced uncertainties, the influence of the WGTS gas flow variables inlet pressure, pin , WGTS 10 m beam
tube outlet pressure, pex , and beam tube temperature need to be considered. Since neither
pin nor pex can be measured directly, their values can only be inferred from conductance
measurements which induce relatively large uncertainties up to 10% (further discussed in
section 4.4). Even without considering their influence, the uncertainty on the calculation of
the WGTS column density is about 2.3% which clearly exceeds the Katrin limit15 which
would cause a neutrino mass squared uncertainty larger than 0.01 eV2 [Höt12] which is
far to large to be tolerated. Therefore, the determination of the absolute value of the
15

Here it should be noted that in [AAB+ 05] the accuracy of the column density determination have only
been considered in combination with the measurements of the energy loss function.
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column density is not possible with the gas model. It needs to be determined by dedicated
measurements further described in section 4.5.1.
The column density uncertainty discussed in this section does only hold for the calculation
of the absolute value. Uncertainties from the modelling of column density changes has
much lower uncertainties and is discussed in the following section.

4.4. Modelling of column density changes
The determination of the product of column density and scattering cross section by an
absolute measurement is inevitable. Still, this measurement can not be performed continuously. Thus, several monitoring methods will be used to check experimentally if the
column density variation is below the required 0.2% level on a time scale of minutes.
In this section it will be shown, that the gas model can be used to calculate reliably how
the column density changes for small variations of the buffer vessel pressure pB , for changes
of the pressure in the pump port, pex , and for small temperature drifts. These precisely
monitored changes can be used in the calculation of the source electron spectrum which
would reduce the uncertainty related to variations of the column density (column density
precision). After discussing the relation between the variation of WGTS operational parameters and column variations, the modelling limits of these changes will be derived in
4.4.1.
Once the column density is measured with the electron gun this value, ρdexp , will be implemented in the gas model, to calculate the corresponding gas model inlet pressure pin,th 16 .
The column density is related to a certain set of main parameters: Inlet pressure, pin ,
temperature distribution, pressure in the first pump port (related to the pumping speed)
and tritium purity17 . When either of these parameters drifts, the column density will be
affected as well: ρd = ρd(pin , T (r, z), , pex , T ). The temperature distribution and tritium
purity can be measured directly and be used to update gas model and column density.
The WGTS beam tube inlet and exit pressures can not be determined by measurement.
Their relative changes need to be derived from the pressure in the pressure controlled
buffer vessel (in the following called buffer vessel for simplicity), pB , and accordingly from
the pressure measured next to the turbo molecular pumps in the first pump port of the
DPS1, pTMP .
Before the actual calculation of column density changes is described, the column density uncertainty limits for changing of operational parameters need to be defined (column
density precision). Assuming a balance between the (measurement) uncertainty of the
absolute column density times inelastic scattering cross section, ∆ (ρd)abs , and the uncertainty due to variations of operational parameters, ∆ρdvar , the total column density times
scattering cross section uncertainty can be calculated:
s





√
∆ρd · σ
∆ρd · σ 2
∆ρd 2
∆ρd
=
+
≈ 2
.
(4.49)
ρd · σ
ρd · σ abs
ρd var
ρd var
Aiming for combined uncertainty lower than 0.2% for the column density times scattering
cross section ( ∆ρd·σ
ρd·σ ), the uncertainty budget of column density variations yields:


∆ρd
ρd



≤ 1.4 × 10−3 .

(4.50)

var

16

This calculated inlet pressure is not equal to the real inlet pressure according to the uncertainty of the
gas model column density calculation. However, when plugged into the gas model it provides the correct
column density.
17
For the calculation of the changes in ρdgas only large changes in T altering the gas viscosity by more
than 1 to 2% need to be considered.
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If uncertainties from variation of the three main contributing WGTS operation parameters
x each contribute equally this means a maximal column density uncertainty of


√
∆ρd
(4.51)
≤ 1.4 × 10−3 / 3 ≈ 8 × 10−4 .
ρd var,x
caused by variations of a single operation parameter. The limit (4.51) represents a conservative approach since it is assumed that all parameters change and the drift is only in
one direction. For fluctuations in both directions, the effects would partially cancel.
Variation of the buffer vessel pressure
Neither the pressure in the injection chamber, nor the inlet pressure, pin , as defined through
equation (4.29), can be measured directly. The quantity that can be measured is the
pressure in the buffer vessel. It is related to the inlet pressure by the conductance C of
the tube connecting both positions18 and through the gas throughput q
q = (pB − pin ) · C.

(4.52)

A precise quantitative relation between both pressures cannot be derived since the determination of the conductance (experimentally or analytically) has large uncertainties. Still,
for reasonable small variations of about 1%, the relative change in buffer vessel pressure
can be accurately related to the relative change in inlet pressure. For pin << pB and
constant temperature conditions, equation (4.52) can be transformed


∆q
1
δC pB ∆pB
1
1
= C + pB ·
, with:
=
+
.
(4.53)
q
δpB q pB
C
Ccapillary Cloop
|
{z
}
βpB

In equation (4.53) Ccapillary denotes the conductance of the capillary inside the WGTS
cryostat feeding T2 in the injection chamber and Cloop the conductance of the tube that
leaves the buffer vessel and that is connected through the capillary. For a circular tube in
the viscous regime the conductance increases with increasing tube diameter d and decreases
4
with increasing tube length l: C ∝ dl [WAWJ04]. With a tube diameter of dloop = 25 mm
and a length lloop = 10 m the conductance Cloop is significantly larger than Ccapillary , as,
dcapillary = 2.1 mm and lcapillary = 5 m. Thus, according to equation (4.53), the large
conductance of the loop can be neglected. The feed capillary is thermally coupled to the
WGTS beam tube. Therefore, the capillary is assumed to have a constant temperature
of about 30 K and temperature gradients that would influence the conductivity can be
neglected. The buffer vessel pressure is about 10 mbar and Cloop is large which means, the
pressure at the entrance to the capillary can be assumed to be about 10 mbar. Thus, the
flow at the entrance of the capillary is clearly hydrodynamic. However, if the capillary
flow approaches the WGTS injection chamber the gas is in the transition regime19 . The
conductance of a tube with gas flow in the hydrodynamic and in the transition regime both
can be approximated using the formula derived by Knudsen [Knu09b]. He supposed an
average conductance that can be calculated adding the conductance in the free molecular
and viscous case, Cm and Cvis :
C = Cvis + ZCm

, with Z going from 0.8 to 1.

18

(4.54)

The two lines are a capillary inside the WGTS cryostat feeding the gas into the injection chamber and
a tube from the buffer vessel that belongs to the Katrin loop part
19
Using an injection chamber pressure of about 6 × 10−3 mbar, see section 4.2.4, and rcapillary = 1.05 mm
the rarefaction parameter is calculated to be 0.9.
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The correction term Z is taken to be 1 in the following. Using the equation from HagenPoiseuille for the viscous part and the one obtained by Knudsen for the free molecular
part, equation (4.54) reads:


π d3 vm 3 p̄d
C=
+1 .
(4.55)
12 l
32 ηvm
The average pressure in the capillary, p̄, can be approximated with pB /2, as pB  pin .
Small changes in buffer vessel pressure are related to a variation of the throughput by
the coefficient βpB introduced in equation (4.53). It can be calculated, plugging equation
30 K
(4.55) in equation (4.53) and using20 pB = 10 mbar and q = 1.8 mbar l s−1 · 273.15
K . This
means: βpB ≈ 2.
Since the calculation of the conductance with the help of equation (4.55) is an approximation, it is assumed to be as accurate as 10% which is also the quality that can be
reached from a dedicated conductance measurement of the capillary. This translates to an
uncertainty of the coefficient βpB , and thus on the calculation of throughput variation, of
10% as well.
Throughput and column density variation are linked by the coefficient αq :
∆ρd
dρd ∆q
dρd q ∆q
·
=
·
=
·
.
ρd
dq ρd
dq ρd q
| {z }

(4.56)

αq

For a stable temperature in the buffer vessel and in the WGTS beam tube the throughput
variation is related to a change in the injection pressure pin

−1




δρd pin 
∆ρd
 δq pin 
·
=
·
·

ρd
δpin ρd  δpin q 
| {z } | {z }
αpin

∆q
.
q

(4.57)

βpin

From equations (4.56) and equation (4.57) it follows that αq = αpin (βpin )−1 . The coefficients αpin and βpin are related to relative changes in the WGTS injection pressure:
∆pin
∆ρd
= αpin
,
ρd
pin

∆q
∆pin
= βpin
.
q
pin

(4.58)

The values of αpin and βpin for standard Katrin parameters can be determined using the
central 10 m beam tube gas model from section 4.2.3 – Column density and throughput
changes according to slightly varying inlet pressures need to be calculated. The influence
of the gas flow in other components in direction of flow is not included here, since the bulk
of the column density resides in the central WGTS beam tube.
The result is depicted in figure 4.22. The coefficients αpin and βpin can be read off the
slope of the shown distributions
αpin ≈ 1.06 ,

βpin ≈ 1.7

−→

αq ≈ 0.62.

(4.59)

These values match the approximated values in [Sha03] quite well. To verify the calculated
coefficients, the inlet pressure influenced column density changes are calculated one more
time using the comparative beam tube model from section 4.2.5. Here the coefficient
αpin,COMSOL is calculated to be about 1.059 which is in perfect agreement with the other
model coefficient.
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Figure 4.22.: Dependence of relative throughput and column density changes on
the variation of inlet pressure. For the column density changes, data
from the two different beam tube models (Sharipov, COMSOL) are shown.
Throughput changes are calculated with the Sharipov model only. From
the slope of the distributions, the coefficients αpin (red dots) and βpin (black
squares) can be deduced: COMSOL model – αpin ≈ 1.059, Sharipov model –
αpin ≈ 1.062 and βpin ≈ 1.7.
It is important to update all coefficients to the particular measurement conditions (buffer
vessel pressure, conductance, throughput, temperature), for the calculation of the given
coefficients design values from [AAB+ 05] had been used.
Now it can be deduced, how column density and injection pressure react if the buffer vessel
pressure changes:
∆ρd
= αq · βpB ·
ρd
∆pin
= βp−1
· β pB
in
pin

∆pB
∆pB
≈ 1.24 ·
pB
pB
∆pB
∆pB
·
≈ 1.18 ·
.
pB
pB

(4.60)
(4.61)

This means, that the inlet pressure obtained for an initial buffer vessel pressure can be
adjusted to a changed buffer vessel pressure. To this end, the initial inlet pressure needs
to be multiplied by the measured buffer vessel pressure change ∆pB /pB and by a factor of
1.18.
If the buffer vessel pressure change is not corrected for in the gas model, it needs to be
stable below 8 × 10−4 / (αq · βpB ) ≈ 7.6 × 10−4 , as derived from equation (4.51). This strict
requirement can be relaxed by a factor of about 8.5, if the gas model is used to correct for
these changes as further discussed in section 4.4.1 below.

Variation of temperature distribution
Changes in the temperature distribution changes can be updated in the gas model without
further modifications. If the gas model is not updated an inaccuracy of the calculated
20

reference value from [AAB+ 05] and [Sha03]
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column density develops, which depends on the magnitude of the variation (∆x/x) as
depicted in figure 4.23. A correlation coefficient αT with
αT =

δρd T
·
δT ρd

(4.62)

can be read off the slope of the corresponding graph. The analysed temperature shift ∆T
is related to the whole WGTS beam tube temperature (WGTS = const = T0 + ∆T ). The
calculation of temperature induced column density changes is performed for both WGTS
central beam tube gas models.
The temperature coefficients αT derived from both models ( Sharipov model – αT = 1.06,
COMSOL model – αT = 1.022) agree within 3.6%. This discrepancy has to be included in
the uncertainty analysis in section 4.2.3. With the particular column density requirement
from equation (4.51) and αT ≈ 1.06 one can infer that the temperature needs to be stable
below 7.5 × 10−4 . This requirement can be relaxed by a factor of 20 if the temperature in
the gas model is updated regularly, as further discussed in section 4.4.1.
Variation of beam tube outlet pressure
The pressure in the first pump port of the DPS1, here denoted as beam tube outlet
pressure, is an input parameter in the calculation of the WGTS gas profile. If it varies
while WGTS inlet pressure and temperature remain constant, the column density changes
as shown by the red circles in figure 4.23. Column density and outlet pressure are related
by the coefficient αpex :
∆ρd
∆pex
= αpex
.
(4.63)
ρd
pex
From the slope of the corresponding curve in figure 4.23 αpex is calculated to be about 0.029.
Combined with equation (4.50) this leads to a pump port pressure stability requirement of
2.5%. It can be further relaxed if the gas model is updated for the changed outlet pressure
as discussed in section 4.4.1.
Like the WGTS inlet pressure, the pressure in the pump port cannot be measured directly.
However, next to the pumps, the pressure is measured. In principle, for changes smaller
than 10%, the measured pressure changes next to the TMP, pTMP , can be directly related
to the change of pressure in the pumping chamber:
∆pex
∆pTMP
≈
,
pex
pTMP

(4.64)

and the gas model can be updated. The validity of equation (4.64) is analysed in appendix E.

4.4.1. Limits for modelling of column density variation
For small amplitudes of long-term drifts and slow variations of the operational parameters,
the theoretical gas model can be used to calculate changes in the column density and
update the value. The characteristic time scale for parameter changes to be visible in the
density distribution is given by the average time, τ , a molecule needs to go through the
WGTS which is about 0.5 s. About five times τ after any small parameter change, the
gas should be in equilibrium again. This is verified by a time-dependent test model in
appendix D. Thus, small parameter changes (not larger several than per cent) that occur
at time scales larger than about 5 s can be resolved by the gas model and included in the
analysis.
For instance, in a column density measurement the WGTS operation parameters at the
moment of the electron gun measurement are plugged into the gas model. The obtained
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Figure 4.23.: Column density change induced by absolute beam tube temperature changes (black) and changes in the pump port pressure (red).
The temperature dependency, coefficient αT , is analysed for both beam tube
density models: Sharipov model – αT = 1.06, COMSOL model – αT = 1.02
respectively. The outlet pressure dependency is investigated for the Sharipov
mode, the coefficient αpex is determined as 0.029.
injection pressure corresponds to the measured column density for this configuration. For
changes in the buffer vessel pressure, the initial injection pressure is updated according to
relation (4.60). The same procedure is applied, for drifts of temperature or outlet pressure.
The column density correction reduces the uncertainty from WGTS operation parameter
instabilities (see remarks above). This way even eventual (but not expected) parameter
changes above the per mill level can be partially be compensated. The limits of such a
compensation arederived
 in the following. Here uncertainties that are related to the gas
∆ρdx
dynamics model
need to be disentangled from uncertainties errx related to the
ρd
m

determination of the WGTS parameter change ∆x
x or to its column density correlation
x
parameter αx . Both uncertainties add to the total uncertainty ∆ρd
ρd related to the change
of the particular operational parameter x
s



∆ρdx
∆ρdx 2
∆x 2
=
+ αx · errx
.
(4.65)
ρd
ρd
x
m
The modelled inlet pressure uncertainty, ∆pin ≈ 2.3%, that is related to the gas model
uncertainty
itself, can be used to get an estimate of the contribution from the gas model


∆ρdx
. The way the column density changes induced by variations of operation paramρd
m
eters depend on the absolute value of the inlet pressure needs to be investigated. For two
different initial inlet pressures pin and pin + ∆p the relative difference reads



ρd (pin , x) − ρd pin , x ∆x
− ρd (pin + ∆p, x)
∆ρdx
x +1
=
ρd
ρd
(p
,
x)
in
m

∆x
−ρd pin + ∆p, x x + 1
.
(4.66)
ρd (pin , x)
In the following a difference ∆p of 5% is assumed which exceeds the gas model inlet
pressure uncertainty to arrive at a conservative estimation.
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Below, contributions from the three main gas flow related WGTS operation parameters
are analysed separately.
Inlet density variation
Due to the poorly known capillary conductance and the related uncertainty of the coefficient βpB of 10%, the calculation of inlet pressure changes from equation (4.60) for a given
B
initial inlet pressure has a relative uncertainty of about 0.1 · βpB · ∆p
pB . The comparison
of the coefficients αpin calculated with the two WGTS beam tube models showed a small
discrepancy of 2 × 10−3 . It is small compared to the conductance related uncertainty and
can be neglected. Adding model and parameter induced term according to equation (4.65)
gives the full uncertainty from calculations of column density changes induced by inlet
pressure variations
s



∆ρdp
∆ρdp 2
∆pB 2
=
+ αpin · βpB · 0.1 ·
.
(4.67)
ρd
ρd m
pB
The uncertainty as a function of the inlet pressure variation is depicted in figure 4.24a –
buffer vessel pressure changes up to about 0.65% can be modelled within the required precision of ∆ρd/ρd ≤ 7.6 × 10−4 . For buffer vessel pressure changes smaller than 2 × 10−3 ,
which is the precision required from [AAB+ 05]21 , the related uncertainty in column density
can be even reduced to 2.5 × 10−4 .

Temperature variation
For the calculation of the range of validity of the gas model column density correction
for temperature changes, the uncertainty from temperature sensor measurement can be
neglected due to its high precision (≤ 0.1%) [BBB+ 12, GBSS11]. The uncertainty of the
correlation factor αT of about 3.5% was calculated above comparing results from the two
different beam tube gas models. Thus, equation (4.65) reads
s



∆T 2
∆ρdT
∆ρdT 2
+ αT · 0.035 ·
=
.
(4.68)
ρd
ρd
T
m
The column density uncertainty caused by temperature variations including the corrections from the gas model is depicted in figure 4.24b. Relative temperature changes up to
1.3 × 10−2 can be handled by the gas model within the required precision of 7.6 × 10−4 .
On the other hand, if the temperature keeps stable on the per mill level, as required in
[AAB+ 05]22 , the related column density uncertainty can be reduced to 1 × 10−4 .
Pump port pressure variation
The WGTS 10 m beam tube outlet pressure is not measured directly. Still, changes measured at the pressure sensors next to the TMPs can be related to the outlet pressure
variation by equation (4.64). The associated uncertainty is approximated using a test
simulation that can be found in appendix E. As a result, an uncertainty of 40% for the calculation of the relative changes of pump port pressure, for pressure changes up to 20%, can

21

In [PSB15] a gas injection stability below 0.1% was demonstrated in the pressure operation range of
Katrin.
22
In test measurements with the WGTS demonstrator from 2010-2012, even a temperature stability of
5 × 10−5 h−1 was measured [GBH+ 13].
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Figure 4.24.: Uncertainty in the calculation of relative column density changes
due to temperature and buffer vessel pressure variations. The limits for the particular column density uncertainties are visualised by the red
dotted lines. For the calculations a standard inlet pressure of 0.337 Pa is assumed. The temperature variation ∆T reflects a assumed simultaneous shift
across the whole WGTS beam tube.
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Figure 4.25.: Uncertainty in the calculation of column density caused by variation of pressure next to the TMPs at the first pump port. The gas
model is used to update the density distribution for changed beam tube exit
pressure. The limits for the particular column density uncertainties are visualised by the red dotted lines. For the calculation, a standard inlet pressure
of 0.337 Pa is assumed.
be derived. Using the same procedure as for the temperature and buffer vessel pressure,
the uncertainty of the column density calculation reads
s



∆ρdpex
∆ρdpex 2
∆pTMP 2
+ αpex · 0.4 ·
=
.
(4.69)
ρd
ρd
pTMP
m
The first term in equation (4.69) can be neglected since its influence on the column density,
for outlet pressure variations below 10%, is of the order of 1 × 10−5 . The effect of measured
pressure variations next to the TMPs on the gas model column density precision is depicted
in figure 4.25. Pump port pressure variations up to 7% can be considered correctly by the
gas model. On the other hand, if the outlet pressure keeps stable on the per cent level,
the related column density error can be reduced to 1 × 10−4 .
The contributions from the particular monitoring parameters pB , T , and pTMP discussed
above need to be added to get the total uncertainty from variations of the gas column
density ρdgas . Using the stability requirements from [AAB+ 05] for the model parameters
T , as well as pin and pex (which are related to the monitored parameters pB and pTMP )
the column density can be calculated with a precision of
q
∆ρd
= (2.5 × 10−4 )2 + 2 · (1 × 10−4 )2 . 3 × 10−4 .
(4.70)
ρd var
Hence, with the help of the gas model it is possible to reduce the uncertainty of column
density changes caused by variations of WGTS operation parameters, pB , T , pTMP from
2 × 10−3 , as stated in [AAB+ 05], to 3 × 10−4 , even if all three WGTS gas operation parameters drift.


Reducing the uncertainty from unresolved column density variation, ∆ρd
to 3 × 10−4 ,
ρd
var
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the accuracy requirement
for
 the measurement of the absolute column density times scat
−3
tering cross section, ∆ρd·σ
ρd·σ abs , from equation (4.49) can be relaxed to 1.9 × 10 .


On the other hand, if the ∆ρd·σ
requirement is not relaxed, the gas model can be
ρd·σ
abs

used to include parameter drifts larger than 2 × 10−3 .
If the gas model should be used to update the source and spectrum model in between the
absolute e-gun measurements (discussed in the following section 4.5) it first needs to be
tested and verified experimentally. Suitable test measurements during the commissioning
phase of the source and transport section are further discussed in section 4.6.

4.5. Experimental determination of the column density
The absolute value of the column density needs to be determined by a dedicated measurement to reach the required 0.14% accuracy23 (here the value from equation (4.49) is
used derived from the column density trueness requirement of 0.2%). The relative column
density changes can also be experimentally monitored on a per mill level to detect fluctuations and support the calculations from the gas model. Absolute and relative instruments
are described separately in the following two sections. A more detailed discussion can be
found in [BBB+ 12].

4.5.1. Absolute measurements
For the measurement of the absolute value of column density times scattering cross section
an electron gun (e-gun) is implemented in the rear section. The set-up of this measurement
device is specified in [Bab14] and [rswg12]. To deduce the column density ρd, the electron
beam is first sent through the beam line with the WGTS evacuated (reference measurement
at zero column density) and afterwards through the beam line with a WGTS filled with gas
of column density ρd. The comparison of the number of unscattered electrons reaching the
detector for filled and empty WGTS gives the zero-scattering probability P0 (introduced
in section 4.1) from equation (4.2) as:
P0 (ρd) =

dNegun
dNegun
(ρd, UMS ≈ Ee0 )/
(0, UMS ≈ Ee0 ) .
dt
dt

(4.71)

For the empty WGTS configuration, the scattering on residual gas molecules needs to be
negligible (probability for scattering < 1 × 10−4 ). This corresponds to a column density
less than 3 × 1018 m−2 which is a 103 reduction in pressure and column density compared
to the nominal operating values. To detect only the rate of unscattered electrons, the main
spectrometer retarding voltage, UMS , needs to be set between the e-gun electron energy at
emission, Ee0 , and Ee0 − 10 eV24 . A detailed Monte-Carlo simulation of the e-gun response
function and an investigation of the e-gun parameters (e-gun energy, angle, energy spread,
rate, etc.) influence on the determination of the inelastic cross section can be found in
[Ant15]. In a detailed Kassiopeia simulation it was worked out that about 1.4 × 107
e-gun electrons are required to reach a precision of 0.2% for the ρd · σ measurement at a 2σ
confidence level. For a reasonable electron emission rate of ≈ 1 × 105 s−1 [rswg12, Bab14]
this number implies a measurement time of about 2.5 min. The electron energy spread as
well as the angular spread25 of the e-gun beam are included in the simulation.
23

The requirement can be relaxed if the gas model is used to model small parameter changes and thus
improve the column density precision. Adapting the coefficients in equation (4.49) results in a relaxed
accuracy of 0.19%.
24
10 eV is the minimal energy loss for electrons that have scattered once [AAB+ 05].
25
At an angle of 1.8◦ between electron motion and magnetic field line in a WGTS magnetic field of 3.6 T,
the angular spread is about 0.73◦
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The simulations do not include the rate stability of the e-gun. Preliminary test measurements indicate an e-gun stability of about 0.1% over several hours [MP15]. Including the
rate stability would cause an uncertainty above the limit of 0.19% for the absolute value
of the inelastic scattering cross section times column density. Still, the overall measurement uncertainty can be decreased by a longer measurement time (about 5 min) since the
statistical Poisson error for a measurement time of 2.5 min is still twice as large as the uncertainty due to the angular spread, which goes with tan θ · ∆θ. Still, some more detailed
calculations are required to determine the upper sensitivity limit that can be reached by
the e-gun absolute column density times scattering cross section measurement.
Since column density and scattering cross section occur always combined in the calculation of scattering probabilities (compare equation (4.2)) only the product of both values,
ρd · σ, can be measured, as discussed in section 4.1. The column density alone is obtained
inserting a reference cross section of 3.40(7) × 10−18 cm2 from literature [ABB+ 00]. Thus,
the uncertainty of the determination of the absolute value of the column density alone
is determined by the accuracy of the measured product and the uncertainty of the total
inelastic scattering cross section. Using the value from [ABB+ 00], this means an accuracy
of 2% for both, column density and total scattering cross section, while the product is
known with an accuracy of 2 × 10−3 . What these particular uncertainties imply for the
neutrino mass measurement is investigated in section 4.7.
Due to the requirement on e-gun rate stability, the e-gun measurement procedure just
described cannot be used to monitor the absolute column density over a time scale of days
and longer. Furthermore, it cannot be performed simultaneously with the neutrino mass
measurement runs. It can only be performed during intervals at the beginning or at the
end of a measurement period and whenever the WGTS can be evacuated.

4.5.2. Monitoring measurements
The above described e-gun measurement can determine the absolute value of the column
density times scattering cross section at certain discrete times only. The column density
may indeed change in between such measurements due to beam tube temperature, buffer
vessel pressure or pumping speed fluctuations or drifts. Relative column density changes
are on the one hand described theoretically with the help of the gas dynamics model,
as discussed in section 4.4. On the other hand can be monitored directly by continuous
activity and regular e-gun measurements to check if the drifts are in the allowed 0.1%
region. These activity measurements are:
• Beta Induced X-ray Spectroscopy (BIXS)
The β-decay electrons that are produced in the source are magnetically guided either
towards the rear section or towards the detector section. Since almost all electrons
that move in detector direction will be reflected by the spectrometer high voltage,
almost all source β-decay electrons will be impinging the rear wall and get absorbed
there.Upon impact at the rear wall they produce X-rays. These X-rays are monitored continuously by particular silicon drift detectors in the rear wall vessel (see
figure 2.13). A variation in the detected rate of X-rays is directly correlated to a
changed β-activity in the source. To reach a precision of 0.1% in the measurement
of count rate changes, 1 × 106 X-rays need to be detected. This means a sampling
time of about 70 s, which was obtained by Monte-Carlo simulations in [Röl15] and
sets the time scale for the determination of activity changes in the WGTS with the
BIXS system. A detailed description of the design of the Katrin BIXS system and
related test measurements can be found in [Röl15].
• Forward Beam Monitor (FBM)
The FBM is situated at the front end of the source and transport section between the
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last two superconducting solenoids in the CPS. Its main components are two silicon
PIN diode detectors that are mounted on a detector board [EHH+ 15]. It directly
measures the β electrons in the outermost rim of the flux tube in order not to shadow
any signal electrons that would be transmitted onto the detector. Activity changes
at this monitoring position are taken as being representative for the whole flux tube.
Moving the FBM through the flux tube (not during neutrino mass measurements), it
can be tested, if the column density profile is as homogeneous over the cross section
as expected from the gas model, see section 4.2.3. The dominant uncertainty is the
stability of the detector amplification factor (which may be subject to variations,
for instance, due to temperature instabilities) [Ell15]. The required precision of the
detection of column density changes will be reached after a measurement time of
about 30 s [Hau15]. Further information about the FBM design and measurement
principle can be found in [EHH+ 15].
• E-gun near-time monitoring
Changing the measurement procedure from the absolute column density determination, it is possible to detect relative changes in the gas column density with an
improved precision of 0.1% [rswg12] and without evacuating the WGTS. This can be
achieved measuring at two different retarding potentials and using the ratio between
the detected rates for the two retarding potentials. The first measurement point can
still be set between Ee0 and Ee0 −10 eV. For a second measurement point about 50 eV
in the spectrum the quotient between the detected rates at both voltages is sensitive
to column density changes. For small changes of about 0.2% this dependency is even
linear and can be used to check for gas column density changes [Bab15]. Still, data
obtained during this measurement cannot be used for the neutrino mass analysis.
The required measurement time to reach a precision of 0.1% is about 5 min and thus
quite large compared to the other activity monitoring measurements. Frequently
using this method would cause a significant loss of measurement time. However, it is
quite useful for test and commissioning measurements (see section 4.6) since it can
be used with a inactive gas in the source.
To monitor the gas column density, the changes of the active column density ρdT2 measured
with BIXS and with the FBM need to be connected to the monitoring of the tritium purity
to get the changes of gas column density ρdgas .

4.6. Verifying the gas model – possible test measurements
The SSC gas model provides the powerful tool of a nearly continuously updated column
density. This would enlarge the stability range of WGTS operational parameters and at
the same time relax the requirement on the measurement of absolute column density times
scattering cross section as discussed in detail in section 4.4.1 and 4.4. To be used in the
source modelling for the neutrino mass analysis, its predictions still need to be verified
experimentally. This can be done during the STS inactive (without tritium) commissioning measurements in the so-called commissioning phase IIIa [? ] using deuterium gas.
Proposals for the test measurements overviewed below can be found in [col16].
Test column density calculation for small buffer vessel pressure changes
For a small change of pressure in the pressure controlled buffer vessel, the corresponding
∆pB
in
relative WGTS inlet pressure change was calculated to be ∆p
pin ≈ 1.18 · pB , as shown in
section 4.4. The column density can be updated, correcting the inlet pressure obtained
from the initial column density. This model relation can be verified in the following way:
1. Set the pressure in the pressure controlled buffer vessel (about 10 mbar) to achieve
the nominal column density (about 5 × 1021 m−2 ).
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2. Measure the product of column density and scattering cross section ρd · σ with the
rear section e-gun according to the prescription in section 4.5.1. It is crucial to have
stable temperature and pressure conditions (deviation below 5 × 10−4 ) during the
e-gun measurement.
3. Normalise measured ρd · σ to expected (literature) cross section value. Calculate the
inlet pressure pin0 with the SSC gas model for the obtained column density.
4. Start relative e-gun measurement, see section 4.5.2 – measure the rate quotient for
0
initial buffer vessel pressure set at main spectrometer voltages UMS and UMS
with:
0
UMS = (Ee0 − [0 − 10 eV])/e and UMS = (Ee0 − 50 eV)/e. The WGTS operation
parameters need to be stable below 5 × 10−4 .
5. Modify buffer vessel pressure. Recommended sequence (for example): ±5%, ±2%,
±1%, ±0.5%, ±0.2% and ±0.1%. Determine for each pressure configuration the
column density change with a relative e-gun measurement.
6. Calculate inlet pressure change ∆pin /pin for each buffer vessel pressure change according to equation (4.60) and modify initial inlet pressure pin = ∆pin0 /pin0 · pin0 .
Use the gas model to calculate column density for each pressure configuration.
7. Compare measured and calculated column density change.
To approximate the duration of this procedure, at least 5 minutes for each relative e-gun
measurement have to be considered. The time to establish stable conditions in the puffer
vessel as well as in the WGTS for each pressure step has to be considered too. This gives
an estimate of about 2 h to 3 h for the total measurement duration (assuming the WGTS
is evacuated at the beginning of the measurement). According to the gas model results
shown in figure 4.24a a column density precision of 0.13% can be reached in the modelling
of buffer vessel pressure variations up to 1%. Thus, calculation and measurement should
agree in the determined column density within the 0.1% e-gun measurement precision at
least up to the 0.8% buffer vessel pressure changes. One should keep in mind that the
change in detected rate quotients for the two main spectrometer potentials can only be
converted one-to-one to a change in column density if the column density variation is limited to 2% and thus also only for buffer vessel pressure changes in the equivalent range.
The same method can in principle be used changing the beam tube temperature in small
steps instead of the buffer vessel pressure.
Test gas model by closing TMP valves
This test measurement provides a more general test of the gas model and its predictions
for the fraction of residing in the components beam tube and of the impact of a failure of
a TMP. The procedure is summarised as follows:
1. According to 1.) from the above described buffer vessel variation measurement.
2. According to 2.) from the above described measurement.
3. According to 3.) from the above described measurement, but include data for the
first pump port of DPS1 from the calculations in section 4.2.7.
4. According to 4.) from the above described measurement.
5. Close the valve to a) one and to b) two TMP(s) in the first pump port of the DPS1F and/or DPS1-R. An e-gun measurement needs to be performed for each TMP to
determine the relative column density change.
6. Calculate therelative column density change. Use the pump port density data corresponding to the particular pump configuration from section 4.2.7 for gas dynamics
model of the the first pump port in SSC.
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Table 4.2.: Relative deviation of overall column density for different TMP working configurations. The column density shift caused by the failure of two
pumps or closure of the valves at the pumps should be measurable with an
e-gun resolution of 1 × 10−3 .

DPS1-F or DPS1-R
DPS1-F and DPS1-R

1 valve closed

2 valves closed

6.5 × 10−4
1.3 × 10−3

1.9 × 10−3
3.8 × 10−3

7. Compare measured and calculated column density changes.
If one (two) TMP is not operational, the column density in the pump port increases by
16.8% (36.8%). Since the pump port outlet density follows with a 15% rise, the column density in the adjacent components also increases by 15% (assuming a linear density
scaling). Using the results from table 4.1, the expected shift in column density can be
calculated; these are summarised for several configurations in table 4.2.
The closing of one TMP valve will hardly be visible in the e-gun measurement since the
e-gun measurement sensitivity for relative column density changes is only about 1 × 10−3 .
However, the effect from two ore more closed valves should be measurable.

4.7. Gas dynamics and systematic uncertainty of the neutrino mass measurement
Any unaccounted effect that influences the electron energy spectrum has a direct impact
on the neutrino mass squared determined with Katrin(see section 5.5). Processes affecting the potential energy, set by the difference between electrostatic source potential at the
location of β-decay process and the potential in the analysing plane in the spectrometer,
and processes affecting the kinetic energy of the electron itself need to be disentangled.
With regard to the electron kinetic energy change, scattering is one of the most important
source-related effects. The scattering probability strongly depends on the gas dynamical
properties of the source – the larger the column density, the higher the probability for an
electron to undergo scattering with gas molecules (see equation (4.2)).
Up to now, concerning the description of gas dynamical properties of the source, only uncertainties related to the average scattering probabilities have been considered. As shown
exemplarily for the zero scattering probability in equation (4.13), the average scattering
probabilities depend only on the full column density times inelastic scattering cross section, not on the actual density distribution. Since only these averaged probabilities have
been considered so far, the effect of either the column density [Höt12], or the inelastic
scattering cross section [Ant15] have been analysed. Considering only first order effects,
which means: no inhomogeneities from temperature, velocity, magnetic field or potential
in the source, it is actually equivalent to modify either the column density or the value
of the total inelastic scattering cross section, since only the product from both quantities
needs to be known (compare section 4.1).
If any effect from source inhomogeneities needs to be considered, the degeneracy between
scattering cross section and column density is broken. Still, the sole quantity that can
be determined precisely is the product of both parameters. Even starting from this accurately determined product, the values of column density and scattering cross section
alone have relatively large uncertainties of about 2% each. Consequences of the easing
of the ρd · σ ambiguity combined with gas model uncertainties have not been analysed
so far. At this point not only the column density but also the density distribution needs
to be known. The modelling of the density distribution has even larger uncertainties, as
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discussed in section 4.3.1. Therefore, implications from an inaccurate density distribution
are also analysed in this section.
It is important to use an appropriate velocity distribution26 along with each density model,
since the gas velocity distribution influences the electron spectrum through the Doppler
effect [Höt12].
The principle of the sensitivity analysis used in the following sections was introduced in
section 2.4.3. Each of the analyses below uses a standard analysis interval from E0 − 30 eV
to E0 + 5 eV with a standard measurement time distribution as depicted in figure 2.17 and
a nominal background rate of 10 mHz. The toy measurement data are generated using the
assumption of zero neutrino mass. Ensemble of typically 3000 to 5000 full Katrin measurements are simulated for each analysis.

4.7.1. Neutrino mass uncertainty related to ∆(ρd · σ)
As discussed in section 4.5.1, even the absolute value of total scattering cross section
times column density can only be determined with an accuracy of about 1.4 × 10−3 to
2 × 10−3 with the e-gun measurement. Besides this relatively large absolute measurement
uncertainty, which consumes bulk of the entire column density related error budget, there is
the uncertainty from monitoring and modelling of column density changes. If all the WGTS
operation parameters pressure in the buffer vessel, pump port pressure and temperature
are stabilised on the per-mill level (see section 4.4) the related uncertainty on the column
density monitoring is 3 × 10−4 (only, if the gas model is used to update ρd). To give a
impression of the order of the product ρd · σ reference values from [AAB+ 05] for both
parameters can be used which results in
ρ · σ = 5 × 1021 m−2 · 3.45 × 10−22 m2 ≈ 1.725.

(4.72)

Depending on the e-gun measurement accuracy, the total uncertainty of the value of ρd · σ
is between 0.15% and 0.2%. For the neutrino mass analysis this equals a systematic shift
between
∆m2ν = (−1.87 ± 0.25) · 10−3 eV2 and ∆m2ν = (−2.62 ± 0.25) · 10−3 eV2 ,
which is in good agreement with values from [AAB+ 05] and [Höt12].

4.7.2. Column density versus scattering cross section
Column density as well as total inelastic scattering cross section can only be determined
with an accuracy of 2%, as illustrated in section 4.5. Since to first order only the product
from column density and scattering cross section is needed to model the scattering processes in the source while there is accurate information on this product, the situation is
different from the one considered in [Höt12] and [Ant15]. To include second order effects,
which means spatial inhomogeneities, in the calculation of the source spectrum, it is important to use a fine enough discretisation of the WGTS to resolve such inhomogeneities.
For the analysis described in this section, the WGTS is thus divided into 500 equidistant
slices of 2 cm width each.
To consider shifted values of ρd and σ individually while keeping their product fixed at 1.7
(see equation 4.72) both quantities are deflected by a similar magnitude but in the opposite direction. For example, if the column density is changed by 5%, the scattering cross
section σ0 needs to be shifted27 to 1/1.05σ0 . This way, column density uncertainties of
26

For the artificial models used in this section (constant and triangular density) the velocity distribution
is obtained from the conservation of mass flow −→ p · v = const..
27
The shift of the cross section is almost similar (5%) to the shift of the column density.
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Table 4.3.: Neutrino mass squared shift from uncertainty of column density and
scattering cross section. The product of both quantities is identical in toy
measurement data and analytical spectrum and fixed to a value of 1.725.
∆ρd ∆σ
ρd , σ

∆m2ν / 10−3 eV2

10%
5%
2%

−1.36 ± 0.29
−0.35 ± 0.29
−0.261 ± 0.25

10%, 5%, 2% are analysed. All spectra are calculated using the standard one-dimensional
WGTS 10 m beam tube gas model from section 4.2.3. The neutrino mass squared shift
is determined from ensembles of 3000 to 4500 Katrin measurements. The results are
summarised in table 4.3.
For a realistic column density and inelastic cross section uncertainty of 2%, the induced
neutrino mass squared shift is about −2.6 × 10−4 eV2 and almost one order of magnitude
smaller than the uncertainty related to the absolute measurement of ρd · σ. This means,
that a better knowledge on the total inelastic scattering cross section, which at the same
time reduces the uncertainty of the column density, hardly improves the modelling of the
electron-T2 gas scattering processes in the WGTS. A 2% uncertainty on the knowledge of
the total inelastic scattering cross section is, in terms of modelling of scattering processes
in the WGTS, consistent with the related ∆m2ν limits from [AAB+ 05]. This is different
from statements in [Ant15, Zie13, AAB+ 05], where a cross section accuracy of 0.2% was
demanded.

4.7.3. Effect of density model
The description of the density distribution n(z) inside the WGTS, required to model spatial
source parameter inhomogeneities correctly, is based on the gas model of the source. The
column density from the gas model is adjusted to the column density derived from the
e-gun measurement for a pre-defined inelastic scattering cross section. Still, there are large
uncertainties regarding the density and velocity distribution, as discussed in section 4.3.1.
To get information on the related neutrino mass squared uncertainty, different density
models are compared in the neutrino mass analysis:
• Sharipov model,
• COMSOL model,
• triangular profile,
• constant density.
Since one of the most important source inhomogeneities is the velocity distribution, it is
important to include the velocity distribution that belongs to any particular given density
distribution. The column density is fixed to 5 × 1021 m−2 for all density distributions. All
models are compared to the Sharipov model, which is assumed to be the most reliable
one. Thus, the Sharipov model is used to simulate the toy measurement data, according
to the procedure described in section 2.4.3. A different density distribution is used to build
the analytic source model which is fitted to the toy measurement data. The temperature
is assumed to be 30 K for the whole WGTS beam tube. Only the density distribution
inside the WGTS is used for analysis, since the bulk of the tritium molecules are situated
there. For the calculation of the spectrum, the 10 m long WGTS beam tube is segmented
into 1000 equidistant slices. A radial or azimuthal division is not applied, since density
variations in a WGTS beam tube cross section are small due the constant beam tube wall
temperature. Inlet and outlet effects can be neglected for this analysis.
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Sharipov model vs constant density
In this simulation a constant WGTS density of 5 × 1020 m−3 is used for the analytical
model. The velocity profile according to this distribution is set to a constant value of
30 m s−1 , which is approximately the average velocity for the given column density in the
Sharipov model.
After the simulation of an ensemble of 3000 full Katrin measurements, a systematic shift
of
∆m2ν = (−6.1 ± 0.36) · 10−3 eV2
is derived from the ensemble of best-fit m2ν values.
This relatively large neutrino mass shift almost reaches the limit of 7.5 × 10−3 eV2 from
[AAB+ 05] for a single experimental parameter. The large uncertainty is mainly caused by
the velocity profile connected to the different density profiles.
The constant density model will not be used for the analysis of Katrin data. It is indeed
far to simplistic and does not use the information on the gas flow that is available from
gas dynamical calculations. Still, it demonstrates that the Katrin density and velocity
models need to be as accurate as possible.
Sharipov model vs triangular density
Like the realistic density distribution obtained from gas dynamics simulation, the triangular density model has its maximum in the middle of the 10 m WGTS beam tube and
decays towards the front and rear ends, assuming a pump port to inlet density ratio of
0.02. The velocity distribution is calculated using the continuity equation for the particle
flow:
∇(n~v ) = 0.
(4.73)
Using a constant beam tube temperature and neglecting end effects the flow profile can
assumed to be one-dimensional. Thus, density and velocity are connected through n(z) ·
v(z) = constant. Setting the outlet velocity to 100 m s−1 , the velocity profile can be
calculated:
100 m s−1 · 0.02 · nin
v(z) = ±
.
(4.74)
n(z)
The triangular velocity and density distribution for a column density of 5 × 1021 m−2 , as
used to model the analytical source spectrum, are depicted in figure 4.26.
The influence on the neutrino mass measurement is determined by the simulation of 4500
full Katrin measurements. The resulting neutrino mass shift is
∆m2ν = (−5.1 ± 2.5) · 10−4 eV2 .
Compared to the prior density model, the shift is significantly reduced, since density and
velocity distribution are comparable and source inhomogeneities can be mapped by both
models to a similar extent.
Sharipov model vs COMSOL model
In a last step, the impact on the neutrino mass measurement from the density distributions that are most similar to each other are compared: the nominal beam tube density
calculation with the Sharipov model, and the comparative beam tube calculation which
is the COMSOL model (see section 4.2.5). Density and velocity distributions along the
beam tube axis at r = 0 m are depicted in figure 4.27 for both models. Compared to the
density models tested before, the deviations in the densities along the beam tube are small.
However, as discussed in section 4.2.5, the velocity distributions show large differences up
to 100% – the bulk velocity is significantly increased in the COMSOL model. It almost
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Figure 4.26.: Density and velocity distribution for the triangular density model.
The nominal Sharipov model is shown for comparison. Both density distributions produce the same column density of 5 × 1021 m−2 .
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Figure 4.27.: Density and velocity distribution for the COMSOL model. The
nominal Sharipov model is shown for comparison. Both density distributions
produce the same column density of 5 × 1021 m−2 .
reaches the thermal molecular velocity of 288 m s−1 in the outlet regions.
The influence on the neutrino mass measurement is determined simulating 4500 full Katrin measurements
∆m2ν = (−7.5 ± 2.4) · 10−4 eV2 .
(4.75)
Despite the similar density distribution of both models, the neutrino mass squared shift is
larger than for the triangular density model (the mass squared shifts still agree within the
statistical uncertainty limit originating in the ensemble test method). This difference can
only be caused by secondary effects – mainly the significantly diverging bulk velocities and
the corresponding electron energy modification by the Doppler effect. This assumption is
tested by interchanging the COMSOL velocity model in the calculation of the analytical
spectrum with the triangular velocity model, as shown in figure 4.27, that produces significantly lower velocities (≤ 100 m s−1 )28 . In that case, the shift in m2ν is pushed below
1 × 10−4 , which underlines again the importance of a proper bulk velocity model.
To analyse the impact of the gas model and its uncertainties for a fixed column density the
28

Both models should actually not be combined to calculate realistic source spectra.
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Table 4.4.: Gas model configuration for ensemble simulations with full gas dynamics uncertainty.
Gas dynamics model
toy measurement
analytical model

ρd / m−2

σ / m2

ρd · σ

1021

10−22

1.7313
1.728

5.11 ×
5 × 1021

Sharipov
COMSOL

3.388 ×
3.456 × 10−22

uncertainty from the density model needs to be considered combined with the uncertainty
from the velocity model. Uncertainties from both distributions cannot be disentangled in
the electron spectrum and need to be analysed together. Comparing two realistic models, which mainly differ in their velocity distributions, a neutrino mass squared shift of
∆m2ν = (−7.5 ± 2.4) · 10−4 eV2 is derived. This represents a quite conservative approach,
since one of the velocity distributions shows partially unrealistically large bulk velocities.
Still, the actual uncertainty of the velocity model cannot be determined differently then by
comparison of both density models. Thus, the calculated mass shift is representative for
the neutrino mass uncertainty caused by the gas model density and velocity distributions.

4.7.4. Combined gas dynamical uncertainty
To investigate the full gas dynamics related uncertainty, the particular contributions described above can not simply be added. All of them are correlated. Thus, to obtain a
characteristic value, the properties and parameters of the one-dimensional gas models for
the generation of the toy measurement are modified with respects to each other in the
following properties and parameters:
• Both beam tube gas models (Sharipov and COMSOL) are used.
• The implemented ρd · σ values have a difference of 0.2%.
• A individual ρd and σ difference of 2% is induced.
The corresponding model configurations for generation of the toy measurement data and
the analytical model are summarised in table 4.4.
The neutrino mass squared shift obtained from the ensemble test with 5000 full Katrin measurements is
∆m2ν = (2.62 ± 0.25) · 10−3 eV2 .
(4.76)
The bulk of the uncertainty is related to the determination of the product of column
density and scattering cross section if source spatial inhomogeneities are reasonably small
and if the velocity can be assumed to be described by a proper model. It should be noted
that this number only holds if the gas model is used to calculate the effect of operational
parameter changes. Otherwise it has to be checked if the combined monitoring uncertainty
and absolute e-gun measurement uncertainty is still within the required 2 × 10−3 column
density trueness.
All inhomogeneities in the source need to be included in the gas model testing to obtain
a realistic approximation of the second order effects in the response function. Thus, a
realistic model for the source potential profile (it was not considered in the calculations
presented above) needs to be considered. Such potential profiles can be obtained in plasma
simulations of the source that are discussed in the following chapter. The profile used here
to introduce the potential inhomogeneity is depicted in figure 5.34b (it is used in the
calculation of toy measurement data and in the analytical spectrum both). The calculated
neutrino mass shift of
∆m2ν = (3.06 ± 0.24) · 10−3 eV2
(4.77)
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is slightly increased compared to the one given in equation (4.76) which demonstrates
the impact of second order effects – for large inhomogeneities like present in the source
potential distribution they cannot be neglected and contribute to the error budget. The
neutrino mass squared shift given in includes the main source variable inhomogeneities
(distributions of temperature, magnetic, velocity and potential) through realistic models
and can thus be seen as representative for the total systematic uncertainty related to the
description of gas dynamical processes.

4.8. Summary
In this chapter, the extension of the former Katrin single-component beam tube gas model
to a full WGTS gas model including all beam tube and pump port components from the
WGTS injection up to the rear section in rear direction and up to the DPS2 in forward
direction was described. Total density and gas flow reduction factors of about 2000 and
400 were calculated in the simulation of the components of the WGTS, respectively (see
table 4.1). Different model assumptions have been used to calculate the gas flow in the
components separately.
To implement the individual components in the calculation of the source spectrum, the former gas dynamics structure in SSC had to be overhauled. By adjusting the in- and outlet
densities of the adjacent components and scaling the whole model to the column density,
determined independently by measurement, the gas model provides an accurate description of density and velocity distribution through the whole 16 m length of the WGTS.
Uncertainties related to the density distribution and the total column density of the models of the particular components have now been analysed thoroughly.
Special emphasis was put on the time-resolved determination of the column density. Here
the absolute column density determination by an e-gun measurement and the gas model
based calculation of relative changes were disentangled. Both parts need to be included
separately in the total uncertainty budget for the value of column density times cross section. To reach the required trueness of 2 × 10−3 on ρd · σ , the e-gun measurement of ρd · σ
needs to be performed with an accuracy between 1.4 × 10−3 and 1.9 × 10−3 , depending on
the actual stability of the WGTS operation parameters and whether or not the gas model
is used to model the induced column density changes. Up to now, only the feasibility
of an e-gun absolute measurement accuracy of 2 × 10−3 was considered using a realistic
e-gun energy and angular spread, but disregarding the e-gun rate stability. It remains
to be tested up to which level this accuracy can be improved. Otherwise, the trueness
requirement of column density times scattering cross section needs to be modified. With
regard to the uncertainty induced by the calculation of relative column density changes,
in previous considerations [AAB+ 05, BBB+ 12, Höt12] named as monitoring uncertainty,
it was demonstrated that it can be reduced to 3 × 10−4 if temperature, beam tube inlet
and outlet pressure keep stable on the per mill level as required in [AAB+ 05] (the outlet
pressure only needs to be stabilised on the per cent level). At that point the fact that
neither the beam tube injection pressure nor the exit pressure (i.e., the pressure in the
first pump port) can be measured directly, but need to be derived from pressure sensors
at different positions was included.
To apply the gas model for the neutrino mass analysis, it needs to be verified experimentally: – Two test measurements to verify the gas model have been proposed that are
recommended to be performed during the commissioning phase of the source and transport
section.
For the determination of the systematic neutrino mass uncertainty related to the description of gas dynamics, the interrelation of column density and total inelastic scattering cross
section for the description of the scattering probabilities has been analysed. It was shown
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that, if spatial source inhomogeneities like those of velocity, magnetic field, temperature
and electric potential are included in the source modelling, the actual density distribution
needs to be known. The need for a proper modelling of the velocity distribution was underlined.
Systematic effects induced by the density and velocity distribution in the gas model, by
the uncertainty of the measured product of column density and inelastic scattering cross
section and its monitoring, as well as by the uncertainty of the individual values of scattering cross section and column density had at first been analysed separately. It was
shown here that the actual column density and scattering cross section do not need to be
known at an accuracy level significantly better than 2%, as long as their product can be
determined precisely – the related neutrino mass squared shift for 2% uncertainty of the
particular values of ρd and σ is one order of magnitude smaller than the shift due to 0.2%
uncertainty of the product, ρd · σ. A combined ensemble simulation including all these
effects revealed a neutrino mass uncertainty of ∆m2ν = (3.06 ± 0.24) · 10−3 eV2 related to
the overall description of gas dynamical processes in the WGTS.
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Figure 5.1.: Electron temperature Te and density ne for various types of plasma.
Debye length λD and plasma parameter ND are included by dashed and solid
lines. Due to its low electron temperature and comparably low electron density, the region marked “WGTS plasma” is set apart from the remaining types.
Image adapted from [Gal12].
Electrons and tritium ions form a quasi-neutral plasma inside the WGTS. This plasma is
quite different to plasmas in other applications:
• It is extremely cold, even for a low temperature plasma1 (Tgas = Tion = 30 K).
• The number density of charged particles is low (about 1 × 1011 m−3 to 1 × 1012 m−3
[WGT04])2 .
• The generation of charged particles is not due to discharges caused by a large external
electric field or by high temperatures, but due to internal β-decay and secondary
ionisation of gas molecules by fast β-decay electrons.
• The length-to-radius ratio of the plasma containing WGTS is large.
The exceptional properties of WGTS plasma compared to other plasmas can be seen in
figure 5.1. An estimation of its characteristic variables, such as electron and ion densities
and potential, is therefore impossible without dedicated simulations. Even building an
adequate numerical model is quite challenging.
Since the local potential inside the WGTS directly translates into energy of β-decay electrons emerging at this point, it is crucial to achieve an almost homogeneous and stable
potential. Therefore a limit of 10 meV for the maximal variation in source potential across
1

A classical low temperature plasma has temperatures of about 1 × 104 K for a thermal one and about
300 K for a non-thermal one [DKMS05].
2
Comparable densities can be found in space plasmas (see figure 5.1.)
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the plasma volume is indicated in [AAB+ 05]. In general the effect from potential variations
within the source on the deduced neutrino mass can be compared to fluctuations in the
main spectrometers retarding potential [Bab14]. The strong magnetic field inside the rear
section and source and transport section, within the range of 0.2 T to 5.6 T [AAB+ 05],
confines the electrons along the magnetic field lines, which means that their transversal
conductivity can be neglected. Therefore, in [AAB+ 05] and [rswg12], the first conducting
surface crossing the field lines (i.e. which is the rear wall) is assumed to determine the
potential inside the plasma. However, this statement has not been tested and with regard
to the complexity of the WGTS plasma its validity seems questionable. Within this work
the influence of the rear wall and beam tube walls on the potential distribution in the
WGTS is analysed with respect to a realistic WGTS plasma. A plasma model is set up
including the neutral gas flow, creation and recombination reactions as well as variable
potentials at confining rear and tube walls.
This chapter starts with an overview of some theoretical concepts that are needed to characterise and simulate the WGTS plasma. Section 5.2 defines the basic plasma conditions
and parameter values in the WGTS. The actual process of WGTS plasma modelling is
described in section 5.3 starting with simple electrostatic assumptions that evolve into a
full multi-particle plasma model. A measurement procedure that will be used to determine characteristic properties of the WGTS plasma potential experimentally, the Krypton
mode, is introduced in section 5.4. Finally, the influence of different potential distributions and of Krypton-measurement results on the neutrino mass uncertainty are reviewed
in section 5.5.

5.1. Theoretical considerations
In general a plasma is an ensemble of charged particles that is usually electrically neutral
and is characterised by its “collective behaviour” [vK14, DKMS05, BHL10]. It is classified
according to its charged particle density and the electron temperature3 . The typical length
scale, so-called Debye-length λD is given by


0 kB Te 1/2
λD =
(5.1)
ne e2
for a thermal plasma, with Boltzmann constant kB and vacuum permittivity 0 . For length
scales smaller than λD the quasi-neutrality is not valid, since Coulomb and diffusive forces
do not compensate any more [vK14] as shown schematically in figure 5.2. The condition
for the collective particle behaviour, characteristic for a plasma, can be written with the
help of the Debye-length:
1
ne1/3 
,
(5.2)
λD
or in terms of the plasma parameter ND :
4
ND = πne λ3D ,
3

ND  1.

(5.3)

For the charged particles in the WGTS this condition is fulfilled, as can be seen from
figure 5.1. Hence, this case can be treated as a low density plasma.

5.1.1. Potential, work function and plasma sheath
In general the absolute potential of an electron in front of a metallic surface depends on
the metal properties such as work function and applied voltage. The work function Φ of a
3

In general the ion temperature Ti is equal to the gas temperature T but not to the electron temperature
Te , except for so-called thermal plasmas, where Te = Ti .
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Figure 5.2.: Concept of Debye-length. If an additional charge is added to the quasineutral plasma, all charge carriers arrange to compensate this additional
charge due to repulsive Coulomb and attractive diffusion forces. For microscopic scales < λD a potential difference U0 arises.
metal can be defined as the energy difference “...between a lattice with an equal number
of ions and electrons, and the lattice with the same number of ions, but with one electron
removed” [WB35]. In other words, Φ corresponds to the energy needed to extract one
electron from the metal (at 0 K) to infinity. If an electron is removed from the surface or
if an electron comes near to the surface the electrostatic potential across the metal surface
rises due to the forming of a double layer [WB35, Bar36, Fre28]. Thus, the work function
can be calculated using this rise in potential ∆φ and the energy at the Fermi level EF
[LK71]:
Φ = ∆φ − EF .
(5.4)
The potential energy U (x) of an electron removed from the metal to distance x can be
calculated using the concept of an image charge created in the metal at position −x.
Considering the corresponding Coulomb force with electric permittivity 0 , the potential
energy, at least for distances greater than the lattice parameter of the metal [Bro14], reads:
Z ∞
−e2
−e2
U (x) = EF + Φ −
dz
=
E
+
Φ
−
.
(5.5)
F
4π0 x2
16π0 x
x
The electron potential is depicted in figure 5.3. Already after 5 nm the Coulomb repulsion
drops below 0.1 eV and becomes negligible compared to the work function, which is of
the order of several electronvolts [LK71]. Thus, the vacuum potential U∞ in front of the
surface can be calculated with
U∞ = φ + EF .
(5.6)
When a potential ∆U is applied at the metal, the Fermi level is shifted according to this
potential. The work function does not change, therefore the vacuum energy changes:
U∞ = φ + EF + ∆U.

(5.7)

If metals with different work functions (and therefore also different Fermi levels) are in
contact with each other, the Fermi levels adapt and a difference in vacuum energy develops
in front of these surfaces. Aiming for a uniform vacuum potential, it is important to
provide surfaces with homogeneous work function. The difference in vacuum potential
between metal surfaces in electric contact with each other is useful to measure the work
function of a given metal surface using the Kelvin Probe method, developed by W. T.
Kelvin [Kel98]. This method has also been used to determine the work functions for the
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Figure 5.3.: Energies in front of a metal surface. A representative work function of
4 eV is used. Already after few nanometres the electron potential energy U (x)
is equal to the potential at infinite distance.
Katrin rear wall candidates which is further described in [Sch16].
For a plasma the potential distribution in front of a wall, U (x), slightly changes compared
to the vacuum case. In the following it is derived for a planar plasma in front of a nonconducting, so-called floating, surface4 , where the flux densities Γi,e of (positive) ions i and
electrons e are equal: Γe = Γi . The potential distribution next to the wall can be derived
with the help of the law of conservation of energy:
1
1
M vi2 (x) + eU (x) = M v02 ,
2
2

(5.8)

with index 0 denoting values in the bulk of the plasma, M the ion mass, and vi the velocity
of ions. Furthermore, one needs the continuity equation:
Γi = Γe = ni vi = n0 v0 = ne ve ,

(5.9)

as well as the electron energy distribution. The electrons are assumed to be in equilibrium with the ions and thus their energy distribution can be described by a Boltzmann
distribution[Div01]. In this case, the electron density distribution can be approximated
with [vK14]
ne (x) = n0 eeU (x)/kB Te .
(5.10)
The plasma bulk potential x  λD , is assumed to be at zero potential. Plugging equations
5.9, 5.8 and 5.10 into the Poisson equation for the electrical potential
ne (x) − ni(x)
d2 U (x)
=
2
dx
0
one obtains:
4

d2 U (x)
en0
=
2
dx
0

e

eU (x)/kB Te

(5.11)


eU (x)
− 1−
E0

−1/2

!
.

(5.12)

In case of a conducting wall not the electron and ion flux densities at each point of the wall, but integrated
over the wall surface need to be equal each other, as balancing currents flow through the wall material.
In case of more than one conducting wall in contact with each other and with the plasma, only the
sums of electron and ion fluxes through all walls need to be equal.
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This is the non-linear equation for the form of the plasma potential across the so-called
plasma sheath next to the wall. The general concept of plasma sheaths and potential
distributions in the sheaths has been worked out by Langmuir and Tonks [TL29]. From
this equation one can derive the Bohm criterion [Div01]. The required steps can be found
in [vK14]. The Bohm criterion states that ions must have a large velocity at the beginning
of the sheath at x = 0. This velocity must be larger than the so called Bohm-velocity, vB ,
in order for the electron and ion fluxes to be equal [Div01]:
r
kB Te
vi (0) > vB =
.
(5.13)
M
To estimate the resulting potential at the surface, Uw , the ion velocity can be taken to
be equal to the Bohm-velocity. The electron velocity ve,th can be assumed to be thereUw

mal5 [vK14]. Therefore, the electron flux becomes: 14 n0 ve,th e kB Te . Using relations (5.9)
and (5.13), one obtains:
1/2

kB Te
M
Uw = −
ln
,
(5.14)
e
2πme
where me is the electron mass. The ions need to be accelerated in a pre-sheath before
entering the sheath region with Bohm-velocity by a potential difference Uw − Up , where
Up is the potential in the bulk of the plasma. The ion velocity is assumed to be small6
before reaching the plasma sheath vi = 0. Thus using
(Up − Uw ) e =

2
M vB
,
2

(5.15)

the plasma potential with respect to the floating potential, Uw , can be calculated:
Up − Uw =

kB Te
.
2e

(5.16)

The corresponding potential distribution is depicted in figure 5.4. In the considerations
above, the work function of the surface is neglected. For the simple case of a planar plasma
and homogeneous density distribution along the surface, the work function and an applied
voltage, ∆U , can in a simple approximation be added to the plasma potential (compare
equation (5.7)):
kB Te
Up − Uw =
+ φ + EF + ∆U.
(5.17)
2e
In other words, the potential in the bulk of the plasma is equal to the vacuum potential
plus the potential drop that occurs in the sheath due to the difference in electron and ion
fluxes.
Effect from electron emission at the wall
If additional electrons are emitted from a surface in contact with a plasma (for example by
secondary electron emission or photo-electric emission) the plasma-boundary interactions
described above can change depending on the ratio γ of emitted to initial electron flux. In
the following still a cold, planar plasma in front of a floating wall is assumed. RThus, the
currents of electrons and ions that leave the plasma through the wall, Ij = q wall Γj dA,
with charge q, still need to be equal:
Ii = Ie + Ik .
5

(5.18)

The velocity component induced by the electric field arising in the sheath region is assumed to be small
compared to the thermal velocity of the electrons, which is in general the case.
6
This assumption holds especially, if there is no electric field in the bulk of the plasma, and the plasma
has low temperature.
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Figure 5.4.: Potential and density distribution in plasma sheaths. Due to their
higher mobility, the electrons can reach the wall faster than the ions. Thus,
in the sheath a positive space charge is formed. The potential drop in the
sheath accelerates the ions and thus adjusts the electron and ion fluxes. The
space charge in the sheath region causes the bulk potential Up to be larger
than zero.
Here Ie denotes the initial electron current and Ik the electron current emitted from the
surface. However, the compensation of the additional electron current by forming of a
negative plasma sheath, as described for a plasma-wall interaction without additional
electron emission, just works up to a critical emission ratio γk < 1. When the flux exceeds
this critical value, there are two possibilities for the sheath and the potential:
1. Space charge limited sheath – a potential dip Us with Us < Uw forms next to the
wall. This dip reflects the additional electron current back to the wall, thus dropping
γ below γk . More information can be found in [HW67, TLC04, Sch93].
2. Formation of a positive (inverse) sheath (negative plasma potential). In [Cam13,
Tac14] it was stated, that the formation of a positive sheath could also balance the
additional electron flux. This solution is obtained if one allows for zero ion fluxes
(relax the Bohm criterion). In this case, a negative layer forms in the sheath region
and the potential rises monotonically to the wall with a potential difference |Up2 |
being significantly smaller than in the negative sheath case (|Up1 |). The width of the
sheath is reduced [Cam13]. In this case, the ion flux would be zero everywhere.
Density and potential distributions for both cases are depicted in figure 5.5. The actual
plasma-wall interaction depends on the electron emission as well as electron and ion temperatures [TLC04, Tac14, Cam13]. In case of conducting walls the results can in general
be adapted from the floating wall solution, since the overall fluxes still need to compensate
each other.
The description of the influence of plasma-wall interactions on the bulk plasma potential
by basic theoretical considerations is limited to simplified, one-dimensional approaches.
To get a better insight on their impacts on a more complicated, two-dimensional plasma
configuration they are included in the WGTS plasma simulations described in section 5.3.
Here the influence of different wall potentials as well as electron emission at the wall is
tested.
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(a) negative sheath
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(b) positive sheath

(c) both

Figure 5.5.: Sheath potential and density distributions at an emissive wall. In
case of a positive sheath the wall potential is positive and its distribution
monotonic. The density distribution for the positive sheath is dominated by
an electron layer next to the wall. The negative sheath forms a double layer
with a small potential dip next the wall. The width of the sheath is much
smaller for the positive sheath (∆x2 ) than for the negative sheath (∆x1 ).
Distributions according to [TLC04, Cam13].

5.1.2. Charged particle transport and fluid approach
In general the motion of charged particles in electromagnetic fields is defined by the
Maxwell equations. It can be computed with the Lorentz equation:


δ~v
~ + ~v × B
~ .
(5.19)
= F~L = q E
δt
To be able to describe a large amount of particles, a single particle approach based on
(5.19) is not suitable. Therefore, a bulk approach can be used, that introduces “...the
concept of an electrically conducting fluid” [GR95]. Electrodynamics and fluid motion are
coupled by the Lorentz force F~L that is plugged into the Boltzmann equation (5.20), which
describes the fluid transport statistically [RT01], to act as the exterior force F~out :
 
δf
1 ~
δf
.
(5.20)
+ ~v ∇f + Fout · ∇v f =
δt
m
δt col
Here f denotes the particle energy distribution function. Commonly a fluid model that uses
a bulk approach for each species is employed, in order to be able to solve the resulting set
of partial differential equations (PDEs) for a large number of particles [SVG94, SVG+ 95,
CR04]. In such models, important macroscopic variables arising from the integration of
the distribution function are density, flux, average velocity, species temperature, pressure
and heat flux. In this field a widely used method is the drift-diffusion approximation
[Ho01, CR04]. In the drift-diffusion approximation, the number of PDEs that need to be
solved is reduced by introducing algebraic equations for the particle flux densities Γj . The
species transport is governed by terms of the density gradients ∇nj , the electric field E
and the corresponding potential U :
δnj
+ ∇~Γj = Rj
δt
~Γj = ±µj nj E
~ − ∇ (Dj nj ) = ±µj nj ∇U − ∇ (Dj nj ) .

(5.21)

Here the parameters µj and Dj are the mobility and diffusivity tensor, respectively, including effects of the magnetic field, if present, and interactions with the neutral gas.
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Furthermore, the mass conservation equation from the 0th term of the Boltzmann equation (5.20) is used [vK14]:
δnj
+ ∇ (nj~vj ) = Rj in stationary state:
δt
∇ (nj~vj ) = Rj .

δnj
= 0,
δt
(5.22)

Taking equations (5.21) and (5.22) and the Poisson equation (5.11) for the computation
of the electric field and predefining the transport parameters diffusion coefficient Dj and
mobility µj as well as rate constants or cross sections for the reaction rate Rj , one can
solve the plasma transport problem. The drift diffusion method can only be applied if the
density is large enough, such that the coulomb fields of the individual particles effect each
other [Div01]. The thermal velocity of the ions has to be much larger than the convective
velocity – which is generally not the case for low gas densities. However, results can often
be adapted to higher gas flow velocities [LL05, BHL10]. Furthermore, the plasma volume
has to be much larger than the mean free path of the charged particles.
~
To derive an expression for the mobility, charged particle motion in a magnetic field B
pointing in z-direction with cyclotron frequency ωc = eB/m and mean charged particleneutral collision time τ is assumed. Taking the collision frequency 1/τ to be independent
of neutral particle velocity, which excludes again very low density plasmas, one arrives at
the mobility tensor [Sha08]:


µ0
ωτ µ0
s 1+(ωτ
0
1+(ωτ )2
)2


µ0
ωτ µ0
0 .
µe,i = (−s) 1+(ωτ
(5.23)
)2
1+(ωτ )2
0
0
µ0
Here, s denotes the sign of the particles’ charge. The mobility in z-direction is the zerofield mobility µ0 . The xx and yy components of µ represent the radial mobility, whereas
the off-diagonal components represent the mobility in azimuthal
direction. For large ωc τ

the radial mobility can be approximated with ≈ 1/ B 2 µ0 and the azimuthal component
becomes ≈ 1/(Bµ0 ). Mobility and diffusivity are related by the Einstein equation
D=

µkB T
,
|q|

(5.24)

where q denotes the particles charge. Knowing the mobility, one can also compute the
conductivity tensor:
σj = nj eµj .
(5.25)
Thus, one obtains the drift current density due to an electric field which can be defined
using Ohm’s law:
~
~ji,e (el) = σi,e E.
(5.26)
The diffusive current density due to concentration gradients is
~ji,e (diff) = −e ∇ni,e Di,e .

(5.27)

Diffusive and migrative current densities are included in the drift-diffusion approximation,
with jj = eΓj (5.21). If there exists a neutral gas flow with velocities, vg , of the order of
the charged-particle drift and diffusion velocities, the convective current density becomes
important and one has to add a convective term:
~ji,e (conv) = e vg ni,e .
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Ambipolar Diffusion
The drift diffusion approximation (5.21) holds for ions as well as electrons separately.
They are coupled through the electric field, that can, in absence of external forces, be
computed solely by the Poisson equation (5.11). However, in general the distributions of
both particles can be simplified using the concept of ambipolar diffusion: Electrons diffuse
faster than ions due to their higher mobilities. Therefore, an intrinsic electric field builds
up, that slows down the electrons and accelerates the ions. However, the particle and flux
densities of both species are assumed to be equal through the bulk plasma: Γ = Γe = Γi ,
n = ne = ni [RT01, GZS80, LL05, BHL10]. Thus, the intrinsic electric field can be written
in terms of the species mobilities, and the motion of particles can be combined using the
ambipolar diffusion coefficient Da :
Di − De ∇n
·
µi + µe
n
µi Di + µe De ∇n
·
Γ=−
µi + µ e
n


µ
Te
µi D e + µe D i e  µ i
≈ Di 1 +
.
Da = −
µi + µ e
Ti
E=

(5.29)
(5.30)
(5.31)

Since the electric field is related to the ambipolar diffusion coefficient, it can be inferred
that E is characterized by the ratio Te /Ti . The drift velocity is determined by the slower
ion drift. If a strong magnetic field is present, the mobilities get tensor properties. For the
diffusion along the field lines (5.31) holds. Across the field lines, the diffusion is governed
by the much slower electron diffusion [RT01, Div01, GZS80]:




Te
Ti
Dak ≈ 1 +
Dik ,
Da⊥ ≈ 1 +
De⊥ .
(5.32)
Ti
Te
However, depending on the actual conditions, the diffusion in one distinct direction does
not need to be ambipolar, just the sum of the fluxes in all directions needs to be equal
for electrons and ions. In case of a strong magnetic field in a plasma chamber confined by conductive walls, the so-called short-circuiting-effect could appear. It denotes
the flow of balancing currents through the walls short-circuiting the ambipolar field.
[GR95, GZS80, RT01]

Diffusion in a cylinder
The case of a bounded, weakly ionised plasma in a strong magnetic field was already
investigated in [RT01, SG11, FMA05, ZT80]. As this case is at least comparable to the
WGTS conditions, results for this special kind of plasma are given in short here. However,
to be able to derive an analytic solution for the transport equations by the separation of
radial and azimuthal terms, no charged particle production or recombination terms are
included. This situation corresponds to a decaying plasma. Some general conclusions with
regard to boundary and plasma potential can be adopted for the WGTS plasma which
helps to evaluate the results from section 5.3 and 5.3.3. For deriving the general form
of the potential distribution in a cylindrical geometry with length L and radius R in a
magnetic field parallel to the axis, the ideas described in [RT01] and [ZT80] are followed
here. In order to get the transport process and the corresponding transported species,
four different diffusion time scales τjα for electrons and ions in radial ⊥ and parallel k
direction with corresponding diffusion constants Djα , with ψ = 2.405, are distinguished
here7 . This time scales are needed to determine the dominating diffusion terms and thus
7

Radial distributions of electrons and ions can be approximated by zero-order Bessel functions [DKMS05].
The term ψ = 2.405 corresponds to the first zero in this function and is used to obtain the zero-density
boundary condition.
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the dominating boundary potentials:

τek = L2 / π 2 Dek ,

τik = L2 / π 2 Dik ,


τe⊥ = R2 / ψ 2 De⊥ ;

τi⊥ = R2 / ψ 2 Di⊥ .

(5.33)
(5.34)

In general, due to the magnetic confinement and the high electron parallel mobility: τi⊥ 
τe⊥ and τek  τik . Depending on the shortest of the two short diffusion times, τi⊥ and
τek , one can identify the characteristic time scale of changes in the plasma as well as
characteristic fluxes that determine the plasma potential. For Katrin the electron and
ion diffusion times are calculated to be:
τek ≈ 0.065 s

τi⊥ ≈ 30 s.

(5.35)

Thus, the characteristic time scale is given by the longitudinal diffusion of electrons. For
the approximation of diffusion times (5.35) averaged zero field mobilities µ0 of 6 × 104 m2 /(Vs)
for electrons and 17 m2 /(Vs) for ions are used. Another important condition to derive the
plasma potential distribution is the biasing potential of the end and side walls, Urear and
Uwall , or, more specifically, the difference between both: ∆ = Urear − Uwall . For a collision dominated plasma, where the mean free path of the charged particles is significantly
shorter than the tube length and the electrons can be assumed to cool down to gas temperature, the two-dimensional density distribution can be separated into two one-dimensional
distributions [SG11, FMA05, GZS80]:
nj (r, z) = g(r)f (z)nj0 .

(5.36)

Here g(r) and f (z) are the radial and axial density distribution functions and nj0 is the
central charged particle density. The spatial distribution in the direction of the closest
boundary, which is determined by the diffusion times τjα described above, can be described
by the corresponding one-dimensional distribution [GZS80]. Thus, assuming the electrons
to be distributed according to the Boltzmann law [RT01]
eU

ne (U ) = ne (0)e Te ,

(5.37)

and considering the random thermal motion of electrons with temperature Te , the electron
flux density Γek through the end wall in axial direction is
r
Te e∆U
Γek = ne
e Te ,
(5.38)
2πme
where ∆U is the potential drop in the sheath next to the wall. In general ∆U is the
difference between the potential at position (r, z) at time t and the bulk value of the
plasma. In the absence of sources and sinks the parallel electron flux stays constant
through the whole tube, as Γe⊥ can be neglected for a short tube. So the plasma potential
can be written as
√
2πΓek (z = 0)
Te
p
∆U (r, z, t) = − ln
.
(5.39)
e
n Te /me
The change of the particle number integrated along the beam axis δN
δt is equal to twice
the outgoing electron flux through one wall Γek (z = 0), as electrons can leave in front (at
z = L) and rear direction (at z = 0)8 , as long as their motion stays one-dimensional, and
therefore:
p
π/2 δN
Te
δt
.
(5.40)
∆U (r, z, t) = − ln p
e
n Te /me
8

This holds for a completely bounded cylinder. In case of the WGTS, the electrons can only leave the
model at the rear wall, which means a factor two reduction in the potential difference ∆U (r, z, t).
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This holds only, if the plasma potential is determined by the longitudinal electron diffusion.
Plugging this potential into the drift diffusion equation (5.21) leads to a second-order
partial differential equation that is solved by the Bessel function of first kind J0 . Thus,
the particular solution [GZS80, RT01, ZT80] reads:


t
n(r, z, t) = CJ0 (ψr/R)f (z) exp −
.
(5.41)
τi⊥
Here f (z) contains the density dependence on the longitudinal coordinate, compare equation (5.36), and C is a factor that depends on the actual boundary conditions. When
plugging n(r, z, t) from equation (5.41) and
δN
δ
=
δt
δt

Z

L


n(r, z, t)dz

0

=−

n(r, z, t)
RL
τi⊥ f (z) 0 f (z)dz

(5.42)

into equation (5.40) the radial dependence of the potential cancels. Hence, U (r, z) = U (z)
except for a small region next to the side walls. This means that outside the small edges
there is no radial electric field penetrating the tube. Changing the tube wall potential
therefore only affects the potential in this small sheath next to the tube wall. However, in
case of a negatively biased end wall with respect to the side walls the situation is different
[RT01, ZT80]. The width of the region in which equation (5.41) is not valid increases,
with ∆ = Urear − Uwall becoming more negative. The drop of the potential between plasma
and tube wall, which happens in case of positive ∆ in the sheath next to the side wall,
vanishes for the tube walls becoming positive at least at a critical value of the difference
between the boundary potentials, ∆C . If ∆ is decreased further, the transverse motion of
ions is blocked, a radial electric field builds up, and the side wall potential can penetrate
into the plasma. The critical potential difference ∆C can be approximated calculating
the potential drop between wall and tube centre in axial direction by plugging (5.41) into
equation (5.40):
1/2
τi⊥ Te
e∆C ≈ Te ln
.
(5.43)
L (2πme )1/2
Since any source terms are neglected in the derivation of the plasma density distribution
presented above, relation (5.41) does not hold for the WGTS plasma conditions. However,
as long as equation (5.39) holds, which is given for ∆C . ∆ , the radial dependences of Γe,k
and ne cancel and the assumption of vanishing radial electric fields holds for the WGTS
plasma case too. Also the general effect of blocking of the transverse ion motion causing
a radial electric field for a positive tube wall (∆ . ∆C ) can be adopted to the WGTS
plasma.
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Figure 5.6.: Schema of charged particle creation and loss processes in the WGTS plasma. The boundaries for the longitudinal movement
of ions and thermalised electrons are plotted in addition. The corresponding plasma-containing components from rear section to the CPS
(and pre-spectrometer, where only fast electrons are left) are marked above.
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Basically the WGTS contains a large amount of neutral tritium molecules. Primary
charged particles, electrons and HeT+ ions, are created through the β-decay of T2 molecules.
The bulk of charge carriers is created in secondary processes – through ionisation of tritium
molecules by the fast β-decay electrons. Most of the created ions form clusters containing three, five or even more tritium atoms. For a roughly estimated electron density of
1 × 1011 m−3 to 1 × 1012 m−3 [WGT04] and electrons assumed to be in thermal equilibrium with the neutral gas (Te = 30 K), a Debye length of 1 × 10−3 m to 3 × 10−4 m results
for the plasma in the source. The corresponding plasma parameter has values of about
420 to 115 and fulfils the requirement presented in equation (5.3). Thus, a treatment of
the charged-particle processes within a plasma model is still legitimate.
The neutral gas and the electrons and ions are surrounded by the WGTS tube wall in
radial direction as well as by the rear wall in one longitudinal direction. Besides the scattering and cooling of electrons, the neutral gas influences the plasma inducing convective
ion currents proportional to gas flow velocity. Especially in the beam tube end regions
this velocity is not negligible compared to the thermal ion velocity as vg ≈ 100 m s−1 and
vth ≈ 280 m s−1 (compare chapter 4). Furthermore, the density distribution of the tritium
molecules is quite important since electrons and ions are produced according to this distribution.
The charged particles are confined by a strong magnetic field. However, the ions can, to a
small extend, move in directions transversal to the field line which may have an effect due
to the large length to radius ratio of the WGTS as in general described in section 5.1.2.
Up to the dipole electrode in the DPS2-F9 there is no barrier for the electrons. Most of
them, moving in this direction, besides the high energetic β-electrons, get reflected back
to the WGTS. In rear direction they get absorbed at the rear wall to about 60% [Bab14].
The ions get also absorbed or neutralised at the rear wall. In front direction, when reaching the DPS2-F, they get reflected by a ring electrode and drifted out by electric dipoles
[Win11, Rei09]. They can not be reflected to the WGTS since they are hindered by the
gas flow in opposite direction.
Although the WGTS beam tube is grounded, its boundary potential cannot be assumed
to be constant. Work function differences have the same effect as an applied wall potential
difference, as described in section 5.1. The other confining wall, the rear wall, is designed
to have a rather smooth work function with differences below 20 meV [Sch16, rswg12].
Here an additional voltage of about ±10 V can be applied to influence the impinging electron current. The boundary conditions with respect to the work functions of the stainless
steel tube and the rear wall are further discussed below. A scheme of the most important
processes in the WGTS plasma is depicted in figure 5.6.
Charged particle creation in the WGTS
Assuming a nominal column density of 5 × 1021 m−2 a β-decay activity of 1 × 1011 s−1 is
reached. If β-electrons would not ionise the gas molecules, the WGTS would charge up
rapidly. Only about 59% of the highly energetic β-electrons with energies near the endpoint
(Ee ≈ 16.5 keV) scatter on tritium molecules before they leave√the source [AAB+ 05]. But
the scattering cross section goes up for lower energies as ∝ 1/ Ee (Born approximation)
[TINY90]. Thus, the β-decay electrons produce a large amount of low energy secondary
ions and electrons. Simulations by F.Glück showed that one β-decay electron produces on
average 15 secondary electrons and ions [WGT04]. While the primary tritium decay and
9

The dipole electrode will create a negative potential (the voltage of one of the electrodes is set to about
−100 V [Win11]) in order to remove positive ions through the induced drift. Most of the low-energy
electrons can not cross this potential barrier, while the highly energetic β-electrons are hardly affected.
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collision ionisation processes due to β-electrons produce mainly10 T+ ,3 He+ , (3 HeT)+ and
T2+ , the equilibrium state is dominated by clustered tritium ions, basically T3+ and T5+
[WGT04, Glü10, Win11]. They are in essence produced through the following reactions
[Glü10]:
HeT+ + T2 −−→ T3+ + He

(5.44)

+ T2 + T2 −−→ T3+ + T2
T2+ + T2 −−→ T3+ + T.

(5.45)

T2n+1+ + T2 + T2 −−→ T2n+3 + T2 .

(5.47)

+

T

(5.46)

Larger ion clusters form through

The clustered ions recombine mainly via dissociative recombination processes [Win11]:
T2n+1+ + e− −−→ nT2 + T.

(5.48)

The rate Ṅj of a particular creation or recombination reaction j is given by the species
densities of the participating particles, here only electrons and ions, ne and nion , as well
as from the reaction rate coefficient kj :
Ṅj = kj · ne ni .

(5.49)

The rate coefficient is energy dependent and can be calculated by averaging the reaction
cross section σj (E) over the actual electron energy distribution f (E) [CO12]:
Z∞ r
kj (E) =

2
σj ()f ()d.
me

(5.50)

0

In thermal equilibrium, the electron energy distribution f (E) can be assumed to follow a
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. In measurements performed to determine rate constants,
this thermal equilibrium is generally assumed [HYSM88, BB49]. The rate coefficients for
tritium cluster recombination are large [Glü10]. For T3+ -ions the measured rate coefficient ranges from 1 × 10−8 cm3 s−1 to 1 × 10−7 cm3 s−1 and coefficients for T5+ ions are
of the order of 1 × 10−5 cm3 s−1 [GNP+ 03, BM90, FMM06]. Thus, the recombination
process needs to be included in the plasma simulations. The effective WGTS recombination coefficient keff with respect to the different ion species (mainly T3+ and T5+ ) can be
approximated with the help of the species density ratio xi as used in [GNP+ 03]:

 1
keff = kT + + xi kT +
.
(5.51)
3
5
1 + xi
With xi ≈ 0.5 the WGTS effective recombination rate constant is about 4 × 10−12 m3 s−1 ≈
2.4 × 1012 m3 s−1 mol−1 .
The energy distribution and mean energy of the charged particles, especially electrons,
is quite important for the particle reactions, since the reaction coefficients in general are
energy dependent [BM90, FMM06]. Ions typically undergo a large number of collisions
with the gas molecules in the WGTS11 . Therefore, their temperature can be assumed to
be equal to the gas temperature of 30 K. The energy distribution of electrons in plasmas
is rather complex. In the following it is discussed for the WGTS plasma conditions.
10

In addition T– -ions can be produced through dissociative electron capture; compared to the other reactions, the rate should be small [Win11].
11
If one assumes the fluxes to be convection dominated, the mean free path λ of the molecules should be
equal to the gas mean free path which is of the order of millimetres (compare chapter 4).
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Figure 5.7.: Electron energy distribution of secondary electrons. The corresponding gas temperature is 30 K. The data obtained from Monte-Carlo simulation
are in good agreement with a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for electrons
in equilibrium with gas and ions, except for the high-energy tail observed in
the simulation data. The primary β-decay electrons are not included as their
mean energy is far above the secondary electron spectrum.
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Energy distribution of electrons
The mean energy of the electrons in the WGTS plasma was studied in a detailed Monte
Carlo simulation by F. Glück including a wide range of energy loss mechanisms. The resulting distribution12 is given in figure 5.7. The average energy of the secondary electrons
produced by fast β-electrons is about 10 eV [Glü02], electrons with larger energies will lose
energy quite fast through electronic excitation and ionisation of the molecules as collision
partners (review of corresponding cross sections in [TRC83] and [BB02]). From there on
the ro-vibrational energy losses dominate the decrease in energy. It starts at electron energies of about 2 eV to 5 eV and runs down to about 100 meV [TRC83, TINY90]. Below
100 meV only the elastic collisions are left. Despite the small energy loss per collision,
they are able to cool down the electrons further, since the cross section for this reaction is
large (about 1 × 10−15 cm2 [TRC83, TINY90]). Thus, the electrons can cool down to the
30 K gas temperature because of the large length of the WGTS. This is confirmed by the
Monte Carlo simulations. The corresponding typical energy of electrons is about 3 meV.
However, their energy distribution is not exactly equal to a typical equilibrium Maxwellian
since there is a high-energy tail left, see figure 5.7. The effects of this feature are tested
in section 5.3. In addition to the low energetic secondary electrons there are still the high
energetic β-decay electrons. Their initial energy profile is modified by the scattering off
tritium molecules. However, their mean energy is still of the order of keV and far above the
secondary electron energy. For higher gas temperatures of about 110 K (Krypton-mode
conditions) the electron cool down still works efficiently (Ferenc Glück, personal communication, March 27, 2015). This implies an electron energy of about 14 meV for the Krypton
mode. The effects of larger electron energy on the WGTS plasma are also investigated in
section 5.3.

Charged particle transport parameters
To define the full equation of transport, the drift-diffusion approximation (5.21) needs to be
extended by a convection term. To get the drift-diffusion current, the mobility values need
to be specified. The diffusivity can be computed using the Einstein equation (5.24). The
zero-field mobility µ0 of T3+ ions and electrons for a central gas density of 1 × 1021 m−3
at 30 K are µ0,T + ≈ 17 m2 V−1 s with an uncertainty of about 10% [MMMM68] and µ0,e ≈
3
6 × 104 m2 V−1 s with an uncertainty of about 5%, respectively [RF91]. The mobility is
gas density dependent as the collisions with gas molecules need to be considered. One can
approximate the change in mobility due to the decreasing WGTS density towards the ends
using µ(n) ≈ nn0 µ0 . These approximated mobilities deviate only within about 2% from the
measured values µ(n) [RF91]. Plugging the zero-field mobilities given above and a WGTS
magnetic field of 3.6 T into equation (5.23), the ratio of radial to longitudinal mobility is
about 3 × 10−4 for ions and only 2 × 10−11 for electrons. Using equation (5.25) the same
holds for the corresponding radial and transversal ion and electron conductivities. This
means that, despite the magnetic confinement, there exist non-negligible ion currents in
radial direction caused by collisions with T2 . They need to be compensated by the longitudinal electron currents in order to keep the plasma neutral, as described by the concept
of ambipolar diffusion in section 5.1.
Gas velocities, needed to compute the convective transport, increase towards the ends of
the WGTS as can be seen in chapter 4. At the first pump port this velocity is about
100 m s−1 , which means that it needs to be considered for the ion current but can be neglected for the electron current as the electron thermal velocity is much higher than the
gas velocity. Realistic profiles of gas velocity as well as of the neutral number density need
12

This simulation was carried out for homogeneous potential. It does not contain energy losses/gains by
potential electric fields in the real WGTS plasma.
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to be included in the plasma model in section 5.3.

Surface conditions
The work function of a surface influences the plasma potential as shown in section 5.1.1.
Especially differences in the work function due to intrinsic material properties or due to
adsorption at the materials surface are important. The materials of interest with regard
to the WGTS simulations in section 5.3 are stainless steel (beam tube material) and gold
(gold coated substrate13 , rear wall material). Since the endpoint of the β-decay electron
spectrum does not need to be known, as it is determined separately during neutrino mass
analysis [Höt12], only the stability and homogeneity of the plasma potential and thus of
the work function difference of the two materials is required. The average work function
difference of both materials of about 100 meV [Bab14] can be compensated by applying a
balancing voltage at the rear wall.
Intrinsic effects that can change the work function – such as impurities, shear strains or
cracks – are summarised with regard to the WGTS beam tube in [Wer15]. Here as well
as in [Ott13] shifts up to 1 eV are supposed to be possible. These intrinsic work function
variations can assumed to be randomly distributed over the material. Since the WGTS is
operated at 30 K a large amount of tritium will adsorb at the steel walls [Chr88, Züt03].
In general the amount of adsorbed substance depends on the gas density to which the
material is exposed. Therefore, the coverage of the WGTS and shifts in work function due
to tritium coverage are not randomly distributed but are related to the tritium density
profile. The actual tritium coverage of the WGTS14 is investigated in appendix F. The
surface coverage θ is calculated to be about 1.01 to 1.15 monolayers, which means, a
difference of 0.14 mono-layers within the WGTS beam tube is found. The coverage profile
follows the tritium gas density profile as expected. Differences between both slopes are
due to desorption effects that depend on the actual coverage. One should keep in mind
that this profile has large uncertainties regarding the binding energies for the layers above
the first monolayer. Thus, an almost constant accommodation of one monolayer along
the tube is also possible and the assumption of 14% difference represents a conservative
approach.
The change in work function depending on the surface coverage can be calculated as follows
[PF83]:
∆Φ = 9 × 109 · 4πns θµ(θ).
(5.52)
Here ns denotes the number of adsorption surface sides of the substrate material and µ the
dipole moment of the adsorbate-adsorbent bond. The dipole moment is induced due to the
polarisation of the covalent bound between adsorbate and adsorbent. Thus, a change in
the charge distribution is created which changes the work function. The sign of the work
function shift changes for atomic compared to molecular adsorption [Sch02, PF83] due to
−
the different polarities of the adsorbed species (H+
2 , 2H [RF80]). Thus, for adsorption of
atomic hydrogen the work function shift is negative.
Since the WGTS is operated at 30 K only atomic adsorption of tritium is relevant directly
on the steel surface. The thermal energy of the tritium molecules is still large enough
to desorb quickly after molecular adsorption. Instead of desorbing, the molecularly adsorbed tritium can also dissociate and adsorb atomically (see appendix F). In [BR54] a
work function shift of −190 meV was recorded for a mono-layer coverage of hydrogen on
steel at room temperature. Differently orientated single Fe-crystals (111, 100, 110) were
measured in [BEGW77]. Here work function differences of −310 meV to 95 meV were
13
14

Investigations of different substrate materials can be found in [Sch16].
The coverage is given in terms of monolayers. One mono-layer coverage corresponds to single occupancy
of all free adsorption sites of the adsorbing material.
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found. The discrepancy for individual orientations is due to the amount of depolarisation of adsorbed atoms as the distance between adsorbed atoms is different. In case of
multilayer adsorption, only at temperatures below the critical temperature, the additional
hydrogen molecules adsorbing on the mono-layer are physisorbed with a significantly reduced binding energy as stated in appendix F. Thus, the tritium molecules physisorbed
on the tritium are less polarised resulting in a lower change of work function with respect
to the already adsorbed mono-layer induced change. Such a saturation behaviour was
recorded in [PF83, DNN08, BEGW77, Mad73]. The saturation coverage for hydrogen on
steel and tungsten is stated to be reached at θ = 2 [Mad73, BEGW77]. Actually the
dependence of work function on coverage is dependent on the substrate, as depicted in
figure 5.8. For some materials the dependence is not linear due to the induced change in
dipole moment[BEGW77, PF83]. The discrepancy is large for very low coverages [Chr88].
Moreover, experiments and theory differ [JC03]. Thus, no closed description of the work

Figure 5.8.: Work function dependence on surface coverage θ for H2 adsorption
on different metals. The dependency ∆Φ(θ) varies for different metal substrates. Even for the same substrate, the slope changes for different coverage
ranges. Image adapted from [Chr88].
function shift for different coverages seems possible at this point. In the modelling of the
WGTS adsorption behaviour and induced work function shifts in section 5.3, the work
function profile is assumed to be linearly increasing from injection to both ends connected
to the almost linear decrease in coverage calculated in appendix F. The difference ∆ΦWGTS
between injection and tube end is estimated from the shift between mono-layer covered
and uncovered steel, which is about −190 meV. Using the linear dependence on coverage,
a work function shift of ∆θ (Φmax − Φ0 ) = 0.14 · 190 meV ≈ 27 meV is expected between
WGTS injection and outlet region.
The rear wall material gold was chosen because of its low tritium adsorption probability
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and its well defined work function [rswg12]. Since the rear wall will be operated at room
temperature, no molecular adsorption of hydrogen can occur [Bab14, Sch13b, rswg12].
The chemisorption of dissociated H2 (as well as T2 ) is suppressed as an activation barrier
[Chr88] exists for this process. The corresponding required activation energy was measured
in [SD92, SD94] to be quite large (36 kJ mol−1 ) compared to the thermal energy of about
2.5 kJ mol−1 . The corresponding rear wall equilibrium coverage was calculated in [Bab14]
to be about θ = 7 × 10−5 . However, this result was obtained under ideal assumption with
regard to surface homogeneity and cleanness as well as number of adsorption sites. Measurements of tritium adsorption on gold-coated beryllium within the TRIADE experiment
are described in [Röl15]. Here a surface coverage θ ≈ 0.07 and θ ≈ 0.18 for differently
orientated crystal surface was derived from experimental results. However, measurements
were carried out at a pressure of 1 × 10−3 mbar. The pressure in the rear wall chamber is
equal to the pressure at the end of DPS1R which was calculated in section 4.2 to be about
1.5 × 10−5 mbar. Thus, the amount of adsorbed tritium at the rear wall will be clearly
lower than the value measured in the test experiment. The actual rear wall coverage can
not be calculated precisely since in [Röl15] idealised assumptions regarding surface flatness, location of adsorption sites and distribution of adsorption probability were made. In
[LSD87] work function shifts due to the adsorption of hydrogen on gold at 78 K of about
2 meV were found at a surface coverage was about 4 × 10−3 . Using equation (5.52) and
assuming a constant dipole moment for both coverages, the upper bound of WGTS work
function shift due to adsorbed tritium corresponding to a coverage of θ = 0.07 is
∆Φ(0.07) ≈ ∆Φ(4 × 10−3 ) ·

0.07
= 35 meV.
4 × 10−3

(5.53)

The rear wall material itself was found to have a very homogeneous work function. Measurements in [Sch16] showed an overall surface homogeneity of 9.4 meV rms as well as an
homogeneity of 10 meV over a surface that can be dissolved by a single detector pixel. The
distribution of the work function was found to be smooth and not random.
Within the plasma simulation, described in the following section, effects from randomly
distributed work function shifts as well as from shifts following particular distributions
(density related, radial, asymmetric) at the rear wall as well as at the beam tube walls are
investigated.

5.3. Modelling of the WGTS plasma
The distribution of the potential in the WGTS needs to be known precisely in order
to deduce an accurately averaged β-electron spectrum. Furthermore, the influences of
the confining walls, particle temperatures and densities as well as influence of additional
electron emission on the plasma density and potential need to be tested in order to optimise
the source boundary conditions for a preferably homogeneous plasma potential. Thus a
complete model of the WGTS needs to include
• Creation and recombination reactions for electrons and ions.
• Inflow and outflow, as well as neutralisation processes of electrons and ions at the
walls.
• Interactions of charged particles with the neutral gas.
• Density and velocity distribution of the neutral gas.
• Adjustable potential and potential distribution on confining walls.
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• Adjustable particle temperatures.
• Electron emitting rear wall.

The variety of those processes can not be represented by an analytic model. Previous
approaches, presented in the following section, are limited with regard to space charge
influences and dimensionality. They need to be step-wise extended to a two-dimensional,
axisymmetric three-particle fluid plasma model within section 5.3.2. This representative
WGTS plasma model is used to study effects from WGTS surface potential conditions
in section 5.3.4. In section 5.3.5 it is used to investigate how the emission of additional
electrons at the rear wall influences the space charge and potential distribution.

5.3.1. Previous WGTS plasma models
Conductivity based model
A previous two-dimensional WGTS plasma model presented in [Bab14, Ott13] used an
electrostatic approach within the finite element software FEMM [Mee14]. Longitudinal
and transversal conductivities were used that represent the dominant particle currents in
the respective direction: σk = σek (longitudinal, electron dominated), σ⊥ = σi⊥ (transversal, ion dominated). Using equation (5.25) they were calculated from the corresponding
entry in the mobility tensor (5.23) and from a approximated charged-particle density.
Electrostatic potentials were defined at the confining walls. Due to the large ratio of
longitudinal to transversal conductivity and the large length to radius ratio numerical
problems occurred and geometry and conductivities were adjusted using a scaling law derived in [Ott13]. Within this model the plasma potential was found to be dominated by
the rear wall with only small penetration depth of the tube wall potential. The Debye
length, which was calculated to be of the order of 0.3 mm. Rear wall patch potentials with
extensions much larger than the Debye length were found to penetrate into the plasma.
Considering the real particle densities and corresponding saturation currents, longitudinal
(electron) currents needed to balance the transversal (ion) currents were found to be too
large to be driven by the electrons. Thus, it was concluded that the radial tube wall potentials may dominate the WGTS plasma as radial electric fields penetrate into the plasma.
Even a break down of the plasma condition was supposed since quasineutrality does not
hold anymore. However in fixing the conductivity it is assumed that the electron and ion
density distribution is a priori in a stationary state as well as that it is neutral through
the whole geometry. The impact on the particle densities from actual currents and from
developing, intrinsic, electric fields is neglected. Thus, the results are questionable with
regard to a realistic WGTS plasma.
Quasineutral one-dimensional plasma model
An earlier WGTS plasma model described in [NM04] is a self consistent three-particle,
one-dimensional, model including electrons, T3+ ions and T2 gas. Charged particles are
generated by β-decay and secondary ionisation with an average ionisation yield of five
secondary electron-ion pairs per β-electron. The model includes recombination effects for
different recombination coefficients from 1 × 10−8 cm3 s−1 to 1 × 10−5 cm3 s−1 . The drift
diffusion equations for the particle fluxes are solved using an iterative method. The flow of
the neutral gas from the inlet in the centre towards the exits on both ends was included.
This leads to the following equation for the density distribution:


d
dn
d
Da
−
(nvg ) + (Ni + 1) qβ nT2 − keff n2 .
(5.54)
dz
dz
dz
Here qβ denotes the β-decay rate per volume and Da the ambipolar diffusion coefficient.
In this approach quasineutrality is assumed, i.e., ion and electron densities are set equal:
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i
ne = ni = n. Therefore, the solution is only valid for small values of nen−n
. The Poisson
e
equation is not included directly. It can be used to calculate charge densities iteratively
by plugging in the electric field obtained from the quasineutral solution. Symmetric conditions are assumed for the rear and front part of the tube. The walls are assumed to be
floating. The resulting density and potential distributions along the tube axis for different
recombination coefficients, here denoted with α, are shown in figure 5.9. Expanding this
model to two dimensions, the problem can no longer be compressed into one relatively
simple equation like (5.54) as the set of equations for the different fluxes increases. Furthermore, especially when a magnetic field is included, the fluxes for electrons and ions
in a specific direction differ and the concept of ambipolar diffusion and floating walls can
no longer be used. Particularly next to boundaries the assumption of electron and ion
densities to be equal can no longer be maintained, since the density gradients, causing
diffusive fluxes, disagree considerably here. Moreover, if quasineutrality is assumed, no
effect of potential ion and electron saturation currents, possibly leading to the charging of
the plasma, can be seen.
Nevertheless, it is quite remarkable that the solution keeps stable even when the recombination coefficients, and thus also the plasma density, are varied on a large scale. The form
of the electron density distribution as well as the scale and distribution of the potential a
still comparable, see figure 5.9. The stability of its solution demonstrates the strength of
the fluid approach. Crucial plasma parameters can be varied achieving still comparable
results. This will be shown in the scope of the following sections.

5.3.2. Development of a realistic two-dimensional WGTS plasma model
A realistic WGTS plasma model needs to include all aspects listed in the beginning of this
section. The previous models presented above were not able to cover the full range of these
effects. However, the fluid approach used in the quasineutral, one-dimensional model is
quite promising. To be able to detect charging of the WGTS, it needs to be extended and
the Poisson equation needs to be included directly in the set of equations. Furthermore,
a second dimension needs to be added to investigate the effect of radial and longitudinal
fluxes which was found to be large in the conductivity based model. Thus, the new plasma
model developed within the scope of this thesis is a two-dimensional, cylindrical, threeparticle model that contains actual electron and ion densities as well as the flow of neutral
background gas.
For the solution of the model a time-dependent approach is chosen. A stationary approach
causes numerical problems since the initial guess to start from in the solution process needs
to be close to the steady state solution for the complex fluid model. A time dependent
solution does not need to be in steady state at any time. It allows to slowly approach the
stationary solution, if present, by iteratively increasing time steps and solving the system
of partially differential equations defined by the model for each time step. More information on this subject is summarised in [COM14d]. Still, the initial conditions15 need to be
chosen properly for the numerical solution to converge. A proper set of initial conditions
is achieved by a stepwise extension of the plasma model using the result of the particular
previous model for each step.
To simplify the WGTS plasma problem, the electron energy distribution is fixed to a
Maxwellian distribution as discussed in section 5.2. The mean electron energy is also fixed
and set to gas temperature for all simulations presented in this section16 .
The new, realistic WGTS plasma model is developed starting from an electron diffusion
model described in section 5.3.2.1. This gives a first approximation of the electron density
15
16

In the time dependent solution this is equal to the initial guess of the solution at t = 0.
The electric fields in the plasma are not considered in the calculation of the electron energy distribution.
However, they can be assumed to be small for quasineutral conditions. Thus, their impact on electron
energy can be neglected as long as quasineutrality holds and the mean electron energy can be fixed.
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(a) Potential distribution

(b) Relative density distribution

Figure 5.9.: Potential and relative electron density distribution along the WGTS
beam tube axis for the self-consistent quasineutral plasma model.
The one-dimensional model is symmetric in geometry and boundary conditions. The coordinate origin is defined at the gas injection. Adapted from
[NM04].
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distribution17 . In a next step ions and an intrinsic electric field calculation are implemented
in the model in section 5.3.2.2 using the Poisson equation (5.11). This three-particle fluid
model is first calculated in an one-dimensional approach. Here, the electron density and
potential distribution obtained in the model solved before is used as initial condition. Effects of the gas flow and of the recombination process are tested in separate simulations.
The obtained longitudinal potential and density distributions are then used as initial conditions for a two-dimensional, planar plasma model with the same, large aspect ratio of
longitudinal and transverse dimensions as that of the axisymmetric WGTS geometry. It
allows to investigate the effect from transversal ion flow and boundary potential differences.
Finally, again using the result of the prior model as starting point for electron density and
potential distribution, an axial symmetric model is built that includes the correct form of
the gradient in transversal direction and represents the WGTS cylindrical geometry. The
topologically similar but simpler planar model is frequently chosen in COMSOL calculations since it converges more readily than the corresponding axial symmetric model. In
section 5.3.3 the stability of the plasma model is tested. Here the impact of different model
input parameters that have large uncertainties such as electron energy or rate coefficients
and of parameters that can be changed during operation such as gas density and magnetic
field is investigated. All simulations described in the following sections are done using the
plasma module within the COMSOL Multiphysics simulation suite [COM14b].
5.3.2.1. Electron diffusion model
To arrive at appropriate initial conditions for the three particle fluid plasma model, the
electron density distribution needs to be approximated. This is done with the help of
a single-fluid electron transport model using the Drift-Diffusion module in COMSOL
[COM14b]. It includes the drift and diffusive electron current densities from (5.26) and
(5.27). Since in a first attempt all boundaries are taken to be grounded, and full neutrality
is assumed trough the whole plasma, no electric fields can arise and the drift term is zero.
Therefore, the potential distribution does not need to be calculated before and can be
taken to be zero through the whole plasma. The model is built in one dimension, as the
transversal electron currents are small and can be neglected. The axis runs along the beam
tube axis18 . Electrons can leave the 10 m long model geometry by reaching the rear wall at
z = 0 m. The front boundary, at z = 10 m, reflects the electrons. To compensate the loss
of electrons, an electron source term is applied for the whole geometry. The production
rate Re taken to be constant, is computed from nominal column density, β-decay half life
T1/2 and secondary electron yield ye = 15:
Re =

ln 2 2ρd
·
ye πr2 ≈ 2.7 × 1013 (s−1 m−3 ).
T1/2 10 m

(5.55)

The average electron energy is set to be 2 meV and the energy distribution is taken to
be Maxwellian. This energy information is used to compute the diffusivity, De , as well
as thermal fluxes through the wall and the resulting recombination at the rear wall, the
only outlet in the model. To see if the electron drift-diffusion approach can give a realistic
approximation for the electron density distribution, the outgoing integrated fluxes through
the k different boundaries need to be added and compared to the production rate of
electrons in the WGTS:
X
jout,k = Re zmax ≈ 2.7 × 1014 (s−1 m−2 ).
(5.56)
k
17

Since the fluid model starts to solve assuming a neutral state, the ion density does not need to be
computed beforehand.
18
Here z = 0 m corresponds to the rear end of the central WGTS beam tube.
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Figure 5.10.: Electron density distribution for electron diffusion. The simulated
electron fluid model (black) and analytic solution (red) are in excellent agreement.
Solving the model, the outgoing diffusive electron flux through rear boundary of about
2.698 × 1014 s−1 m−2 is similar to the produced electron rate. The electron density profile
is shown in figure 5.10. It is determined by the electron reflection and outflow process.
The density increases monotonously in front direction due to the reflective boundary at
z = 10 m and decreases next to the rear wall due to the electron outflow at z = 0 m.
Besides the described numerical solution, it is also possible to derive the solution analytically. Therefore the stationary transport and source terms which can be combined to the
stationary diffusion equation need to be solved for:
je = −D

dne
dx

dje
= Re .
dx

(5.57)
(5.58)

For constant electron production rate Re and electrons that can only leave at x = 0, this
means: je (L) = 0 and je (0) = −Re L. Thus, equation (5.57) is solved by
je (x) = Re x − Re L.

(5.59)

At x = 0 the electrons get absorbed which means their density is vanishing. Plugging
equation (5.59) into equation (5.58) and using the electron density boundary condition at
x = 0, the electron density distribution is determined as
ne (x) = −


Re 2
x − 2Lx .
2D

(5.60)

The solution is plotted in figure 5.10 using the same input data as for the numerical model.
Both solutions agree very well. Keep in mind that a constant electron creation rate was
used to derive equation (5.60). This assumption will be used further on. The longitudinal
diffusive currents, the only ones occurring in this model, are shown to play an important
role. They are able to drive out produced electrons without a significant accumulation of
electrons – the average electron density is about 1.1 × 1013 m−3 , as to be seen in figure 5.10.
Using the simulation data, this means an average diffusion time of
1
10 m

10
Zm

ne (z)dz/Re ≈ 0.417 s,
0
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Figure 5.11.: Sketch of charged and neutral particle sources and sinks in the fluid
model.
which is in good agreement with the analytical result of 0.412 s. This time agrees with
the time a T2 molecule needs to diffuse from the injection point to the end of the WGTS
according to section 4.2 about 0.4 s). The effect from transversal diffusive currents has to
be tested in addition. Since they were calculated to be large in the conductivity-based
model, this may significantly change the value of the other contributing currents. This is
investigated further in the three-particle fluid model described in the following section.
5.3.2.2. Three-particle fluid model including space charge influence
In the simulations described in the prior section neither the diffusion of ions nor the
effect from space charges and induced electric fields are included. These internal electric
fields are crucial to determine processes in a plasma, since the particles influence each
others motion significantly through their Coulomb fields, as explained within the concept
of ambipolar diffusion in section 5.1. Therefore, in this section the electron drift-diffusion
model is extended by the particle-particle coupling through the Poisson equation as well
as electron-ion creation and annihilation processes and separate ion diffusion. Ions 19 and
electrons are created directly from T2 by an artificial reaction:
−
T2 −→ T+
3 +e

and recombine through:

T+
3

−

+ e −→ T2 .

(5.62)
(5.63)

These creation and recombination equations (5.62) and (5.63) violate the mass conservation. Actually T3+ ions and electrons are produced in secondary reactions through more
complex processes as shown in section 5.2. Since the implemented creation rate coefficient,
specified in section 5.2, is related to the beta decay rate of T2 molecules20 , the production
rate of charged particles, Ṅi,e , can be represented by (5.62) and is implemented in the
model related to the tritium density: Ṅi,e = k · nT2 . The rate coefficient k used in the
following simulations is 7 × 10−8 s−1 . The influence of the high energetic β-decay electrons, they leave the WGTS nearly unhindered, can be included by adding an additional
ion creation term with rate coefficient equal to the rate of β-decay:
T2 −−→ T3+ ,

k = Ṅβ .

(5.64)

Since the T2 gas flow is fixed and computed separately its density distribution, nT2 (r, z),
is not influenced by relations (5.62), (5.62) and (5.64). The same argument holds for the
recombination process: the recombination rate coefficient is given in terms of T3+ density
19
20

only T3+ ions are implemented as representative species, since it is the most abundant one [Glü05].
The rate coefficient is computed from the beta decay rate times the number of secondary electrons
produced per primary β-electron (15).
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and the gas profile is not influenced by equation (5.63). Since the ionisation degree of
the plasma is of the order of 1 × 10−8 , the charged particle reactions hardly influence
the overall tritium density and the stationary gas density profile is a valid assumption.
This assumption also allows to simplify the actual process of adsorption and desorption
of tritium ions at the walls – Ions hitting the wall get neutralised, which is for fixed gas
profile equivalent to them being absorbed. Desorption does not need to be considered.
As mentioned in section 5.2, the rear wall is taken to be totally absorbing for electrons,
the front boundary reflects them. An ion outlet boundary condition regarding the flux
density is specified at front boundary and rear wall:
Γi,diff = 0,

(5.65)

therefore their charge is transported out of the model. All relevant sources and sinks of
the three different species are summarised in figure 5.11.
At the front end (z = 10 m) there is a vanishing electric field boundary condition in normal
direction, since a condition related to the potential needs to be specified for each boundary.
This means, the electric field is zero outside of the geometry.
At first, an one-dimensional model is built to test the influences of recombination processes
as well as of gas flow since both where not included in the results of cylindrical plasmas
discussed in section 5.1. Furthermore, an approximate description of the electron density
and potential distribution is needed as starting parameters for the more complex twodimensional simulations. The final step of an axial symmetric plasma model is discussed
in the last part of section 5.3.2.2. All three-particle fluid models are computed using the
DC Discharge module in COMSOL [COM14b]21 . The solution process for all models starts
with a simulation using a coarse discretisation of the geometry and initial electron density
and potential values from the prior model22 . The result of the coarse discretisation is
used as initial condition for the next simulation with a finer mesh size. This procedure is
repeated with ever finer mesh sizes until the solution is not influenced by the mesh size
anymore. ion
One-dimensional model
The three-particle fluid model needs to be solved in an one-dimensional geometry first to
obtain improved initial conditions for the following more complex two-dimensional simulation. Moreover, the model is used to check if the partial differential equations (5.22) and
(5.21) are fulfilled by the solutions obtained using numerical differentiation. The effect of
recombination and convection is investigated in different simulations.
The model consists of a 10 m long line, representing the central WGTS tube axis. The
potential is fixed to be 0 V at the rear end of the geometry. The T2 background gas density
is approximated using a triangle function with a maximum of 8 × 1020 m−3 at the inlet at
z = 5 m and an outlet value of nT2 out = 0.02nin at both ends corresponding to the WGTS
outlet values obtained in section 4.2. The one-dimensional neutral gas flow itself needs to
be conserved through the model as it is used as convective force for the ion flow in the
in the simulation including the gas. The T2 velocity profile, vT2 (z), is approximated with
the help of the outlet velocity, vT2 out ≈ 120 m s−1 , from section 4.2:
jT2 = nT2 (z)vT2 (z) = const.;

vT2 (z) =

nT2 out vT2 out
.
nT2 (z)

(5.66)

Density and velocity profiles, as used in the simulation, are depicted in figure 5.12. Due
21

It couples drift diffusion equations for different particles with convective gas flow and intrinsic electric
fields (Poisson equation).
22
The electron drift-diffusion solution is used for the first one-dimensional calculation of the three-particle
fluid model. The solution for this model is used as initial condition for the first step of the twodimensional three-particle fluid model and this solution is used as input for the cylinder-symmetric
model.
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Figure 5.12.: T2 density and velocity model for 1D plasma. The velocity distribution
is calculated to achieve constant T2 flux according to equation (5.66).
to the degree of dimensionality and the two directions of flow, rear and front direction, a
singularity develops in the injection region in the middle of the geometry – the velocity
needs to cross the origin in order to obtain a smooth transition between both flow regions.
The solution is obtained by iteratively improving the mesh size, as described above. The
final mesh for all one-dimensional simulations has a maximum width of 1 × 10−3 m in the
main part and in a region 0.03 m around the rear edge a maximum of 1 × 10−6 m to be able
to dissolve the edge effects. The results hardly change when refining the edge resolution
from 1 × 10−5 m to 1 × 10−6 m23 . Thus, a minimal mesh element distance of 1 × 10−5 m in
regions adjacent to the geometry edges can be used further on. This is important for the
two-dimensional models, where a significantly larger number of mesh elements is needed
to resolve the geometry.
Simulation without recombination and convection
To build a fluid model as simple as possible, the process of recombination as well as the
convective transport term are not included. Charged particles are still created according
to equation (5.62), but can only be lost through the walls. The transport of ions is only
e
due to drift (equation 5.26) and diffusion (equation 5.27). The stationary state ( δn
δt = 0)
is approached after a simulated time of about 350 s which is quite high compared to the
other simulations where the stationary state is reached within the order of of seconds for
similar initial conditions24 . This can be explained when looking at the ion diffusion time
from (5.34), which is of the order of 200 s. Since longitudinal motion is the only way for
ions to leave the source, the longitudinal diffusion time defines the stationary state. The
resulting charged particle density distribution is plotted in figure 5.13. The central steady
state electron density is about 1.3 × 1015 m−3 which is much higher than expected from
the previous models and theoretical calculations (about 1 × 1011 m−3 to 1 × 1013 m−3 ). It
is caused by the large time to reach the stationary state.
This simulation underlines the importance of the recombination process which prevents
this accumulation of charges. Thus, the recombination process is included in all following
simulations.
Simulation with recombination and without convection
This model equals the previous model, except for the recombination process (5.63) that
is included here. Since the electron density is unrealistically high in the simulation results
23

The difference for the electron density and potential distribution from the corresponding solutions is
smaller than 1%.
24
Initial values taken from the solution of the electron diffusion model
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Figure 5.13.: Ion and electron density distribution for 1D discharge plasma with
and without recombination process. The electron and ion density without recombination is about 200 times larger than with recombination. Mind
the different scales for the two simulations (red: without recombination,
black: with recombination). The form of the density profile is related to
the underlying tritium density from figure 5.12.
without convection, initial conditions are again taken from the solution of the electron
drift-diffusions plasma model.
The electron (and ion) density calculated including the recombination process is shown in
figure 5.13. Its central value is about 3.7 × 1012 m−3 and the density decays to both ends.
The net rate Rnet of produced electron/ion pairs over the model length is
Z

L/2

Rnet =
−L/2

(Re,i − Rrec ) dz ≈ 4.55 × 1012 /(m2 s)=7.29
b
× 10−7 A m−2 .

(5.67)

This corresponds to a production rate of about 4.6 × 10−9 A within the WGTS volume. In
steady state, this amount of particles also has to leave the WGTS volume. The outgoing
electron flux at the rear wall, je,out , equals the produced electron rate as well as the sum of
the outgoing ion fluxes at rear and front side25 , as depicted in figure 5.14b. Only a small
part of about 0.1% of the ions are flowing out through the front boundary. The maximum
potential builds up in the middle of the geometry at z = 5 m, as can be seen in figure
5.14a. The absolute potential value is determined by the difference in electron and ion
densities at the rear edge (z = 0 m), where electrons leave the geometry faster than the
ions, as described in section 5.1. The solution is tested to check whether the drift diffusion
equation as well as the continuity equation is fulfilled despite the low charged particle
densities. Thus, the obtained distributions of densities, density gradients and electric
field are plugged into equation (5.21). With regard to current conservation, as shown in
figure 5.14b, the electron and ion currents are equal over the whole length of the model
as expected from section 5.1. Still, one has to note, the fluxes are non-constant despite of
the motion being one-dimensional. This is due to the not constant charged particle net
production rate, resulting from the density profile and the recombination process. Using
numerical differentiation to plug the solution in the drift diffusion differential equations
one obtains an agreement within 1 × 10−8 , i.e. in order of the numerical error. Thus, the
obtained solution can be considered as valid.
25

respecting the different signs from outlet normal direction and particles charge
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are plotted along with the net production rate Rnet . Mark the different unit
dimensions since the net electron production rate still needs to be integrated
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Simulation with recombination and with convection
In this model, the convective gas flow is implemented to test the order of magnitude of
convective ion fluxes compared to the other ion fluxes. In general, for the fluid approach
to be valid, the convective flux should not dominate the ion motion as discussed in section 5.1.2. The gas velocity (depicted in figure 5.12) is taken from equation (5.66) in order
not to violate the continuity equation for the background gas flow.
However, the solution from this simulation does not fulfill
(5.22)
P the continuity equation
for the ions anymore. The sum of outgoing ion fluxes
jout,i ≈ 3.52 × 10−6 A m−2 does
not match the produced rate R ≈ 2.32 × 10−6 A m−2 . Due to the singularity in the velocity and convective flow distribution at z = 5 m, an effective T3+ inlet arises inducing non
physical ion fluxes. The problem including convection can only be solved in two dimensions, as in one dimension it is not possible to have a smooth and constant neutral gas flow
through the WGTS. The actual ratio of convective to total ion fluxes can therefore not be
derived here. Nevertheless, the convective flow seems to have a considerable magnitude
and needs to be considered further on. In the previous quasineutral one-dimensional model
the singularity problem was handled by specific boundary conditions and by adding an
initial flux density term Γ0 δ(z) to the expression in equation (5.9).
The presented one-dimensional calculations show that is possible to solve the drift-diffusion
equations coupled to the Poisson equation for the WGTS plasma conditions using a threeparticle fluid model. Quasineutrality is not assumed a priori like in the model described in
section 5.3.1. The importance of the recombination process is underlined. However, due
to a singularity in the one-dimensional background gas flow, it is not possible to include
convective effects properly within the used approach. This reduces the outflow of ions
and the space charge potential that builds up in the WGTS is significantly larger than
the mean electron kinetic energy, as calculated in section 5.3.1. The forms of the density
and potential profiles are different from figure 5.9, they do not show the characteristic
dips in the centre, which can likewise be explained by the missing gas flow. The gas flow
singularity problem can be solved using a model of higher dimensions, as described in the
following section. The electron density and potential distribution from the convection free
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Figure 5.15.: Density and axial velocity distribution for the T2 background gas
at the beam tube axis (x = r = 0 m) as used in the two-dimensional
plasma models.
model are used as initial parameters.
Two-dimensional models
The singularity at the origin in the one-dimensional model vanishes in the two-dimensional
extension, since a second velocity direction as well as an inflow boundary can be added.
However, the continuity equation still needs to be checked to see if any further virtual fluxes
or singularities arise. Adding a further dimension to the simulation makes the model far
more complicated to solve. For comparable mesh element edge length, the number of mesh
elements increases from about 1.5 × 104 for the one-dimensional model to 3 × 105 for the
two-dimensional model and the number of degrees of freedom increases from 6 × 104 to
1 × 106 , respectively. Furthermore, the results are less intuitive to rank. The plasma is no
longer confined by a wall in only one direction but there are particle motion and confining
walls in r (cylinder-symmetric model) or x (planar model) and z direction. Since it is still a
two-dimensional simulation, the gradients pointing in the third dimension (perpendicular
to the plane geometry for the planar model and in azimuthal direction for the axisymmetric model) are set to zero. This is a reasonable approach for a component with isotropic
conditions like the WGTS. Due to the magnetic confinement the ion fluxes to the tube
walls are much higher than the electron fluxes in this direction. A similar situation is described theoretically in section 5.1.2. An auxiliary ion inlet boundary condition is defined
at the gas inlet (z = 4.995 m to 5.005 m, x = r = ±0.045 m) to overcome the problems
from the one-dimensional simulation and to guarantee ion flux conservation by setting the
flux gradient at the boundary to zero. Since the transversal motion of charged particles
is blocked, only neutral T2 gas can enter and there is no additional source term. To get
the two-dimensional T2 gas density and velocity profile, needed for the charged particle
production rates and realistic ion convection terms, a coarse gas dynamic simulation is
carried out first. The resulting T2 density and velocity distribution along the beam tube
axis are depicted in figure 5.15. The transversal gas velocity, that has sizeable values only
in the gas inlet and outlet regions, is also implemented in the plasma model. Each of
the two-dimensional models is solved in 6 to 8 steps, iteratively improving the mesh size.
The final mesh consists of layers with a minimal width next to the wall of 1 × 10−5 m on
each of the boundaries confining the model geometry, as defined in the above described
one-dimensional model. Apart from these regions, the triangular mesh has an edge length
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of about 2 mm to 6 mm.
Two different types of two-dimensional plasma flow models are presented in the following.
The first model is a planar plasma, corresponding to a plasma between two conducting
plates. It is built in Cartesian coordinates. The plates have a length of 10 m in z-direction
and a distance 0.09 m in x direction. In the third dimension (y-direction) they are extended
infinitely. The second model is an axisymmetric model and corresponds to a cylindrical,
isotropic plasma. It is built using cylinder coordinates. The model needs to be handled
differently. The vector differential operator changes with respect to the transversal direc~ with components (Ax , Ay , Az ) and (Ar , Aφ , Az ) respectively,
tion. For a vector field A,
this means:
• Planar plasma (Cartesian coordinates)
~ = δ Ax + δ Ay + δ Az
Divergence: ∇ · A
δx
δy
δz
δ
δx

~
~ =  δ A
Gradient: ∇A
δy

(5.68)

δ
δz

• Axial-symmetric plasma (cylinder coordinates)
~ = 1 δ (rAr ) + 1 δ Aφ + δ Az
Divergence: ∇ · A
r δr
r δφ
δz
 δ 
δr

~
~ =  1 δ  A.
Gradient: ∇A
r δφ

(5.69)

δ
δz

For both models a zero boundary condition is assumed for gradients in the out of planey- respectively φ-direction, as the particle flows and fields in the plasma are assumed to
be two-dimensional:
δAy
1 δAφ
= 0,
= 0.
(5.70)
δy
r δφ
The simpler form of the differential operator and the zero-gradient boundary conditions
makes the planar plasma easier to solve26 . Therefore, a planar plasma model is built and
solved first. The results are used as initial values for the axisymmetric model. The differences between both plasma geometries become important mainly in transversal direction
(x- and r-direction) which influences the motion of ions. In z-direction (axial) the solutions for planar and cylindrical plasma should be qualitatively similar, as shown in [Pfe66].
Therefore, the planar plasma can be used to check, whether the two-dimensional driftdiffusion approach is suitable to solve the WGTS plasma as done for the one-dimensional
case. It is also used to test if the continuity equation is fulfilled. Furthermore, the general
influence of boundary potential polarity, as discussed in section 5.1.2 theoretically, is investigated by applying different (constant) potentials at rear and lateral tube walls. The
planar plasma model results are afterwards used to build the final axisymmetric plasma
model.
Planar plasma
In the following the results for the two-dimensional planar plasma calculations are presented. At first, it is tested if the shortfalls that occurred in the one-dimensional calculations can be remedied by the two-dimensional approach – the validity of the continuity
26

In general less iterations are needed and the calculation time is about 50% faster, depending on the
initial conditions.
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Table 5.1.: Outgoing plasma currents in the two-dimensional planar model. Integrated ion and electron currents at the specified boundaries in boundary normal
direction with grounded walls and Ee = 2.1 meV. The tube wall losses need
to be considered two times. The surface integral of the effective electron/ion
creation rate that needs to compensate these losses is about 2.24 × 10−6 A m−1 .
species

boundary

ion

rear wall (z = 0 m)
front (z = 10 m)
lateral walls (x = ±0.045 m)

electron

rear wall

Idrift

/A m−1

Iconv

/A m−1

Idiff

/A m−1

7 × 10−7
6 × 10−8
2 × 10−7

1.5 × 10−7
9.5 × 10−7
< 1 × 10−9

1 × 10−7
5.5 × 10−8
2 × 10−8

−2.65 × 10−4

< 1 × 10−10

2.67 × 10−4

equation for electrons and ions is checked. Furthermore, the resulting density, density gradients and electric field profiles are plugged in the drift-diffusion partial equations (5.21),
like done for the one-dimensional solution. Lateral tube wall and rear wall are taken
to be grounded. At first, the electron and ion fluxes from the solution of the planar
model are analysed. Outgoing ion and electron currents integrated over the corresponding
boundaries are summarised in table 5.1. Since the boundaries are one-dimensional in a
two-dimensional simulation, all given currents are in A m−1 which can be converted into a
corresponding current through a cylindrical cross section for the axial fluxes, or through a
cylindrical half surface for the transversal fluxes, by multiplying with π · r. A discrepancy
of 6.7% is found between ion production (production rate about 2.24 × 10−6 A m−1 ) and
outflow of ions by summation of all outgoing ion currents (about 2.47 × 10−6 A m−1 ). It
is mainly caused by discretisation effects when integrating the fluxes at the boundaries.
Electrons can only leave the model at the rear wall. Because of the positive plasma potential relative to the walls, an electron repelling electric field builds up which causes a large
electron drift in positive z-direction. It is overcompensated by a large diffusion current
in the opposite direction. Thus, an electron current of about 2.4 × 10−6 A m−1 leaves the
model at the rear wall. The discrepancy of about −8% compared to the electron creation
rate is again caused by boundary discretisation effects. An improvement of these results
can be achieved by using a time consuming modelling with an even finer mesh. However,
it was checked, the results for potential and particle densities do not change significantly
with a finer mesh size at the edges anymore. From table 5.1 it can be seen that the bulk
of the ions leave the model in longitudinal z-direction. Compared to the total outflow, the
outflow in transversal direction consumes about 20%. The dominating ion outflow component is convection. Although the gas velocities are similar, the convective flow trough
the front boundary is significantly larger than through the rear wall, as the ion density
is six times higher at the front boundary (see figure 5.17). A quite large ion drift occurs
at the rear wall in order to compensate there the diffusive electron loss. It is driven by
the sheath potential in front of the rear wall. However, about half of the total amount of
leaving ion fluxes are driven by convection in the case of small, only space charge-induced
electric fields. Therefrom the importance of a proper description of the background gas
flow can be deduced. Finally, the obtained solution is tested by plugging it into equation
(5.21) via numerical differentiation. The error is, like in the one-dimensional case, below
1 × 10−8 for the given dicretisation.

Summary of results from planar simulations
In the following the results for potential and density distribution as well as dominating
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fluxes for different surface boundary potential configurations are summarised. What is
important for the potential and electron density distribution is the difference between rear
wall and tube wall as explained in section 5.1. For the sake of simplicity (and without
loss of generality), therefore, the tube wall is taken to be grounded27 and the rear wall
boundary is set to varying potentials. Thus, it is tested if the conclusions drawn for a
decaying plasma also hold for the WGTS plasma.
Grounded Tube and rear wall
For this case the different components of the electron and ion currents have already been
discussed above. The resulting potential distribution for the grounded lateral walls is in
general in good agreement with the expectation of plasma potential and density behaviour
in contact with a wall as described in section 5.1. The longitudinal and transversal potential profiles are plotted in figure 5.16. Sheath potentials up to about 6 meV, that match
the order of magnitude given by equation (5.14), occur at the walls as well as potential
variations of similar size within the bulk plasma. The latter indicate residual space charges
and are necessary to properly balance the charge transport by drift currents.
The magnitude of the space charge potential is compatible to the potential from the
one-dimensional, quasineutral simulation in [NM04]. Especially the potential and density
profiles match quite well when the influence from electron reflection and transversal ion
currents, not considered in [NM04], are neglected. The potential dip in the centre occurs
since the T2 gas is supposed to be injected there perpendicularly to the magnetic field
and hence depleted from any charged particles, since the latter cannot cross the magnetic
field lines but are deflected towards the walls of the many narrow inlet nozzles. Within
the WGTS, the gas starts creating electrons and ions by beta decay and ionisation which
accumulate during their longitudinal transport towards the exits. Then electrons diffuse
into the depleted zone up to the point at which their space charge generates compensating
drift currents. In the former one-dimensional quasineutral calculations in [NM04] this feature did show up, too. The longitudinal and radial density distributions for electrons and
ions are depicted in figure 5.17. Quasineutrality holds quite well except for the sheaths
next to the walls. In front of the rear wall, the densities are distributed as expected from
the classical wall sheath description: the electron density decreases to almost zero, while
a positive space charge builds up due to the net electron loss to the wall. This space
charge region is expected to have a width of several times the Debye length [vK14]. For an
average sheath electron density of 4 × 1011 m−3 the Debye length is about 5.4 × 10−4 m.
Thus, the simulated sheath width of about 3 mm matches the expectation quite well. The
same holds for sheaths at the lateral walls. Their width is about 2 mm to 5 mm depending
on the actual electron density. Different from the classical plasma-wall interaction, the
WGTS electrons can not leave through the transversal wall28 as their transversal mobility
is almost zero due to the magnetic confinement. However, the ions that still can diffuse
towards the lateral walls to some extent cause an increased longitudinal electron flow in
the region next to the wall by ambipolar diffusion (see section 5.1.2). As a result an ion
sheath forms next to the transversal tube walls comparable to the sheath at the rear wall.
The sheaths at rear and front wall are depicted in figure 5.16c. The radial distribution
of axial electron fluxes is also responsible for the decrease in potential towards the radial
centre depicted in figure 5.16b.
For the simulation assuming a simplified two-dimensional, planar plasma with a homogeneous potential distribution at the boundaries the potential differences that build up in
the plasma are well within the Katrin requirements. The effect from different boundary
potential configurations is investigated below.
27
28

This corresponds to the actual Katrin WGTS operation.
Only a small thermal flux of electrons is able to leave transversally.
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Figure 5.17.: One-dimensional density distributions for the three-particle, planar
drift-diffusion model with tube and rear wall grounded.
Rear wall biased negatively
To test the effect of a rear wall at more negative potential than the tube wall, the rear
wall voltage Urear is set to 0 V and the tube wall potential is set to Uwall = 1 V. The
voltage difference of −1 V between both boundaries is clearly below the critical value ∆C
from equation (5.43) which is about −20 mV for the WGTS operated at 30 K and a mean
electron energy of 2 meV. For this boundary configuration, the electron drift to the rear
wall is blocked.
Looking at the results, the plasma potential is bound to the tube wall, as can be seen
in figure 5.18. There is only a small region of about 4 cm that is influenced directly by
the rear wall potential. This is expected from theoretical considerations for ∆ < ∆C , see
section 5.1.2. The bulk potential value is about 0.1 V to 0.2 V below the plasma potential
determining lateral wall surface potential. This means that negative space charges are
created, which is different from the general plasma-wall interaction potential described
in section 5.1 and from the slightly positive plasma potential described for the grounded
model above.
Electron and ion source and sinks need to mutually compensate in steady state. Since not
enough electrons can leave the plasma through the rear wall, the electron density and thus
the recombination rate goes up which reduces the effective number of created electrons/ions
to about 1 × 10−6 A m−1 . To compensate the high migrative electron currents from the
electron repelling electric field at the rear wall into the plasma, high diffusive currents
build up that still cause a net electron outflow. Ions moving in transversal direction are
repelled by a positive electric field next to the walls. Thus, the transversal ion outflow
is negligible. Ions are lost mainly through the front boundary and partially through the
rear wall. The hindered electron flux towards the rear wall results in an overall negative
space charge, different from the positive space charge for the typical plasma confined by
walls as described in section 5.1.1. The resulting electron and ion density distributions
are shown in figure 5.19. The axial density distribution, see figure 5.19a is comparable to
the grounded boundary case discussed above. However, next to the rear wall an electrondepleted region arises since the electrons are repelled by the large negative potential at
the wall. For the transversal distribution an atypical rise in charged particle density can
be seen in the sheath region next to the tube walls (figure 5.19b). Since the transversal
particle motion is determined by ions as the transversally more mobile particle species,
the transversal density distribution is likewise determined by the ion motion. Ions are
repelled by the positive potential at the tube walls and accumulate there. This can not
be compensated by transversal electron motion, as the latter is blocked by the magnetic
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confinement. Only the radial distribution of the longitudinal electron flux can be changed
– it is reduced next to the lateral walls compared to the centre at x = 0 m. This has
the effect of increasing the electron density next to the lateral walls and the charge of the
ions, accumulated there, can be compensated. The plasma potential increases from the
end of the plasma sheath next to the rear wall to the front boundary by about 150 mV as
depicted in figure 5.18a.
The discussed planar plasma with a rear wall biased at large negative potential causes
large potential inhomogeneities in longitudinal direction. These inhomogeneities are far
beyond the Katrin requirements. Thus, a large negative rear wall potential29 needs to
be avoided.
Rear wall biased positively
From the theoretical considerations in section 5.1.2, a positive voltage at the rear wall with
respect to the lateral walls should determine the plasma potential. This is tested by using
a rear wall voltage of 1 V and a lateral wall voltage of 0 V. Again, the potential difference
∆ = 1 V is large compared to the thermal energy of the electrons and thus determines the
charged particle outflows.
The resulting potential distribution is depicted in figure 5.20. This time the rear wall
determines the value of the plasma potential inside the tube, as expected. The penetration
depth of the lateral wall potential is less than 1 cm as depicted in figure 5.20b. The
increased transversal outflow of ions causes a large longitudinal inhomogeneity of the
plasma potential, see figure 5.20a. The potential shifts by about 0.3 V within the length
of the model. Although the electrons can leave the source at the rear wall unhindered, as
there is no blocking electric field, they are not able to compensate the large transversal ion
current. This results in an overall negative space charge inside the WGTS. Considering
the different surface areas of the outflow boundaries, Arear and Atube , the electron and ion
saturation currents, Ie,sat and Ii,sat , read [Pie10]:
r
1
1
8kB Te
Ie,sat = − Arear ve,th ne,0 e = − Arear ne,0 e
(5.71)
4
4
πme
r
kB Ti
Ii,sat = −0.61Atube vB ni,0 e = −0.61Atube ni,0 e
.
(5.72)
mi
Assuming the ion density close to the tube wall ni,0 to be equal30 to the electron density
next to the rear wall ne,0 , the ratio of electron to ion saturation current in the twodimensional configuration is about 0.4. As the bias difference between tube and rear wall
is large compared to the thermal energy of the charged particles, the electron and ion
currents flowing through the corresponding boundary reach their saturation value – more
ions than electrons can leave the model. Thus, large negative space charges arise and the
plasma potential settles below the rear wall potential. The space charge is, like in the
configurations described above, distributed in longitudinal direction. Ions leave the model
Rz R R
through the whole WGTS length and cause the integral space charge,
−R (ni − ne )drdz,
0

to decrease with z. Thus, the plasma potential along any axis parallel to the z-axis also
decreases, about 300 mV, from rear wall to front boundary. Plasma sheaths occur only at
the transversal walls. Here the region where electron and ion density differ is large (about
2 cm), see figure 5.21, which causes the large width of the sheath. In contrast to the two
models discussed above, electron and ion density are almost equal next to the rear wall,
29

“Large” in this context means negative potentials with absolute value far above the mean electron energy
compared to the lateral wall potential.
30
The average electron and ion density next to the sheath at the tube walls is larger than the average
electron and ion density next to the rear wall, thus even increasing the ion-electron saturation current
ratio.
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Figure 5.18.: Potential distributions for the three-particle drift-diffusion model
with Urear = 0 V, Uwall = 1 V. The plasma sheath that forms next to the
rear wall is shown within the two-dimensional distribution in c).
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Figure 5.19.: One-dimensional density distributions for three-two particle driftdiffusion model with Urear = 0 V, Uwall = 1 V.
as depicted in figure 5.21a. Therefore no sheath can form there.
Reducing the applied voltage difference between tube and rear wall to 0.1 V, the large
transversal outflow of ions can be reduced as the current is below its saturation value. The
tube plasma potential is still set by the rear wall voltage, but the maximal longitudinal
potential difference is reduced to less than 20 mV as can be seen in figure 5.22. The
transversal sheath width and thus the penetration depth of the wall potential is reduced
to about 6.5 mm.
For all boundary potential configurations described above the plasma potential is not homogeneous in longitudinal direction. The size of the potential differences is determined
by the distribution of space charges which means, by electron and ion fluxes through the
boundaries. In case of a positively biased rear wall, the absolute value of the plasma potential is determined by the rear wall potential. If it is biased clearly negatively, ∆  ∆C ,
the tube wall potential penetrates deep into the plasma or even settles its absolute potential value. This is also expected from the theoretical considerations in section 5.1.2. If
the potential difference is larger than the critical difference, ∆ > ∆C , but too small to
cause the ion and electron currents at tube and rear wall to saturate, ≤ 0.1 V, the total
space charge is positive and determined by the loss of electrons. If it is clearly larger than
0.1 V, the charged particle currents saturate and the total space charge is negative and
determined by the loss of ions.

Cylinder symmetric plasma model
The above presented two-dimensional planar model underrates the loss of ions at the tube
walls. The ratio of electron to ion saturation current deceases by a factor of two to 0.19
because of the different geometric configuration of corresponding outlet boundaries:
Ie,sat (planar) Ii,sat (cylinder)
·
Ii,sat planar Ie,sat (cylinder)

n(planar)=n(cylinder)

=

R 2πRL
·
= 2.
L πR2

(5.73)

This influences the space charge distribution and thus the potential distribution. Furthermore, the planar model simplifies the differential operator in radial direction, see (5.68).
This influences not only the radial (ion) flow, as ion and electron flow are linked through
ambipolar diffusion. To include the right amount of particle loss, the two-dimensional
model is extended into an axisymmetric model, representing a bounded cylinder. Aside
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Figure 5.20.: Potential distributions for the three-particle drift-diffusion model
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Figure 5.22.: Potential distributions for the three-particle drift-diffusion model
with Urear = 0.1 V, Uwall = 0 V.
from the modified form of the differential operator and the zero gradient boundary condition in azimuthal direction, boundary conditions are identical to the two-dimensional
model as shown in figure 5.11. The background gas density and velocity distribution is
the same as for the planar model with x = r. Thus, the initial creation rate of charged
particles, not considering the recombination, is also unchanged. Initial values for electron
density and potential distribution are taken from the planar plasma solution with grounded
walls.
In the following results from both two-dimensional models are compared. This is done for
the grounded WGTS as well as for a slightly positively biased rear wall (∆ = 0.1 V), where
the influence of increased transversal ion fluxes is larger.
Comparison cylinder symmetric and planar model
At first, results for the configuration with all boundaries grounded are compared.
In solution of the axisymmetric model, the effective rate of charged particle creation is
2.26 × 10−6 A m−1 , and thus almost the same as for the planar model since the production
rate is the same and the recombination rate does not change significantly. Therefore, also
the charged particle density distribution hardly changes. Only the radial sheath width
slightly increases as depicted in figure 5.23b. This is connected to the increased outflow of
transversal ion fluxes that can be seen in figure 5.24. The integrated ion current leaving
the plasma through the radial tube walls is about 4 × 10−7 A m−1 and thus almost twice
the value of the corresponding planar simulation. On the other hand, the longitudinal ion
fluxes leaving the plasma are comparable to the planar model. Thus, the ratio of total
longitudinal to transversal ion fluxes leaving the model decreases from 4.6 to 2.3 and the
influence of transversal ion flows increases. The space charge potential that builds up next
to the rear wall is comparable for both simulations. It is decreased by about 1 mV due
to the increased overall ion outflow. Also the slope of the longitudinal potential distribution in the radial centre of the tube, that is plotted in figure 5.25, is comparable for both
simulations. The radial inhomogeneity is increased compared to the planar model because
of the larger transversal ion flows. The potential increases throughout almost the whole
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planar model.
For the transversal two-dimensional distributions only
positive radii are plotted because of the symmetry axis at r = 0 m.
radial cross section, besides the small sheath region, where the plasma potential drops to
tube potential. This prevents the radial outflow of ions from increasing.
With rear and tube walls at equipotential the impact of transversal ion currents turns
out to be quite low compared to configurations with potential differences between rear and
lateral wall. In the cylinder-symmetric model the longitudinal ion flow is still dominating.
Therefore, results for a second rear wall voltage with ∆ = 0.1 V are tested. Here the effect
from increased transversal ion flow is considerably larger.
The simulation result for the transversal ion current density leaving through the lateral
wall boundary in comparison to the corresponding two-dimensional planar model current
density can be seen in figure 5.26a. The current calculated with the cylinder-symmetric
model is again larger than the two-dimensional planar model solution. This increased
outflow of ions is connected to a decrease in charged particle density, see figure 5.26b. The
charged particle density is reduced to about 85% of the two-dimensional planar model density. The plasma potential, as depicted in figure 5.28 is clearly influenced by the changed
distribution of flows. Compared to the planar model, it even changes the sign of the slope
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Figure 5.26.: Transversal ion outflow and longitudinal electron density distribution for cylindrical and two-dimensional planar plasma with
∆ = 0.1 V.
in longitudinal projection, see figure 5.28a. The transversal potential inhomogeneity increases with z, as can be seen in figure 5.28c. The potential drop in the transversal plasma
sheath, with a width of about 5 mm, is comparable to the two-dimensional planar model
case. Yet, the transversal potential in the bulk of the plasma is not homogeneous. The
potential drop of about 8.5 mV through bulk up to the sheath is even larger than the drop
in the sheath, as depicted in figure 5.28b. This transversal distribution is caused by the
non-vanishing transversal electric field, compare figure 5.27.
For low biasing voltages (|∆| < 0.03 V) axisymmetric and two-dimensional planar model
show similar distributions of plasma potential and electron density as well as of fluxes and
space charges. When transversal flows get larger (larger boundary potential differences),
the results for the potential distribution from both models become different because of the
difference in saturation currents. Thus, for low bias voltages, where both model currents
are not saturated, general conclusions drawn from the planar model can assumed to be
valid for the cylindrical plasma as well. Therefore, the planar plasma model can be used
to investigate the influence of different plasma parameters like magnetic field, recombination coefficient and gas column density. This is discussed in the following section. In the
region, where saturation starts in th axisymmetric model, the potential differences will
be larger than for the two-dimensional planar model, where currents are still unsaturated.
Due to differences in the distribution of fluxes, the form of the radial potential distribution
changes between both models. To evaluate the influence of the potential distribution on
the spectrum of β-electrons it is important to know the absolute values of inhomogeneities
of the potential. Therefore, in section 5.3.4 the cylinder-symmetric model is used to calculate an optimised rear wall bias to minimise these inhomogeneities. In this context the
influence from distributions of surface potentials on the plasma potential is tested.

5.3.3. Influence of plasma conditions and parameters on the WGTS potential
The WGTS plasma model has relatively large uncertainties with regard to recombination
coefficients, electron energy and electron energy distribution. Conditions like magnetic
field or column density can deviate from the nominal values used in the model above in
special operation phases. Furthermore, in the plasma model the plasma is only contained
in the central 10 m beam tube. The impact of the mentioned effects on the potential
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Figure 5.27.: Transversal Electric field for cylinder-symmetric model with ∆ =
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are given for comparison.
distribution and on the stability of the results of the steady state solution is investigated in
this section. Since the solutions for cylinder-symmetric and planar model are comparable,
at least for low biasing voltage differences, the planar model is used to investigate the
above mentioned effects. It converges faster than the axisymmetric model, with a lower
number of iterations due to the simplified transversal gradients. It still allows to deduce
the order of shifts in the potential distribution and the qualitative plasma behaviour.
5.3.3.1. Column density
Within the first measurements with tritium inside the WGTS the actual amount of tritium
will be significantly lower than the standard tritium column density. To see how a different
column density influences the plasma density and potential distribution, a configuration
using a fraction xT of the standard column density is calculated31 . Here one needs to
disentangle two configurations:
1. Standard gas column density ρdgas,0 = 5 × 1021 m−2 , reduced tritium column density
ρdT2 = xT ρdgas,0 < ρdgas,0
2. Standard tritium purity, reduced gas column density ρdgas = ρdT2 = xT ρdgas,0 .
For a reduced tritium column density the plasma density will be even lower than the already low density in standard mode, compare section 5.2. Thus, at some point of charged
particle reduction, the fluid model is not applicable anymore. Then the distance between charged particles is too large to be significantly influenced by the Coulomb fields
of the other particles. Thus, the tritium reduction factor xT is set to 50%, which produces a still large enough charged particle density. Hence, a tritium column density of
ρdT2 ≈ 2.5 × 1021 m−2 is implemented in configuration 1) and 2) which means, the initial
electron creation rate is equal for both configurations. The background gas density and
velocity distribution for the reduced column density compared to the standard column
density are depicted in figure 5.29. While the gas density is reduced to about 50% compared to the standard column density (figure 5.29a) the velocity distribution is similar for
both cases (figure 5.29b). The longitudinal velocity is only slightly reduced for the reduced
density case. The reduced density profile from figure 5.29a is used for configuration 1) and
31

Actually not the column density but the injection pressure is reduced which is roughly the same.
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2) for the charged particle production. For the specification of the mobilities as well as for
the convective ion velocity, standard column density values, ρdgas,0 , are used in 1). In 2)
the reduced column density gas properties, xT ρdgas,0 , are used.
The computed longitudinal electron distribution as well as the potential distributions for
configuration 1) and 2) are depicted in figure 5.30. Although the tritium density is reduced
to half its initial value, the electron density reduction is only about 30% for the standard
mobility and velocity, case 1), and about 40% for the adapted mobility, case 2). This is
caused by the reduced recombination rate. The density difference between case 1) and 2) is
due to the changed mobility. With regard to the potential distribution, the configurations
with the same mobilities, case 1) and the standard configuration, show similar potential
distributions as can be seen in figure 5.30b and figure 5.31. The absolute space charge
potential is increased to about 8 mV for the high mobility case 2). However, the potential
distribution is more homogeneous as becomes apparent in the two-dimensional distributions in figure 5.31. While the longitudinal zero field mobility is increasing, the radial
mobility decreases. This reduces the transversal ion fluxes, which improves the plasma
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(a) Configuration 1)

(b) Configuration 2)

(c) ρdT2 = ρd0

Figure 5.31.: Two-dimensional plasma potential distribution for reduced gas column density and tritium purity, T2 , configuration 1) and 2), as well
as standard properties with ρd0 and T2 = 1.
homogeneity.
5.3.3.2. Electron energy and electron energy distribution
The electron energy has a large impact on the plasma behaviour as it influences the electron
flux, see (5.38). Moreover, it determines the cross sections of the different reactions in the
plasma, described in section 5.2. Thus, it has a direct impact on the density and potential
distribution. Four electron energy related parts can be distinguished:
Change in
mean electron energy
energy distribution (not Maxwellian)

Influence on
electron outflow
recombination rate coefficient
recombination rate coefficient
electron outflow rate

In the following, effects from changes in mean electron energy and energy distribution are
discussed separately.
Mean electron energy
The average electron energy cannot be assumed to be known precisely, since the MonteCarlo simulation for the calculation of the electron energy spectrum in the WGTS plasma
does not include actual plasma effects like intrinsic electric fields and energy dependent
outflows. Thus, the mean electron energy and temperature can slightly differ from the
calculated fully thermalised value of 30 K. In case of measurements with a lowered gas
density, the temperature of the electrons may also change, since they are, depending on
the actual density reduction, no longer able to thermalise to gas temperature by electronmolecule collisions. Furthermore, the measurements at an elevated gas temperature of
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Figure 5.32.: Energy dependence of electron density and potential distribution.
Axial distributions at x = 0 m. Compared are solutions for electron energies
of 2 meV and 10 meV with and without adapted recombination rate coefficient.
110 K with krypton cause the electron energy to change to about 14 meV, if they are still
able to thermalise. Therefore, it needs to be tested how the mean electron energy influences
the plasma conditions. To do so, a mean electron energy of 10 meV is implemented in the
plasma model. Results are compared to the 2 meV configuration described before. The
electron energy distribution is still assumed to be Maxwellian. Thus, just the dependence
of the recombination process on a change in mean electron energy needs to be considered.
For the recombination of electrons with T3+ ions this dependence was calculated to be32

0.8
K
in [MNF+ 84]: krec,T + ∝ 300
. In case of T5+ ions the energy dependence can be
Te
3

0.69
K
approximated with: krec,T + ∝ 300
[MBJ84]. Thereby, for the effective recombiTe
5

nation coefficient from equation (5.51) a value of about 1.3 × 10−12 m3 s−1 results for an
electron energy of 10 meV. This is about one third of the recombination coefficient at
2 meV, which would lead to an increase in electron density. On the other hand, a higher
electron energy causes a higher electron flux through the rear wall. This decreases the
electron density, while the ion flux stays comparable. Therefore, a higher space charge
potential is expected.
The result of these two opposing effects can be seen in figure 5.32b, where the density
distributions for electron energies with and without adapted recombination coefficient are
plotted. The effect of an increased electron flux is larger than that of the reduced recombination rate coefficient – the particle density for the elevated electron energy decreases.
The plasma potential is lifted, as expected, by a factor of five to 35 mV and corresponds
roughly to the floating potential of equation (5.14). The change in potential along the
beam tube z-axis increases to 19 mV, see figure 5.32a. However, this value is less affected by the increase in electron energy than the absolute value of the potential, as the
transversal ion flow, responsible for the change in longitudinal potential, is not influenced
directly33 . For the elevated electron energy with adapted recombination coefficient the
outflow of electrons is about 3.9 × 10−6 A m−1 . This means an increase of about 60% compared to the outflow for 2 meV electrons. The penetration depth of the transversal wall
potential, which corresponds to the transversal sheath width, is also slightly raised to 7 mm.
32

The recombination process of deuterium and hydrogen ions is assumed to be comparable to the recombination process of tritium ions due to the similar atomic structure.
33
The absolute potential value is only affected by the electron flux through ambipolar diffusion.
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Electron energy distribution
Rate coefficients
Besides the dependence on mean electron energy, also the actual energy distribution needs
to be considered. A changed distribution function influences the electron current as well
as the recombination rate, see (5.50). Both effects are considered separately. The electron energy distribution function obtained by Monte Carlo simulation, as described in
section 5.2, is not an exact equilibrium Maxwell distribution. There is a tail of electrons
at high energies, see figure 5.7. However, in the rate coefficient measurements used within
the plasma model the electrons are assumed to follow a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.
To test an energy distribution different from Maxwellian, energy dependent cross sections
for all reactions involved in the recombination process would need to be used. However,
for the actual plasma calculations only the rate constant for the mean electron energy
Ee , keff (Ee ) from (5.50), can be used. It is a parameter already averaged over the electron energy distribution. To include the energy distribution directly in a plasma model,
one would need to simulate either single particles or introduce new electron species with
different mean energies. This can not be combined with the bulk approach and a fixed
electron energy distribution function used in the presented three-particle fluid model. The
effect of a changed recombination rate coefficient on the WGTS plasma can be tested
indeed. The mentioned electron energy distribution with a high energy tail (figure 5.7)
would cause a lower rate constant, as the recombination cross section decreases with higher
electron energy. Therefore, in the following different rate coefficients with krec,1 = 0.5k0
and krec,2 = 0.1k0 , are implemented in the model for mean electron energies of 2 meV.
Here k0 denotes the recombination rate for Maxwell distributed electrons corresponding
to a mean energy of 2 meV as used in the simulations above. Additionally a test simulation
assuming a higher rate constant of krec,3 = 10k0 is calculated, as the absolute value of the
rate constant has quite large uncertainties and may be underestimated [Glü05, NM04].
For krec,1 the effective production rate of electrons is 2.88 × 10−6 A m−1 which is about
30% higher than the production rate for k0 . For krec,2 the effective electron production
rate further increase to 4.5 × 10−6 A m−1 , which is more than twice the production rate
for k0 . For the elevated recombination coefficient krec,3 the production rate decreases to
about 9.1 × 10−7 A m−1 , which is about 40% of the initial value. The electron and ion
density increases with decreasing recombination rate coefficient. The dependency is not
linear as the particle outflow is affected by the changed densities, too. The absolute recombination rate decreases despite the increased charged particle density. Longitudinal
density distributions for the different rate coefficients are depicted in figure 5.33b. The
appropriate plasma potential distributions are shown in figure 5.33a. The offset of the
plasma potential next to the wall (space charge potential) is hardly changed. This only
depends on the relative number of electrons compared to the amount of ions leaving the
plasma through the wall. This number stays almost at the same value as both densities
are changed. The slope of the potential distribution decreases with decreasing recombination coefficient. Thus, the longitudinal plasma potential difference increases to 6.5 mV for
krec,2 . It is minimised for largest recombination coefficient krec,3 .
Electron outflow
The other quantity that is influenced by the distribution of electron energies is the electron
flux going out at the rear wall. For a fluid model with a single electron species, though, it
is determined using the averaged electron velocity v̄e [GR95]:
Z
f (ve )
Γ e = ne ve
dve = ne v̄e .
(5.74)
ne
Therefore, the electron flux leaving the plasma is the same for different distribution functions with the same average electron energy. As the presented plasma model uses a single-
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Figure 5.33.: Effect of recombination rate coefficient on electron density and
potential distribution. Axial distributions at x = 0 m. Compared are the
solutions for different recombination rate coefficients with respect to the rate
coefficient k0 for Maxwell distributed 2 meV electrons.
electron fluid approach, it is not affected by the actual energy distribution. When dropping
the assumption of a single-electron fluid model and introducing an additional high energy
electron species, additional fluxes of high energy electrons can be tested. This high energy electron contribution was investigated in [IB90] assuming a Maxwellian plasma with
additional high energy mono-energetic electrons. In [GMS95] the high electron energy influence starting from a bi-Maxwellian plasma with a low and a high electron temperature
was examined. The electron energy distribution influences the plasma properties mainly in
the region of the sheaths [GGBK06, DDJK05]. High energy electrons within the spectrum
cause higher space charge potentials. The actual deviation from the ideal one-temperature
Maxwellian case depends on the number of high energy electrons compared to the number
of low energy, or thermal electrons. The ion flow as well as the plasma potential in the bulk
is still determined by the thermalised, low temperature electrons [DDJK05, GMS95], at
least for reasonable low high energy electron densities [DDJK06]. As the electron current
through the wall, especially at a negative biased wall, is governed by the high temperature electrons, the floating potential at the wall is also determined by these hot electrons
[DDJK05, GMS95]. An additional drop of the near wall potential ∆Φ further accelerates
the ions to compensate the loss of fast electrons. For a floating wall this extra potential
drop can be calculated with the high energy electron current, Ie* , compared to the ion
current [DDJK05, DDJK06]:


Ii
|∆Φ| = Te ln
.
(5.75)
Ii − Ie*
Here Te denotes the thermal, Maxwellian electron temperature. Using the distribution
function showed in figure 5.7, the fraction of secondary electrons in the WGTS plasma
with energies above the thermal distribution is clearly below 1%, the influence of the
high energetic primary β-electrons is discussed below. The ion flux to the rear wall is
assumed to be undisturbed by the high energy electrons. Thus, it can be taken from
table 5.1 to be about 1 × 10−6 A m−1 . To calculate the flux of the high energy secondary
electrons, only the initial electron production rate needs to be considered, as the process of
recombination can be neglected for such high energies. An initial electron production rate,
without recombination, of about 6 × 10−6 A m−1 causes a high energy electron production
rate smaller than 0.01 · 6 × 10−6 A m−1 = 6 × 10−8 A m−1 . This rate corresponds to the
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high energy electron flux at the rear wall. Plugging these values into equation (5.75),
an additional potential shift of 0.06Te induced by fast secondary electrons is obtained.
This shift is smaller than 1 meV and would therefore be negligible. However, when the
ion flux to the rear wall decreases, while the high energy electron flux remains, the shift
in potential increases. This can be caused by a higher recombination rate that can not
be excluded, since the recombination rate coefficient has large uncertainties. For a ten
times higher recombination rate coefficient, corresponding fluxes are calculated above, ∆Φ
becomes 0.16Te which is still below 1 meV. For changed boundary potentials, the ion flux
trough the rear wall can also decrease. This could lead to potential shifts of several times
the electron temperature. Quite large space charge potentials forming at the wall in the
case of Ie* becoming comparable or even larger than Ii are also stated in [DDJK04]. This is
most likely not the case for Katrin, unless the recombination rate is orders of magnitude
higher than assumed, which would drastically reduce the ion density. Furthermore, as
described in [DDJK06], the electron energy distribution may become non-local, which
could further increase the potential drop in the sheath. In the region next to the rear wall
such inhomogeneities may arise, since electrons produced there are not able to thermalise
before they reach the rear wall. Though they are unlikely, the formation of space charge
potentials of the order of several times the electron energy can not be excluded for the
WGTS plasma. To be able to compensate for the eventually large positive space charge
building up in the WGTS, additional electrons can be emitted at the rear wall. This is
further discussed in section 5.3.5.
Primary β-electrons
The influence of the β-electrons that can leave the WGTS fast is tested, by adding an additional ion source term from equation (5.64). Thus, just the positive net charge of about
6% that is created by these fast electrons is included in the simulation. The actual fast
electrons do not need to be modelled, since they flow out of the WGTS nearly undisturbed
by the plasma.
The simulated electron and ion density distributions are depicted in figure 5.34a. Quasineutrality holds through the bulk of the plasma. The overall space charge is increased by about
8%. This difference is reflected by the potential distribution to be seen in figure 5.34b. As
expected from the considerations above, the influence of the high energy β-electrons on
the potential distribution is small34 . The longitudinal homogeneity is hardly affected.
Since the effect of net space charge production by high energy β-electrons is small, it is
neglected in the following calculations.
5.3.3.3. Geometry length
The geometry of the described plasma model only reflects the main WGTS beam tube.
The longitudinal distance between the rear wall and the dipoles in the DPS2-F in the
Katrin set-up, corresponding to the plasma model end boundaries, is roughly 20 m. Limiting the model length to 10 m reduces the number of mesh elements needed to resolve
the geometry and thus the degrees of freedom. This simplifies the solution process significantly. Already at the end of the WGTS the gas density is reduced by a factor of 50.
Going into the DPS1-F/R, the density is reduced even further, about a factor of 2000 at
the entrance to the DPS2-F, as discussed in section 4.2. This means a significant increase
in mobility while the charged particle density drops further. The reduced gas density also
influences the mean free path λe of the electrons. Assuming only elastic collisions, which
have the largest cross section of about 1 × 10−19 m−2 in the meV electron energy region
as discussed in section 5.2, and a central gas density of 8 × 1020 m−3 , the mean free path
34

Using (5.75) a potential difference of the order of 0.3Te is expected which matches the simulated differences quite well.
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Figure 5.35.: Longitudinal background gas profiles for LWGTS = 12 m and
LWGTS = 10 m. The values within the central 10 m differ which has to be
considered when comparing the results for the corresponding plasma models.
in terms of the density reduction factor xd = nT2 (z)/nT2 (0) becomes

−1
λ(z) ≈ nT2 (z) σel
∝ 1 cm/xd .

(5.76)

At the end of the WGTS the mean free path of the electrons is already about 0.5 m. For
the ions the mean free path is lower35 . However, at the end of the WGTS beam tube it is
enhanced to several centimetres and linearly increases with density reduction, see chapter 4.
Furthermore the charged particle densities get lower, as the production rate goes down with
the gas density. This reduces the effect of recombination. As the neutral-charged particle
interaction as well as the ion-electron recombination is significantly reduced, particles can
be expected to stream nearly undisturbed, apart from the intrinsic Coulomb coupling,
and the flux reaching the end boundaries should be of the same order as the flux at
the ends of the central WGTS beam tube at z = 0 m and z = 10 m36 . Therefore, the
fluxes are assumed to be comparable for the 10 m model geometry and the central part
of the 20 m Katrin set-up. Since the fluxes leaving the plasma through the different
boundaries determine the potential and density distribution also the plasma potentials
for both configurations are assumed to be similar. To verify this, the model geometry is
increased to 12 m with the injection region at z = 6 m. A background gas model adapted to
the increased length is calculated first. The resulting T2 density and longitudinal velocity
distributions are depicted in figure 5.35. The calculated electron density distribution for
the 12 m-model at ground potential is depicted in figure 5.36. As expected, the form
of the distribution remains unchanged by the modified length. The increased maximal
electron density is mainly due to the difference in T2 column density in both models, see
figure 5.35. In the transversal density distribution at the end of the particular model, both
models have again a similar slope. The higher electron density at the wall is again caused
by the T2 density. The potential distribution remains similar for both model lengths as
can be seen in figure 5.37. The space charge potential offset is almost unchanged by the
35
36

It corresponds to the mean free path of the neutral gas molecules.
Electrons that are produced at low gas density have significantly higher energies as there are almost no
gas molecules for them to thermalise on. The fraction of these electrons is assumed to be low compared
to the flux of low energy electrons from the high density parts of the model. The number of primary β
electrons is reduced to 1 − 2% of the electrons produced in the main WGTS beam tube as about 98%
of the total column density are situated in the central WGTS. Furthermore, the low gas density causes
the number of ionising collisions to be significantly reduced.
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and z = 11 m (the 12 m model starts at z = −1 m), respectively.
length adaptation.
To see if the transversal outflow of ions, that increases significantly for a positive rear
wall voltage as discussed above, causes a model length dependent potential difference, a
rear wall voltage of 0.1 V is used in the calculation. The resulting longitudinal potential
distribution is depicted in figure 5.38. The maximal longitudinal potential differences
increases from 18 mV for the 10 m-model to 20 mV for the 12 m-model. To prevent the
WGTS from charging up, the boundary voltage differences of ∆ should be significantly
lower than 0.1 V. This is further discussed in section 5.3.4. For relatively small rear
wall - tube wall potential differences of the order of 10 mV, the length of the model does
not affect the general conclusions for potential and density distribution drawn from the
reduced length model and it can be used to describe and examine the WGTS plasma. For
larger boundary potential differences, where the longitudinal to transversal ion outflow
gets of the order of one and lower, the effect of model length needs to be considered to
estimate the longitudinal potential difference. This length effect is even increased for the
cylinder-symmetric case.
5.3.3.4. WGTS magnetic field
If the WGTS is operated at a reduced magnetic field of 3 T, the magnetic confinement
of the charged particles is affected. Thus, according to equation (5.23), the transversal
relative to the longitudinal mobility increases by about 20%. For electrons the transversal
motion is still negligible. For ions, however, the increased outgoing radial flux needs to
be considered. The transversal ion motion is blocked in the case of positive tube wall
potential, ∆  − 23 kB Te . Here, the solutions will be comparable for both magnetic field
values. Thus, only the grounded WGTS case and configurations with positive boundary
potential difference ∆ need to be considered.
In the case of the WGTS being grounded, there is almost no change in density and potential distribution for the lowered magnetic field compared to the standard value. The
differences are smaller than 2%. Only the transversal outgoing ion flux increases from
4.4 × 10−7 A m−1 to 6.6 × 10−7 A m−1 . However, the influence is small, as the longitudinal
fluxes are still dominant, compare table 5.1.
For the configuration with ∆ = 1 V  32 kB Te the transversal ion flux is already saturated
and cannot increase anymore. Therefore, the solution is not affected by a lowered mag-
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Figure 5.38.: Plasma potential distributions for LWGTS = 12 m and LWGTS = 10 m
with ∆ = 0.1 V.
netic field and the potential and density distributions do again not change significantly.
Compared with the standard magnetic field, the differences are about 1%.
If ∆ = 0.1 V, the outgoing fluxes are not saturated37 as already discussed in a prior model
configuration. In this case, the changed transverse ion mobility has a visible effect on the
plasma potential, see figure 5.39a. As depicted in figure 5.39b the outgoing ion flux at the
transversal wall at x = −0.045 m, or equivalently at x = 0.045 m, increases by 26% for the
decreased magnetic field. The longitudinal potential difference decreases by 6% to 17 mV
as the overall space charge is reduced from 6.68 × 10−9 C m−1 to 6.1 × 10−9 C m−1 due to
the larger transversal ion current. However, in case of an overall negative space charge (∆
is negative or above ion saturation voltage) the potential difference will increase.
If the WGTS magnetic field is reduced to 3 T, the influence on the contained plasma is
small for reasonably low values of |∆| below or equal 0.1 V. Potential and density distribution change by less than 10%. In case of an overall positive space charge the magnetic
field reduction even has the positive effect of slightly reducing the longitudinal potential
inhomogeneity.
Summary of tested effects
The large ratio of longitudinal electron mobility to transversal ion mobility combined
with the large length to radius ratio of the WGTS can cause numerical instabilities while
solving the drift-diffusion equations as seen in [Glü02]. However, the solution of the WGTS
plasma problem obtained with the presented three-particle fluid model is quite robust. It is
stable under the variation of the plasma determining parameters and boundary conditions.
This stability makes it possible to test the impact which different conditions have on the
37

This holds at least for the two-dimensional planar model. For the cylindrical model, this value will be
reached earlier, see equation (5.73), at about 0.05 V.
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Table 5.2.: Summary of the tested plasma parameters and conditions and their
impact on the potential distribution in the WGTS compared to the
two-dimensional plasma model using standard operation parameters.
Here ↑ denotes an increase, ↓ a decrease, % a weak increase and ≈ comparable
values.
Tested parameter
Uabs |∆U | Implications for Katrin
Remarks
Column density
Plasma in first tritium Model unsuitable for
(ρdT2 = 0.5ρd0 )
measurements
even lower densities
ρdgas = 2ρdT2
≈
≈
ne ≈ 0.7ne (ρd0 )
ρdgas = ρdT2
↑
↓
ne ≈ 0.6ne (ρd0 )
Electron energy
Absolute value (↑ )
↑
%
Higher Ee : krypton mode, Plasma potential of the
non-thermalised electrons
order of floating potential (for low values of ∆)
Distribution (high
↑
↑
High energy tail in f (Ee )
Fluid model unsuitable.
energy tail)
√
Recombination
≈
↓
Influenced by Ee and f (Ee ) ne ≈ 1/ krec , large uncoef. (↑ )
certainty on krec
Tube length (↑ )
Length of plasma column
longer than 10 m
Grounded case
≈
≈
Effect low as ji,⊥ low
Positive Urear
≈
%
ji,⊥ large
B-Field (3 T)
≈
≈
Tested for ∆ = 0.1 V,
effect from grounded
tube even smaller
CylinderMore realistic model
ji,⊥ /ji,k and radial inhosymmetry
mogeneity increase
Grounded case
↓
%
ji,⊥ low
Positive Urear
↑
↑
ji,⊥ large, 21% increase
in integral radial ion
outflow
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plasma and its potential distribution as presented in the course of this section. The
influences on plasma homogeneity and overall space charge potential are summarised in
table 5.2. Most tested variables have a small influence on the WGTS plasma behaviour.
Connected uncertainties in WGTS plasma potential homogeneity are of the order of the
electron temperature, excluding the effect from electron energy distribution. The electron
energy has the largest impact of the tested parameters. It influences mobilities, cross
sections and fluxes. Large uncertainties are connected to the electron energy distribution
function since in the presented fluid model only Maxwell distributed electrons can be used.
An analytic estimation of the influence of the high energy tail in the energy spectrum
produces only small shifts in the overall potential distribution. This estimation has large
uncertainties with regard to the ratio of ion flux and low electron energy flux to high energy
electron flux. However, for the plasma potential to be increased by more than the electron
temperature, the flux of high energy electrons needs to be comparable to the ion flux.
This is most unlikely to occur in Katrin, since this would mean a recombination rate
coefficient orders of magnitude higher than assumed or unreasonably large longitudinal
plasma inhomogeneities.

5.3.4. Impact of boundary bias and work function on WGTS potential
In this section an optimised rear wall potential is examined, aiming for a homogeneous
plasma potential. Furthermore, the impact of work function differences and their distributions at the confining walls on the plasma potential homogeneity is tested.
The maximal longitudinal difference of the optimised plasma potential distribution has
to be below the Katrin limit of 10 meV [AAB+ 05]. In radial direction, requirements
can be relaxed, since radial differences can be monitored by the focal plane detector as
long as they are on length scales larger than the corresponding detector pixel size. As the
magnetic field is different at detector, rear wall and WGTS while the magnetic flux38 is
conserved, the mapped pixel sizes vary for the different components. For the WGTS with
a magnetic field of 3.6 T the total mapped cross-sectional area is about 53 cm2 . With 148
detector pixels equal in area, a WGTS cross section of about 36 mm2 can be resolved by
one detector pixel. Averaging for convenience over the twelve concentric rings gives an
average radial distance of about 2.9 mm that can be resolved by the detector39 . The “bullseye” area in the middle of the detector wafer with a projected radius of about 6.8 mm in
the WGTS needs to be considered separately. Thus, the radial plasma potential difference
within the resolution limit of 2.9 mm has to be below 10 mV. Within the outer 4 mm of
the WGTS cross section even this requirement can be relaxed since this region is outside
of the mapped inner flux tube. Besides the potential homogeneity, the surface potential
of the tube wall has to be prevented from penetrating into the plasma. The corresponding WGTS steel surface has large work function inhomogeneities that can be significantly
larger than 10 mV, as described in section 5.2. Thus, the WGTS plasma would not meet
the Katrin requirements if the plasma potential is determined by the tube wall surface
potential and wall potential differences can penetrate into the plasma.
5.3.4.1. Rear wall bias at constant surface potential
As seen in the simulation results above, the WGTS plasma potential distribution is dominated by space charges that cause an additional offset of the plasma potential compared
to the general potential determining wall surface potential. The formation of large space
charges has to be avoided since they can lead to large inhomogeneities in the potential
distribution. Negative space charges are worse than positive ones since the former cannot
be compensated by electron injection. Negative space charges can either be caused by
38
39

transported magnetic flux Φ = 191 T cm2
Here the four pixels in the centre of the detector are not considered.
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Table 5.3.: Differences in potential for different rear wall voltages assuming constant surface potentials. Given are the maximal longitudinal difference ∆Uz ,
the maximal total radial difference ∆Ur , the maximal radial pixel difference outside of the last 4 mm ∆Ur∗ and the maximal radial difference in the last 4 mm
∗ . The potential distributions are calculated for two electron energies E .
∆Ur,s
e
Ee / meV

Urear / mV

∆Uz / mV

∆Ur mV

∆Ur∗ mV

∗ mV
∆Ur,s

2

−10
−5
−2
0
2
5
10

9.2
7.2
5.4
5.2
4.9
5.5
6.2

15
9
5.7
7.3
8.9
11.7
16.7

2.5
1.5
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.8
1.2

3
4
5.7
7.3
8.9
11.7
17.3

3.9

−10
−6
−3
0
3
10

9.3
7.2
7.6
7.7
8.1
9

15.6
12.2
13.8
15.7
17.5
24.5

2.5
1.7
1.1
0.9
1
1.5

10.7
12.2
13.8
15.5
17.5
23

large axial ion outflow at negative rear wall voltage, with ∆ < ∆c , where the tube wall
penetrates into the plasma potential. Or, a positive rear wall voltage, larger than about
0.05 V to 0.07 V, causes saturation currents and a corresponding net loss of ions. This
generates large differences in the longitudinal potential distribution and can even lead to
the break down of quasineutrality as shown for the two-dimensional planar plasma with
∆ = 1 V. For the grounded cylindrical model, a small positive space charge potential
builds up with a maximal longitudinal difference of about 5.2 mV. The maximal radial
potential difference is about 7.3 mV in the sheath region within the outer 4 mm. Outside
of the sheath region, the maximal radial pixel difference is reduced to about 0.5 mV. This
plasma potential does already match the Katrin requirements. However, the average energy of electrons thermalised at 30 K is about 3.9 meV and therefore a bit higher than the
electron temperature the model is calculated for (2 meV). As shown above, this elevated
electron temperature causes an increased space charge potential of 12.6 mV at r = 0 m.
The longitudinal potential inhomogeneity increases to 7.7 mV at maximum. Hence, it is
tested, if a small voltage bias, above the critical voltage difference ∆c , can further reduce
space charges and longitudinal potential differences. Considering the critical potential ∆c ,
see equation (5.43), of about −20 meV and −39 mV, for an average electron energy of
2 meV and 3.9 meV, rear wall bias voltages of between −10 mV to 10 mV are tested. The
resulting two-dimensional potential distributions for a realistic average electron energy of
3.9 meV are plotted in figure 5.40. It is clearly visible that, as expected, with increasing
rear wall voltage the influence of the radial tube wall potential diminishes. On the other
hand, the space charge induced voltage offset increases. The maximal longitudinal and
radial potential differences are summarised in table 5.3. All tested rear wall bias voltages
meet the Katrin requirement on potential homogeneity. A potential difference of the order of the electron kinetic energy can even minimise the longitudinal potential difference.
Indeed, the work function difference between the steel tube and the gold coated rear wall
is not known with a precision of 10 mV. Thus, the actual optimised rear wall voltage needs
to be tested experimentally. This can be done using the krypton mode further described
in section 5.4.
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(a) Urear = −6 mV

(b) Urear = −3 mV

(c) Urear = 3 mV

(d) Urear = 6 mV

Figure 5.40.: Two-dimensional plasma potential distributions for the axisymmetric model from different rear wall voltages and an average electron
energy of 3.9 meV.
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5.3.4.2. Work function differences of tube and rear wall
Up to now, all surface potentials were assumed to be constant. In a realistic scenario,
though, one has to take into account large work function differences between individual
patches as discussed in section 5.2. Therefore, the impact of such surface inhomogeneities
on the plasma potential needs to be investigated. Rear wall and tube wall potential
differences are analysed separately.
Rear wall inhomogeneities
The tube wall is assumed to be grounded for the following tests of rear wall inhomogeneities. At first spatially large rear wall surface potential differences are investigated
to see, if they can penetrate into the plasma. Then smaller surface patches at different
potentials are implemented.
Bisected rear wall surface potential
Half of the rear wall is assumed to have a different surface potential. The absolute value of
the non-zero surface potential of 50 mV is chosen above the absolute value of the critical
potential |∆C | of about 20 mV, but below the limiting value of 100 mV where the currents
start to saturate as described above. As the model is axisymmetric, there are two possibilities to arrange the potential differences. Testing for negative and positive shifts, the
following configurations are implemented:
i) |r| ≤ 0.0225 m −→ Urear (r) = 0 V
|r| > 0.0225 m −→ Urear (r) = 0.05 V
ii) |r| ≤= 0.0225 m −→ Urear (r) = 0.05 V
|r| > 0.0225 m −→ Urear (r) = 0 V
iii) |r| ≤ 0.0225 m −→ Urear (r) = 0 V
|r| > 0.0225 m −→ Urear (r) = −0.05 V
iv) |r| ≤ 0.0225 m −→ Urear (r) = −0.05 V
|r| > 0.0225 m −→ Urear (r) = 0 V.
The resulting longitudinal potential distribution at different radial positions for the positive rear wall offset are plotted in figure 5.41. For the negative rear wall offset results are
shown in figure 5.42. It is clearly visible that the plasma potential depends not only on
the rear wall voltage differences but also on their relative arrangement, especially when
looking at the two-dimensional distributions shown in figures 5.43 and 5.44. Only in the
configuration with a positive rear wall difference and a rear wall potential equal to the
tube wall potential in the region next to the tube (configuration ii) the rear wall potential is “transported” through the tube. This can be seen in figure 5.41b and figure 5.43b.
When the surface potential arrangement is changed, the plasma potential distribution also
changes although the averaged rear wall surface potential remains at the same value. In
this case (configuration i) the plasma distribution is comparable to the case of a homogeneous rear wall at 0.05 V. This is depicted in figure 5.41a and figure 5.43a.
For negative potential differences of −0.05 V the plasma behaviour changes. For both
configurations (iii and iv) the more positive part of the rear wall determines the potential
(for a beam tube wall that is at a potential of 0 V).
The variation of the plasma potential properties linked to the actual rear wall surface
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(c) Urear = const. = 0.05 V

(d) Urear = const. = 0 V

Figure 5.41.: Longitudinal plasma potentials for configuration i) and ii) (see
text), plotted at at r = 0 m, r = 0.02 m and r = 0.04 m. Corresponding
distributions for homogeneous rear wall surface potential at 0 V and 0.05 V
are given for comparison.
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(c) Urear = const. = −0.05 V

(d) Urear = const. = 0 V

Figure 5.42.: Longitudinal plasma potential distributions for the bisected rear
wall with Urear,iii = −0.05 V and Urear,iv = 0 V at r = 0 m, r = 0.02 m
and r = 0.04 m. Corresponding distributions for homogeneous rear wall
surface potential at 0 V and −0.05 V are given for comparison.

(a) Configuration i)

(b) Configuration ii)

(c) Urear = const. = 0.05 V

Figure 5.43.: Two dimensional plasma potential distributions for the bisected
rear wall with Urear,i = 0.05 V and Urear,ii = 0 V. Corresponding distributions for homogeneous rear wall surface potential at 0.05 V is given for
comparison.
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(a) Configuration iii)

211

(b) Configuration iv)

(c) Urear = const. = −0.05 V

Figure 5.44.: Two dimensional plasma potential distributions for the bisected
rear wall with Urear,iii = −0.05 V and Urear,iv = 0 V. Corresponding
distributions for homogeneous rear wall surface potential at −0.05 V is given
for comparison.
potential configuration can be explained by looking at the radial ion currents. Their longitudinal distribution at r = 0.025 m, where the rear wall surface potential changes, are
depicted in figure 5.45a for positive rear wall surface potential differences and in figure 5.45b for negative surface potential differences. For a positive potential difference
(configuration i and ii) as well as for the rear wall at constant positive potential, the ion
current densities at r = 0.025 m are positive – the ions move in the direction of the tube
wall. The similarity in plasma potential for the configuration i) and the constant rear wall
potential of 0.05 V is also reflected by the similar radial ion current densities – they are
smaller than the current densities in longitudinal direction at the rear wall. Thus, they
do not significantly influence the radial distribution of electron fluxes. For configuration
ii) the radial ion current from the radial centre to the tube wall is large since the ions
are accelerated by a radial electric field throughout the whole length of the WGTS. The
boundary potential difference is negative and thus does not block the ion motion. Therefore large space charge potentials can only form in the centre, around r = 0 m where the
radial ion current component is zero due to the symmetry. For a negative rear wall difference (configuration iii and iv), the potential differences are not able to penetrate into the
plasma independent of the actual arrangement. The potential profiles of these two configurations are almost mirror images of each other with axis of reflection at r = 0.025 m. The
ion current density distribution in radial direction at r = 0.025 m, depicted in figure 5.45b,
reflects the mirrored plasma properties. Although the surface distribution does not penetrate into the bulk of the plasma, the plasma radial electric field and the actual potential
distribution do depend on the actual rear wall surface potential. For constant negative
rear wall potential the radial ion current in wall direction is blocked by the relative positive
wall potential. The flux into the radial centre increases significantly compared to the prior
configurations. This reflects the relatively large negative electric field that causes large
difference in the radial plasma potential which deviates from the prior bisected rear wall
configurations.
What can be learned from the presented examples is that the rear wall voltage does in
general not determine the plasma along the axis with the corresponding radius, except for
configurations like in ii). Dependent on the actual configuration, an averaged potential
can build up in the bulk that shows only space charge induced radial differences along the
beam tube axis.
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Figure 5.45.: Longitudinal distribution of radial ion current densities for bisected
rear wall at surface potential transition (r = 0.025 m). Besides the
configurations i)-iv) given above, current densities for homogeneous rear wall
surface potential at 0.05 V and −0.05 V are given for comparison.
Patch potentials at the rear wall
In the following it is investigated how smaller patches influence the plasma potential. At
first, a still large overall patch area of one third of the rear wall surface is tested (single
patch width of the order of two times the averaged imaged detector pixel size of 2.9 mm.
In a second step, the number of patches and patch area is reduced.
The first three 5 mm patches40 , arranged with a distance of 5 mm, are tested with different
potentials and a maximal difference to the rear wall voltage of 40 mV, as deduced for the
mainly adsorption induced maximal work function difference in section 5.2. Also patch
potentials of 0.02 V, 0.01 V, −0.01 , −0.02 V and −0.04 V are analysed.
The calculated potential distributions are depicted in figure 5.46 and figure 5.47. Obviously, the potential patches do not penetrate into the bulk plasma. They get washed out
already after about 1 cm, as already seen for most of the configurations of the bisected
rear wall surface. For the negative patch potentials the whole potential distribution in
longitudinal direction hardly depends on the actual value of the patch potential ()compare
table 5.4). The same holds for the radial distribution to be seen in figure 5.47. Besides
the sheath region next to the rear wall it is almost homogeneous with maximal potential
differences of about 6 mV.
In case of positive patch potentials, the absolute potential increases significantly with
increased patch voltage. The plasma potential distribution in axial direction is still homogeneous since the maximal longitudinal potential difference is about 7.5 mV for a patch
potential of 40 mV (see table 5.4). However, looking at the radial behaviour, the distribution becomes inhomogeneous, as depicted in figure 5.46 and 5.47. This is caused by
the increased radial electric field in large parts of the tube. Although the actual patch
structures are washed out, the plasma potential for positive patch potentials can not be
compared to the result of a constant, averaged rear wall potential – the potential that
builds up in the bulk is significantly larger than the space charge potential that builds
up assuming a constant rear wall voltage Urear ≤ Upatch . Furthermore, the profile of the
electron fluxes leaving the plasma through the rear wall is changed. The potential in the
tube is influenced more by those surface parts, where the electron flux leaving the plasma
is larger, equation compare (5.39). This aspect is further investigated by using smaller
patches. This time a single patch is tested. Radial patch widths of 3.5 mm and 1 mm are
40

Since the model is cylinder-symmetric, the patches are rings with radial width of 5 mm.
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(a) Upatch = 0.04 V

(b) Upatch = 0.02 V

(c) Upatch = 0.01 V

(d) Upatch = −0.01 V

(e) Upatch = −0.02 V

(f) Upatch = −0.04 V

Figure 5.46.: Two-dimensional plasma potential for 3 × 5 mm rear wall patches at
different patch voltages. The main rear wall voltage is set to 0 V in all
configurations.
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Figure 5.47.: Radial distribution of plasma potential at different longitudinal
positions for 5 mm rear wall patches at different patch voltages. The
main rear wall voltage is set to 0 V in all configurations. Note the changed
scales for positive and negative rear wall patches.
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Table 5.4.: Absolute space charge potential value Uabs (at r = 0 m) and maximal
longitudinal potential differences ∆U z for different patch potentials.
The given maximal potential differences do not include the potential drop in
the sheath region. The width of each of the three patches is 5 mm.
Upatch / mV

Uabs / mV

∆Uz / mV

−40
−20
−10
10
20
40

4
4.6
5.1
24
39
74.5

5.5
5.5
5.5
6
7
7.5

Table 5.5.: Absolute space charge potential value Uabs (at r = 0 m) and maximal longitudinal potential differences ∆Uz for one rear wall patch
of 3.5 mm and 1 mm with different patch potentials. Averaged plasma
∗ calculated from (5.77) and averaged rear wall surface potential
potentials Uabs
Ūrear are given for comparison.
Patch width / mm

Upatch / mV

Uabs / mV

∆Uz / mV

∗ / mV
Uabs

Ūrear / mV

3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5

−10
10
20
50
100

6.5
16
29
67
95

5.5
5
6
7
9

−2
4
12.5
39
82

−0.7
0.7
1.6
3.9
8.5

1
1
1
1
1

−20
−10
10
20
50

7
7
7.5
11
18.8

5.5
5.5
5.7
6.7
8.5

−2
−2
0
4.7
18.5

−0.2
−0.1
0.1
0.2
0.6

used41 . The results are summarised in table 5.5. The corresponding central longitudinal
potential distributions (at r = 0 m) are plotted in figure 5.48a.
Like in the previous case, the rear wall surface potential profile does not penetrate into the
bulk plasma. It is washed out already after several centimetres. However, for positive patch
potential, the bulk potential that builds up in the plasma is again not determined by the
rear wall surface potential averaged over the radius, see table 5.5. Since the patch surface
fraction is small, the patch potential hardly influences the average rear wall potential.
What is important with regard to the plasma potential is not the potential mean over the
rear wall surface area but the average with the electron flux density leaving the plasma
at the rear wall, see (5.39). The electron flux density is strongly influenced by the patch
potentials as can be seen in figure 5.49a where the increased outflow in the patch region
is clearly visible even in the logarithmic plot. Thus, the electron flux density at the rear

41

This is about 7% of the cross sectional WGTS area. A fraction of 7% of the surface area corresponds to
the maximal area that will be covered by adsorbed tritium, as discussed in section 5.2.
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(a) One-dimensional distribution r = 0 m
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Figure 5.48.: One- and two-dimensional potential distribution for one rear wall
patch. In the one-dimensional distribution, results for radial patch widths of
3.5 mm and 1 mm are shown. Here potential distributions for constant rear
wall potential are included for comparison. The two-dimensional distribution
is plotted for a patch width of 3.5 mm. The patch potential is 0.01 V. The
rear wall potential Urear is zero.
wall needs to be included into the calculation of the averaged tube potential:
RR
∗
Uabs

≈

(Urear (r) − ∆Us (r)) Γek (r)dr

0

RR

,

(5.77)

Γek (r)dr

0

where ∆Us denotes the potential drop in the sheath next to the wall. Using the longitudinal
electron flux densities at z = 0 m and calculating ∆Us with equation (5.39), the expected
∗
absolute potential values Uabs
are given in table 5.5 according to equation (5.77). The
flux averaged values are significantly higher than the average rear wall potential. This is
comparable to the actual solution of the model. Thus, it becomes clear why the plasma
potential is shifted despite the small patch size – even through the patch area is small, a
large fraction of the total electron current leaves the plasma. However, this approximation
is derived using equation (5.39), where a homogeneous, negative surface potential42 of a
one-dimensional plasma is assumed. For an inhomogeneous surface like the modelled one,
a correct handling of the problem requires the two-dimensional approach. The different
longitudinal electron fluxes can influence each other through radial ion currents (ambipolar
diffusion). The longitudinal ion currents are hardly influenced by the patch potential, while
the radial ion current increases significantly, as can be seen in figure 5.49b. This twodimensional effect explains the discrepancy between the calculated, flux averaged plasma
potential and the modelled space charge potential.
To test whether a rear wall bias can change the patch influence, rear wall voltages of 0.01 V
and −0.01 V are implemented in the model. The patch potentials are shifted relative to
the rear wall voltage. As depicted in figure 5.50 for a rear wall - patch difference of 0.02 V,
42

with respect to the plasma potential
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Figure 5.49.: Electron and ion flux density distributions for one rear wall patch
of 3.5 mm and 1 mm at 0.01 V. For the patch simulation, the actual rear
wall potential is zero. Distributions for homogeneous rear wall potentials
of 0 V and 0.01 V are shown for comparison. The electron fluxes are shown
at z = 0 m, while the longitudinal and radial ion fluxes are plotted for z =
0.01 m. The longitudinal ion flux is hardly changed, while the radial ion flux
as well as the longitudinal electron flux are influenced by the presence of the
patch potential.
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Figure 5.50.: Influence of rear wall bias voltage Urear on plasma potential profile.
Here one patch with radial width of 3 mm and a surface potential of Upatch =
0.02 V + Urear is assumed. The plasma potential U is shown with respect to
the actual rear wall bias.
the general patch influence on the plasma potential is not changed by a voltage bias. The
bias only influences the longitudinal potential homogeneity. A slightly positive rear wall
potential reduces ∆Uz while a negative voltage increases the inhomogeneity.
It can be concluded, that patch potentials of considerable size (of the order of 3 mm), do
have a strong influence on the plasma space charge potential but not on the longitudinal
plasma homogeneity. The smaller the patches are, the lower their influence on the absolute
potential. For 1 mm patch width, only large patch potentials ≤ 0.02 V can effect the plasma
potential. For large patch potentials, the electron flux through the patch gets saturated
and can not be increased anymore. As the largest expected work function variations are
of the order of 30 mV (adsorption induced) and 10 mV (surface induced, [Sch16]), this
aspect is not further investigated. Negative patches do not influence the plasma potential,
neither the absolute value nor the homogeneity. Biasing the rear wall at reasonable small
voltages, below about 10 mV, does not change the patch influence. It only slightly modifies
the longitudinal plasma homogeneity. Optimising the rear wall voltage would mean, to use
a positive voltage of the order of several times the electron temperature. This differs from
the slightly negative value of the optimised rear wall voltage found for the homogeneous
rear wall surface above.
WGTS tube wall inhomogeneities
The large steel wall beam tube surface can be expected to have a much less homogeneous
work function than the rear wall, as discussed in appendix 5.2. Large surface potential
differences in patches as well as a large area that is influenced by the adsorption of tritium
have to be considered. As both work function changing effects have different distributions,
continuously for the adsorption shift and randomly for the surface inhomogeneity shift, as
well as different scales of work function changes, both effects are investigated separately.
Adsorption induced work function change at the tube wall surface
Operating at 30 K a large amount of tritium is expected to adsorb at the WGTS beam
tube surface. As discussed in section 5.2, this will lead to a position dependent shift in the
work function of the steel surface. The profile of adsorbed monolayers of tritium at the
tube surface is calculated in appendix F. Plugging this profile into (5.52), one obtains a
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Figure 5.51.: Adsorption induced surface potential profile on the beam tube surface. The profile has an offset of 26 meV compared to the actual calculated
work function shift.
distribution for the work function changes due to the adsorption of tritium. The induced
maximal difference of the steel tube work function is about 26 mV between the injection
and the end region. In the plasma simulation, the implemented tube surface potential
profile, that is depicted in figure 5.51, is shifted to 0 V at the origin43 . Thus, the mean
voltage at the tube wall surface is 0.01 V. The potential distribution is simulated for rear
wall voltages of 0 V, 0.01 V and 0.02 V.
Looking at the calculated potential distributions depicted in figure 5.52 and 5.53 it
becomes clear that the tube surface potential is not able to penetrate directly into the
bulk plasma. This is expected from the theoretical considerations regarding the plasma
in a conducting cylinder in section 5.1.2. The difference ∆ between rear wall potential,
R L with Urear = 0 V and tube surface potential averaged over the length of the tube,
0 Uwall (z)dz/L ≈ 10 mV, is about −10 mV. This value is above the critical value ∆C of
−20 mV from equation (5.43), where the tube wall potential becomes dominant. Therefore,
the calculated potential distributions for the different rear wall voltages can be compared
to distributions obtained from calculation with zero wall potential and shifted rear wall
potential. The effective tube wall boundary potential for the adsorption model and the
corresponding difference to the rear wall potential is calculated from the tube wall surface
potential averaged over the inward ion flux44 (jir < 0). This is compatible with the effective rear wall potential calculation in the rear wall patch simulation described above. As
can be seen from figure 5.52a and 5.52b, the potential distributions obtained for the zero
wall potential and the adapted rear wall potential matches the adsorption induced profile
quite well. The longitudinal potential profiles for both models deviate only about 1 mV.
Solely in the radial sheath, in about 3 mm distance to the tube wall, the differences due to
the modified surface potential distribution can be seen. Optimising the rear wall potential
for this tube wall adsorption model, the optimised values Urear,opt can be approximated
with the optimised rear wall potential for grounded tube wall plus the effective tube wall
boundary potential: Urear,opt ≈ −0.002 V + 0.025 V = 0.023 V.
For the general case of adsorption induced tube wall work function shifts one would need to
calculate the effective tube wall surface potential. This can only be done when knowing the
43

This is the same as applying a negative voltage of 26 mV at the rear wall, as only the relative potential
difference between both surfaces influences the plasma behaviour.
44
The wall potential has the largest influence for blocked radial ion flux, see section 5.1.2.
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Figure 5.52.: Longitudinal and radial potential distribution for adsorption induced tube surface potential profile. Results for the adsorption induced
surface potential profile Uwall (z) = Uw,adsorb from figure 5.51 for different rear
wall potentials are plotted in black. They are compared to distributions for
zero wall potential Uwall = Uw = 0 V and different rear wall voltages plotted
in red. The scales of both distributions are shifted by 0.025 V.
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(a) U rear = 0 V

221

(b) U rear = 0.01 V

(c) U rear = 0.03 V

Figure 5.53.: Two-dimensional potential distribution for adsorption induced
tube surface potential profile. Results for the adsorption induced surface potential profile Uwall (z) = Uw,adsorb from figure 5.51 for different rear
wall potentials are given relative dependent on the actual rear wall voltage
for comparison. The applied rear wall voltage mainly influences the radial
distribution.
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(a) ∆U wall = −0.1 V

(b) ∆U wall = 0.1 V

(c) ∆U wall = 0.5 V

Figure 5.54.: Two-dimensional potential distribution for 5 cm surface inhomogeneity with work function shift ∆Uwall . Mind the different scales of
the zoomed in regions.
transversal ion fluxes, thus already requiring a plasma simulation. Therefore, the effective
surface potential can be approximated estimated with the maximal adsorption induced
work function shift ∆Φmax . The optimised rear wall potential can than be calculated45 to
be: Urear,opt ≈ −∆Φmax − Te .
Surface inhomogeneities at the tube wall
The beam tube has a relatively large steel surface. Therefore, work function differences due
to surface inhomogeneities, like cracks or impurities will be present (compare section 5.2).
These can be of considerable magnitude. The effect of a beam tube surface inhomogeneity
on the plasma potential is investigated in the following. The length (in z-direction) of this
inhomogeneity is set to 5 cm. Due to the cylinder-symmetry of the model, it is surrounding
the plasma at z = 3 m. The work function shift of the inhomogeneity is varied between
−0.1 V to 0.5 V in different simulations. All other surface parts are set to zero potential.
The calculated potential distributions are depicted in figure 5.54 and 5.55. As shown in
figure 5.55a, the patch potential does not penetrate into the bulk plasma. It is washed
45

Here the work function of rear wall and uncovered tube wall are assumed to be equal.
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Figure 5.55.: One-dimensional potential distribution for 5 cm surface inhomogeneity with work function shift ∆Uwall . The penetration depth of
the patch potential is smaller than 5 mm.
out after several millimetres. The formed bulk potential is comparable for the different
patch potential magnitudes, as can be seen in figure 5.55b and 5.54. This holds for the
absolute value as well as for the longitudinal homogeneity. In general, the bulk potential
(at r = 0 m) decreases slightly with decreasing work function difference. However, for a
negative patch potential (∆Uwall = 0.1 V), the bulk potential (at r = 0 m) is maximal,
while the radial inhomogeneity is maximal, too. This is connected to the increased radial
ion fluxes.
Since the radial penetration depth of beam tube work function differences is small, inhomogeneities will not significantly influence the longitudinal plasma homogeneity – the
maximal longitudinal potential difference is smaller than 7 mV which is still below the Katrin homogeneity limit. The beam tube work function differences have a small impact
on the value of the bulk potential since the flux profiles of electrons and ions get affected.

5.3.5. Effect of electron emission at rear wall
For electrons with a Maxwellian energy distribution and mean energies up to 10 meV,
the effect from net electron outflow on the plasma potential is of the order of 4 to 5
times the electron temperature. This holds for small potential differences ∆ as shown in
section 5.3.2.2. For electrons that show a high energy tail in their distribution function,
the space charge effect will be larger due to the increased electron flux through the wall.
For the standard Katrin operation mode at 30 K, with nominal column density and high
tritium purity, and neglecting non-local effects in the electron energy distribution, the
additional potential difference caused by the high energy tail was estimated to be below
1 meV in section 5.3.3. However, considering uncertainties on rate coefficients, surface
potentials and local electron energy distribution, the formation of a space charge potential
of several times the electron temperature can not be excluded. This space charge potential
induces large transversal ion currents, that can lead to longitudinal potential differences
above the Katrin potential homogeneity limit of 10 mV.
To be able to eliminate the positive space charges, the rear wall can be illuminated by
an UV light source. Electrons are released from the rear wall surface through the photo
electric effect. With a wavelength λ of about 200 nm and a rear wall work function Φrear
of about 4.2 eV [Sch16], an average energy Ee,ph of
Ee,ph =

hc
− Φrear ≈ 2 eV
λ
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Table 5.6.: Characteristic plasma potential values for electron emitting rear wall
and mean electron energy of 2 meV. Absolute space charge potential value
Uabs (at r = 0 m), maximal longitudinal
potential differences ∆U z and inteR
grated space charge densities, ρs dV , for different rear wall electron emission
rates Re,w .
R r R L/2
Re,w / 1 × 1012 s−1 Uabs / mV ∆Uz / mV π 0 −L/2 ρs r0 dr0 dz / 1 × 108
0
0.01
0.05
0.1
0.5
1
2
10
50

5.75
5.75
5.7
5.65
5.2
4.9
4.4
2.8
0.7

5.2
5.2
5.2
5.2
5.4
5.7
6
7.3
8.5

1.75
1.73
1.7
1.67
1.41
1.19
0.87
−0.12
−1.49

results for the photo electrons. They cool down to gas temperature like the secondary
electrons, that are produced by fast β-electrons.
The standard effective WGTS electron production rate calculated in the cylinder-symmetric
12 −1
model is about 2.26 × 10−6 A m−1 . This corresponds to 2.26 × 10−6 A m−1 πr
2e ≈ 1 × 10 s
electrons that are produced in the WGTS. This value has an uncertainty of about 50%
due to the large uncertainty of the reaction rate coefficients of about ±50% as discussed
in section 5.3.3. To evaluate the quantitative influence of an electron emitting rear wall
on the space charge potential, the plasma model is slightly modified. The overall electron
flux through the rear wall gets:
Γe (z = 0)0 = Γe, (z = 0) −

Re,w
,
π(0.045 m)2

(5.79)

with Γe (z = 0) denoting the electron flux density from the plasma and Re,w , which is the
rear wall electron emission rate. Emission rates of 5 × 1010 s−1 , 1 × 1011 s−1 , 5 × 1011 s−1 ,
1 × 1012 s−1 , 2 × 1012 s−1 , 1 × 1013 s−1 and 5 × 1013 s−1 are implemented in the plasma
model. The magnitude of the actual resulting shift in space charge potential is investigated.
The simulated longitudinal (at r = 0 m) and radial (at z = 10 m) potential distributions
for different emission rates and an electron energy of 2 meV are depicted in figure 5.56a
and 5.56b. The values for the absolute plasma potential at r = 0 m, Uabs , as well as the
maximal longitudinal potential difference and the space charge density integrated over the
simulated surface are given in table 5.6.
The emission of additional electrons starts to create a visible effect at a rear wall emission
rate of about 5 × 1010 s−1 . For very large emission rates, about 5 × 1013 s−1 , a potential dip
forms next to the rear wall that reflects electrons emitted at the rear wall back. This result
matches the expectation from the theoretical considerations in section 5.1.1 where the formation of a potential dip above a critical emission rate is predicted. The integrated space
charge density as well as the absolute potential decrease with increasing emission electron
rate. Up to emission rates of 2 × 1012 s−1 the influence on the longitudinal potential difference is smaller than 1 mV. The form of the potential distribution is hardly influenced by
the electron emission, at least for emission rates lower than about 5 × 1012 s−1 . For electron emission rates larger than 5 × 1012 s−1 all positive space charges can be compensated,
compare table 5.6. If the emission rate gets too large, about 1 × 1013 s−1 , the WGTS
charges up negatively and the absolute value of produced space charge and potential in-
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Figure 5.56.: Potential distributions for mean electron energy of 2 meV with electron emission at the rear wall. The results are obtained from an axisymmetric two-dimensional plasma simulation.
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homogeneity gets worse than without electron injection.
From the simulation results no beneficial effect from rear wall electron emission can be
deduced. However, due to the limitations mentioned above, the simulation should only be
used to approximate the impact on space charge potential shifts. In the following potential
rear wall emission effects for high-energy plasma electrons and electron distributions deviating from the Maxwellian case are given. Since the sum of all electron and ion currents
needs to be equal ( see equation (5.18)) the electron current from the plasma Ie needs
to compensate the additional electron current Ik . For Ie to increase, the space charge
potential needs to decrease. This decrease can be approximated with
Ie0
Ik
=1− .
Ie
Ie

(5.80)

For Maxwell distributed electrons (5.38) can be used to calculated the potential shift due
to electron emission:


Ik
0
∆U − ∆U = Te ln 1 −
.
(5.81)
Ie
For an emission rate that equals the initial electron flux this means a shift in space charge
potential of ∆U 0 − ∆U = Te ln(2). For an electron energy of 2 meV this corresponds to
about 0.9 meV. This matches the simulated value of 0.7 meV. For a slightly different
electron energy, the flux Ie changes according to equation (5.38). Assuming the electron
density at the beginning of the sheath does not depend on energy,
compare figure 5.32b
√
for constant recombination coefficient, the flux scales with Te . Here a constant ratio
between space charge potential and electron temperature is assumed46 The dependence
of the recombination rate coefficient on the mean electron temperature is not included.
Thus, in terms of the electron flux at electron temperature Te,0 , the potential difference
due to electron emission, equation (5.81), gets:
!
r
Te,0 Ik
0
∆U − ∆U ≈ Te ln 1 −
.
(5.82)
Te Ie,0
When the electron temperature is increased, the space charge potential ∆U increases. At
the same time, the potential shift for a given electron emission rate increases too. This
is depicted in figure 5.57. The approximation formula (5.82) matches the order of the
emission induced space charge potential shift quite well, even though it was calculated for
a floating wall. Deviations are mainly due to the non-linear dependence of space charge
potential on electron temperature. Thus, the effects from the transversal fluxes on the
order of the space charge shift can be neglected.
Increasing the emission rate decreases the space charge potential and the induced shift
in space charge potential can be calculated using (5.81). However, if the plasma electron
current reaches its saturation current, it can not increase further and can not compensate
the electron emission at the wall anymore. Thus, the outflow of ions needs to be decreased
and the potential decreases further. Now the plasma starts to be charged negatively.
The WGTS saturation current for electrons can be calculated with equation (5.71) to
be about 1.3 × 1013 electrons/s for an electron mean energy of 2 meV. Here an electron
sheath density of 3.5 × 1012 m−3 from figure 5.17 is used. The calculated saturation current
matches the simulated emission rate at which the WGTS charges up negatively, compare
table 5.1. To get access to the question whether the electron emission at the rear wall
can help to compensate space charges in the case of high-energy, non-Maxwellian, electron
fluxes going out at the rear wall, two simplified approaches can be used:
46

This holds only for small temperature differences as the dependence between maximal space charge
potential and temperature is generally not linear.
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Figure 5.57.: Electron emission induced shift in space charge potential over electron temperatures for different rear wall emission rates, calculated
values from equation (5.82) vs. simulated values. Data points from
simulation are taken at the centre at r = 0 m. The electron emission rate
at the rear wall is assumed to be 1 × 1012 s−1 (black) or 2 × 1012 s−1 (red).
Deviations between equation (5.82) and simulated values are mainly caused
by the space charge to electron temperature ratio that is actually non-linear
in electron temperature.
1. Increase the mean electron energy of Maxwell distributed electrons. The corresponding space charge potential that can be compensated is depicted in figure 5.57. It is
approximately 0.5 times the electron temperature.
2. Divide the electron current density to the wall in a Maxwellian part according to
equation (5.38) and a high energy part j ∗ [DDJK06]. The corresponding potential
energy shift in the sheath ∆U can be approximated with: ∆U = −U0 + ∆U ∗ , where
U0 is the space charge potential for Maxwell distributed electrons with temperature Te and ∆U ∗ is the additional potential shift due to the high-energy electron
flux. When additional electrons are emitted at the wall, the corresponding current
0 .
density jk needs to be compensated by the low temperature electron current je,M
The high-energy current can be assumed to be undisturbed by the plasma potential
since the energy of these electrons is significantly larger than the plasma potential.
Furthermore, the number density of high energy electrons is assumed to be small
compared to the density of the low-energy electrons. Assuming the rear wall emission current to be equal to the undisturbed Maxwellian current density je0,M 47 , with
sheath potential difference ∆U0,M = −U0 , one gets:
0
je,M
− je,M = jk

e−

U0 +U ∗ +∆Uk
Te

− e−

U0 +U ∗
Te

U0

≈ e− Te



U∗
T
e
∆Uk ≈ −Te ln 1 + e
.
47

(5.83)
(5.84)

As given above, this corresponds to a plasma electron flux of 1 × 1012 s−1 flowing out at the rear wall,
assuming 2 meV electrons and about 1.4 × 1012 s−1 for 3.8 meV electrons (thermalised at 30 K).
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This holds for emission currents significantly smaller than the electron saturation
current. Thus, especially for U ∗ ≥ 2Te , the potential shift for jk = je0,M is of the
order of the shift induced by the high energy electron current.

The emission of electrons at the rear wall was shown to be a tool to reduce the formation of
positive space charges in the WGTS. For Maxwell distributed electron energies the effect
can be calculated with the help of the introduced plasma model. For emission rates of
the order of two times the WGTS effective electron production rate of 1 × 1012 s−1 , space
charge compensation shifts of the order of the electron temperature can be reached. Here
the effect of the actual energy distribution of the emitted electrons is neglected. Transversal ion currents are shown to have a minor effect since the simulated data, obtained in
a two-dimensional simulation, are reproduced rather well by a one-dimensional analytic
derivation. However, in this case the electron emission at the rear wall needs to be carefully adjusted. If the emission rate reaches a critical limit, which is roughly the saturation
current of the thermalised plasma electrons, the plasma charges negatively and the homogeneity gets worse than without electron emission.
The compensation was shown to be more effective in the case of larger space charges,
originating from non-thermalised high energy electrons, using a simplified analytic approach. For rear wall emission rates of the order of thermalised electron currents leaving
the WGTS, the potential shift induced by high energy electrons can be compensated. Here
the density distribution at the beginning of the edge is assumed to be only weakly affected
by the change in potential. Furthermore, effects from transversal fluxes are assumed to be
small.
The influence on the longitudinal plasma homogeneity can not be investigated completely.
For thermalised electrons, the homogeneity is slightly increased by the emission of electrons. Since the homogeneity can be assumed to depend on the absolute space charge
potential, it will probably be considerably improved by the electron emission for the case
of a large number of high-energy electrons.

5.4. Experimental access to WGTS plasma potential
The homogeneity of the plasma potential inside the WGTS is a crucial parameter for the
neutrino mass measurement since neutrino mass and potential are directly correlated in
the measured β-electron spectrum – The actual retarding potential is determined by the
voltage difference between the point of β-decay in the source and the analysing plane in
the main spectrometer. Therefore, for Katrin operation the potential variations need
to be constrained to below 10 mV [AAB+ 05]. In the plasma simulations presented in
section 5.3, WGTS potential distributions falling below as well as exceeding this goal were
found by adopting a range of realistic operation scenarios. Although the actual form
of the potential distribution was shown to be comparable for different input parameters
chosen in the model, the value of the space charge potential as well as the potential
inhomogeneity are found to strongly vary with these parameters. The most important
ones are central value and form of the electron energy distribution, surface potentials and
work function inhomogeneities. These values have large uncertainties, which translates into
a large uncertainty of the plasma potential in the source. Thus, the potential distribution
inside the WGTS needs to be accessed by measurement to evaluate its effect on neutrino
mass uncertainty correctly. For this purpose it is planned to use mono-energetic conversion
electrons from 83m Kr mixed into the WGTS gas [AAB+ 05]. The following section gives
a short overview on the corresponding Katrin krypton mode. A plasma simulation for
the conditions of the 83m Kr mode is discussed in section 5.4.1.1 since operation conditions
are different from the standard neutrino mass mode and the plasma distribution may
look different. In the last part of this section it is discussed, which is the optimal rear
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wall potential setting with regard to plasma homogeneity and how it can be determined
experimentally.

5.4.1. The

83m

Kr mode of the Windowless Gaseous Tritium Source

To investigate effects that influence the difference between the potential at the point of
β-decay in the WGTS and the potential in the analysing plane in the spectrometer, small
admixtures of a radioactive isotope producing mono-energetic electrons should be circulated together with the tritium gas [RBSJ+ 91, AAB+ 05, BGZ+ 08]. The position of the
measured electron line is linked to the potential difference between source and analysing
plane. Additional smearing of the line can be caused by inhomogeneities in the potential
difference between source and spectrometer. Knowing the potential distribution in the
analysing plane, the width and absolute value of the potential distribution in the WGTS
can in principle be deduced.
The isotope 83m Kr is an optimal candidate for this investigation since it produces a set of
conversion electron lines with a small width, it is gaseous at slightly modified Katrin operation conditions and it has a half life of T1/2 = 1.83 h [McC15] which is low enough not to
influence the routine neutrino mass measurements. The main electron conversion lines of
83m Kr are positioned around 18 keV and 32 keV [PBB+ 92]. The krypton itself is produced
using its parent nucleus 83 Rb, the generation process is further described in [VSD+ 14].
Since 83m Kr freezes out at temperatures lower than about 90 K to 100 K at the given
typical pressure conditions [BGZ+ 08], the beam tube temperature needs to be increased
compared to the neutrino mass measurements at 30 K. The actual operation temperature
still needs to be determined in the range between 87 K and 120 K. In the following, a
representative operation temperature of 110 K is assumed. To maintain the same amount
of tritium in the source as in the 30 K mode the injection pressure needs to be increased to
about 12.6 × 10−3 mbar. Still, the gas density profiles are comparable for both operation
temperatures [Sha03], the relative deviation is below 10% and thus not of concern.
The analysis of the data from the Katrin krypton mode regarding the potential distribution inside the WGTS was investigated in [Hua10] and recently in [Mac16]. The latter ork
revealed that up to four parameters describing the potential distribution inside the source
can be obtained from the analysis of the measured conversion line48 . From the expected
form of the plasma profile, as presented in sections 5.3.2.2 and 5.4.1.1, it is recommended
to use either a linear profile or a profile with constant potential in the rear part, U0r , and
the front part, U0f , each
U (z) = U0r (−(z − 5 m)) + U0f ((z − 5 m)),

(5.85)

to fit the plasma potential distribution. Using a two-parameter analysis, sensitivities on
these parameters of up to 10 meV can be reached within a 17 h measurement (assuming
a 83m Kr activity of 1 × 104 Bq) [Mac16]. The given measurement time is related to an
analysis of the rate of all 148 detector pixels. It thus averages the distribution over the
flux tube cross section. Radial differences can only be investigated in a ring-wise analysis
which would mean a measurement time increase by a factor of about 10.
5.4.1.1. Plasma simulation results for

83m Kr

mode conditions

Due to the increased gas temperature required for the krypton mode, the charged particle
recombination rates and viscosities need to be adjusted in the plasma model. The column
density is similar to the standard 30 K mode. The secondary electrons are still assumed to
cool down to gas temperature. Based on experimental data given in [RF91], the electron
mobility is taken to be about 3 × 104 m2 /(Vs) which means a reduction by a factor of two
48

If it is not specified otherwise, the L3 line at 30.477 keV is used for analysis.
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Figure 5.58.: Potential distribution for operation in

83m Kr

mode.

compared to the prior simulations at 30 K. The ion mobility is assumed to be slightly
increased to 18 m2 /(Vs) [MMMM68]. The recombination rate coefficient is taken to be
inversely linear dependent on electron and ion temperature [BB49] and are thus assumed
to be reduced by a factor of four to 1 × 10−12 m3 s−1 .
With the conditions in the plasma model presented in section 5.3.2.2 adapted and the
above mentioned parameters replaced, the plasma potential distribution for the krypton
mode can be simulated. This results in the potential distribution depicted in figure 5.58.
As expected, the characteristic values of the potential distribution (absolute value and
maximal longitudinal difference) differ from the 30 K results while its general form stays
comparable. Due to the elevated electron temperature the space charge potential next to
the rear wall rises to about 50 − 60 mV, depending on the radial position. The longitudinal
inhomogeneity also increases to 20 mV on axis and to 45 mV for the outer radial coordinates
at about r = 40 mm. Such an increased space charge potential and large longitudinal
potential inhomogeneity match the expectations from section 5.3.3 due to the decrease in
recombination coefficient and longitudinal mobility and due to the increased mean electron
energy.
5.4.1.2. Converting results from

83m Kr

mode to 30 K mode

The krypton mode reveals general properties of the plasma potential distribution. At least
two parameters are accessible which are related to the mean potential inside the WGTS
and the potential homogeneity (standard deviation), respectively. However, the results of
the studies at 110 K need to be extrapolated to the model of the potential distribution
at 30 K. To investigate the evolution with temperature, plasma simulations with different
temperatures of the WGTS background gas are calculated. The gas and tritium column
density are fixed for all models as this is assumed to be valid for the limiting conditions of
110 K and 30 K. Thus, the gas temperature only influences the charged particle mobilities,
the recombination rates as well as the mean charged particle energies. Ions and electrons
are assumed to fully thermalise. The rate of charged particle creation is taken to be similar
for the different gas temperatures.
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In figure 5.59 the results are given for the mean and the standard deviation of the longitudinal potential at a fixed radial position. Since the potential is inhomogeneous in radial
direction, their values as a function of the gas temperature are given at the centre of the
tube (r = 0 m) and at the edge of the flux tube 49 (r = 0.041 m). The longitudinal mean of
the plasma potential shows a linear increase with increasing gas temperature. Thus, measuring with krypton at two different temperatures (for example at 110 K and 150 K) one
can extrapolate the mean potential at 30 K. The lateral beam tube work function change
due to the increased adsorption at lower temperatures is assumed to be compensated by
the applied rear wall voltage for this computation. The standard deviation of the plasma
potential (in longitudinal direction) also increases with temperature since the plasma inhomogeneity increases. However, the data points do scatter and no distinct relation between
gas temperature and standard deviation can be derived. Furthermore, one needs to keep
in mind the large uncertainties of rate coefficients and mobilities (see section 5.2) that
influence the plasma potential distribution and thus its standard deviation. Still, the measured potential standard deviation obtained for 110 K can be used as an upper limit for
the 30 K case, assuming the surface potential difference between beam tube wall and rear
wall to be the same for both temperatures.

5.4.2. Experimental optimisation of rear wall bias voltage
To minimise the inhomogeneity of the WGTS plasma potential, it is important to have
rear wall and beam tube walls on approximately the same surface potential, as discussed in
section 5.3.4. Surface potential differences of about 100 mV between rear wall and lateral
beam tube surface can already lead to longitudinal potential differences of the order of
30 mV, as shown in section 5.3. This significantly exceeds the source electric potential
homogeneity requirement of 10 mV.
The rear wall bias voltage Urear,opt minimising the source plasma potential inhomogeneity
can be calculated using the mean electron energy Ēe and the work function difference
between the WGTS beam tube material and the rear wall material, ∆Φ, as shown in
section 5.3.4.1:
Urear, opt ≈ ∆Φ − Ēe .
(5.86)
Since the mean electron energy is relatively small (about 14 meV for 110 K and 3.9 meV for
30 K) the optimised rear wall voltage needs to minimise predominately the work function
difference of rear wall and beam tube surface which can be of the order of 1 V. It is
important to note that ∆Φ changes if the WGTS is operated at 110 K and at 30 K due to
the temperature dependence of gas adsorption at the beam tube surfaces, as discussed in
section 5.2. This adsorption induced work function shift between 110 K and 30 K, ∆Φad ,
can be of the order of 200 mV and the optimised rear wall bias voltage changes as

Urear, opt (30 K) ≈ Urear, opt (110 K) + Ēe (110 K) − Ēe (30 K) + ∆Φad .
(5.87)
Since ∆Φad is not known precisely enough, the optimisation needs to be separately done
for the 110 K krypton mode and for the 30 K mode. The different procedures are described
in the following.
T = 110 K
The results from the plasma potential characterisation described in in section 5.4.1 can be
used to minimise the longitudinal plasma potential inhomogeneity. When the linear plasma
model is used to fit the krypton data (see section 5.4.1) this corresponds to a minimisation
of the absolute value of the potential slope. Using the rectangular model, also described
49

For larger radii the potential inhomogeneity is generally larger than in the centre, at least for small
surface potential differences between beam tube wall and rear wall.
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Figure 5.59.: Simulation results of mean potential and standard deviation of the
plasma potential in the source for different gas temperatures. The
longitudinal potential distribution is averaged along the z-axis. Results are
given for the radial centre in a) and for the outer flux tube edge in b). The
mean potential (black squares) is displayed on the left axis, the standard
deviation (red circles) on the right axis. Knowing their dependence on gas
temperature, the results from 83m Kr mode can be used to deduce the corresponding values for the 30 K mode.
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in section 5.4.1, the difference |U0r − U0f | needs to be minimised. The plasma potential
analysis with krypton needs to be done for different values of the rear wall voltage bias.
The optimisation should start with relatively large voltage steps between the compared
rear wall voltages of about 100 mV to 500 mV. If potential distributions with such large
rear wall voltage differences are compared, the sensitivity requirement on the obtained
plasma parameters is of the order of 50 mV. This sensitivity can be achieved within 1 min
up to 1 h, depending on the amount of krypton activity achieved in the WGTS [Mac16].
The steps for the tested rear wall voltages should be reduced (the sensitivity requirements
need to be raised accordingly) iteratively down to 10 mV or less.
T = 30 K
At a WGTS beam tube operation temperature of 30 K krypton cannot be used, as it freezes
out at the beam tube walls [BGZ+ 08].
The work function shift that is induced at the beam tube walls due to the increased adsorption at 30 K can be sizeable, up to 200 meV, as shown in section 5.2. The optimal
rear wall voltage can be determined either based on experimental data or based on the
simulation of adsorption at the beam tube surface combined with literature data.
Experimental determination of Urear,opt (30K)
Since only the tritium β-decay spectrum can be used for the direct analysis of the characteristics of the source electric potential one is no longer sensitive to the actual potential
distribution or inhomogeneity. Still, one parameter can in principle be accessed by a
measurement with tritium – the average space charge potential. In general the following
consideration holds: the lower the absolute value of the space charge potential, the more
homogeneous the plasma potential distribution becomes (compare tables 5.4, 5.5 and
5.6).
Four possible methods to optimise the rear wall potential bias at 30 K in terms of space
charge minimisation are detailed below:
1.

• Determine the column density ρd0 for the WGTS working at a temperature of
110 K with the rear section e-gun. Measure the β-decay rate at the detector for
applying the optimized voltage for krypton conditions Urear0 = Urear,opt (110 K)
at the rear wall and use a main spectrometer potential of UMS0 .
• Cool the WGTS beam tube down to 30 K, measure the column density ρd1 with
the e-gun.
• Measure the β-decay rate (at 30 K) for the rear wall biased at potential
Urear,opt (110 K) and the main spectrometer at potential UMS0 with the focal
plane detector.
• Repeat this measurement at 30 K for different rear wall voltages
Urear = Urear,opt (110 K + ∆U ). The main spectrometer voltage needs to be
adapted, such that the potential difference between rear wall and spectrometer
keeps constant (UMS = UMS0 + ∆U ). This way, the measurement is sensitive to
the space charge potential in the source.
• Monitor column density changes (with FBM, BIXS, gas-model) during the
whole measurement procedure and correct the measured rate for the column
density fluctuations.
The column density-corrected absolute difference, Smeasure , between the detector
rate measured at 110 K and the rate measured at 30 K needs to be minimised by the
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variation of the voltage difference ∆U (at 30 K):
Z∆t
Smeasure = |ρd0

dN (Urear0 )
(110 K)dt − ρd2
dt

0

Z∆t

dN (Urear,0 + ∆U )
(30 K)dt)|.
dt

0

(5.88)
By the minimisation of Smeasure the space charge potential Uabs can be minimised
for the 30 K mode.
To derive the sensitivity of the measured signal Smeasure to changes in the space
charge potential, the column densities are not considered. Thus equation (5.88)
becomes
d2 N (Urear0 )
0
Smeasure
≈|
∆t∆U |.
(5.89)
dtdU
The lowest WGTS plasma potential difference that can be distinguished by this
measurement can be calculated looking at the signal-to-background ratio SB. For a
background rate Nbg the signal-to-background ratio is:
S0
SB = measure ≈
Nbg

d2 N (Urear0 )
∆t∆U
dtdU

2

q

dN
dt ∆t

+

dn dN
dt ∆t

.

(5.90)

In the calculation of the background rate, statistical rate fluctuations as well as relative instabilities, dn, due to temperature or inlet pressure instabilities that cannot be
resolved by the column density monitoring are considered. From equation (5.90) the
required measurement times ∆t for different main spectrometer potentials settings
and analysed voltage differences can be calculated.
Aiming for a signal to noise ratio of 3 and assuming a standard Katrin rate stability
(or monitoring precision) of 1 × 10−3 between the measurement points only voltage
differences of about 100 mV can be detected in a measurement time of about 8 d in
an analysis that considers the rate at the different detector rings separately. A ring
dependent analysis is required due to the large radial inhomogeneities in the plasma
potential that changes with modified rear wall voltage.
Even if an improved rate stability of 1 × 10−4 is assumed, the required measurement
time to resolve space charge potential differences of 50 mV in a ring-wise analysis is
still about 2 d as indicated in figure 5.60.
The sensitivity of the discussed method of space charge minimisation is quite low
(see figure 5.60) and strongly depends on the rate stability. Therefore, this measurement is only suitable for a qualitative test of the rear wall influence on the plasma
potential. Here the rates at different rear wall voltages need to be compared to
the rate changes expected from the β-decay spectrum. This way, it can be tested
whether the plasma potential indeed follows the rear wall voltage. No information
from the krypton mode is required.
2. Measure the endpoint of the electron spectrum from tritium β-decay for 30 K and
110 K. From the difference of both values one obtains information on the space
charge potential. To optimise the rear wall potential with a sensitivity of about
60 mV, which is required for a longitudinal potential inhomogeneity below 20 mV,
an average space charge potential difference between the rear wall potential bias
configurations of 20 mV needs to be resolved. The measurement time for an endpoint
sensitivity of 20 mV is roughly 10 d for a total count rate analysis. The required
ring-wise endpoint determination would already need about 100 d of measurement
time. The endpoint measurement needs to be done at least twice (for 110 K and for
30 K) not considering the actual rear wall voltage optimisation that requires endpoint
measurements at different rear wall voltages.
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Figure 5.60.: Measurement time ∆t and main spectrometer potential UMS0 as
a function of retarding potential differences ∆U for the optimisation of Urear . The difference in retarding potential is equal to the change
in (mean) space charge potential. Values are given for various space charge
potential differences ∆U that need to be resolved looking at the rate difference measured at the detector. The results are plotted for rate stabilities
of 1 × 10−4 for a total (left) and ring-wise (right) count rate analysis. The
working point of the main spectrometer voltage determines the amplitude of
the measured β-decay rate and needs to be adapted for the analysed potential
difference ∆U .
3. Measure the adsorption of tritium on steel at 110 K and 30 K in a dedicated side
experiment. Knowing the change in tritium coverage, the corresponding change in
work function can be approximated using equation (5.52). The optimised rear wall
voltage bias can then be calculated by plugging the value obtained with krypton
mode, Urear, opt (110 K), and the calculated work function change into equation (5.87).
4. Measure the adsorption induced work function change of steel at 110 K compared
to 30 K in a dedicated side experiment. The measurement can be done with hydrogen instead of tritium, supposing both isotopes behave similarly with regard to
adsorption. The atmosphere to which the measured steel probe should be comparable to that of the central beam tube under real Katrin measurement conditions.
The sample needs to be cooled down to 110 K and 30 K, respectively and the work
function needs to be measured. Plugging the measured work function change and
Urear, opt (110 K) in equation (5.87) Urear, opt (30 K) can be determined.
Since the space charge potential cannot be minimised using the β-decay electron spectrum
in a reasonable amount of time without input from the plasma model, only the last two
options are feasible. Both need to be done in a separate test experiment. Here the direct
measurement of the work function change should be preferred, since in this case the rear
wall voltage optimisation is purely based on experimental data. The adsorption measurement has the disadvantage that the change in work functions still needs to be calculated
using (5.52) or it needs to be extrapolated from literature data.
Simulation based determination of Urear,opt (30 K)
If the adsorption induced work function change is not measured, it can be roughly estimated from the modelling of adsorption at the WGTS beam tube surface described in
appendix F. Here differences of about 0.7 monolayers are calculated for the beam tube
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Figure 5.61.: Longitudinal source potential distribution assuming a rear wallbeam tube voltage difference ∆ of ±110 mV. If the rear wall potential is
not optimised experimentally and neither tritium coverage nor work function
shift at 30 K are measured, the surface potential difference ∆ can only be
estimated with an uncertainty of about 110 mV.
coverage at 30 K compared to 110 K.
Using equation (5.52) and assuming a work function shift of 190 mV in case of adsorption
of a full monolayer, the work function shift between 30 K and 110 K mode can be approximated to be −130 mV. Here the dipole moment of the beam tube surface material is
simplified to be constant and independent of coverage, see section 5.2.
It is important to note that the adsorption model as well as the approximation of the
work function change both are subject to large uncertainties – the resulting uncertainty
of the work function change is of the order of 100 mV. Considering the sensitivity of the
rear wall voltage optimisation in krypton mode, the maximal sensitivity for the optimised
rear wall potential at 30 K without further experimental data is approximately 110 mV.
Using a surface voltage difference of 110 mV in the plasma model, a maximal longitudinal
potential inhomogeneity of 29 mV is obtained as depicted in figure 5.61.
The systematic uncertainties with regard to the determination of the neutrino mass caused
by surface potential differences between rear wall and beam tube surface and related source
potential inhomogeneities are explored in more depth in the following section.

5.5. Implications of plasma potential for neutrino mass uncertainty
To be able to measure the neutrino mass at the sensitivity targeted with Katrin, the
retarding energy Eret , which corresponds to the difference of the potential at the point
of β-decay in the WGTS and the potential in the analysing plane, needs to be known
precisely. Necessarily this calls for an accurate model of the WGTS plasma potential.
If the retarding energy gets smeared out by a Gaussian with variance σ 2 , the shift in
neutrino mass squared can be approximated with [RK88]
∆m2ν = −2σ 2 .

(5.91)

Such a smearing can be caused by fluctuations of the high voltage at the main spectrometer,
as well as by local or temporal instabilities in the WGTS plasma potential. In [AAB+ 05]
a limit of 5 × 10−3 eV2 is set on the neutrino mass uncertainty induced by retarding voltage fluctuations. The main part to this uncertainty budget was assumed to be related to
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the stability of the high voltage. Contributions from plasma inhomogeneity were assumed
to be a factor of five smaller. Therefore, requirement on high voltage stability was set to
60 mV, which corresponds to a long-term relative precision of 3 × 10−6 at 18.6 kV [Thü07].
In contrast, the inhomogeneity of the plasma potential in the source was estimated to be
small. Calculations in [NM04], discussed in section 5.3.1, showed a WGTS plasma inhomogeneity of the order of several times the electron kinetic energy and thus below 10 meV
(compare figure 5.9). The respective uncertainty on m2ν was deduced from equation (5.91)
to be below 2 × 10−4 eV2 . The inhomogeneity of the plasma potential in longitudinal direction was assumed to be distributed according to a Gaussian. No information on the
actual longitudinal or radial potential distribution was available for this estimate.
The simplified picture given in [AAB+ 05] for the plasma potential distribution as well
as for the impact of the source potential distribution on the neutrino mass measurement
needs to be revisited. Information from the newly developed, two-dimensional plasma
model, which was presented in section 5.3, needs to be included. The impact of a realistic potential distribution on the retarding energy and the measured β-electron spectrum
cannot simply be approximated by a Gaussian smearing. Thus, it is important to use a
proper description of the potential distribution in the WGTS.
A realistic model of the WGTS potential is implemented in the source spectrum calculation package SSC. Thus, the influence of other source properties like density profile and
scattering probabilities can be included in the analysis. The limited features of the SSC
version preceding the present dissertation project did not allow to include any potential
profile in the calculation of the β-decay spectrum. Classes for the different potential models have been implemented in SSC as a part of the present work. In the following sections,
the neutrino mass uncertainty induced by the WGTS potential distribution is derived
with the help of these models. To this end, the method of ensemble testing is used, as
introduced in section 2.4.3. Toy data are generated based on different (non-vanishing)
potential distributions inside the WGTS. To deduce the m2ν an analytical spectrum is calculated and compared to the toy measurement. This analytical spectrum uses the zero
potential assumption. This way, the impact of the source potential distribution on the
calculated neutrino mass squared can be deduced.

5.5.1. Gaussian potential fluctuations in the WGTS
At first random potential fluctuations through the whole WGTS volume are studied. Then,
surface potential fluctuations at the rear wall, that are transported through the WGTS by
the magnetic flux tube, are analysed.
Potential fluctuations in the WGTS volume
This potential model corresponds to the potential configuration assumed in [AAB+ 05].
Implementing this potential profile in the calculation of the source spectrum allows to
consider actual source properties such as temperature, tritium density distribution, and
gas velocity. The potential needs to be defined for each of the WGTS voxels50 . For the
implementation of Gaussian type potential fluctuations in the WGTS volume, the potential
for voxel i is picked randomly51 from a Gaussian distribution with mean value Ū , standard
deviation ∆U and probability density function f (Ui ):
f (Ui ) =

50
51

1
√

∆U 2π

e−

(Ui −Ū )2
2∆U 2

.

(5.92)

It is constant over each voxel, since this is the smallest analysing unit available in SSC.
Here a Mersenne-Twister pseudo-random number generator [MN98] that is already implemented in the
Katrin simulation software package is used.
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In this approach, for practical reasons the retarding energy Eret,i for voxel i is modified
compared to the zero potential case:
0
Eret,i
= Eret,i − eUi .

(5.93)

This holds for any configuration of the potential of the different voxels.
For the ensemble test the WGTS is segmented into 1000 parts (slices) in longitudinal direction with a length of 1 cm each. It is not divided in radial or azimuthal direction. For
the generation of toy measurement data the potential of each voxel is set according to
equation (5.92) and standard background rate of 10 mcps is assumed. One-dimensional
gas density and velocity distributions for a column density of 5 × 1021 m−2 are used.
For the analytical model which is fit to the toy measurement data the source properties
are identical except for the potential distribution – zero potential is used for all voxels.
The analysis is done for a measurement interval of [E0 − 30 eV, E0 + 5 eV] and using the
standard measurement time distribution from [AAB+ 05] for three effective years of data
taking.
Different standard deviations ∆U ranging from 10 mV to 200 mV are tested. Each ensemble test consists of 3000 Katrin toy measurements. The results are visualised in
figure 5.62.
The neutrino mass uncertainty induced by Gaussian potential fluctuations in the WGTS
volume fits the expectation from equation (5.91) quite well. Thus, random inhomogeneities
of the plasma potential inside the WGTS can be approximated by equation (5.91) without
further consideration of the actual source properties.
Surface potential fluctuations at the rear wall
In a more realistic scenario, only the surface potential at the rear wall is randomly distributed. For a rear wall determining the potential along the flux tube, the potential of
any given point inside the WGTS beam tube can be computed considering the magnetic
field configuration at the rear wall as well as in the source. At first, the rear wall is divided
into N segments. The surface potential at each segment is fixed using equation (5.92). For
the potential of voxel i, that is centred at position (r, φ, z) inside the WGTS, the radial
position rr of the corresponding rear wall segment is calculated using the conservation of
the magnetic flux:
s
B(r, φ, z)
rr = r2
for r ≥ 0
(5.94)
Br
s
B(r, φ, z)
rr = − r2
for r < 0.
(5.95)
Br
Here Br denotes the magnetic field at the rear wall and B(r, φ, z) the magnetic field inside
the WGTS at position (r, φ, z). The angular variable φ is assumed to be conserved which
is suitable for this simplified potential model. The potential of the WGTS voxel i is set to
the potential of the rear wall segment with radial and azimuthal coordinates (rr , φ).
To test the effect of this potential distribution on the neutrino mass squared, the WGTS
is divided into small concentric rings of 1 mm width. Each ring is divided into 50 angular
segments. Apart from the potential model for the generation of the toy measurement
data, the same procedure as described for the previous potential model is used. Standard
deviations of the rear wall potential from 10 mV to 200 mV are analysed. Results are
depicted in figure 5.62.
The deduced uncertainty in neutrino mass squared for given rear wall potential fluctuation
∆U is comparable to the results for the previous volume fluctuation model. It matches
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Figure 5.62.: Neutrino mass uncertainty from Gaussian WGTS potential fluctuations. Results are given for Gaussian fluctuations over the whole WGTS
volume (red circles) and for fluctuations at the rear wall surface, that penetrate into the WGTS (blue triangles). The theoretical expectation of the
uncertainty in neutrino mass squared for a potential standard deviation of
∆U from equation (5.91) is plotted for comparison.
the theoretically derived value from equation (5.91) as well. Thus, the effect of Gaussian
fluctuations is, as expected, not amplified by the source properties neither for radial and
azimuthal nor for radial, azimuthal and longitudinal fluctuations.

5.5.2. Potential distribution from plasma simulation
The randomly varying potential distribution is in fact not a good approximation for the
WGTS plasma potential. The plasma simulations in section 5.3.2.2 show a source potential
distribution that is to first order monotonous (apart from the central region around the gas
injection orifices) along the z-axis. Merely implementing the mean value and the standard
deviation of this distribution in equation (5.25) cannot reflect the position dependent
effect on the measured electron spectrum, as already expressed in [Mac16]. To get a
better model for the probability distribution P (U ) for electrons that reach the detector
to be born in a potential U , the potential distribution needs to be combined with the
electron density and the zero-scattering probability52 P0 (z) at the corresponding source
position. Therefore, a histogram is filled including the potential at source position z
weighted with P0 (z) · n(z). The resulting probability distribution for a realistic source
potential is illustrated in figure 5.63. Here the probability distribution from a potential
from plasma simulation (see small graph in the upper right corner) with Ēe = 3.9 meV
and grounded walls is compared to a Gaussian probability distribution of same potential
mean and standard deviation.
The probability distributions differ significantly. The potential probability distribution
from plasma simulation is peaked twice with sharp upper edges. The two-fold peaked
structure is caused by the decline in the plasma potential in the beam tube centre (around
52

Depending on the analysis interval in principle also electrons that have scattered one or two times need to
be considered. For scattered electrons things get more complicated as the scattering energy loss needs
to be taken into account. However, using unscattered electrons shows the general effect of a realistic
potential distribution.
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Figure 5.63.: Probability distribution of electrons reaching the detector unscattered to be created at source potential U . The probability distribution
for the potential profile obtained by plasma simulation (with Ēe = 3.9 meV,
grounded boundaries) is represented by the blue shaded area. The corresponding longitudinal potential profile is shown in the embedded figure in
the upper right. The mean potential (0.01 V) and corresponding standard
deviation (0.0011 V) of this distribution are plugged into equation (5.92) to
compare simulation data to the corresponding Gaussian probability distribution (red line).
z = 0). The high amplitude of the main potential is related to the high electron density
in the centre of the source.
Given that the probability distribution obtained from the potential model differs markedly
from a simple Gaussian, equation (5.91) is not applicable for calculating the effect on
neutrino mass from the plasma potential distribution as also stated [Mac16]. Instead, the
plasma potential simulation data need to be used to build an appropriate potential model
to analyse the induced neutrino mass uncertainty. Such an appropriate model is used in the
following sections. Since the boundary potential difference was shown to be important for
the plasma homogeneity, distributions with boundaries at different potentials are tested.
5.5.2.1. Rear wall and beam tube at equipotential
The plasma potential distribution which was simulated in section 5.3.4.1 for 3.9 mV mean
plasma electron energy and rear wall and beam tube at the same surface potential represents the WGTS potential distribution with lowest achievable inhomogeneity. Here, a
maximal longitudinal potential difference of 7.7 mV and a maximal radial potential difference (inside the analysed flux tube) of 4 mV were obtained. The maximal longitudinal
standard deviation of this spatial potential distribution is about 3 mV.
The SSC WGTS model is divided into 500 slices in longitudinal direction, with a length of
2 cm each. To resolve the radial potential inhomogeneity it is further segmented into rings
of 3.5 mm width. The generated toy measurement data include the potential profile from
the plasma simulation. The theoretical model that is fitted to the generated data uses
the null potential hypothesis. Nominal operation values given in table 2.1 are used. 4000
Katrin measurements with reference measurement time distribution from [AAB+ 05] and
an analysis interval [E0 − 30 eV, E0 + 5 eV] are simulated.
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The resulting difference in neutrino mass squared is
∆m2ν = (−5.8 ± 2.8) 10−4 eV2 .
Using the approximation (5.91) for Gaussian differences and a standard deviation of 3 mV
one would expect only a tiny shift of −1.8 × 10−5 eV2 . This means an increase by a factor
of 30 for the realistic distribution. Therefore, even without considering a work function
induced surface potential difference between rear wall and beam tube wall, the limit of
2 × 10−4 eV2 from [AAB+ 05] cannot be met.
5.5.2.2. Differences in rear wall - beam tube surface potential
The work functions of rear wall and beam tube material are generally different, which
induces a potential difference between both surfaces. In the krypton mode at 110 K, this
difference can be accessed by measurements with pure krypton, a krypton-deuterium gas
mixture, and a krypton-tritium gas mixture. If the difference is measured, it can be compensated by a rear wall voltage bias. However, the shift in work function due to the
different amount of adsorbed gas at 110 K and 30 K is not known and the voltage compensating this differences needs to be optimised experimentally as discussed in section 5.4.2.
This optimisation is only possible to a certain degree. Not compensating the surface potential difference causes a larger inhomogeneity in the potential distribution. In the following,
plasma potentials induced by various surface voltage differences are tested. A full analysis,
including the radial potential differences, is done exemplarily for two cases:
i) An experimentally optimised rear wall voltage (∆ = 60 mV)
ii) A rear wall voltage setting, which is solely based on the calculation of the adsorption
induced work function shift between 30 K and 110 K (∆ = 110 mV).
i) Experimentally optimised rear wall voltage
The configuration with all surfaces on equipotential cannot assumed to be realisable, as
discussed above. Still, the large surface potential differences between gold and steel surface
can be reduced in terms of an improved rear wall bias setting (methods described in
section 5.4.2 have a a sensitivity on the parameters describing the potential distribution
of about 20 mV53 ). For this configuration, denoted here as “experimentally optimised”, an
absolute space charge potential difference of about 20 mV has to be assumed compared to
the grounded boundary configuration. A plasma distribution with a space charge difference
of 16 mV (compared to the grounded tube configuration) can be calculated using the
WGTS plasma model for various boundary potential differences ∆. A rear wall potential
of about 60 mV with the lateral wall set to 0 V induces such a space charge potential.
Thus, it is tested how a plasma potential configuration with ∆ = 60 mV compared to the
zero potential hypothesis influences the neutrino mass determination. The longitudinal
distribution of the tested plasma potential is shown in figure 5.64 at two radial coordinates.
The maximal longitudinal potential inhomogeneity is about 20 mV. Large differences are
also present in radial direction.
Other than this specific source potential configuration, all analysis settings are described
in the previous section. 4000 full Katrin toy measurements (three years of data taking,
full source strength) are simulated. Therefrom the neutrino mass squared uncertainty is
calculated to be
∆m2ν = (−1.14 ± 0.26) · 10−3 eV2 ,
which is, due to the larger inhomogeneities in the potential profile, almost twice as large
as the above derived uncertainty from the potential distribution for boundary surfaces on
equipotential and a factor of five to six larger than the systematic neutrino mass shift
assumed in [AAB+ 05].
53

Higher sensitivities are also possible, but will increase the duration of the pre-measurements significantly.
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Figure 5.64.: Plasma profile for experimentally optimised rear wall voltage. The
optimisation is assumed to be limited by a space charge potential of 20 mV
compared to the grounded boundary configuration. This corresponds approximately to a voltage difference of 60 mV between rear wall and beam tube
wall. Shown are the longitudinal potential distributions at r = 0 m and at
about 0.041 m. ∆Umax denotes the maximal longitudinal potential difference
in this distribution.
ii) Non-optimised rear wall voltage
If it turns out that it will not be feasible to reduce the surface potential difference between
rear wall and beam tube surface either directly, by analysis of the β-spectrum, or indirectly,
by measuring adsorption properties at different temperatures, the surface rear wall and
beam tube potentials can differ up to 110 mV, see section 5.4.2. This would cause a
maximal longitudinal potential inhomogeneity of 29 mV and also large radial differences,
as depicted in figure 5.61. The toy measurement data are generated ion SSC using the
potential distribution shown in figure 5.61a. The WGTS is divided into 500 slices and 13
rings to incorporate the radial inhomogeneity. Measurement time distribution and interval
are identical to the previous simulations. In the ensemble test, 5000 Katrin measurements
are simulated. As a result, a systematic neutrino mass shift of
∆m2ν = (−1.5 ± 0.25) · 10−3 eV2
can be derived. It is a factor of seven larger than the limit of 2 × 10−4 eV2 from [AAB+ 05].
The systematic neutrino mass uncertainty induced by a realistic plasma potential is larger
than initially estimated – the potential probability distribution is different than assumed
and its longitudinal profile is less homogeneous than expected due to the influence of the
previously disregarded boundary potential differences. This means, the uncertainty budget
needs to be adapted with regard to the potential distribution – a limit for ∆m2ν of about
−1.5 × 10−3 eV2 constitutes a reasonable and conservative approach.
5.5.2.3. Plasma potential and systematic neutrino mass uncertainty – an approximation
If the influence of radial potential inhomogeneity is small, the plasma potential can be
approximated by a linear distribution as shown in [Mac16]. This can be used to derive a
general relation between longitudinal potential inhomogeneity and induced neutrino mass
shift.
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To obtain this relation the plasma distributions from the two-dimensional plasma potential
simulations U (r, z) are simplified to one-dimensional distributions U (r = 0, z). The radial average of the standard deviation of the longitudinal potential distributions is smaller
than the corresponding standard deviation at r = 0 m for all values of ∆ tested in the
corresponding plasma simulations54 . Thus, the discussed one-dimensional approach can
serve as an upper limit on |∆m2ν |, since the absolute value of the deduced neutrino mass
shift is slightly overestimated.
Still, it should be noted: To derive the sign of the neutrino mass shift the radial potential
distribution needs to be considered. The slope of the longitudinal potential distribution
can vary with the radial coordinate, as depicted in figure 5.61a, which has an influence on
the sign of the induced shift.
Using several one-dimensional linear plasma profiles, the general influence of a given longitudinal potential inhomogeneity ∆Uz on the derived value of the neutrino mass squared
is investigated. The results are depicted in figure 5.65.
The derived linear relation can be used to estimate the systematic neutrino mass squared
shift that is induced by a given plasma distribution with maximal longitudinal potential
inhomogeneity ∆Uz :

∆m2ν = 4.5 ± 6.3 + (6.4 ± 0.3) · ∆U/mV−1 · 10−5 eV2 .
(5.96)
Thus, the sign of the systematic shift changes if the slope of the potential distribution
changes sign (negative ∆Uz ). This is completely different from what is expected from
Gaussian potential distributions (see equation (5.91)) that cause in any case a negative
neutrino mass squared shift.
This change in the polarity of the shift can be explained by looking at the potential probability distribution, introduced in section 5.5.2, for a longitudinal linear potential profile
with positive and negative slope each. Both distributions are depicted in figure 5.66a.
They are not symmetric with regard to their mean value. In the parameter estimation
used in Katrin a change in mean potential is compensated by a shift of the fit parameter
E0 , the endpoint energy. A changed slope of the potential distribution cannot be compensated that way. For negative slope of the longitudinal potential distribution there is a
tail in the direction of lower potentials in the probability distribution, while for positive
slope the tail is in the direction of larger potentials. The corresponding influence on the
integrated spectrum is shown in figure 5.66b – The positive slope causes a rate increase
near the endpoint energy while the negative slope causes a rate decrease. This corresponds
to the positive and a negative neutrino mass squared shift, respectively, that was seen in
the neutrino mass squared parameter estimation.

5.6. Summary
The knowledge of the retarding energy, which is the potential difference between the point
of β-decay in the WGTS and the crossing point of the analysing plane in the spectrometer,
is crucial for an accurate modelling of the electron spectrum measured at the detector. The
potential in the WGTS is determined by plasma processes. The plasma inside the WGTS
mainly consists of secondary electrons and ions, created by ionisation of tritium molecules
by fast β-decay electrons. A dedicated modelling of the plasma formation in the WGTS
and of its properties is required to calculate the potential distribution in the source.
In the scope of this chapter, a comprehensive WGTS plasma model was derived. Starting from the one-dimensional electron diffusion equation, it evolved by adding a second
charged particle component, tritium ions, as well as a neutral gas species that determines
54

The standard deviation is calculated based purely geometric grounds, i.e., no density distributions or
scattering probability distributions are included here.
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Figure 5.65.: Systematic neutrino mass squared shifts ∆m2ν induced by different plasma profiles as function of the longitudinal plasma inhomogeneity ∆Uz . Neutrino mass squared shifts are calculated for linear potential profiles Ulin (z) (black squares) as well as for potential profiles (threedimensional (red circles) and one-dimensional (blue triangles)) from plasma
simulation. For all distributions ∆Uz corresponds to the maximal longitudinal potential inhomogeneity. The mass square shifts induced by the
linear profile can be linkedto ∆Uz using a linear fit to the data points:
∆m2ν = 4.5 + 6.4 mV−1 ∆U · 10−5 eV2 (χ2 = 1.79, #d.o.f.=9). Mass shifts
related to the potential profiles from plasma simulation are well within the
range approximated with the linear approach.
For the linear, one-dimensional approximation to be applicable, the radial
potential differences of the investigated potential distribution needs to be
smaller than ∆Uz in the main part of the inner flux tube.
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Figure 5.66.: Probability distribution function and relative rate differences of
integral electron spectra for linear potential profiles with different
sign of slope. The linear potential profiles related to the distributions shown
have slopes of mU = ±10 mV/10 m and an offset of 0 V. The rates of the
integrated spectra Ṅ (∆U ) are plotted relative to rate for zero potential Ṅ0
as a function of the main spectrometer retarding potential. A nominal background rate of 10 mcps is considered. Probability and relative rate are given
as a function of the difference between endpoint energy E0 and retarding
voltage UMS .
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the rate of particle creation as well as the charged particle mobilities. By including the
Poisson equation the generation of space charges and related plasma potentials could be
investigated.
In a next step, a two-dimensional model was built using the results from the previous
model as initial conditions. The flow of neutral gas was included as convective component.
The final step constitutes an axisymmetric plasma model. It is representative for the conditions present in the WGTS.
Since the model is sensitive to uncertainties of important parameters such as mobilities
or rate coefficients, the influence of a variety of parameters on the actual potential and
charged particle density distribution was tested. The general form of the solution was
shown to be stable for the different configurations. Numerical instabilities, that occurred
in previous analyses, were not encountered here.
Different boundary potential bias configurations as well as local and global work function
inhomogeneities due to surface defects and adsorption were tested.
The results are summarised in the following:
• The potential difference between rear wall and lateral beam tube walls, ∆, is determining the plasma potential with regard to the rear wall. It also determines the
homogeneity of the longitudinal potential distribution inside the WGTS.
• In general it can be noted that, the smaller |∆|, the more homogeneous is the potential distribution inside the plasma. An optimised longitudinal potential homogeneity
can be reached if ∆ is about −Te .
• If ∆ is below a critical value ∆C , which is about −40 mV for standard Katrin conditions and electrons thermalised at 30 K, the surface potential of the lateral beam
tube walls penetrates into the bulk WGTS plasma. Otherwise, the rear wall potential mainly dominates the absolute value of the plasma. The difference between wall
and plasma potential generally drops within a narrow plasma sheath, which is of the
order of millimetre for the WGTS plasma.
• The potential inside the WGTS beam tube is related to the potential at the boundary walls, but its actual value deviates in either direction from the plasma potential
determining wall surface potential due to the formation of space charge potentials.
For ∆ < ∆C the space charge potential becomes negative, as the electron outflow
at the rear wall is hindered while ions can leave the plasma through front and rear
direction. Negative space charges do also form when the electron flux gets saturated, since the ion flux through the lateral walls has a larger saturation value due
to the larger beam tube surface. This happens for relatively large positive values of
∆ & 0.05 V. These effects can, notwithstanding the somewhat different experimental conditions of the set-up, explain the negative space charge potential that was
unexpectedly found in the WGTS plasma of the Troitsk Neutrino-Mass Experiment
[BGZ+ 08].
• Surface inhomogeneities at the rear wall were shown in general not to penetrate
through the whole plasma column but to be washed out already after several centimetres.
It was shown that the potential distribution that forms inside the WGTS depends on
the actual geometric pattern of the inhomogeneities, at least for inhomogeneities of
about 1 cm and larger. The longitudinal electron fluxes and their radial distribution
as well as ion fluxes in radial and longitudinal direction need to be considered. For
relatively large inhomogeneities these fluxes do depend on the geometric composition, i.e. their value and position with respect to the beam tube wall.
Depending on the actual width and surface potential shift of the surface inhomogeneity, it can even determine the whole plasma potential. The surface potential
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needs to be averaged with the fluxes leaving the source to get an estimate of the potential that forms in the plasma. Such a flux averaged surface potential only weakly
affects the longitudinal potential homogeneity – As long as the standard deviation
of the surface potential is small, the plasma potential inhomogeneities remain small,
as well.
• Lateral wall inhomogeneities do, like rear wall inhomogeneities, hardly penetrate
into the plasma. This was tested for lateral wall surface potential differences up to
500 mV.
To estimate the effective wall potential that determines the absolute value of the
plasma potential, the surface potential distribution needs to be weighted with the
ion flux leaving the model at the corresponding position.
The adsorption induced surface potential profile likewise will not penetrate into the
plasma as long as the average value of the rear wall-beam tube surface potential
difference ∆ is above a critical value ∆C .
The influence of the adsorption profile on the bulk potential can be reduced by
adapting the rear wall potential.
• If the boundary surfaces are on almost equal surface potential (∆ ≤ 10 mV) the
Katrin design potential homogeneity requirement of ∆Uz ≤ 10 mV can be reached.
The same holds for reasonable patch potential configurations, that mainly influence
the space charge potential and to a lesser extent the longitudinal homogeneity. Rear
wall patch sizes up to 5 mm with patch potential differences up to 40 mV as well
as lateral beam tube wall patches with sizes of 5 cm and patch potential differences
from −100 mV to 500 mV were investigated.
• The krypton mode, that will be used to investigate the WGTS plasma potential
distribution experimentally, was treated in dedicated simulations since the experimental conditions are different from the tritium measurement conditions (increased
gas temperature of about 110 K). The gas temperature mainly determines the electron temperature, since the electrons are presumed to thermalise. The electron
energy determines the outflow of electrons and thus the space charge potential. It
was shown that for similar surface potential differences, the results of the WGTS
potential inhomogeneity obtained with the krypton measurements at temperatures
from 100 K to 150 K, can to a good approximation be scaled down to 30 K.
• The most critical prerequisite for achieving a homogeneous plasma potential is the
compensation of the work function difference between rear wall and beam tube wall
by the rear wall potential bias. In the krypton mode this optimised compensation
can be achieved through analysis of the krypton lines. The resulting potential distribution can be assumed to have longitudinal potential differences smaller than 10 mV.
Due to changes in the adsorption behaviour of tritium on the stainless steel wall between 110 K and 30 K the beam tube work function may shift by up to 130 mV. The
rear wall potential bias needs to be changed from krypton to nominal tritium mode
in order to compensate for this work function change.
• A number of general measurement procedures have been proposed to obtain the work
function shift or to directly reduce the plasma inhomogeneity for the nominal 30 K
tritium conditions.
The realistic source potential distributions created with the plasma model were used to
investigate the systematic neutrino mass uncertainty caused by a non-constant potential
profile. Large differences to the assumptions in [AAB+ 05] and [BGZ+ 08] were found. The
relevance of the plasma potential for the neutrino mass determination with Katrin is
summarised in the following.
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• It was shown that potential inhomogeneity σ and neutrino mass squared shift are
not, as assumed in [AAB+ 05] and [BGZ+ 08], related to each other by ∆m2ν = −2σ 2 ,
given that the potential probability distribution in fact cannot be approximated by a
Gaussian. To visualise the potential probability distribution, the number of electrons
born at each potential value was calculated. Therefore, the potential distribution
was connected to the product of electron density distribution and zero-scattering
probability distribution. The obtained potential probability distribution was shown
to be markedly different from a Gaussian distribution, which explains the increased
neutrino mass squared shifts that were calculated.
• The minimal achievable neutrino mass squared shift is given by the WGTS configuration with all surfaces on equal potential. For the related plasma potential
configuration, the purely space charge dominated neutrino mass squared shift is
∆m2ν = (−5.8 ± 2.8) · 10−4 eV2 .
• A reasonable sensitivity on the value of the absolute plasma potential that can be
reached through the reduction of the surface potential difference using dedicated
measurements is 60 mV. This is related to a longitudinal plasma inhomogeneity of
about 22 mV which causes a neutrino mass squared shift of ∆m2ν = (−1.14 ± 0.26) ·
10−3 eV2 .
• If adsorption induced work function shifts at the beam tube surface for a temperature change from 110 K to 30 K cannot be accessed by measurement, the work
function change can be calculated based on modelling of adsorption processes. Considering the related uncertainties, the lowest surface potential difference that can be
guaranteed to be adjusted is 110 mV. The related plasma potential with a maximal longitudinal inhomogeneity of 29 mV causes a neutrino mass squared shift of
(−1.5 ± 0.25) · 10−3 eV2 .
• The plasma potential distributions at constant radius can be approximated by linear
distributions. Several potential distributions had been analysed. The derived linear
relation between neutrino mass squared shift and longitudinal plasma inhomogeneity can be used to approximate the effect of any realistic WGTS plasma potential
distribution.

The realistic model of the WGTS plasma processes and its boundary conditions reveal
larger plasma potential differences and different contributions to the electron spectrum
than expected at the outset of this thesis project. Thus, the systematic uncertainty budget
related to the WGTS potential distribution needs to be adapted. In a conservative approach, the systematic neutrino mass squared uncertainty related to the plasma potential
distribution should be quoted with 1.5 × 10−3 eV2 . Still, the actual potential inhomogeneity and related neutrino mass effect strongly depend on the knowledge of the configuration
of surface potential differences between rear wall and beam tube wall.
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The Katrin experiment will mark a major milestone in the field of neutrino physics as it
will enter the sub-electronvolt scale of absolute neutrino masses with an unequalled sensitivity of 200 meV (90% C.L.) in a direct, kinematic measurement. Thereby, it constitutes
a new generation of neutrino mass experiments. The measurement with Katrin is based
on the kinematic approach of high precision spectroscopy of single β-decay of tritium using the well established MAC-E filter principle. Predecessor experiments that applied this
method were able to set the current best model-independent direct neutrino mass limit
of 2.0 eV (95% C.L.). To be sensitive to a mass scale one order of magnitude below the
current limit, the Katrin experiment needs to combine a tritium source providing a large
signal rate (β-decay rate >1011 s−1 ) with a spectrometer featuring an excellent energy
resolution (below 1 eV at 18.6 keV).
The ambitious sensitivity goal sets high requirements regarding the understanding and
control of systematic effects influencing the shape of the measured β-decay spectrum. The
proper modelling of the physical processes in the tritium source is of major importance to
be able to either take these effects into account in the neutrino mass analysis, or to rate
their impact on the outcome of this analysis reliably.
In the thesis at hand the characteristics of a variety of processes related to the rarefied gas
flow and plasma properties of the source have been evaluated constructing comprehensive
models. This simulation results have been implemented in the calculation of source spectra and have been used to quantify the impact each of the analysed processes and their
respective modelling uncertainties have on the neutrino mass analysis with Katrin.
Gas dynamics properties of the source
One of the main systematic uncertainties of the Katrin experiment is related to the description of the scattering of signal β-decay electrons on gas molecules in the source. To
be able to reliably model these scattering processes which influence the shape of the electron spectrum measured with Katrin the product of column density and scattering cross
section needs to be known with an uncertainty below 0.2%.
In order to calculate the column density accurately, the previous Katrin gas model, which
consisted solely of the 10 m WGTS beam tube, needed to be extended with gas flow calculations of the pump ports and beam tubes of the DPS1 since a non-vanishing fraction
of the gas remains in these domains.
Due to the complexity of the modelling of rarefied gas flow as well as large differences in
geometry and gas flow characteristics of the components mentioned above, each of them
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had to be simulated in a separate model. To be able to combine these calculations to a
gas model covering the whole source section, the already existing beam tube gas model
had to be overhauled.
As a result, all but about 1% of the total column density was shown to be present in the
central 10 m beam tube part of the source. This demonstrates the necessity for the gas
density in the simulated components to be included in the source modelling to match 0.2 %
accuracy requirement on integrated density. On the other hand, it relaxes the accuracy
demands on the gas flow modelling in the pumping section. A gas flow reduction factor
of 400 was calculated for the combination of both pump ports in the DPS1 while the gas
density was shown to be reduced by a factor of 2000 when entering the DPS2.
The accuracy of the column density calculated with the implemented gas model was shown
to be determined by the uncertainty of the gas flow modelling in the 10 m beam tube. To
get a reliable estimate on the uncertainty related to the model assumptions, a second simulation that used a different approach for the calculation of the transport equations was
set up. Column density results of both models were shown to agree within 1% while their
density distributions showed discrepancies up to 15% in the outlet regions (the differences
in calculated velocities are even larger).
Considering the limited knowledge of the transport parameters as well as of the input
values for inlet and outlet pressure, the overall model column density uncertainty exceeds
the 0.2% accuracy requirement by far – a direct determination of the product from column density and scattering cross section using the electron gun in the rear section is thus
indispensable. Such a measurement was shown not only to reach a column density times
scattering cross section accuracy of 0.2%. It can also be used to relax the requirement
on the knowledge of the value of the total scattering cross section, for which literature
currently provides an accuracy of only 2%.
The column density may be subject to changes in between the absolute e-gun measurements due to fluctuations of source operation parameters. Different activity measurements
will be used to monitor if the column density stability exceeds 0.2% during Katrin operation. In this thesis work it was demonstrated that the gas model can be used to account
for these changes in the calculation of the β-decay spectrum of the source. Its relatively
low accuracy in the description of the absolute column density notwithstanding, the model
can be used to compute column density changes for variations of operational parameters
up to the per cent level precisely. Dedicated investigations including all model dependent
uncertainties as well as those related to the input parameters verified the applicability
of the gas model to calculate small relative column density changes. Assuming a design
per mill stability of operation parameters, the uncertainty related to the monitoring of
the column density can be pushed down from the initially proposed 2 × 10−3 to 3 × 10−4 .
This allows to relax the requirement on the e-gun measurement determining the absolute
value of the column density from 1.4 × 10−3 to 1.9 × 10−3 .
In addition to the modelling of the integrated quantity, column density, the influence of
the actual distribution of the gas density through the source section was investigated in
the scope of this thesis work – the accurate description of the gas distribution in the source
section forms the basis to include the distribution of all other source variables: temperature, magnetic field, velocity and electric potential correctly in the calculation of the
source spectrum. To get a handle on the required density accuracy level, various models of
the density and velocity distributions were compared in ensemble simulations. The largest
impact was shown to be related to the velocity distribution – comparing realistic distributions from the two beam tube model simulations, a non-vanishing neutrino mass shift
of (−7.5 ± 2.4) · 10−4 eV2 was calculated underlining the importance of the use of accurate
models for the distributions of density and velocity.
Since only the product of column density and scattering cross section can be determined
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by an absolute measurement, it was tested whether a column density and scattering cross
section accuracy of 2% is sufficient as long as the product is known to an accuracy of 0.2%.
This question was shown to be related to the above mentioned source inhomogeneities –
in case of a homogeneous source the individual values of the parameters in the product
of column density and scattering cross section cannot be distinguished. Using a realistic
source model it was shown that the particular uncertainties of both parameters can influence the neutrino mass analysis – but only if they are larger than about 5%. The effect
from an uncertainty of 2% was shown to be almost indistinguishable from zero.
Combining all mentioned uncertainties related to the gas dynamical properties of the source
with a model containing realistic distributions of temperature, magnetic field and potential in a dedicated ensemble test revealed a neutrino mass squared shift of (3.06 ± 0.24) ·
10−3 eV2 . Despite being larger than the limiting value, the uncertainty related to the gas
dynamical description of the source can be regarded to be well under control since the
given number includes several uncertainties that have not been considered in the design
report (the single uncertainty related to the gas dynamical properties of the source that
was respected in the investigations in the design report was the monitoring uncertainty of
the column density).
Different test measurements to be performed during the commissioning of the Katrin beam
line are proposed that will allow to verify the predictions of the gas model.
Plasma phenomena in the source
The emission of β-decay electrons leads to the formation of a cold, low density plasma in
the source by a large number of secondary ionisation processes. The electric fields present
in the plasma determine the potential distribution inside the WGTS. This distribution
is of large importance since it determines the starting potential energy of the electrons
produced in the β-decay of tritium in the source.
In this thesis work an extensive plasma model was constructed. Starting from an onedimensional approach considering the electron transport driven by diffusion and external
electric fields, it evolved to a two-dimensional axial-symmetric three-fluid plasma description including the internal electric field produced by the formation of space charges.
Different from previous approaches, the model solutions do not exhibit numerical instabilities and were shown to be stable under the variation of various plasma parameters.
The source plasma is confined by the beam tube steel surface in radial direction and by the
gold surface of the rear wall in longitudinal direction (rear direction). Being a conductive
surface hit by the magnetic flux tube and the confined plasma particles, the rear wall was
designed to determine the plasma potential. How the work function difference of about
1 eV between the steel surface and the gold plated rear wall influences the plasma potential
distribution was unknown.
By virtue of extension in radial direction, it was possible to investigate the influence of
these boundary surface potential differences with the newly developed plasma model. A
difference of 1 eV between beam tube and rear wall surface was found to produce a large
plasma potential inhomogeneity of about 250 meV along the beam tube axis. A boundary potential difference of about 100 mV still causes a plasma potential inhomogeneity of
about 25 meV, already more than twice as large as the limit for differences in the plasma
potential distribution stated in the Katrin design report. In contrast to what has been
expected, large voltage differences between the plasma confining surfaces cause the plasma
to charge negatively – depending on the sign of the difference, either the outflow of electrons is blocked by a negative electric field in the direction of flow while the ions are still
able to leave the domain, or the electron flux saturates while the ion flux can still increase
due to the larger surface of the beam tube (only ions can reach the beam tube walls due
to the magnetic confinement of the much less massive electrons).
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The optimised boundary configuration that produces the highest possible potential homogeneity was shown to be present in case of a rear wall surface potential slightly more
negative than the beam tube surface (the difference is of the order of the electron temperature e.g., about 3.9 mV for 30 K). Setting all boundaries to equal potential produces
similar results – for the equipotential case, the maximal inhomogeneity along the beam
tube axis was found to be about 6-7 meV.
Since the surfaces can not be assumed to exhibit a homogeneous work function, the influence of variously distributed inner surface potentials with differences of diverse sizes on the
plasma and its potential distribution was also investigated. Looking at the rear wall, the
material-specific inhomogeneities are small (not larger than 10 meV). Still, due to tritium
adsorbing at its surface larger shifts of the order of 30 mV may occur.
A detailed analysis of various rear wall surface potential differences revealed that, different
than previously assumed, the rear wall surface potential distribution does not penetrate
through the whole length of the flux tube – its structures are washed out on a scale of
centimetres or even millimetres in longitudinal direction. This means that the radial inhomogeneity of the plasma does not increase in case of a large number of rear wall patches.
The absolute value of the space charge potential is, however, strongly influenced even by
small scale potential differences.
The work function of the beam tube material has significantly larger inhomogeneities (up
to 1 eV). In addition, tritium has a high probability to adsorb on the beam tube surface.
An approximation of the relevant adsorption processes showed a position dependent adsorption profile which is connected to the pressure profile along the tube. The induced work
function differences of 26 meV were however shown to hardly penetrate into the plasma
volume, they are washed out after several millimetres. The same holds for small scale surface inhomogeneities, patches of magnitudes from −0.1 V to 0.5 V were investigated but
had only minor influences on the plasma homogeneity (at least if the rear wall was biased
accordingly).
It can be concluded: differences (of reasonable magnitude) across a single plasma facing
surface are not harmful for Katrin, whereas discrepancies between different surfaces can
have a large impact.
Biasing the rear wall at a certain voltage can in principle balance the work function difference of beam tube and rear wall. Measurements with monoenergetic electrons from 83m Kr
circled in the source were shown to give access to that difference which is not known a
priori. Still, due to the different beam tube temperature required for the krypton measurements (about 110 K), the behaviour of tritium adsorption along the tube wall is expected
to change.
Different methods are proposed to investigate the boundary potential differences for nominal tritium operation conditions – the lowest surface potential differences that can be
verified to be established is 60 mV involving a plasma potential inhomogeneity of 20 mV.
The probability distribution function of the potential profile that builds up in the source
was shown not to be Gaussian, in contrast to what has been assumed before. Therefore,
the effect on the derived neutrino mass is larger than expected – the smallest achievable neutrino mass squared shift, related to a configuration with all boundary surfaces at
equipotential and a plasma potential inhomogeneity smaller than 6 mV, was derived to be
(−5.8 ± 2.8) · 10−4 eV2 .
The equipotential case is probably not attainable for realistic experimental conditions. To
give a conservative approximation, a reasonable boundary potential difference of 110 meV
was assumed for which a neutrino mass squared shift of (−1.5 ± 0.25) · 10−3 eV2 was derived. The latter should be quoted as representative value of a systematic neutrino mass
squared uncertainty related to plasma processes in the source.
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Outlook
Commissioning of the components of the source section and of the full Katrin beam line
has started and is proceeding at the time of completion of this thesis.
This inactive commissioning phases offers the unique chance to test and verify the gas
model experimentally. A number of measurements have been proposed that have to be
executed in these phases, before the apparatus is first loaded with tritium. It needs to
be tested whether the outcome of these measurements matches the predictions of the gas
model. In case of discrepancies, the model needs to be reviewed. Otherwise, it can be
applied in the neutrino mass analysis.
An open issue with regard to the gas model is the connection to a large number of sensors,
supplying among others temperature and pressure information, whose data are needed for
real-time source modelling. Large efforts have already been made providing the relevant
tools.
The plasma model needs to be investigated once there is a reasonable amount of tritium
in the source, which will only be after completion of the inactive phases. The general
approach with recommendations for essential test measurements was presented in this
thesis. Detailed measurement plans need to be worked out.
Validating the predictions of the constructed models is the last step in understanding and
rating the plasma and gas dynamical processes of the source. Verifying that the induced
systematic uncertainties are under control is an important step to reach the 200 meV
neutrino mass sensitivity with Katrin.
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Appendix
A. Calculation of flow in the cooling tubes
To model the convective heat transfer in the cooling fluids of the pump port cooling system,
simulated in section 3.3.1, a coupling between heat transfer and fluid flow simulation is
required. For the pump port modelling, this is achieved using an iterative procedure.
The flow of the coolants liquid nitrogen and helium through the cooling tubes is simulated
in order to obtain the pressure and velocity distribution for the calculation of the convective
heat transfer in section 3.3.1. The model is build in COMSOL Multiphysics, using the
fluid flow module [COM14a]. The geometry of the cooling pipe, adapted to the test model
in section 3.3.1, is depicted in figure A.1. Laminar flow is assumed for both modelled
coolants (nitrogen and helium) and their pressure and velocity distributions are calculated
based on the Navier-Stokes equations.
The starting point is an isothermal flow simulation with fixed fluid and wall temperatures.
Fixed pressures are used for inlet (N2 : 5 bar, He: 1.5 bar) and outlet (N2 : 4 bar, He: 1.3 bar)
boundary conditions. The simulated velocity and pressure distribution of the fluid is used
as input for the calculation of the temperature distribution along the boundaries of the
cooling pipe as described in section3.3.1.
In a second step, the wall temperature distribution is implemented as boundary condition
to model the non-isothermal flow through the cooling pipe. The calculated pressure and
velocity distributions are implemented in the test model in section 3.3.1 providing a more
accurate calculation of the convective heat transfer. In principle, this procedure can be
continued further.
The described procedure is executed for different amounts of incoming heat from the
radiating test surface in section 3.3.1, since its temperature affects the temperatures of
the cooling pipe surfaces. The velocity and pressure distributions hardly change for the
different tested temperatures of the radiating surface since also the temperature of the
coolant hardly changes. The velocity distributions at the outlet boundary of the modelled
cooling tube are plotted for both coolants in figure A.2.

B. Calculation of bellow heat transfer coefficients
In order to simplify the model and reduce the number of mesh elements needed to resolve
the pump port geometry, all bellows in the model are replaced by cylindrical tubes. The
validity of such an approach with respect to transported radiation heat was shown in
[Jan15] within an uncertainty below 10%. The geometry of such a bellow is depicted in
figure B.3. The length off the tube l is the same as the effective length of the bellow, its
width is the width w of the bellow. The tube inner radius r is calculated from outer and
inner radius, rmin and rmax of the bellow:
r=

rmax + rmin w
− .
2
2
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(6.1)
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Figure A.1.: Geometry of tube model for coolant flow simulation.

(a) Nitrogen, liquid

(b) Helium, gaseous

Figure A.2.: Outlet velocity distributions of nitrogen and helium coolant. The
temperature of the corresponding radiating surface is 120 K for the shown
nitrogen results and 80 K for given helium results.

Figure B.3.: Bellow and adjusted cylinder geometry.
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In order to transport the same amount of conductive heat, the conductivity of the bellow
needs to be adjusted. Using equation (3.2) one gets:
k

A
A0
.
∆T = k0 ∆T
l
l0

(6.2)

The length of the unfolded bellow l0 can be calculated with:
l0 = 16 (rmax − rmin − d) + (n + 0.5) πd,

(6.3)

here n denotes the number of slats and d is the slat diameter with:
d=

l−w
− w.
2n + 1

Thus, the bellows average area A0 can be calculated using:

 

2
2
π (rmin + w)2 − rmin
+ − (rmax − w)2 + rmax
A0 =
.
2

(6.4)

(6.5)

. Plugging this in equation (6.2,)the conductivity of the cylinder gets:
k = k0

A0 l
.
Al0

(6.6)

The geometries of the different bellows and corresponding adjusted conductivities for the
cylinders used in the simulations in chapter 3 are summarised in table B.1.
Table B.1.: Geometry data and adjusted conductivities for bellows used in the
heat transfer models of the DPS1 pump ports. The conductivity k of
the corresponding cylinders is given in terms of the initial material conductivity
k0 .
domain
rmax in mm rmin in mm l in mm w in mm n
k/k0
Bellow WGTS beam tube 68.5
52
68
0.4
7
0.25
Bellow DPS1F beam tube 118.5
57
43
0.3
4
0.44
1st bellow tube to TMP
157.5
140
125
0.4
7
0.38
2nd bellow tube to TMP
155.5
140
125
0.4
7
0.4
Bellow before DPS2
71.1
49
95
0.3
11 0.162
Bellow after DPS1R
68.5
52
92
0.4
10 0.23
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C. Technical data MAG W 2800

Technische Daten
Produkt:
Katalog‐Nr.:

TURBOVAC MAG W 2800
400006V0071

Anschlussflansch Saugseite:

DN 250 CF

Anschlussflansch Druckseite:

DN 40 ISO‐KF

Saugvermögen
N2 ‐ Stickstoff:

2400 l/s

Ar ‐ Argon:

2450 l/s

He ‐ Helium:

2650 l/s

H2 ‐ Wasserstoff:

2100 l/s

Gasdurchsatz
N2 ‐ Stickstoff:

‐ ‐ ‐

Ar ‐ Argon:

‐ ‐ ‐

He ‐ Helium:

‐ ‐ ‐

H2 ‐ Wasserstoff:

‐ ‐ ‐

Kompressionsverhältnis
N2 ‐ Stickstoff:
Ar ‐ Argon:

1,0 x 109
‐ ‐ ‐

He ‐ Helium:

‐ ‐ ‐

H2 ‐ Wasserstoff:

‐ ‐ ‐

Enddruck:
Max. Vorvakuumdruck für N2 :
Nenndrehzahl:
Hochlaufzeit:

< 1,0 x 10
3,0 mbar

28800 min
≈ 10 min

Max. Leistungsaufnahme:

1100 W

Leistungsaufnahme bei Enddruck:

100 W

Schutzart:

IP 20

Zulässige Umgebungstemperatur:

5 ‐ 40°C

Kühlung standard:

Wasser

Kühlung optional:

‐ ‐ ‐

Kühlwasseranschluss:

‐10

mbar

‐1

< 7,5 x 10‐11 Torr
2,3 Torr
28800 rpm

41 ‐ 104°F

1/4" Rohr

Kühlwasserverbrauch:

120 ‐ 350 l/h

Zulässiger Kühlwasserdruck:

2 ‐ 7 bar

Zulässige Kühlwassertemperatur:

10 ‐ 30°C

Abmessungen:

siehe Maßblatt

Gewicht:

≈ 75,0 kg

50 ‐ 86°F
≈ 165,6 lbs

Technische Änderungen vorbehalten

Copyright © Oerlikon Leybold Vacuum GmbH

Figure C.4.: Technical data sheet for the Leybold Turbovac MAG W 2800 from
[Oer16].
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Figure D.5.: Relative difference in density distribution at different times after
a small inlet pressure disturbance. The initial inlet pressure, p0in , is
ramped up within 0.1 s to 1.01p0in . The density distribution at time t is given
relative to the equilibrium density after the disturbance (n(t → ∞) = n∞ ).
The initial condition for p0in is shown in black. Equilibrium is reached again
after about 1 s, shown in magenta.

D. Simulation of characteristic time scale for pressure changes
To get an estimate for the time scale τ at which a change in the set of operational WGTS
parameters can be properly reflected by the gas model, the time the gas flow needs to reach
equilibrium conditions after a small temporal disturbance of flow needs to be known.
Therefore, a disturbance of 1% is introduced in the WGTS beam tube model that was
presented in section 4.2.5. The stationary solution of the beam tube model is used as
initial condition. Then, the inlet pressure is ramped up within 0.1 s to 1.01·in0 .
The principle of solution for the time dependent problem works similar to the stationary
problem. The variable time is used as parameter and the problem is solved separately for
the conditions present at each time with small steps in between the analysed times.
For the elevated inlet pressure, the equilibrium condition (n(t > τ ) = n(t → ∞) = n∞ ),
with equilibrium density n∞ , is reached about 1 s after the gas flow disturbance induced
by the increased pressure. In figure D.5 the longitudinal distribution of the relative ratio
of time dependent density with respect to the equilibrium density ((n(t) − n∞ )/ni nf ty =
∆n(t)/ni nf ty) is shown. Already after about 0.4 s, which is about twice the time a gas
molecule needs to pass the beam tube from the injection to the outlet in front or rear
direction1 , the disturbance is almost washed out.

E. Modelling of pump port pressure changes
To obtain a relation between pump port inlet pressure, which equals the exit pressure in
the gas dynamic calculation inside the 10 m WGTS beam tube in section 4.2.3, a twodimensional model of the pump port is build as depicted in figure E.6. Different from
1

Due to the elevated bulk gas velocity computed in this model, the time scale is shorter than in the
Sharipov density model.
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Figure E.6.: Scheme of the two-dimensional first pump port model in the DPS1.
The inlet density profile is taken from the WGTS beam tube density simulation described in section 4.2.5. The pumping probability is varied by ±50%.
Then the relative density change at test surfaces 1 (beam tube outlet) and 2
(next to the pump) are compared.
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Figure E.7.: Uncertainty of relative relative WGTS beam tube outlet pressure
change ∆(dpex /pex )/(dpex /pex ). It is given as a function of the pressure changes measured by the pressure sensor next to the TMPs at
the first pump port of the DPS1 ∆pTMP /pTMP .
the model in section 4.2.6, it includes the ducts to the TMPs and thus also the position
where pressure sensors are situated2 The model inlet pressure equals the pressure at the
corresponding position in the beam tube calculation described in section 4.2.5 for a WGTS
beam tube injection pressure of 0.34 Pa. The outlet in the longitudinal direction is represented by a pumping surface with transmission probability 0.1. The position of the first
rotor blades of the TMP is also represented by a pumping surface. The initial transmission
probability at the TMP surface is set to 0.275 and varied by 50%.
From the resulting pressure distribution, the change in averaged pressure values from surface 1 (WGTS beam tube outlet pressure pex as used in the density calculation for the
central 10 m WGTS beam tube) and surface 2 (pressure at the position of the pressure sensor, pTMP ) are compared. The calculation is performed using the transitional flow module
within the COMSOL software package, as already described in section 4.2.5. Since the
pump port cannot be assumed to be accurately represented by a two-dimensional geometry, an uncertainty of 10% is adopted for each evaluated density change. The resulting
ex
relation between relative uncertainty in the calculation of the pressure change ∆p
pex and the
TMP
pressure change that can be measured by the pressure sensors next to the TMPs ∆p
pTMP
is depicted in figure E.7. Both changes are approximately connected3 by a factor of 0.4

∆(dpex /pex )
∆pTMP
≈ 0.4 ·
.
(dpex /pex )
pTMP

(6.7)

Thus, taking the pressure changes measured by the sensor next to the TMP for the pressure
change of the beam tube exit pressure, an uncertainty of 40% for needs to be considered
for ∆(dpex /pex )/(dpe /pex ) in the gas model in section 4.4.

2

The pump port model described in section 4.2.6 is three-dimensional and cannot include the full pump
port up to the TMPs due to the complex Monte Carlo flow calculation.
3
for variations of pTMP below 20%
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Figure F.8.: Types and energies of adsorption depending on the distance to the
surface. The zero energy state corresponds to the ground state of a molecule
in the gas phase. Ephy denotes the binding energy for physisorption, Ech
the adsorption energy for chemisorption. Depending on the crossing point
of chemisorption and physisorption curves (corresponding energy Ea ), the
chemisorption process is activated or spontaneous. ∆Edis denotes the dissociation energy from molecular state in two atoms.

F. Modelling of tritium adsorption at the WGTS tube walls
It is important to have an estimate for the work function shift due to the adsorption of
tritium at the WGTS beam tube walls. Therefore, the actual amount of adsorbed tritium and its profile needs to be known. The equilibrium coverage θ is determined by
adsorption, surface diffusion, desorption and permeation processes. The process of gas
adsorption depends on the structure of the solid and the gas molecule. In general there
are two kinds of adsorption: chemisorption and physisorption. They have large differences
in their adsorption strength. Gas particles can be adsorbed in molecular state through
van der Waals forces – This process is called physisorption. The binding is quite weak,
as it is formed through fluctuations in the electronic shell [Str11]. A stronger binding
with a covalent character can be achieved through chemisorption. Here, the molecule is
usually first dissociated and the two atoms are bound separately [Chr88]. The energies
involved in the different processes of adsorption (and desorption) are summarised in figure F.8. Depending on the crossing point of the physisorption and chemisorption potential
energy curve, Ea , the dissociative chemisorption process can have an activation barrier
(if Ea > 0). This barrier influences the kinetics of adsorption as it modifies the sticking
Ea
probability s which than reads s0 = s · e− kT . For non-activated adsorption the barrier
vanishes, Ea = 0. On most metal surfaces, the dissociative adsorption of Hydrogen (and
its isotopes) is non-activated [BMP08] like for hydrogen adsorbing on iron surfaces [PS85].
Therefore, the adsorption of tritium at the stainless steel walls of the WGTS beam tube
is assumed to be non-activated.
The sticking probability s is approximately equal to 1 for cold molecular hydrogen isotopes that adsorb on a pre-adsorbed hydrogen isotope layer (multilayer adsorption). For
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adsorption on a cold steel surface (in the first layer), the sticking probability is reduced.
The actual value strongly depends on the surface properties as well as surface and gas
temperatures [Sou86]. A sticking probability of 0.5 for hydrogen molecules on stainless
steel was stated in [Bas80, Bas81]. The sticking probability of tritium should be comparable [Sou86], therefore a value of 0.5 is used in the following for the modelling of tritium
adsorbing on the WGTS beam tube walls in the first layer.
The binding energy of physisorption for molecular hydrogen is low. It is in the range of
−1 kJ mol−1 to −10 kJ mol−1 [Züt03, DS99]. For gas temperatures lower than the critical
temperature (for hydrogen this is about 33 K [LMM76]) the formation of multilayers of
adsorbed molecules is possible [Dab01]. In this case, the adsorption energy of the second and following layers is often stated to be equal to the energy of condensation ∆Qcon
[Str11, Züt03, BET38] of the adsorbed substance. For hydrogen the energy of condensation
is about −0.9 kJ mol−1 [Chr88] and for tritium at 30 K roughly −1.5 kJ mol−1 [Sou86].
Depending on the actual smoothness of the surface, a second monolayer can be necessary
to saturate the surface for which the interaction of the adsorbed particle with the initial
surface can be neglected [MJS01, Wan15]. Therefore, in the following calculations, the
binding energy of the second layer is assumed to be equal to the energy of physisorption
Ephy , which is higher than the energy of condensation. In [MJS01] the desorption characteristics of molecular hydrogen physisorbed on stainless steel (The energy of desorption
for physisorbed molecules is equal to the inverse energy of adsorption, see figure F.8.)
were measured. In this measurement two desorption peaks appear at 1.6 kJ mol−1 and at
6.03 kJ mol−1 , with a suppressed desorption intensity of the second peak. In a conservative approximation (leading to an increased adsorption probability in the second layer),
the binding energy of hydrogen physisorbed on stainless steel is taken to be the average
of both measured values and thus −3.82 kJ mol−14 . In [GS12] the isotopic effect on the
energy of adsorption for different hydrogen isotopes is stated to be small. For physisorption of hydrogen and deuterium on graphite, the difference in adsorption potentials was
found to be about 4 to 8% [OR62, KSJE72]. Since no data for the energy of physisorption
for T2 on stainless steel are available, the binding energy found for hydrogen is increased
by 10% which yields a physisorption energy of −4.2 kJ mol−1 that is used in the following
calculations.
The binding energy for the dissociatively adsorbed hydrogen atoms that are directly bound
on the steel surface, Ech , is about −87 kJ mol−1 [BBC+ 03].
For the process of desorption of the different adsorption layers two cases have to be distinguished, depending on the actual type of adsorption: dissociative desorption and desorption of physisorbed molecules.
In order to desorb at temperatures below the binding energy, chemisorbed atoms need to
recombine with each other. In the recombination process a large enough amount of energy
∆Edis is released and the molecule is able to leave the strongly bound chemisorption state
(see figure F.8). Thus, the rate of dissociative desorption is determined by the surface
recombination rate. Atoms adsorbed at the surface can only recombine if another atom is
near enough and thus, the recombination rate is determined by surface diffusion processes.
The kinetics of adsorption is often described using the model proposed by Langmuir
[Lan18]:
s

p
nmax
2πkB T m

1 − θ for molecular adsorption
with: f (θ) =
(1 − θ)2 for dissociative adsorption,
Rad =

4

f (θ) √

(6.8)
(6.9)

It should be noted, that the adsorption energy strongly depends on the surface cleanness and smoothness
as well as on adsorbed oxide or water layers. Generally, the desorption energy for hydrogen molecules
physisorbed on metals is below 5 kJ mol−1 [GS12].
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Here m denotes the mass of the adsorbed species, θ the number of occupied adsorption
sites compared to the total number of adsorption sites (θ is also called coverage), nmax
the material dependent number of surface sites for adsorption (θ = 1 for filled monolayer),
and p the pressure of the gas in front of the surface. For the WGTS stainless steel tube
the number of surface sites is estimated to be about 2 × 1019 m−25 [BEGW77].
Using equation (6.8) the adsorption rate Rad for adsorption below the monolayer coverage
depends on the number of free surface sites (1 − θ). The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller description [BET38] of adsorption extends the Langmuir model to the adsorption of multilayers.
It is assumed, that once a particle is adsorbed, it can either desorb or a second particle
adsorbs directly at the first particle which causes the maximal number of adsorption sites
within a single layer nmax to be equal for each layer and the total number of adsorbed
particles can be written: na = nmax · θ. Thus, the adsorption rate for the first layer and
following multilayers reads:
s1
p
(1 − θ)2 √
θ≤1
nmax
2πkB T m
p
s
√
1 < θ , for zeroth order adsorption.
=
nmax 2πkB T m

Rad,1 =

(6.10)

Rad

(6.11)

s1 denotes the sticking probability for adsorption at the metal surface (adsorption in the
first layer) and s the sticking probability for adsorption at the already adsorbed hydrogen
layer(s).
Only the particles in the particular uppermost layer can be desorbed. For the first layer,
which is assumed to be chemisorbed, the desorption is determined by molecular recombination of the adsorbed atoms and thus by the diffusion process, as the atoms need to
diffuse over the surface in order to find a partner to recombine. The recombination rate is
thus assumed to be equal to the desorption rate from the first layer which can be written:


Edif (1 − θ) 2 2
Rdes,1 = −2krec exp −
θ c1
θ≤1
(6.12)
NA kB T
with coefficient krec , activation energy for diffusion, Edif , and species surface concentration
c1 . Since it is a second order process, the rate depends on θ2 . The activation energy for
diffusion of deuterium on a stainless steel surface is about 13.6 kJ mol−1 and the corresponding rate coefficient krec ≈ 8.4 × 10−26 m2 s−1 [BEWW80]. The activation energies of
the different hydrogen isotopes for the diffusion in stainless steel were found to be comparable. Thus, the deuterium data are used for the description of tritium surface diffusion.
The desorption of the physisorbed molecules (for θ > 1) is a first order process [MJS01].
However, in [Wan15] the desorption process of higher layers (larger than one) is stated to
be zeroth order and does thus not depend on the coverage. As given above, the desorption
energy Ed for the second layer is assumed to be −4.2 kJ mol−1 . For the third layer the
interaction with the initial metal surface is negligible, thus Ed = −∆Q ≈ 1.5 kJ mol−1 .
Thus, the desorption rates from the second layer (Rdes,2 ) and from layer i, with i> 2,
(Rdes,i ) can be calculated


Ed
Rdes,2 = −ν exp −
(θ − 1)nmax
θ = 2,
(6.13)
NA kB T


∆Q
Rdes,i = −ν exp −
nmax
2 < θ ≤ i.
(6.14)
NA kB T
The frequency factor ν ≈ 1 × 1012 s−1 represents the surface vibration frequency of weakly
adsorbed molecules [Laf98, VRM+ 05].
Atoms adsorbed at the surface can also diffuse through the bulk and leave the material
5

The value was measured for a Fe(110) surface.
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at the opposite surface. This process is called permeation. For steady state conditions,
which means a vanishing concentration gradient in the bulk material, the permeation rate
Rper can be written in terms of the pressure difference p − p0 between both surface sides
using Richardson’s law [LKNH11]:
Rper = −KD

p0.5 − p00.5
.
d

(6.15)

Here d denotes the thickness of the material, K the solubility and D the bulk diffusivity.
The pressure in the WGTS cryostat outside of the beam tube is low compared to the
pressure in the beam tube. In this case p0 can be set to zero in equation (6.15).
For tritium in stainless steel the literature values for the solubility and diffusivity are: K =
−

−1

10.2 kJ

− 51.9 kJ mol

NA k B T
0.194 mol/(m3 Pa0.5 )e NA kB T [SFOI84], and D = 5.9 × 10−7 m2 s−1 e
[RFG93].
To approximate the coverage profile of the tritium adsorbed at the WGTS stainless steel
walls, the Surface Reactions module of COMSOL is used [Mul14a]. An one-dimensional
model of the beam tube surface starting from the injection (z = 5 m) to the end of the
central WGTS beam tube (z = 10 m) is build. The density of the gas molecules impinging
on the beam tube surface is taken from the gas dynamics calculation in section 4.2. The
equations (6.10) to (6.14) as well as relation 6.15 are used to calculate the adsorption and
desorption rates for the different layers:

δci (z)
δφm
=−
+ Rad,i + Rdes,i + Rper ,
δt
δz

(6.16)

with ci denoting the adsorbed tritium surface concentration in the ith layer and φm the
molecular surface diffusion flux. The surface diffusion term, with surface diffusivity Dsurf =
14.8 kJ mol−1

1.8 × 10−5 e kB T NA [BEWW80], is included for the atoms adsorbed within the first layer,
as the ad- and desorption rates within the first two layers depend on the local coverage:
φm = −Dsurf ∇ci ,

(6.17)

The resulting tritium coverage is depicted in figure F.9. The first monolayer is saturated
over the whole beam tube surface due to the relatively large activation energy for surface
diffusion which causes a low recombination rate in this layer. The second layer is partially
filled with a difference of 0.14 momolayers between injection and beam tube end region.
The tritium gas density profile is additionally plotted in figure F.9 to compare the slope
of both profiles. The slope discrepancy is mainly caused by the second layer desorption
process, that is coverage dependent and thus changes the linear dependency of adsorbed
gas and free gas density. The strong dependence of the coverage profile on the desorption
energy Ed of the second layer should be noted here – If Ed is only slightly reduced from
4.2 kJ mol−1 to 4 kJ mol−1 the coverage profile changes to almost constant monolayer coverage with only 3% difference, as the rate of desorption is strong and reduces the number
of molecules adsorbed in the second layer almost completely. Thus, the 14% difference in
longitudinal coverage constitutes, with respect to the induced work function change (larger
work function shift for larger amount of adsorbed tritium), a conservative approximation.
One should keep in mind that the beam tube surface is not perfectly smooth. There are
defects or impurities that can trap the gas molecules as the adsorption energy is increased
at this positions [MJS01]. This would cause small scale structures in the coverage distribution. Still, if these defects are of reasonable small size they should not disturb the form
of the coverage profile.
Results for T = 110 K
Compared to 30 K, the adsorption properties at 110 K are different since the above mentioned processes contributing to the kinetics of adsorption and desorption are strongly
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Figure F.9.: Simulated tritium monolayer coverage along WGTS tube at 30 K.
The underlying tritium gas profile (red line) in front of the inner tube surface
is depicted in addition. Mind the corresponding different axes and scales.
temperature dependent. To be able to use data from the krypton measurements (performed at 110 K) for the optimisation of the rear wall bias voltage (section 5.4.2) the
adsorption induced work function shift between both temperature conditions needs to be
known. This can be approximated, when the difference in T2 coverage between both temperatures is known. Therefore, the adsorption model presented above is used to calculate
the number of adsorbed monolayers at 110 K. Here he gas density profile from the calculations at 30 K is used. The inlet pressure is adapted for the 110 K measurement in order
to reach the same column density for both temperatures.
The calculated beam tube tritium coverage for 110 K is depicted in figure F.10. The average coverage is about 0.34 and the difference in average coverage between 30 K and 110 K
is about 0.75 monolayer.
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Figure F.10.: Simulated tritium coverage along WGTS tube for 110 K.
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